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Europe’s Foreign and Security Policy
The Institutionalization of Cooperation

The emergence of a common security and foreign policy has been one
of the most contentious issues accompanying the integration of the
European Union. In this book, Michael Smith examines the specific
ways foreign policy cooperation has been institutionalized in the EU, the
way institutional development affects cooperative outcomes in foreign
policy, and how those outcomes lead to new institutional reforms. Smith
explains the evolution and performance of the institutional procedures of
the EU using a unique analytical framework, supported by extensive em-
pirical evidence drawn from interviews, case studies, official documents
and secondary sources. His perceptive and well-informed analysis cov-
ers the entire history of EU foreign policy cooperation, from its origins
in the late 1960s up to the start of the 2003 constitutional convention.
Demonstrating the importance and extent of EU foreign/security policy,
the book will be of interest to scholars, researchers and policymakers.

MICHAEL E . SMITH is Assistant Professor of Political Science, Georgia
State University, Atlanta.
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Introduction: foreign and security policy in
the European Union

Nothing is possible without men; nothing lasts without institutions.
Jean Monnet

On November 19, 1970, Europe’s novel experiment in regional economic
integration quietly delved into uncharted territory. In Munich, at the
former Prussian embassy to the Kingdom of Bavaria, European Union
(EU) foreign ministers met for the first time under the rubric of a new
institutional framework, “European Political Cooperation” (EPC). This
meeting represented the latest in a long series of efforts to coordinate
the foreign policies of EU member states in areas other than economic
affairs. The EU’s previous attempts to coordinate such policies, such
as the European Defense Community and the European Political Com-
munity of the 1950s, and the Fouchet Plans of the 1960s, had failed
miserably because of fundamental disagreements about the means and
ends of European foreign policy cooperation. Thanks to this legacy, EPC
was greeted with considerable uncertainty and skepticism when the EU
foreign ministers met in Munich. The meeting aroused little public atten-
tion, and EPC participants themselves expected the profound differences
in their foreign policy traditions, domestic political cultures, administra-
tive capacities, and global relationships to inhibit their attempts to find a
collective voice in world politics.

In addition, not only was EPC’s scope of action so indeterminate that it
threatened to invite more conflict than cooperation, but its mechanisms
to induce such cooperation were feeble and peculiar. It was not based
on a treaty, nor did it have any permanent organizational machinery. Its
rules were extremely vague and its instruments for collective action few.
Perhaps the only thing the EU foreign ministers could agree upon – but
for different reasons – was that EPC should be kept strictly separate from
supranational European Community (EC) procedures and that security
or defense matters were not appropriate subjects for discussion in the
EPC framework.

1
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2 Introduction

Given its obscure goals, its modest institutional support, the difficult
problems Europe hoped to confront with it (such as the Middle East), the
entrenched foreign policy traditions of its member states, and the hos-
tile attitude of the US toward it, EPC should never have left the planning
stage. If it did persist, it should have been little more than a “talking shop”
for diplomats, very similar to other political dialogues based within re-
gional organizations (such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
or the Organization of American States) or held during periodic summits
(such as the Group of 7 [G-7] industrialized nations) which also possessed
no capacity for coordinated external actions. Yet this novel diplomatic ex-
periment – “the world’s most advanced model of collective diplomacy”
(von der Gablentz 1979: 688) in the words of one enthusiastic par-
ticipant – surprised its participants and critics alike over the next two
decades. The very first meeting of EPC foreign ministers in Munich
laid the groundwork for sustained discussions of the Middle East and
East–West relations, which resulted in the Euro-Arab Dialogue and the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe a few years later.
These two difficult subjects occupied EPC for years while other issues
were gradually added to the agenda, extending foreign policy cooperation
into uncharted territory. During this time the institutional framework of
EPC developed and expanded far beyond what was anticipated or even
desired by EU member states. Finally, although EPC was established out-
side EC structures, it quickly grew more sensitive to Community policies
and procedures so that, by the time of the Maastricht Treaty on European
Union in 1991, EPC was replaced by a “Common Foreign and Security
Policy” (CFSP) and both the EC and the CFSP were tied together legally
under the new single institutional framework known as the “European
Union.” By this time powerful taboos against discussing security issues
had been overcome and cooperation in this area found its way into the
Maastricht Treaty, though in a somewhat equivocal way. Today, discus-
sions regarding defense cooperation and a common European military
force are commonplace in the EU, and specific plans to further those
ends have been agreed.

Thus, despite the legacy of failure and the climate of uncertainty sur-
rounding the first tentative meetings in EPC, EU member states creatively
improved and expanded their cooperation in foreign policy, a process
which continues to this day. How they managed this feat is the subject of
this book. In particular, I examine the relationship between institutional
development and foreign policy cooperation among EU member states.
Toward this end I advance a theory of institutionalization and describe
the specific mechanisms that encouraged EU states to cooperate in this
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Introduction 3

area. I also provide empirical evidence of such cooperation, linking it to
institutional changes in EPC/CFSP.

The puzzles of European foreign policy

The EU’s attempt to cooperate in foreign policy has attracted an increas-
ing amount of attention in the growing literature on Europe’s external
relations. There is little consensus, however, on the relationship between
EU foreign policy and international politics. Some scholars, particularly
American ones, see EPC/CFSP as a pretentious waste of time or even
a failure, particularly when it is unable to solve complex international
problems (Art 1996; Gordon 1997–98; Hoffman 2000). Others see it as
a nuisance, one that only interferes with, or even undermines, the efforts
of powerful states (again, chiefly the US) to maintain global stability. Both
attitudes, particularly when based on single episodes such as the Middle
East or the Balkans, miss important aspects of EU foreign policy that eas-
ily justify a closer look at its development and functioning. And although
a number of excellent case studies on individual EPC/CFSP actions ex-
ist, there are more elemental, and in my view, theoretically interesting
questions about Europe’s cooperation in foreign and security policy. In
particular, this volume focuses on five closely related sets of questions.1

1 The existence, endurance, and expansion of EU foreign policy

Perhaps the most important questions are also the most general: why
should a regional economic organization struggle for so long to develop
its own foreign policy? Why does the EU persist in attempting to speak
with a single voice in world politics, even when this might frustrate its
most important ally, the United States? And why did EPC not only suc-
ceed where the European Defense Community and European Political
Community had failed, but persist and expand as well, even in the face
of numerous internal and external challenges? As “the simplest, leanest,
most cost-effective form of international cooperation yet devised” (Hurd
1981: 388), EU member states could have kept EPC as a passive forum to
share information, as it was designed; instead they repeatedly attempted
to both strengthen and make greater use of the mechanism. Taboos over
what had been considered issues inappropriate for EPC (such as security)
were gradually broken, and changes in the mechanism itself were built

1 For similar expositions of the most important questions concerning EPC, see Hill 1988a;
Weiler and Wessels 1988.
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4 Introduction

onto previous innovations, so that member states did not feel threatened
by a radical expansion of their cooperation in this sensitive area. This
theme – progressive adaptation in the midst of continuity – is a defining
feature of EPC/CFSP. However, this is not to say that there were no
setbacks; in fact, in explaining continuity we must also confront the fact
that European foreign policy cooperation has disappointed its advocates
in some areas. Still, it has advanced in a fairly logical cycle involving
crisis or opportunity, small-scale innovation, and institutional consoli-
dation (or codification), until the sequence repeated itself and gradually
took European foreign relations in new directions.

2 EU foreign policy and the external world

Another set of puzzles concerns the impact made by EU foreign policy
on non-members, and the influence of external forces on the EU system
itself. This topic is often framed as the emergence of the EU as an in-
ternational political actor (Taylor 1979; Ginsberg 1989; Crawford and
Schulze 1990; Rummel 1990; Hill 1993; Holland 1997a; Piening 1997;
Peterson and Sjursen 1998; Whitman 1998; Bretherton and Vogler 1999;
Ginsberg 1999, 2001). The EU’s impact on the world is in part a func-
tion of policy effectiveness, and could be used as an indirect measure
of cooperation. However, while critics of Europe’s global ambitions fre-
quently point to EPC’s failure to “solve” (or even to positively impact
on) complex international problems such as the Arab-Israeli conflict or
the breakup of Yugoslavia, they also unfairly and too readily overlook the
more fundamental purposes of EU foreign policy cooperation. EPC was
not created to help Europe solve international problems; it was created
to prevent international problems from disrupting the Community and,
to a lesser extent, to make sure a common European voice was heard in
international affairs.

In terms of the first task EU foreign policy has proved a resounding suc-
cess; foreign policy issues have rarely if ever disrupted the daily business
of the EC. And although some might argue that the close involvement of
the US in European affairs encouraged common European positions on
world politics, there also have been numerous opportunities for discord
within Europe and between Europe and the US. In fact, disagreement
with a number of American foreign policies provided a major incentive
for EU states to cooperate, as I demonstrate in this volume.2 EU for-
eign policy has helped to moderate these potential areas of disagreement

2 As Nuttall (1992a: 3) once put it, “A consistent feature [of EPC] has been the need to
find a way of expressing policies which are not those of the United States.”
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Introduction 5

by framing disputes over foreign policy in terms of collective interests
and rules, and often has gone beyond these activities by also promoting
a collective European response to major questions of international af-
fairs. In this sense one can say that EPC has changed from a defensive or
passive approach to cooperation (preventing any external disruption of
the Community) to a more positive, proactive one (asserting European
interests and values beyond its borders); or in other words, from negative
to positive integration. As a result, the EU is still taken far more seriously
as an international political actor by other states (even the US), regional
groupings, and international organizations than many observers appre-
ciate. However, this is not to argue that EU foreign policy is a positive
force for the outside world, or even for world peace. This study does not
attempt to address this question directly, although I do touch upon it
as necessary. Instead, the primary normative criterion used in this vol-
ume is whether foreign policy cooperation benefits those for whom it was
originally intended: the member states of the EU.

3 EU foreign policy and European integration

The question of whether European foreign policy cooperation has an
impact on the world beyond the EU is an important one. To a large
extent, this has involved finding ways to convert Europe’s considerable
economic resources into external political power, which raises another set
of research questions. As observers often point out, the EC’s external eco-
nomic activities are far more extensive than what takes place within the
EPC/CFSP domain (Smith 1998). Sanctions, bilateral aid, and develop-
ment policies are the only real tools possessed by “civilian powers” such as
the EU; still, for EPC/CFSP to co-opt these policies for external political
ends, thus drawing itself closer to the treaty-based Community, was a ma-
jor advancement. Moreover, the EU has become increasingly concerned
about improving the coherence among its external policy domains, in
part to enhance its role in world politics (Coignez 1992; Neuwahl 1994;
Krenzler and Schneider 1997; Smith 2001b). This has not been an easy
task, and it raises the more fundamental questions of why a regional in-
stitution devoted to economic cooperation among its citizens and firms
should require its own global foreign policy, and how that institution
attempts to reconcile its economic and political aspirations.

To complicate matters further, there may be inherent differences be-
tween international cooperation in economic and political/security af-
fairs. The stakes are perceived to be higher in areas of “high politics,”
and it is often very difficult to assess and distribute the gains, if any, from
foreign policy cooperation. Economic integration represents a clear goal
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6 Introduction

(the elimination of internal barriers and the harmonization of EU barriers
with those of the outside world) that can be explicitly measured according
to agreed timetables. A common foreign policy, however, does not share
these characteristics; it can mean only a constant process of policy coordi-
nation (though informed by general principles, such as respect for human
rights and democracy), often driven by changing external circumstances
or crises. This may involve the creation of entirely new standards (not
just the elimination of old ones), sometimes at the expense of existing
national foreign policy interests. Finally, many economic issues involve a
fairly high degree of consensual knowledge about the effects of economic
conditions on behavior, such as the relationship between exchange rates
and economic activity (Jervis 1978; Haas 1980; Lipson 1984).

This distinction between high and low politics helps explain why the EU
first developed its authority in less-controversial economic areas while at-
tempts at European defense cooperation in the 1950s failed. Unlike many
economic goals, such as a single market or single currency, there is no
clear “end product” to be achieved with a “common” foreign and security
policy. Such a common policy, like political “integration” and political
“union,” implies a final stage when the mechanism, in actual practice, can
mean only a continuing process of action that evolves over time. Accord-
ingly, students of international cooperation in general, and of European
integration in particular, have been preoccupied with socioeconomic pol-
icy areas, often to the exclusion of other forms of cooperation. There are
also far more socioeconomic institutions in the international system than
security-related institutions, which helps bias the literature on coopera-
tion and regional integration in favor of the former. Indeed, one of the
founding fathers of functional integration theory, Ernst Haas, explicitly
excluded security and defense cooperation from his theory, which fo-
cused on spillover in economic policy sectors (Haas 1961). And when
compared to other (EC) policy areas, EU foreign policy does seem seri-
ously deficient; compared to international relations in general, however, it
is a unique success. By focusing on supranational EC processes (or worse,
foreign policymaking within states) as their benchmark for success, both
integration theorists and theorists of national foreign policymaking fail
to appreciate the central fact that EU foreign policy is being undertaken
by states which previously had (and still have) such strong incentives and
capabilities to pursue independent foreign policies, and whose pursuit
of such policies once led to unprecedented misery on a global scale. Yet
EPC was also quite novel in the extent to which it became increasingly
linked to, and deferential to, supranational procedures within the EC.
This process raises our next question regarding EU foreign policy: how
it actually functions.
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Introduction 7

4 The mechanisms and resources of European foreign policy

The general blurring of the distinctions between high and low politics, be-
tween economic and foreign/security policy cooperation, and between the
EC and EPC/CFSP, can be appreciated by a more detailed examination
of the still-evolving institutions and procedures of EU foreign policy, and
how they relate to those of the EC (and individual EU member states) in
other areas. This constitutes a fourth major area of EU foreign policy re-
search (Holland 1991b; Rummel 1992; Ginsberg 1995, 1997a; Cameron
1998, 1999; White 2001) and is a central focus of this study. Process
always matters in fully explaining any policy decision, whether those of
states or international institutions, and whether achieved by virtue of self-
interested bargains or other social behaviors. More specifically, if the char-
acteristics of cooperative issue-areas are reflected in institutional design,
then we would expect that EU foreign policy cooperation would operate
differently from the EC’s socioeconomic policies, where the Commission
has the sole authority to introduce legislation, the Council of Ministers
(and in some cases, the European Parliament [EP]) has the right to mod-
ify and approve legislation, and the European Court of Justice (ECJ) can
render legally binding decisions on EU member states, firms, and citizens.
EU foreign policy is quite different from this process, but the argument
must be substantially qualified.

One must first keep in mind that European integration has always in-
volved the use of economic cooperation to reduce political conflicts among
EU member states, and organizations such as the Commission are the
driving force behind the policies used to achieve economic cooperation.
Thus economic integration itself was supposed to promote, indirectly,
political reconciliation, stability, and cooperation in Europe. Internal po-
litical integration of this sort might lead to foreign policy cooperation and
external actions, but integration theorists assumed this connection rather
than specified how it would be established or developed. In addition, EU
member states have often disagreed over the extent to which Europe’s ex-
ternal political relations should be handled by Brussels. As a result, some
member states have attempted to keep EPC (and the CFSP) a strictly
intergovernmental mechanism (at least in legal terms) to avoid “contami-
nating” it by existing supranational organizations and procedures in the
EC. Other pro-integrationist states feared the reverse: the contamination
of the EC’s supranational aspects by the intergovernmental features of
EPC. Both fears contributed to the explicit procedural separation of EC
affairs from foreign policy when EPC was first established. Despite this
separation, however, EPC was institutionalized and it grew much closer
to the EC, eventually becoming formally linked to it as the CFSP in
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8 Introduction

the new European Union framework. How EPC/CFSP involves aspects
of both intergovernmentalism and supranationalism (among other pro-
cesses), and the extent to which it affects the more general process of
European integration, are the central concerns of this volume.

5 EU foreign policy and domestic politics

Finally, other researchers have been more concerned with the relationship
between domestic politics and EU foreign policy, an increasing area of
interest in other EU policy areas as well. Since EPC was established as an
intergovernmental system, it seems appropriate to consider state govern-
ments, interests, and institutions at the first stage of analysis. According
to many observers, national foreign policies are the primary “inputs” into
the process of EU foreign policy, and they have received much attention
(Hill 1983b; Pfetsch 1994; Carlsnaes and Smith 1994; Stavridis and Hill
1996; Hill 1996; and Manners and Whitman 2000). However, since EU
foreign policy has also become increasingly rule-governed over the past
three decades, we must also consider the possibility that policy outcomes
are the result of some unique combination of EU and domestic influence
that varies across time, EU states, and types of foreign policy actions.
In addition, these outcomes typically are not major history-making re-
forms of the EU; some have suggested that bargains such as the Single
European Act and the Treaty on European Union favor, and may even
strengthen, the position of heads of government/state (Moravcsik 1994).
This is not the case with EPC/CFSP; while its outcomes are important
policy decisions of the EU, they are not wholly determined by heads of
state and they may involve EC institutions in ways that treaty negotiations
do not.

It is possible to take these arguments even further and consider that
EU member states are fundamentally changed by virtue of their participa-
tion in foreign policy cooperation, in ways and with mechanisms that can
be empirically validated. This argument is in line with the assumptions
about institutions and policy adaptation noted above. Moreover, if co-
operation takes the form of consensus-building and peer pressure, rather
than trading favors or accepting the decisions of an independent suprana-
tional authority, then we must also consider that state interests or prefer-
ences are susceptible to other forms of political influence which have not
been fully appreciated by analysts of international cooperation. Finally, if
common actions reflect common interests, and common interests reflect
a common identity, then loyalties or even a distinct European identity
can be forged as a result of increasing economic and political coopera-
tion. My examination of the performance record of EPC/CFSP in this
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Introduction 9

volume shows it is possible to discern some persistent features of the
EU’s external identity from the way it behaves in world politics, and to
see evidence of changes of policy within individual states by virtue of their
participation in the system. Although I cannot fully explore all potential
changes in the domestic politics of EU member states resulting from EU
foreign policy cooperation, there is enough such activity taking place to
warrant close attention in this study and in future research.

An institutional approach to European foreign policy

How do we explain EPC/CFSP and thus answer some of these impor-
tant questions? Unfortunately, the wide variety of questions asked about
EPC/CFSP has complicated the search for general theoretical explana-
tions of it. As I suggested above, it is inappropriate to judge or explain EU
foreign policy by comparing it to other EU policy domains, even those
involving external economic relations, since it is not based on the same
legal foundation or procedural mechanisms found in the EC. Although
we can rely on some insights from the literature on economic integration,
this approach alone cannot explain the complex dynamics of EPC/CFSP.
Nor is it appropriate to rely exclusively on the literature on foreign poli-
cymaking within states, which typically follows the unitary rational actor
assumption. The EU’s foreign policymaking system is certainly not uni-
fied or even centralized, and it operates according to different rationales
depending on the circumstances, a point I will explain in more detail in
the next chapter. And as long as the EU is based on international treaty
law, its member states reserve the right to participate according to their
own self-interests. Finally, it is inappropriate to compare EU foreign pol-
icy to cooperation within military alliances, such as NATO. The stakes
here are not nearly as high as those involving defense, and EU states
have only recently begun serious discussions on joint military operations
within the context of European integration.

Thus, this volume examines EPC/CFSP largely in terms of its inherent
nature as an example of institutionalized multilateral cooperation among
sovereign, independent states. European integration is largely an ongo-
ing discourse about institutions: how to translate very general common
values or aspirations into specific collective policies or behaviors, inter-
nal and external, through the application of norms and rules. Institu-
tional development is central to European integration, but we need not
privilege the supranational institutions of the EC (such as the Commis-
sion and the ECJ), which is the tendency of many institutional analyses
of European integration. Instead, I examine the tensions, connections,
and resolutions between intergovernmental and supranational methods of
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10 Introduction

community-building, focusing on how behavioral precedents have been
set and followed in the area of foreign policy, despite strict limits on the
initiation of policy by the Commission and the adjudication of disputes
by the ECJ.

Moreover, although the EU’s foreign and security policy cooperation
is a unique ambition among regional economic organizations, it is not
strictly sui generis: some of its institutional elements can be found in other
forums for international cooperation, and the activities of EU organiza-
tional actors in this domain are closely related to functions they perform
in other EC policy areas. As a result, the organization and functioning of
EPC/CFSP can offer more general theoretical lessons about the nature
of international cooperation; in fact, the puzzle can be reformulated in
this way: how have EU states managed to intensify their cooperation in
foreign policy since 1970 without fully subordinating these efforts to the
supranational Community method and while respecting the individual
interests and sovereignty of EU states? Although certain historical ele-
ments, such as Franco-German reconciliation and leadership, play a role
in this story, constant debates and compromises over institutional ques-
tions have been equally important. Institutions can be reproduced while
history cannot, and the lessons learned by the EU in this domain can
thus shed light on institutionalized cooperation in other domains.

More specifically, I argue that this cooperation is theoretically and em-
pirically interesting for three reasons. First, EPC/CFSP represents in-
ternational cooperation in what might be considered an emerging, even
unusual, issue-area: it is motivated for reasons beyond economic gain or
defense. EU foreign policy is largely an “aspirational” institution similar
to international cooperation in areas such as human rights, development
assistance, and labor standards (Botcheva and Martin 2001). For the
most part, EPC/CFSP does not provide direct material benefits to EU
member states in terms of either security or wealth, yet they continue
to pursue it. Second, and partly due to its aspirational goals, this coop-
eration was achieved with an innovative and flexible set of institutional
procedures, one that is still expanding and that has not been adequately
explored by theorists of international relations. Aspirational institutions
are usually weak (i.e., they involve no strict enforcement mechanisms), yet
EU states have achieved a significant degree of cooperation in foreign pol-
icy while strengthening EPC/CFSP as an institution. Third, EPC/CFSP
involves highly developed, industrialized states with vastly different capa-
bilities and powerful historical reasons to prefer autonomy or indepen-
dence, especially in foreign policy. Western Europe is largely responsible
for the international state system (not to mention realist-based balance-
of-power policies), and I hope to determine how and why the states of
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Introduction 11

this region, through the EU, pursue such symbolic or aspirational goals
by pooling their sovereignty with new institutional mechanisms.

I defend my choice of an institutional approach to EPC/CFSP in more
detail in the next chapter. In general, my approach draws upon the “new
institutionalism” literature (which involves both “historical institutional-
ism” and “sociological institutionalism”) in the hopes of providing a co-
herent way to synthesize competing views about the nature of European
foreign policy cooperation. The fundamental argument is that there is
a two-way relationship between institutional development and changes
in state behavior, which profoundly influences international cooperation.
When institutions are weak or vaguely specified, then they should have
little impact on state behavior. When institutions are more robust, with
clear goals and unequivocal rules, then states should change their be-
havior in accordance with those goals and rules. If, over time, the same
institution develops from a weak agreement to a formal organization, then
we should see corresponding changes in state behavior.

This is precisely what occurred with EU foreign policy. Since 1970 it
has developed from an informal, intergovernmental “gentlemen’s agree-
ment” with unwritten rules into a system of formal and informal le-
gal obligations, plus organizations with budgets, staffs, and permanent
headquarters. EPC was not organized according to functional principles,
where the issue-area was well defined, goals were agreed upon in advance,
costs and benefits could be easily determined, and the distribution of
same could be negotiated according to a stable set of rules. The process
was far more haphazard, involving trial and error, improvisation, and
incremental change. Specifically, EU states improved their prospects for
cooperation by shifting from a bargaining style of cooperation to a problem-
solving style of cooperation. Where bargaining involves the satisfaction of
self-interests through trade-offs and incentives, problem-solving involves
an appeal to common interests and the use of ostracism or peer-pressure
to sanction potential defectors (Scharpf 1988). These common interests
are not self-evident; they must be determined through institutionalized
interactions. This non-coercive style of cooperation can promote and
upgrade common views in ways that are discouraged by self-interested,
bargaining-centered approaches to collective action.

At the same time, states did not approach each external problem inde-
pendently; previous interactions helped condition future behavior. This
fact is central to the institutional logic of cooperation presented in this
volume. EPC/CFSP provides a good case to explore institutionalization
because we can see how the system changed as layers were added to it,
affecting external policies, EU member states, and relations with EC orga-
nizations and procedures. Since EPC was created as an intergovernmental
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12 Introduction

system with modest institutional support and weak links to the EC, we
can see how alterations to these characteristics over the years progres-
sively influenced cooperation in this domain. In other words, institution-
building and policymaking occurred simultaneously in EPC; developing
EPC as an institution was itself a form of foreign policy cooperation that
encouraged additional expressions of collective action.

The case of EU foreign policy thus demonstrates that institutions can
be designed and developed to encourage international cooperation in
ways that go beyond transaction-costs approaches, or beyond bargain-
ing, in two senses: beyond the great history-making decisions of inter-
governmental conferences which often involve institutional reform, and
beyond the quo pro quo policymaking negotiations which take place within
many other international institutions. Institutional mechanisms are the
filter through which external and internal demands are focused on the
EU; they make collective behavior stable over time and help condition
state interests. By explaining how these mechanisms change, we can also
explain changes in cooperation.

However, I do not intend to explain the origins, purpose, and function-
ing of all institutional elements involved in EU foreign policy.3 Nor will I
catalogue all EU foreign policies that may have been affected by institu-
tional change. My purpose is far more narrow: I hope to achieve a better
understanding of the interplay between the EU’s higher profile foreign
policies and its more significant institutional elements, both of which will
be defined more clearly in the chapters ahead. I must therefore strike a
balance between comprehensiveness and analytical clarity to find mean-
ingful and generalizable lessons about institutionalized cooperation and
European integration.

A note on terminology and methodology

This study spans the entire history of institutionalized foreign policy co-
operation in the EU from 1970 to 2002, making it necessary to clarify
my use of several terms. As the above discussion suggests, EU foreign
policy took two institutional forms. The first, European Political Coop-
eration, entered into effect with the Luxembourg Report in 1970. It was
considered a form of cooperation parallel to but legally apart from the
EC; it was not formally linked to existing EC treaties until the Single
European Act in 1987. Nor did EPC become a treaty until that point; it
operated as an informal agreement among its member states for sixteen

3 For such an analysis, which is far more descriptive than explanatory, see Macleod, Henry,
and Hyett 1996.
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Introduction 13

years. The second form involves the current CFSP, which legally re-
placed EPC following the 1991 Treaty on European Union (Maastricht
Treaty). It entered into effect on November 1, 1991, along with the rest
of the Maastricht Treaty. The terms “EU foreign policy,” “European
foreign policy,” or “foreign/security policy cooperation” are used inter-
changeably to refer to activities under either of these mechanisms; the
terms EPC and the CFSP are used as appropriate to the historical pe-
riod under discussion. “Defense cooperation” primarily involves military
matters and was not taken up until the Maastricht Treaty (nor has it re-
sulted in many concrete EU policy actions); it is not a major focus of this
study. I therefore distinguish defense cooperation, where military force is
the exclusive or primary policy tool, from foreign/security policy cooper-
ation, where diplomatic or economic tools tend to dominate. I also use
the term “state” as a generic term to refer to government representatives
and their supporting officials and institutions; occasionally the analysis
makes it necessary to distinguish between (temporary) governments and
(more permanent) bureaucratic officials. I define my use of the terms
“institution,” “organization,” and “cooperation” in later chapters.

Under Maastricht the EC was subsumed under a new structure, the
European Union (EU). I generally favor the term “EU” throughout the
study to refer to the basic institutional framework in which European
foreign policy is embedded; I only use the term “EC” (even during the
pre-Maastricht era) to refer to the policies, procedures, and institutions
of that pillar. This includes the original European Communities set up
by the 1957 Treaty of Rome (the European Coal and Steel Commu-
nity, the European Economic Community, and the European Atomic
Energy Community), and their associated bodies. Also, since the EU
has increased in membership since its birth, I use various terms to de-
note this change depending on the historical period under discussion:
the Six (Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the
Netherlands), the Nine (the Six plus Denmark, Ireland, and the United
Kingdom), the Ten (the Nine plus Greece), and the Twelve (the Ten plus
Portugal and Spain). Note also that I use the term “Germany” to refer to
unified West and East Germany; “West Germany” and “East Germany”
are used only when the discussion requires a distinction between the two
countries.

Methodologically, students of EPC/CFSP are faced with the problem
that this policy area is still highly secret in that deliberations are not
open to outsiders and minutes of EPC/CFSP meetings are not available
to the public. Although an archive of EPC/CFSP documents exists in
the Council Secretariat General, the EU has not taken any efforts to re-
view and release them despite my requests. Given the sensitivity of these
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14 Introduction

documents and the fact that they concern the foreign policies of up to
fifteen member states, it is understandable that the EU is reluctant to
embark upon a potentially embarrassing de-classification exercise. Thus,
like most students of EPC/CFSP, my analysis uses evidence from existing
published sources, including historical accounts, memoirs, case studies,
and original document research. Additionally, I relied upon confidential
interviews and informal conversations with approximately sixty officials
involved with EPC/CFSP. These officials were interviewed (some mul-
tiple times) during three trips to Europe in 1995–96, 2001, and 2002.
Some of these officials were present at the creation of EPC at the Hague
summit in 1969; others began working for the CFSP following Maas-
tricht. All EU member states were represented in this sample, as well as
the following institutions:
∗ The European Commission (officials from the Legal Service, the

Commission’s general secretariat, its external relations unit, and
officials from the cabinets of seven individual external relations com-
missioners).

∗ The Committee of Permanent Representatives, or COREPER (includ-
ing both staff officials, such as CFSP counselors, and the permanent
ambassadors to the EU); all fifteen EU member states were covered.

∗ The Council of Ministers Secretariat General (including the CFSP unit
and the Council legal service).

∗ The European Parliament.
∗ Foreign ministries of several EU member states.
∗ The US mission to the European Union in Brussels.

I was also able to interview several members of the “Reflection Group,”
a group of high-ranking EU member state foreign ministry officials
who prepared the agenda for the 1996–97 Intergovernmental Conference
(IGC) of the EU, as well as several IGC negotiators themselves after the
IGC began in March 1996. Finally, I made a short trip to Brussels in
2001 to assess the impact of the Amsterdam Treaty on EU foreign policy
and another to Stockholm in 2002 to explore how holding the EU presi-
dency affects a new EU member state, particularly in the foreign policy
realm. All of these officials were asked a consistent set of theoretically
informed questions to provide supporting evidence for the analysis that
follows.
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Part I

Institutions and foreign policy cooperation:
the theoretical and empirical terrain
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1 The institutionalization of cooperation:
an analytical framework

Foreign and security policy cooperation has long been one of the most
ambitious goals of those who favor a more united Europe, yet the origi-
nal mechanism to achieve this goal, European Political Cooperation, was
vague in its scope and severely limited in terms of institutional design.1

By the time of the Treaty on European Union twenty years later, how-
ever, the limited “talking shop” of EPC had been formally institution-
alized into a legally binding policymaking process capable of producing
common positions and joint actions on a wide range of global problems.
Today virtually no major foreign policy issue goes unexamined by the
EU, and cooperation is under serious consideration in related areas such
as security and defense. How can we explain this cooperation, and in
what ways did institutionalization affect EU foreign policymaking? The
key challenge here is to understand the various processes by which an
informal, extra-legal, ad hoc, improvised system gradually fostered the
achievement of cooperative outcomes and progressively enhanced its own
procedures to improve the prospects for those outcomes.

As much of this activity took place outside the institutions and proce-
dures of the European Community, an explanation of EU foreign policy
may benefit from more general explanations of institutional development
rather than other theories, such as functionalism, specifically developed to
explain European economic integration. This means taking into account
the reciprocal links between institutional development and the propensity
of states to cooperate to achieve joint gains. This relationship is dynamic
and circular: cooperation can encourage actors to build institutions, but
institutions themselves should foster cooperative outcomes, which later
influence the process of institution-building through feedback mecha-
nisms. Causality runs in both directions, and institutionalization and co-
operation can be treated as either dependent or independent variables

1 Note that my focus on EU foreign policy cooperation differs from an analysis of political
integration, which involves foreign policy cooperation plus a host of other factors, such as
electoral practices and judicial cooperation.
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18 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

depending on one’s research interests. To capture the feedback dynamics
between these behaviors, we can assess both causal paths separately, but
in sequence. In other words, by analyzing the entire history of institution-
alized foreign policy cooperation in the EU, I can first demonstrate that,
in general, institutionalization improves the prospects for cooperation. Of
course, this is not to say that every new institutional procedure directly
promotes cooperative state behavior, only that, other things being equal,
international cooperation is more likely to be found within an institution-
alized framework than outside of one. Second, by breaking down the anal-
ysis into clear stages, I can also demonstrate how individual institutional
elements encourage specific cooperation-inducing behaviors. Third and
finally, I can then examine cooperative outcomes more closely to show
how they (along with other factors) encourage debates and reforms
regarding institutional design.

Why an institutional approach to EU foreign
policy cooperation?

The primary outcome to be explained in this study is the progressive
development and impact of institutionalized cooperation in foreign pol-
icy among EU member states. In general, this cooperation, or policy
coordination, requires deliberate, active efforts on the part of states to
achieve a certain end. This is particularly true in “mixed motive” situa-
tions, where states have incentives both to cooperate and to defect, or in
situations (such as EU foreign policy) where it is difficult to determine
the costs and benefits of cooperating. To know that cooperation is taking
place, we must show that states did not perceive themselves as having
identical interests in a given choice situation, yet they still attempted to
adjust their foreign policies to accommodate each other (Keohane 1984:
51–52). I provide more specific empirical measures of EU foreign policy
cooperation in the next chapter; for the moment, I define such coopera-
tive actions as those which are: (1) undertaken on behalf of all EU states
toward non-members, international bodies, or global events or issues;
(2) oriented toward a specific goal; (3) made operational with physical
activity, such as financing or diplomacy; and (4) undertaken in the con-
text of EPC/CFSP discussions (although the EC can also be involved).2

What causes such cooperation? I should first note that cooperation
can emerge in the absence of institutional structures, or even in the
absence of deliberate efforts to coordinate policy. Even in “Prisoner’s
Dilemma” type situations explored by realists, where two actors are

2 These are based on my slight revision of criteria found in Ginsberg 1989: Chapter 1.
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assumed to be held incommunicado from each other, cooperation can
emerge spontaneously through mechanisms such as iteration (Axelrod
1984). Prisoner’s Dilemma, however, does not accurately reflect the pol-
itics of the EU: it is a highly transparent and multilateral (rather than
bilateral) network of states and involves a dense web of policy issues and
actors bound by complex institutional mechanisms. Various forms of re-
alism thus generally fall short in attempting to explain cooperation in this
setting.

For example, structural (or neo-) realism stresses the international dis-
tribution of power, largely defined in material terms, to explain how order
can emerge out of the behavior of self-interested actors (Waltz 1979). In
this view, such order often results from the presence of a dominant state
(hegemon) or set of states engaged in a larger struggle for power. How-
ever, although the dynamics of the Cold War rivalry and the security
guarantee provided by the US certainly encouraged the initial drive for
European integration in the 1950s, EU foreign policy in particular can-
not be understood solely by reference to the global balance of power. The
US military guarantee undoubtedly created an atmosphere conducive to
European cooperation, but the US was still unable to dictate the terms of
that cooperation.3 Nor can fluctuations in US–Soviet rivalry account for
the persistence and gradual expansion of EU foreign policy. Cooperation
in the EC/EU has taken place under bipolarity (during the Cold War) and
unipolarity (if one assumes that the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991
resulted in a “unipolar moment” dominated by the US). EPC progressed
in part because of its usefulness as a third way between the superpowers;
it allowed for both a military alliance with the US and a sociopolitical
dialogue with the Soviet Union and its successor states. More generally,
as critics often observe (Haggard 1991), a single international condition
(the relationship between the superpowers) can hardly explain the wide
variety of outcomes in world politics, whether conflict or cooperation.
Thus, structural realist theory is inadequate to explain the development
of foreign policy cooperation in Europe over the past three decades.

Similarly, realist theories involving perceptions of specific external
threats as a motivating factor for cooperation are not very useful for un-
derstanding EU foreign policy (Walt 1988). Major fluctuations in the
US–Soviet relationship, for example, are weak predictors of changes in
EU foreign policy cooperation: Europe has made specific efforts to co-
operate in this domain before and after the demise of the Soviet Union,
has not always acquiesced to the US and NATO, and continues to de-
velop its own efforts in this area despite the robustness of NATO. In

3 For one example, see Mastanduno 1988.
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20 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

short, there has been no systematic relationship between policies of the
superpowers and the response of the EU. Even within the EU we can-
not explain cooperation by focusing primarily on the behaviors of three
regional hegemons (France, Germany, and the UK).4 These states have
not always seen their goals realized, nor have they always taken the lead
on every major policy or institutional innovation. The smaller EU states
have in fact played more important roles in the development of European
foreign policy in terms of its policies and procedural development than a
realist would expect. As we shall see, agreements between the big states
(or at least between France and Germany) have usually been necessary to
codify EPC/CFSP institutional changes in the form of a report or treaty,
yet the character of such changes is usually a product of existing habits
and procedures worked out among the officials responsible for EU for-
eign policy on a daily basis. Most importantly, we have seen the gradual
construction of the EU’s external capabilities despite the efforts of the
US and even of some EU states (such as France and the UK) to resist
this process.

In sum, leading versions of realist theory are inadequate to address fully
the key questions about EU foreign policy discussed in the introduction
to this study: why it persists, its performance record, its relationship to
European economic integration, its procedures, and its impact on the
domestic politics of its member states.5 Certainly we must remain at-
tentive to the concern for power and sovereignty that permeates many
EPC/CFSP decisions. But we also need to be sensitive to occasions where
concerns about power are balanced against competing objectives, or even
muted altogether owing to other factors. External forces or pressures such
as anarchy, the distribution of power, or hegemonic leadership do not
dictate state behavior. Such forces or problems must always be defined
before they become objects of action, which requires human choice (or
agency). Nor do the largest states within the EU dominate the processes
of either cooperation or institution-building, whose rules specifically al-
low all states to play a leadership role and to veto actions they oppose.

4 This argument is closely related to “alliance dependency” theories, where fear of aban-
donment or exclusion leads weaker members to support any cooperation advocated by
stronger powers. By this reasoning, cooperation is difficult because states must balance
the risks of entrapment (being drawn into a conflict because of another state’s ambi-
tions) with the risks of abandonment (having no support from others when their own
security interests are threatened). Thus the dominant power must be able to raise the
costs of non-cooperation (with threats) or lower the costs of cooperation (with payoffs)
to produce alliance cohesion with other member states. See Christensen and Snyder
1990.

5 For an opposing view, see Pijpers 1991.
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These problems make the application of mono-causal theories of coop-
eration, such as realism, to EU foreign policy extremely problematic.
Although we should always be sensitive to the role of material power in
explaining international cooperation, realism by itself offers no deductive
hypotheses, only post hoc “explanations” based on general assumptions
about national interests.

Liberal theories involving interdependence and institutions attempt to
confront these limitations of realist theory. For example, interdependence
theories suggest that as security concerns diminish among a set of states,
and as issues become increasingly entangled with each other (owing in
part to increasing transnational and transgovernmental contacts), then
states are more likely to cooperate to manage the costs and benefits
of those issues. Complete national autonomy becomes harder to sus-
tain, and states recognize the potential for joint gains in many situations
(Keohane and Nye 1977). To the extent that this general tendency to-
ward international interdependence is complemented by an increasing
number of regional links and contacts at the European level, it would
explain a general convergence of foreign policy interests within Europe.
Complex transnational links create common problems and preferences,
which induce cooperation among states.

This view provides a key rationale for the persistence and expansion of
European foreign policy cooperation and European integration in gen-
eral. Ginsberg, for example (1989: Chapter 2), finds that most foreign
policy actions taken by the EU can be explained by two causal logics:
the “regional integration logic” and the “interdependence logic.” The
regional integration logic involves situations where outside actors make
demands on the EU as a result of its efforts to create common policies,
primarily in terms of completing the single European market. The EC’s
Common External Tariff, for example, triggers a response from external
actors who in turn require a common response from the EC. According to
Ginsberg, this logic explains all but two of the 167 foreign policy actions
taken by the EC between 1958 and 1972 (prior to the regular operation
of EPC), most of which naturally involved economic issues. The interde-
pendence logic involves international (as opposed to regional) pressures
that can encourage a collective response by the EU. This logic became
especially relevant to the EC after 1972, when political and economic
upheavals involving the Arab-Israeli conflict and the oil crises challenged
the EC to find a common external policy.

Yet with many issues a general appreciation of common values or
preferences (such as support for democracy and human rights, anti-
communism, and a respect for law) masks serious disputes over specific
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22 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

strategies and means – economic, political, or military – to achieve the
desired ends. In other words, liberal interdependence theories are some-
what vague on the way these preferences are related or prioritized, and
on how they change state policies in specific cases to produce a common
response (i.e., cause cooperative actions). Efforts to cooperate can be nar-
row or comprehensive in scope; they can be weak or strong in their ability
to bind state behavior; and they can take the form of “one-shot” deals to
long-range plans (Haas 1990). We should be able to explain this variation
in the form or nature of cooperation, particularly across issues and over
time. To explain cooperation, then, we need to explain choice among
competing alternatives; to explain choice, we need to focus on how EU
states make collective decisions. Thus, like realism, liberal interdepen-
dence theories of cooperation are too indeterminate to understand fully
the progressive development of EU foreign policy. A secure environment
and a belief in common interests (or a common destiny) are most likely
necessary but still insufficient conditions for the increasingly extensive
foreign policy cooperation found in the EU.

Given the limits of these general explanations of cooperation, we must
take a closer look at the decision-making process within the EU foreign
policy system. As Ginsberg notes, a third “self-styled” logic of EU foreign
policy action became more prevalent starting in the 1970s, which involved
EPC actions (or EPC actions taken in conjunction with the EC):

(Self-styled actions) reflect the EC’s own internal deliberations, both within the EC
bodies themselves and between the member-states and the EC bodies. Self-styled
actions reflect the EC’s own sense of mission and interest in the world. They are not
solely dependent on the need to respond to external stimuli but instead are the
products of (A) habits of working together; (B) EC and member-state initiatives;
and (C) a sense of what Europeans want in foreign policy questions. EPC enables
members to reach into all areas of international politics and has served to create
an atmosphere conducive to fashioning, since 1974, a foreign policy style that
reflects the members’ convergent interests in foreign affairs.6

As I demonstrate in the next chapter, EU foreign policy actions reflect-
ing the “self-styled logic” began to take place following the creation of
EPC. The key point here is that such self-styled actions are driven not only
by external forces impinging on the EU, but also by an internal decision-
making dynamic increasingly bound by institutionalization. They are the
result of EPC/CFSP becoming, over time, much greater than the sum of
its parts. EU foreign policy developed its own internal momentum which
is not captured by most theories of international cooperation.

6 Ginsberg 1989: 59 (emphasis added).
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Institutional change and cooperation:
competing paradigms

Theories of institutional development have become increasingly com-
plex and diverse in the past decade. While many realists remain skeptical
of the relationship between institutions and cooperation (Grieco 1988;
Mearsheimer 1994–95), other theories may shed more light on this ques-
tion. These include neo-liberal institutionalism (Keohane 1984; Stein
1990), regime theory (Krasner 1983a), and in the specific case of the EU,
liberal intergovernmentalism (Moravcsik 1993). These theories generally
adopt the realist assumptions of anarchy, state-centrism, and states’ con-
cerns with security and cheating, yet they also accept that institutions
can serve as bargaining arenas to help states conclude agreements with
each other, thus promoting cooperation. Institutions do so by providing
opportunities for linking disparate issues into package deals, making side-
payments, and by helping states share information about their behaviors.
For these theorists, the concern about being cheated by other states is
the primary obstacle to relying on institutions to achieve international
cooperation,7 and adherents of this approach tend to focus on economic
or environmental cooperation, which invites criticism from realists about
the applicability of the theory to “high politics” issues of foreign policy
and security.8

Although many of these ideas can be applied to an analysis of European
foreign policy, and I rely on them in later chapters, the overall approach
is still far too narrow. First, as I will discuss in more detail below, it is
very difficult to conceive of EU foreign policy as a distinct issue-area of
international relations, particularly at its inception in the early 1970s.
Regime theory is predicated on convergent expectations regarding the
common goals of the institution, yet EU foreign policy cooperation more
often than not did not enjoy this convergence of views. It is therefore
both a regime for creating common views and actions in an emerging,
aspirational issue-area, and a “meta-regime” to create additional forms
of institutionalized cooperation (such as political dialogues) to handle
specific problems. Second, many (though not all) regime theories stress
formal obligations and organizations, yet EU foreign policy in its orig-
inal form (EPC) was an informal, extra-legal arrangement for most of
its history, and did not involve organizations to the extent suggested by

7 This view is not exclusive to international relations, of course. For example, in organized
crime and other domains where state authority cannot be relied upon, hostage-taking is
a rational way to enforce agreements (Williamson 1983).

8 In their defense, neo-liberal institutionalists have claimed their theories apply equally to
foreign/security and economic issues (Keohane and Martin 1995).
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24 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

regime theory.9 Third, regime theory is fairly static in its orientation;
it may help explain the particular constellation of forces that led to the
creation of an institution (or the “demand” for a regime) but says little
about regime development over an extended period of time.10 Fourth,
the heavy neo-liberal focus on reducing transactions-costs, where com-
mon interests are predetermined and issues are linked (or side-payments
are made) to induce cooperation, does not generally apply to EU foreign
policy cooperation. As we shall see, most problems within EPC/CFSP are
treated as separate issues and cannot be made into package deals with
other EPC/CFSP or EC issues.

Given the limitations of neo-liberalism in explaining institutionaliza-
tion, I draw upon other approaches in this study. For example, classical
liberal theories of institutions (often called “Grotian” perspectives be-
cause of their emphasis on law) question many of the fundamental as-
sumptions of realism and hold a more optimistic view of institutionalized
international cooperation. For classical liberals, institutions can do more
than just act as passive bargaining arenas. Institutions can have an in-
dependent effect on world politics, such as providing technical expertise
and policy-relevant knowledge. They help bring about the creation of
international norms which are then internalized in member states and
influence their behavior. In some cases, institutions can develop mean-
ingful autonomy, by supplying new ideas and political leadership to help
states reach agreement on potentially contentious issues. Especially in sit-
uations where democratic states are highly interdependent, institutional-
ized cooperation should develop and expand. For some liberals, interests
and preferences can even be fundamentally changed by institutionalized
interactions among states, thanks to a common respect for law and the
harmonization of interests (Young 1989; Sandholtz 1996).

In sum, liberal theories recognize that institutionalized cooperation
does not just involve periodic bargaining between unitary, undifferen-
tiated, self-interested actors. Other ways to induce cooperation exist,

9 These points regarding legal obligations and formal organizations are addressed in more
detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

10 Nadelmann (1990: 484–86) does suggest a multistage evolutionary pattern in his study
of prohibition regimes, or those which attempt to eradicate certain behaviors (such as
piracy and slavery) in international society. These stages involve (1) a pre-regime stage, in
which there are no constraints on behavior; (2) the targeting and redefinition of behavior
as evil, often by “moral entrepreneurs”; (3) activism by states and non-state actors for
the criminalization of the behavior; (4) the use of formal laws and police patrols to
control the prohibited behavior; and (5) the reduction or elimination of the prohibited
activity. As we shall see, however, these stages are not applicable to the development of
European foreign policy cooperation, which increasingly stresses positive action rather
than the prohibition of certain behaviors (i.e., positive integration rather than negative
integration).
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and these can be deliberately encouraged by institutional arrangements.
Norms matter for a variety of reasons, and states have some ability to
learn and thus change their behavior. However, liberal approaches are
largely silent about the sources of norms, how norms change, and why
norms develop in some areas but not in others. Liberalism asserts that
certain conditions (such as democratic governments, or growing interde-
pendence) favor institutionalized cooperation; however, it stops far short
of specifying the precise mechanisms or processes by which institutional
development occurs.

The same generally holds true for more recent social constructivist the-
ories of state behavior, which focus on intersubjective ideas, knowledge,
and discourse. As critics point out (Checkel 1998), constructivism is
vague on the ways by which some ideas achieve dominance or permanence
(that is, become institutionalized ) over others. It also tends to favor struc-
ture over agency, in the sense that it treats actors as passive, rule-following
entities with little or no capacity to influence their own social environ-
ment. More importantly for my purposes, I am attempting to demon-
strate cooperation in terms of specific rules and policy changes, which
can be documented in the empirical record and, I argue, directly linked
to institutional development. Constructivism tends to stress changes in
general preferences, interests, or identities, none of which directly con-
cerns me here (although I return to this question in the conclusion to
this volume).11 However, constructivism does have the merit of being
neither optimistic nor pessimistic about institutions; it thus considers the
possibility that institutionalization can have both positive and negative
effects on cooperation.12 This point will become increasingly relevant in
the chapters to follow.

Toward a theory of institutionalization

To gain a fuller understanding of the relationship between institutions
and cooperation we must move beyond the analysis of static institutions

11 Although I do assume a link between changes in preferences and changes in policies, I
focus on policy adaptation (i.e., cooperation) because of the methodological problems
involved in determining the “actual motivations” of relevant officials from up to fif-
teen EU states across numerous policy issues over thirty years. Clear evidence of policy
coordination is a necessary first step to exploring whether institutionalization changes
fundamental national preferences or interests; this study attempts to provide and explain
that evidence.

12 Wendt 1999. Again, this approach stresses general structural conditions (common fate,
interdependence, homogeneity of actors, and self-restraint) that apply to EU states and
might affect their general propensity to cooperate. However, to explain actual institu-
tional and policy outcomes in the area of EU foreign policy we need to supplement these
conditions with more specific factors at work in the EU.
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or structures and single collective outcomes and consider the cumula-
tive impact of decisions regarding cooperative outcomes and institutional
change, or the process of institutionalization. Powerful actors are certainly
important in institution-building, as realists argue, but institutions can
also constrain those actors and empower others at different stages of in-
stitutional development. As we shall see throughout this study, smaller
states such as Belgium and the Netherlands have been able to discourage
or encourage institutional change in ways that cannot be predicted by an
emphasis on material power alone. Thus, European institution-building
cannot be wholly explained by examining only history-making intergov-
ernmental deals, such as the Single European Act (Peterson 1995), and
EU foreign policy cannot be understood by considering collective actions
in isolation from each other, or from the construction of the European
Community itself. In other words, we need to consider both the temporal
dimension of change (or the key events between each major intergovern-
mental bargain) and the decision-making locus of change (or the way na-
tional, regional, and global processes are reconstituted as policies and pro-
cedures at the EU level). This involves “middle-range” theory-building
(Merton 1957), where we move from very general propositions about
international institutions and cooperation to specific decision-making
structures, their mechanisms of change, and the outcomes they produce.

Thus, a primary distinction must be made between “institution” and
“institutionalization.” In general, institutions are the “rules of the game”
of a particular social group, or a set of norms that shape behavior in a so-
cial space. They define and condition the choices of individuals (North
1990: 3). Institutionalization is the process by which those norms, or
shared standards of behavior, are created and developed. Understanding
institutionalization requires us to consider how norms change over time.
Although some institutional theories, particularly those derived from ex-
aminations of bureaucracies, emphasize the static character of institu-
tional arrangements, institutions which do not exhibit some degree of
development or adaptation during their life span are quite rare.13 For
most institutions, change is a constant feature, and rather than simply
defining what an institution is, we should also attempt to explain what
an institution is becoming, or how its norms adapt to each other and to
their larger environment over time.

At a minimum, institutionalization means several things, which can
serve as a point of departure for the analysis to follow. First and most
generally, institutionalization means that certain behaviors of a set of ac-
tors persist over time; these actors thus adapt together (though to different

13 For a more extensive examination of this point, see Powell and DiMaggio 1991.
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degrees) in the face of internal and external challenges. Institutionalized
behavior is thus fairly well bounded, or qualitatively different from its en-
vironment. In other words, state behavior conducted within EPC/CFSP is
qualitatively different from that in other arenas (such as the EC or NATO)
although there may be some similarities.14 In this way, institutions also
help promote stability, even though this stability is not necessarily efficient
in terms of relating means to ends (see below). Second, institutionaliza-
tion also means increasing complexity, in that collective behaviors and
choices are more detailed and closely linked, thus applying to more sit-
uations. This complexity can be measured in terms of an increase in the
number of norms, the clarity of those norms, the change from norms
into laws (or formalization), and the bindingness of those norms (i.e.,
a change from behavioral standards or expectations to behavioral obliga-
tions). These common behaviors, and the shared meanings on which they
are based, create a social space with its own internal dynamism, as norms
are preserved, interpreted, and applied in a range of situations, thus both
simplifying and complicating collective decision-making depending on
the stage of institutional development. There is also likely to be some
sense of appropriate roles that actors are expected to play in the process
of collective choice (i.e., who leads and when), and often a division of
labor involving those roles.

Third, it also means that actors attempt to apply increasingly broad,
general criteria in addition to particular norms to make certain decisions;
outcomes are not determined exclusively by each set of constraints and
opportunities faced by the actors at a given time but are also conditioned
by larger principles which apply to all actors in all situations. Decision-
making thus becomes more automatic than discretionary as the institu-
tion develops (Polsby 1968: 145). Rather than tending to adapt to new
circumstances, increasingly institutionalized behavior becomes more in-
stinctive (but not necessarily mechanical). Actors do have a capacity to
help redefine and reorient institutions, but this capacity diminishes once
institutionalization reaches a certain level of formality and bindingness.
This level varies depending on the policy domain and the actors involved,
and maintaining a balance between flexibility and stability (or between
agency and structure) has been a major hurdle for EU foreign policy
considering that it began as a vague and open-ended process, yet also
encouraged an improvised, creative style of decision-making. However,
these hard-to-reach individual decisions would mean little if they were

14 This is not to say that there are barriers between institutionalized domains. As we shall
see later, a key source of institutional change involves functional, social, and political
linkages to other institutions.
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not preserved and used to help guide state behavior in similar situations
later on.

Yet how could this institutionalization occur in a system which was
clearly founded on the basis of intergovernmental principles that privi-
leged actors over institutional structures? How did change take place in
a system that explicitly controlled any involvement of EC bureaucracies
and prevented the establishment of a central EU foreign policy organi-
zation for well over a decade? And to what extent could such a weakly
institutionalized system actually influence the EU foreign policy cooper-
ation? As we have seen, regime theory may provide some clues in terms of
describing the principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures
that initially define a given issue-area.15 Similarly, it might be possible to
specify the functions of institutions and measure the extent to which any
set of cooperative outcomes matches those functions.16 Yet institutional
architects are rarely as far-sighted as these standards seem to require
(especially in the area of EU foreign policy), and a description of norms
and functions does not by itself explain their emergence, usage, growth,
and impact on the actors involved.

Neo-functional theories of integration suggest another process: the
logic by which institutionalized cooperation in one area requires coop-
eration in other domains via “functional spillover” between issue-areas
(for example, creating an internal market requires a common external
tariff), or via “political spillover” involving the activities of supranational
EC actors, chiefly the Commission and the European Court of Justice
(Caporaso and Keeler 1995). As we shall see, both of these processes
have played important roles in EU foreign policy. EPC was established
in part to help protect the economic policies of the EC, which suggests
a type of functional spillover (although it is arguable whether economic
integration requires foreign policy cooperation), and it did involve certain
EC organizations, which suggests political spillover. Yet functionalism
cannot explain the expansion of EPC into many areas, particularly where
the EC has little or no economic interests (such as Central America) or
where the attempt to cooperate on foreign policy actually disrupts or inter-
feres with the EC’s economic policies (such as South Africa). Functional
spillover mechanisms are overwhelmingly directed toward economic poli-
cies, where the costs and benefits are easier to measure. Political spillover
is similarly limited as an explanatory tool as EC actors have played far

15 This is the standard definition of a regime. See Krasner 1983b: 2.
16 For example, Bull (1977: 56–57) argues that the function of institutions is to make, com-

municate, administer, interpret, enforce, legitimize, and protect rules, which themselves
must be capable of adaptation to changing needs and circumstances.
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smaller roles in EPC/CFSP than in other EC policy areas.17 The exclu-
sion of the Court in particular has severely limited its institution-building
role in EU foreign policy to a mere shadow of the key dispute-resolution
role it plays in the EC, which often leads to new rules.18 Thus we cannot
look to spillover processes alone to account for the institutionalization
of EU foreign policy cooperation, although they do play a role in the
analysis.

In short, existing approaches to international or European institutions,
while extremely insightful, address only isolated parts of the question of
institutionalization: the role of norms, the functional goals of institu-
tions, and the political role of organizations. Theoretically, we need a
way to structure these diverse elements as part of a broader, more gen-
eral process. Fortunately, a number of relevant insights can be found
in the literature on comparative politics.19 Although there are a number
of permutations of this so-called new institutionalism, sociological insti-
tutionalism, or historical institutionalism, some common features exist.
Together, they provide us with a set of causal mechanisms derived from
the environment in which the institution exists and from within the in-
stitution itself. It should be stressed at the outset, however, that a focus
on institutional processes does not take the place of other important vari-
ables in politics: actors, power resources (material or otherwise), and
strategies. Rather, an institutional analysis helps to place these variables
in context and illustrate the various linkages between them, so that the
outcomes with which we are concerned – patterns of institutional change
and cooperation – can be better understood (Thelen and Steinmo 1992:
12–13).

Before turning to the specific mechanisms of such change, it will be
helpful to review the basic assumptions of the new institutional theory.
First, the perspective generally implies bounded rationality, in the sense
that while actors may have certain self-serving goals when they first choose
to participate in EU foreign policy, they do not have all the information
necessary to make optimal decisions, or they have far too much infor-
mation to process, or they cannot consistently process the information
they do have. When actors are uncertain about both defining the issue or
problem to be addressed and measuring the costs and benefits involved,
processes other than discrete, self-interested calculations about power

17 For more on this point, see Ifestos 1987: Chapter 3; Øhrgaard 1997.
18 The role of the ECJ in constructing the EC’s institutional space is very well documented.

For an overview, see Stone Sweet and Brunell 1998.
19 The following discussion draws upon March and Olsen 1984, 1989; North 1990;

Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Steinmo, Thelen, and Longstreth 1992; Finnemore
1996.
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and interests may play a role in promoting change. Actors often seek
to change institutions, but these information problems prevent a direct
calculation of ends and means when attempting institutional change.20

Moreover, information itself is rarely neutral; it can be manipulated or
interpreted for different purposes (March and Olsen 1989: 10).

Second, actors often hold conflicting preferences, or preferences that
are not as fixed or ordered as rational-choice theories imply. These pref-
erences or interests – what actors want in a certain social setting – can
be shaped by institutions. It is on this key point that the work of the new
institutionalists and social constructivists starts to converge: the possi-
bility that interests, and even the identities on which those interests are
based, are conditioned by institutional or social structures. Institutions
can thus shape the processes of goal selection and the strategies adopted
to achieve those goals. This also suggests the possibility of the formation
of a distinct polity, as actors reconstitute their behaviors and interests in
terms of European norms rather than national ones, although there are
certainly overlaps between the two. Identity is not necessarily a zero-sum
characteristic, and the nation-state certainly does not have a monopoly
on how agents identify themselves. In other words, institutional develop-
ment and identity change do not require a “transfer” of loyalty to the EU,
but only a redefinition (or expansion) of national identity to also include
the collectivity symbolized by the EU (Mercer 1995). Thus, although
this study is oriented toward explaining policy change (i.e., cooperation)
rather than preference or identity change, I am sympathetic to the pos-
sibility that increasing participation in the EU project conditions how
states define their goals and how they behave in order to achieve those
goals.

Third, institutions do not change automatically in response to external
or internal pressures. There are lags, contradictions, and gaps between
the conditions which helped establish the institution and later circum-
stances. These dynamics can result in inefficient institutional forms and
sub-optimal behavioral outcomes, at least temporarily. They also help
stimulate a demand for institutional change. Fourth, institutions exhibit
feedback effects, in the sense that today’s decisions can influence future
behavior, whether actors intended this to happen or not. Although actors
often attempt to control institutional change, this is not always possible.

20 As North (1990: 17) notes, “Individuals make choices based on subjectively derived
models that diverge among individuals, and the information the actors receive is so
incomplete that in most cases these divergent subjective models show no tendency to
converge. Only when we understand these modifications in the behavior of the actors
can we make sense out of the existence and structure of institutions and explain the
direction of institutional change.”
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Especially in complex policy areas where the costs of institutional change
are high, decisions made in one context have long-term consequences
(often unexpected consequences) that shape later behavior, even to the
point of preventing alternative choices. The effects of decisions made
at one point in time constrain future decisions. As cooperation (or the
production of common policies) develops, those policies are preserved
and future choices are based on those common policies. These “path-
dependent” and “lock-in” effects,21 which effectively limit the capacity
of actors to control change, make the temporal dimension of institutions
extremely important. One cannot understand the effect of institutional
arrangements without comparing behavior at different points in time,
preferably over a fairly long period.

In addition to these general assumptions, new institutionalists recog-
nize that certain policy domains or issue-areas invite certain types of polit-
ical behavior (Evangelista 1989); sociologists make the same point about
“organizational fields” (Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Fligstein 1997). The
way such fields are originally defined – whether part of a calculated or
accidental process – affects the actors who are involved (or excluded) in
the collective process, and creates boundaries regarding the appropriate
behavior of those actors. The variation among the original EC policy
sectors established by the 1957 Treaty of Rome demonstrates the weak-
ness of theories which imply some fundamental agent for institutional
change: depending on the policy sector, there are different legislative
procedures, different levels of involvement by EC organizations, and dif-
ferent mechanisms to ensure compliance by EC member states (Fligstein
and McNichol 1998). The areas most difficult to institutionalize (such
as foreign policy cooperation) are those which are extremely sensitive to
governments, or those where it is difficult to measure costs and benefits,
or those where there are fewer transnational actors whose interests would
be directly served by further institutionalization.

To summarize, new institutionalism recognizes that there is no single
process or agent of institutionalization, just as there is no single path to in-
ternational cooperation. The trajectory of change varies depending on the
policy area, the original agreement to institutionalize cooperation in the
policy area and the actors involved in that agreement, and later historical
and environmental conditions. Institutional problems often result, and
these problems encourage future changes. And since institutional change
itself is usually incremental, not revolutionary, it is necessary to analyze

21 More specifically, lock-in effects refer to the difficulty of exiting from an agreed solution,
and path-dependency refers to the way small decisions and chance circumstances can,
over time, constrain future choices. See North 1990: 94; and Pierson 1993.
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32 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

small decisions in detail to understand the logic of institutional change
(North 1990: 6). This logic can often be described as one of appropri-
ateness rather than efficiency, meaning that decisions about institutional
change are defined more in terms of existing institutional elements than
in terms of finding an optimal fit between means and ends (March and
Olsen 1989: 160). Institutions themselves thus provide many clues about
the future path of institutional change.

It is possible to go even further along this line of thinking. Historical in-
stitutionalism tends to view institutional development in negative terms:
institutions take a different path from that intended or expected because
states lacked the capacity to control them, owing to short time horizons,
a prevalence of unanticipated consequences, shifting member state pol-
icy preferences, or because EC organizations (chiefly the Commission
and the European Court) did not possess enough autonomy to control
change (Pierson 1993; Pollack 1997). Yet I argue that institutionalization
can involve behavioral change in more positive terms: institutions develop
because they have an added-value that states discover in new and unex-
pected ways. They can develop a power and a legitimacy of their own that
make their member states unwilling (not just unable) to control or reverse
the process. This can be due both to a demonstrated level of efficiency
and to the fact that they are embedded within a broader normative, legal,
or bureaucratic structure (such as the EU) that also has value for mem-
ber states. Finally, national policies, preferences, and even identity can
be reshaped by institutional cultures in ways that functional approaches
to institutions ignore.

Processes of institutionalization

If there is no single mechanism or agent of institutional change, what
leads to institutionalization? To be sure, power is often assumed to be
the most important factor in explaining change: the most powerful ac-
tors tend to get what they want. This argument is behind realist-based
intergovernmental theories (where the power and interests of large states
determine outcomes) and notions of political spillover developed by re-
gional integration theorists (where powerful EC actors, such as the Com-
mission and European Court, can influence outcomes). These factors do
play a role in my analysis. However, since they do not explain everything
about institutional change (such as the small-scale innovations created
in between intergovernmental summits, or the role of small EU states in
European foreign policy cooperation), we must supplement power-based
arguments with other theories.
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In general, the literature on institutions suggests three additional gen-
eral logics to explain institutional development.22 First, a functional logic
shows that institutional development can help actors achieve goals in the
midst of changing circumstances. In other words, to the extent that ac-
tors believe that institutional arrangements will help them achieve desired
goals, these actors will encourage institutional change. This logic is also
behind the functional spillover arguments of regional integration theo-
rists: actors may have to push for institutionalization in one domain to
achieve goals in another domain. Second, a logic of normative appropriate-
ness is at work here, in the sense that new institutional elements (norms)
are often defined in terms of previous ones. Ambiguities, inconsisten-
cies, and contradictions within institutions (and between institutions with
similar goals) must constantly be resolved. This leads to the production,
clarification, and formalization of other norms, or institutional change.
Third, a sociocultural (or socialization) logic can emerge, in the sense that
actors learn to reorient their attitudes and behavior to an institution’s
norms as they regularly participate in the system. Actors (particularly
ones new to the institution, as occurs during enlargement of the EU)
must constantly adjust their own perspective to that of the institution
(and vice versa), which adds dynamism to the process of institutional
development.

Thus, for the functionalist logic to take precedence, the key question
for actors is: will the institution help me achieve goals at an acceptable
cost? For the logic of normative appropriateness to dominate, the key
question is: to what extent does the institution fit with existing institu-
tions and goals? And the socialization logic comes into play when actors
(particularly those who are new to the institution) ask themselves: how do
others behave in this social space? A complete explanation of institutional
change involves all three elements in addition to conventional notions of
power, though often at different stages: some event or episode encour-
ages an evaluation of how to achieve goals, and that evaluation is based
on both the existing institutional structure (or set of norms) and the ex-
periences of the actors involved in the institution. Although institutional
change can appear to be regressive at times (owing to short-term uncer-
tainties raised by institutional change, normal lag effects resulting from
institutional change, and the fact that new rules sometimes displace old
ones), these logics allow us to treat institutional change as a cumulative
process involving several different internal dynamics. Moreover, these are

22 As noted earlier, Ginsberg (1989: Chapter 2) also discusses three logics to explain EU
foreign policy: the integration logic, the interdependence logic, and the self-styled logic.
However, these logics provide a rationale for individual EU foreign policy actions, not
for institutionalization in general.
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34 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

all “rational” dynamics, in the sense that actors can ultimately justify the
changes on the basis of serving some utility function: the need to solve a
common problem, the need to clarify the relationships between increas-
ingly complex rules, and the need to tighten the bonds to one’s social
group. However, pressures for change intensify, and must eventually be
resolved, when actors disagree over which of these rationales, if any, should
take precedence, and over what form the ultimate rule should take based
on that rationale.

These arguments about institutional development can tell us a great
deal about institutional changes that are not wholly based on power,
but what specific processes encourage institutionalization? Fundamen-
tally, institutionalization means change, and both regime theorists and
new institutionalists have suggested a number of change mechanisms lo-
cated outside of institutional processes, such as broad changes in the
socioeconomic or political context; changes in power resources of actors
(owing, for example, to economic growth or technology); and crises.23

These exogenous factors are important for my analysis. For example,
it is no accident that “institutional moments” or “critical junctures” in
the history of European integration (such as enlargements and Intergov-
ernmental Conferences), where institutional reform is an explicit part
of the agenda, are associated with institutional developments in foreign
policy cooperation. Changes in the relationship between the superpow-
ers undoubtedly affected foreign policy cooperation in the EU. Similarly,
external crises such as the Afghan and Iranian crises of the late 1970s,
and the Persian Gulf War and collapse of Yugoslavia in the early 1990s,
encouraged serious debates about the means and ends of foreign policy
cooperation.

Yet it must be emphasized that major events such as Intergovernmental
Conferences usually only codify existing arrangements; they rarely lead
to major innovations. And although crises may also stimulate change,
they do not by themselves explain choice or the character of change. Ac-
tors respond to such events in different ways and draw different lessons
from them; these processes can be conditioned in part by institutional ar-
rangements.24 Thus, it is also necessary to focus on endogenous sources
of institutional change (March and Olsen 1989: Chapter 5). The litera-
ture on institutions has suggested a number of such internal mechanisms
that can induce institutional change, such as:

23 For an extended discussion, see Krasner 1983b: 10–20; Thelen and Steinmo 1992:
16–18.

24 For example, during the Suez crisis of 1956, when the US pressured Britain and France
to end their war against Egypt, the British “learned” that they should never be on the
wrong side of the US, while the French “learned” that they could not always rely on the
US for foreign policy support.
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1. Bargaining regarding the future course of institutional change.
2. Intendedly rational problem-solving (whether to meet internal goals

or handle external problems) to find new solutions to problems; those
which are perceived as successful are then preserved as norms.

3. Experiential learning-by-doing as actors adapt to different situations.
4. Imitation, as actors learn from each other and from other institutions.
5. Turnover, which can involve normal bureaucratic turnover within in-

stitutions, changes of government, changes of EU presidencies, and
when powerful new actors (EC organizations or new EU member
states) are introduced into an institution.

6. Policy failures which can lead to a search for new solutions to problems.
7. New policy ideas which have also been identified as sources of change;

these can be introduced from the outside or generated within institu-
tions.25

8. Internal contradictions and crises (e.g., institutional breakdowns),
which of course can be stimulated by external crises and can also
induce change.26

These change-inducing factors are often related, as we shall see in the
chapters that follow. In addition, a key source of institutional change
involves the way institutionalized domains relate to each other over time.
Institutions rarely exist in isolation from other institutions; the actors,
resources, policies, and norms of one institution can affect another. These
linkages can be functional, in the sense that when institutions share similar
tasks they must coordinate their approaches to those tasks, or social,
in the sense that the actors closely involved in several institutions tend
to exchange knowledge and expectations among those institutions. As
institutions become more embedded in complex networks involving other
institutions, they can change through imitation or turnover, as I suggested
above. The need to resolve inconsistencies or divisions of labor between
institutions also can act as an incentive for change. The interpretation
and codification of norms in light of other institutional goals, and norm-
generated problems in general, serve as constant stimuli to institutional
development. Thus, throughout this study I pay close attention to the
relationship between foreign policy cooperation and the development of
related domains, particularly the EC.

Summary

In this chapter I defended my choice of an institutional perspective over
other leading theories of international cooperation. I also presented some
25 For an extended analysis of this school of thought, see Yee 1996.
26 This idea is similar to Krasner’s (1984) notion of “punctuated equilibrium” in institu-

tional change.
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36 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

alternative conceptions of international institutions to those offered by
dominant theories of international relations. The institution of European
foreign policy cooperation was not established like most formal regimes,
to be used as a relatively passive forum to make deals over policy. Both
cooperation and institutionalization occurred at the same time over a
period of years. Agreements reached in EPC/CFSP had value in and of
themselves, and they were preserved as a guide to future policy. As this was
not always a deliberate, efficient process, I suggested how certain insights
based on historical institutionalism might be useful in understanding the
complex process of EU foreign and security policy cooperation.

Despite some inefficiencies in parts of the process, as institutions de-
velop they generally make it easier for states to reach decisions and make
judgments about the scope, means, ends, duration, effectiveness, and
desirability of cooperation. I argued that institutionalization and cooper-
ation are related, dynamic processes, and satisfying explanations of the
relationship between them must be sensitive to the way issue-areas or
policy domains are defined, and how uncertainty about such definitions
affects the process. We must also be open to the ways state preferences
can be altered by institutionalized interactions with other states, mean-
ing domestic and international politics are linked in complex ways. Such
interaction, in turn, implies that other actors are included in the process
besides heads of government and foreign ministers; states act as uni-
tary rational actors only in tightly circumscribed situations. As we shall
see throughout this study, the increasing involvement of more state and
EU-level officials profoundly influences institutionalized cooperation.

Cooperation, in turn, can involve an array of possible outcomes, from
lower order ones (sharing information) to higher order ones (pooling re-
sources for joint action). As these outcomes accumulate over time, they
change from effects into causes as actors use them to justify additional
institutional changes. This results in a dynamic process that influences
future cooperation while also helping to institutionalize it. These observa-
tions ultimately call into question many assumptions about international
relations based on material power alone. But what kinds of cooperative
outcomes actually appear in the historical record of EU foreign policy,
and how can they be linked, at least superficially, to empirical evidence
of institutional change? And how has the EU foreign policy system in
general changed over time since it was created in the early 1970s? These
questions are taken up in the next chapter.
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2 Institutions and European foreign policy
cooperation: the empirical link

The previous chapter argued that institutionalization promotes interna-
tional cooperation and suggested several general causes of institution-
alization, but did not offer precise empirical measurements of either
institutionalization or cooperation. This chapter attempts to operational-
ize these concepts and apply them to the historical record to justify further
the merits of an institutional analysis of EPC/CFSP. Although my institu-
tional approach to cooperation is not as parsimonious as theories that fo-
cus on single causes (such as the interests of powerful EU member states)
or events (such as Intergovernmental Conferences), it has the potential to
capture equally important, though subtle, processes concerning the de-
velopment of EU foreign policy. Institutionalization is often a contentious
political process, yet with every major setback the EU has attempted to
strengthen its foreign policy procedures to improve the chances of future
cooperation. In general, the relationship between institutions and indi-
vidual foreign policy outcomes will vary over time and across specific for-
eign policy actions, depending on the costs, states, and EU organizations
and policies involved. However, if institutions “matter” we still should
at least be able to observe a general intensification and expansion of EU
foreign policy cooperation as its institutional mechanisms expand and
stabilize.

EPC provides us with an interesting and theoretically useful example
of such institutional development, as it began as an informal, extra-legal
agreement among EU member states in an ill-defined issue-area. In this
domain, many new institutional elements were layered on top of old ones
in a series of progressive reforms, so it is possible to examine the effects of
each element on cooperation at different stages of institutional develop-
ment. EU foreign policy also spans more than thirty years of cooperation,
ranging from trial and error to formal policymaking, across an expand-
ing array of issues, with an increase in membership from six states to
fifteen, accompanied by a closer relationship to EC policies and proce-
dures. Exploring these changes within a common analytical framework
should yield insights into the way institutions develop and into the extent

37
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38 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

to which institutional change affects state behavior (and vice versa). The
purpose of this chapter is to establish such a general correlation.

Measuring institutional change

The general hypothesis motivating this study is that institutionalization
helps promote greater international cooperation. Conceptualizing this in
more explicit terms is far more difficult than it sounds, as there is much
disagreement in the literature on how to measure the effectiveness of
international institutions.1 Ideally, we should be able to set down some
objective criteria to assess the relationship between two variables system-
atically: institutional development and EU foreign policy cooperation. As
I argued in the previous chapter, however, EU foreign policy involves a
dynamic, circular process of institutionalization and cooperation. Thus it
is impossible to treat both processes as discrete independent and depen-
dent variables. Still, in the interest of analytical clarity, we should be able
to identify stages or progressive changes in institutions, and link them
to general changes in outcomes. Although I recognize the existence of
feedback loops from cooperative outcomes back to institutionalization,
this study begins by treating institutionalization as the independent vari-
able and cooperation as the dependent variable. Since we can pinpoint
the precise moment when EU foreign policy was first institutionalized,
we can use this as the benchmark to assess later institutional changes
and cooperative outcomes. And although both the institutional form of
EPC/CFSP and the issue-area itself do not invite the same analytical pre-
cision as, say, the establishment of a formal international organization to
clean up the environment, we can still specify some fundamental criteria
to measure each dimension.

Defining institutionalization

In the literature on European foreign policy cooperation, most analysts
implicitly accept that this policy domain has been increasingly institution-
alized, yet they do not defend this claim in detail.2 The most elemental
evidence of institutional change is a clearer articulation of the functional
goals and behavioral norms of the institution. In the case of EU foreign
policy, this involves creating a greater number of norms, clarifying those

1 For an overview, see Young 1992.
2 For example, in their detailed statistical study of EPC, Schneider and Seybold (1997:

387) argue that EPC “has become more institutionalized over time,” but do not explain
what this means. This failure to define and measure institutionalization specifically is also
true of most studies of EPC/CFSP cited in this volume.
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Stage
V. Governance
IV. Organizations
III. Norms
II. Information-sharing
I. Intergovernmental forum

1970 1973 1981 1986–91 1993–present

Figure 2.1 The institutional development of EU foreign policy.

norms in more detail, changing norms from informal customs to for-
mal rules, and bringing EC rules and permanent EC organizations into
the process. The clearest expression of the institutional ends–means rela-
tionship is that of a policy process, which represents a formalized sequence
of specific agenda-setting (within the broader goals of the institution),
policy/decision-making, policy implementation, evaluation and monitor-
ing/feedback, and (in some cases) some degree of oversight or account-
ability. In such a process formal rules and organizational roles are laid
down as clearly as possible in an effort to achieve the primary goals of the
institution. To the extent that this policy process involves binding legal
obligations and some independent authority to make rules, it can also be
conceived as a system of governance.

I argue that this is in fact what was achieved with the Treaty on Euro-
pean Union and its Common Foreign and Security Policy, which in turn
raised a new set of institutional issues. Prior to this treaty, however, EPC
institutions developed in an ad hoc manner in terms of the norms, rules,
and organizations discussed above. To conceptualize this process better,
Figure 2.1 graphically illustrates the general timeline during which major
new institutional elements of EPC/CFSP were progressively layered on
top of existing arrangements.

These stages, including an analysis of the internalization of EPC/CFSP
in the domestic politics of EU member states at each stage, provide the
structure for later chapters in this study. In the most general terms,
through this process of institutionalization, relations among EU states
have progressed from the narrow instrumental rationality characterized
by intergovernmentalism to a more collective or social rationality char-
acterized by legitimate procedures of governance and corresponding
changes in their domestic politics.3 Before proceeding, however, I must
first emphasize that there are no clear divisions between these levels.

3 And to the extent that this system increasingly, and legitimately, binds its participants
together and affects their political interests and identity, it could even be conceived as a
polity, although this possibility is not a primary focus of this study.
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40 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

Although I argue that each step laid the general foundations for the next
step, and each step is associated with an historical event (or “institutional
moment”), there was a significant amount of overlap, even inconsistency,
between them. In other words, each stage includes some elements of other
stages. Still, specific institutional themes or patterns can be discerned at
different historical junctures in the evolution of EU foreign policy, each
of which has a corresponding impact on cooperation.

Stages of institutionalization

Establishment of the policy domain as an intergovernmental forum
The first step in my analysis of institutionalization involves the origi-
nal agreement among EU states to cooperate in an issue-area. Although
it is possible for cooperation to emerge, and even to develop norms,
without an explicit agreement or even communication, institutionaliza-
tion is far more likely when actors make a conscious, public decision to
organize their cooperation, whether this involves a “gentleman’s agree-
ment,” a treaty, or the creation of a specific organization. The potential
for institutional change also depends on the actors who are entitled to
participate, the distribution and types of power held by those actors,
their interests in establishing institutionalized cooperation, the charac-
teristics of the issue-area or the common problem(s) to be addressed,
the environment in which the agreement was reached, and the original
norms, if any, used to promote cooperation in that issue-area. In the case
of EU foreign policy, the dominant institutional form at its origin was
that of an intergovernmental forum for general discussion about global
problems.

According to the literature on intergovernmentalism in the EU, this
form involves several characteristics.4 First, it stresses the power, pre-
existing preferences, and strategic interaction of individual states. Power
is typically measured in material terms, such as the size of a state’s armed
forces or the strength of its economy. In the EU, this typically means
a focus on the economic interests and negotiating strategies of France,
Germany, and the UK (Moravcsik 1998). Second, intergovernmentalism
stresses the role of government chief executives, or their representatives,
in the decision-making process, typically in the European Council of
Heads of State and Government or in the Council of (Foreign) Ministers.5

When decisions of these actors do not require ratification on a regular

4 These are primarily derived from Moravcsik 1991, 1993; Garrett 1992.
5 Also known as the General Affairs Council or, following the Maastricht Treaty, the Coun-

cil of the EU. To avoid confusion I favor the term Council of Ministers throughout this
study.
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basis, as in the case of EU foreign policy, they have even more leeway to
make policy. In foreign policy, governments are often acting to provide a
non-economic public good which does not impose high costs on specific
domestic actors unlike, say, trade policy (Moravcsik 1994). Since these
actors do not bear the costs of international cooperation, they are less
likely to assert their preferences to chiefs of governments and possibly
interfere with, nullify, or complicate an international agreement.

Third, intergovernmentalism, like most functional approaches to coop-
eration, usually focuses on bargaining: governments “cooperate” in mixed
motive situations (where they have incentives to cooperate and to defect)
primarily by arranging reciprocal trade-offs among themselves. This usu-
ally involves linking issues into package deals or making side-payments to
each other, sometimes immediately (specific reciprocity) or at some time
in the future (diffuse reciprocity). Further, this bargaining can involve
both the broad course of institutional development as well as more pro-
saic day-to-day decisions about policy, especially where decision-making
rules require consensus among all states. In the absence of such bargains,
inaction or unilateralism will be the tendency; any European “coopera-
tion” will be ad hoc, informal, and probably reflect the power and interests
of the EU’s strongest member states, namely France, Germany, and the
UK.

Fourth, organizational actors, like rules in general, play a limited role,
if any, in many intergovernmental analyses. This chiefly involves helping
the negotiators strike or monitor a deal by passively providing informa-
tion or providing avenues for side-payments for states not immediately
ready to agree with a collective decision. Fifth, intergovernmentalism sees
cooperation as a simple two-stage process. This involves the formation of
national preferences via domestic politics (the first stage), and bargain-
ing between governments over the details of the agreement (the second
stage).6 Sixth and finally, intergovernmentalism often treats each coop-
erative agreement as a single, closed-end outcome, thus neatly avoiding
the potential impacts of policy evaluations and historical context.7 Pre-
vious decisions or policies are assumed to have little or no impact on
each bargaining situation beyond the commitments already locked in by
earlier bargains. Intergovernmentalism is therefore subject to some path-
dependency, but this is both strategic and intentional: governments are
6 The related “two-level games” model (Putnam 1988) brings a third stage (ratification)

into the analysis.
7 As Moravcsik (1993: 473) argues, “From the signing of the Treaty of Rome to the making

of Maastricht, the EC has developed through a series of celebrated intergovernmental
bargains, each of which set the agenda for an intervening period of consolidation. The
most fundamental task facing a theoretical account of European integration is to explain
these bargains.”
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free to treat each act of collective decision as a single deal based on the
configuration of their power and interests at the time. In Chapter 3, the
origins and functions of these specific elements of EU foreign policy are
discussed in more detail.

Information-sharing Once actors have explicitly agreed to co-
operate, even in an intergovernmental forum, they may then begin a dis-
course about the means and ends of their cooperation. Often, this debate
can be an end in itself, in the sense that cooperation can be minimally
defined as mere discussions about policy coordination (i.e., “cheap talk”)
rather than by “results” in terms of specific cooperative policy actions. Yet
as this discourse gradually intensifies, it can generate its own dynamics by
both facilitating and structuring communication according to common
understandings. Thus, although collective behavior can become more
ritualized or institution-like in the absence of communication, provided
the actors can at least monitor each other’s behavior, we can propose
that as goal-oriented communication intensifies, the demand for greater
structure (i.e., institutionalization) grows and cooperation becomes more
likely.

Indeed, many theories of social behavior stress the importance of com-
munication.8 Where reliable information about motives is lacking, states
find it difficult to trust each other. Suspicion about being cheated, not
cooperation, is the result.9 Similarly, the literature on “signaling” shows
that states must be able to communicate threats, capabilities, and resolve
effectively if they are to have a desired impact on the behavior of other
states (Morrow 1994). Knowledge of another state’s strategies and capa-
bilities can be used to exploit that state and attain gains for oneself; thus
states are tempted to deceive (or at least to outguess) each other.10 Even in
situations which do not involve crises or the threat of war, information is
important in promoting stable relations and facilitating bargains among
states. For states that do agree to cooperate, institutions that facilitate

8 Even realists concede that part of the problem of anarchy involves the fact that states
cannot always know the true capabilities and, more importantly, intentions of other
states. Under such conditions, fear and suspicion predominate, and lead actors to con-
cern themselves with power and security. Moreover, even if a state thinks it knows
the intentions of others, intentions might change too quickly for a state to react ef-
fectively (Mearsheimer 1994–95: 10). This implies that effective, durable signaling or
confidence-building mechanisms can help mitigate the effects of anarchy, thus creating
an atmosphere conducive to cooperation.

9 As Waltz (1979: 105) argues, “The impediments to collaboration may not lie in the char-
acter and the immediate intention of either party. Instead, the condition of insecurity –
at the least, the uncertainty of each about the other’s future intentions and actions –
works against their cooperation.”

10 For more on this point, see Axelrod 1984: Chapter 2.
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sharing information about one’s partners can help promote cooperation
by at least identifying cheaters. In this view, to the extent that states can
communicate credible promises to each other, by virtue of their domestic
political processes (transparency) or their external behavior (diplomacy),
the chances for cooperation will increase.

Like institutional effects in general, these effects of communication can
be conceived along a continuum. At one end, if we can show that insti-
tutionalized information-sharing mechanisms at the very least promote
trust and confidence among states, making the use of force (or threats
to use force) unlikely or unnecessary, then we have started to undermine
the realist notion that uncertainty and insecurity are endemic to inter-
national relations. If institutions also help identify offenders and allay
states’ concerns about cheating, as with compliance about trade or arms
agreements, then we are moving even closer to the rational-functional (or
neo-liberal) approach to institutions. At the other end, if information-
sharing generates shared understandings or common knowledge about
problems, joint approaches to those problems, and perhaps even a sense
of collective identity, then we are much closer to the ideals of classical lib-
eralism and perhaps social constructivism. In the view of these theories,
states would be more likely to reject power politics and hard bargaining
to embrace other forms of collective action, involving shared leadership,
social norms or skills, persuasion, and even partnership/friendship.

Thus, institutionalized structures for information-sharing can dra-
matically improve the prospects for international cooperation and lay
the groundwork for further institutionalization. We can in fact observe
several processes concerning information-sharing among the states in-
volved in European foreign policy, mainly through the development
of a complex transgovernmental communication network. Paraphrasing
Lasswell’s (1960: 117) classic formulation of communication, an analysis
of this network involves the questions of who shares what information,
through which channels, and with what effects. These questions, and
their specific institutional mechanisms, are examined in more detail in
Chapter 4.

Norm creation and codification Once communication moves
from cheap talk to regular discussions about foreign policy problems and
their possible resolution, institutionalization takes on a new dynamic.
This dynamic involves the generation of norms, or shared standards of
behavior. Intergovernmental information-sharing itself involves norms,
of course, but as officials learn to trust each other and develop a shared
understanding of what their cooperation actually involves, it becomes
possible for them to establish clearer obligations regarding the ends and
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44 Institutions and foreign policy cooperation

means of a specific policy domain. Indeed, regular interstate communi-
cations often require the coordination of so many actors in so many areas
that a resort to norms is almost inevitable. At the very least, the hard-
won engineering of consensus about the means and ends of cooperation
encourages participants to preserve what has been achieved.

This desire to preserve and reinforce the gains from cooperation is
satisfied by creating and codifying norms, and by socializing officials
to respect those norms. Socialization is discussed later in this chapter
in my examination of domestic politics. For the moment, I argue that
information-sharing in EU foreign policy led to a problem-solving culture
or style of decision-making, which itself was institutionalized as a set of
norms. Where bargaining involves the satisfaction of self-interests through
trade-offs and incentives, problem-solving involves an appeal to common
interests, accumulated across time and space, plus the possible use of os-
tracism or peer-pressure to maintain group discipline. This approach may
be more amenable to collective norm-production.11 Although problem-
solving has some inherent weaknesses as an institutional form (Scharpf
1988), it is probably the only way EPC could have proceeded while
remaining outside the framework of the European Community.

As numerous definitions of norms and rules exist (March and Olsen
1989: 22), it is necessary to specify their key characteristics clearly if we
hope to find them in the empirical record of EPC/CFSP. In general,
we can treat them as problem-solving tools or “choice simplification”
mechanisms that guide the behavior of actors (Kratochwil 1989). They
are not just expectations or constraints (Elster 1989; North 1990), or
descriptions of existing ritualized behaviors subject to punishments if
violated (Axelrod 1986), but are expressions of what is appropriate or even
valued in a given community. In addition, legal scholars often recognize a
hierarchy of norms or rules (Kratochwil 1989; Stone 1994); thus it is also
possible to classify norms along the dimensions of clarity and bindingness
to show that institutional change has been taking place.

Although a number of tacit or unspoken rules exist in any social sit-
uation, these provide only a point of departure for my examination of
the role of norms in EPC. For one thing, I rely on standards of evidence
such that causal factors can be known only by material facts, expressed
either in terms of the historical record (such as EPC Reports and EC

11 On “problem-solving” as a style of decision-making, see March and Simon 1958. Of
course, this is not to say that EU states make no “deals” in the context of foreign policy
cooperation. Compromise and “splitting the difference” always were (and are) key ele-
ments of the policy process. Rather, I argue that states in EPC/CFSP attempt to avoid
the quid pro quo hard bargaining and complex package deals that regularly occur in the
course of EC affairs.
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treaties) or by interviews with multiple participants. Thus for the most
part I do not concern myself with tacit norms or unspoken rules, which
exist only in the minds of EU foreign policy participants. My assumption
of bounded rationality discussed in the previous chapter also enables me
to ignore whether these actors “really believed” in the efficacy or value
of these norms. In addition, actors may not share similar expectations
regarding tacit rules, which makes it difficult to make concrete judg-
ments about their effects on behavior. Indeed, tacit rules often persist
precisely because of different understandings and the difficulty of for-
malizing them. Different understandings provide a convenient “escape
clause” in situations where the idea of a more binding rule is contro-
versial. However, tacit rules that have become explicit norms, or norms
that are produced through other processes (such as negotiation) typi-
cally reflect a greater degree of expectation-convergence among actors
and we can judge their effects across different situations with far more
certainty.

Thus, based on the existing literature on norms, methodological con-
siderations, and the historical record of EPC/CFSP, I find it helpful to
distinguish between four types of norms. First, we can observe informal
(or uncodified ) customs, or the traditions and practices (not just habits) that
emerged in day-to-day interactions among EPC/CFSP officials. Again,
these norms were often tacit or unspoken but generally understood by
all participants. Second, we can examine the codification of these infor-
mal customs into explicit, written norms, a transition which began to take
place during the mid-1970s. Codification is especially necessary when
conditions change outside or inside the system (such as when new actors
participate or when the arrangement must coordinate with other func-
tionally related institutions, such as the EC). Third, there is evidence
of a transition from explicit norms to rules, as reflected in EPC/CFSP
positions and reports. These rules are expressed as specific rights and
obligations applicable to certain situations. Fourth, we can consider the
transition from rules into formal laws (legal rules), which involve behav-
ioral and legal obligations. Finally, throughout the analysis, I will fur-
ther distinguish between procedural (or constitutive) norms that govern
decision-making and institutional change (including rules about future
rule-making, which approximates constitution-building within EU foreign
policy; see Stone 1994), and substantive (or regulatory) norms that specify
the positions and behavioral standards (usually expressed as policy out-
comes) of EU states toward the external world. These dynamics involving
the creation, influence, and evolution of norms, as well as the role of the
ECJ in EU foreign policy, are fully examined in Chapter 5 and then linked
to my argument about governance in Chapter 7. Where necessary, I also
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pay attention to the way these norms encourage sympathetic changes in
the domestic politics of EU member states (see below).

Organizations Behavioral norms are not the only manifestation
of institutionalization, although they are the primary focus of this study.
The establishment of a permanent organization to administer some policy
domain represents an additional degree of institutionalization beyond a
decentralized communications network and a set of rules to guide actors.
Organizations or agencies are relatively stable groups of officials bound
by a common purpose, which often extends to concrete entities with
headquarters, staffs, budgets, internal procedures, and other resources
that can shape policies or norms (Keohane 1988). In international affairs,
the existence of the United Nations, the World Bank, NATO, the agencies
of the EC, and a host of other international organizations represents a
much higher order of institutionalized cooperation than decentralized
multilateral agreements, such as environmental conventions, which must
be continually renegotiated to keep up with changes in the circumstances
which led to their birth. International organizations are often very costly
to establish and even more costly to maintain, yet their existence reaffirms
the value states place on the effective management of certain international
problems.

Institutionalized behavior that increasingly involves formal organiza-
tions or agencies (such as those of the EC) generally changes the propen-
sity for, and characteristics of, international cooperation. At the very
least, organizations can provide some institutional memory concerning
previous decisions. At the most, the organization itself can become an
autonomous actor with influence over both policy innovation and insti-
tutional change. Organizations often possess important resources such
as knowledge or expertise, and, under certain circumstances, they can
develop their own interests concerning international cooperation. When
embedded within a complex rule-of-law system like the EU, they can even
exert “supranational” influence over policy coordination among their
member states, as functional integration theorists argue (Haas 1958).

Thus, to the extent that the EU can be considered a polity, with its
own mechanisms of governance (a subject taken up in the next section),
we should be able to observe certain behaviors on the part of its perma-
nent organizations and agencies. Bureaucratic politics thus plays a role
in my analysis, in terms of the tendency of agencies to worry about their
own self-preservation and to enhance their own roles in policymaking.12

12 Note that this treatment of agencies as actors in a broader policy process (bureaucratic
politics) differs from the classical view of organizational politics, which focuses on the
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More specifically, we can analyze the influence of organizations on a pol-
icy domain in terms of their formation, environment, goals, structure,
and resources (Ness and Brechin 1988). The formation of organizations
is not really in question here, since most EC organizations relevant to
EU foreign policy existed prior to EPC, giving it a “ready-made” set of
bureaucratic actors, chiefly the Commission and the European Parlia-
ment, with potential influence (although I do analyze the establishment
of the EPC Secretariat and the CFSP Policy Planning and Early Warning
Unit). However, the environments, goals, structures, and resources of
these organizations are considered in detail in Chapters 6 and 8. I should
also note here that the involvement of organizations is not necessarily
always efficient in terms of achieving desired outcomes. Bureaucracies
can actually complicate or even prevent optimal decision-making; these
pathologies may then lead to additional institutional reforms. This pos-
sibility is considered throughout my analysis of organizational influence.

Toward governance The involvement of permanent organiza-
tions in a policy domain is a key indicator of institutionalization and can
significantly enhance the prospects for international cooperation. Yet the
policy domain as an institution will remain limited and incoherent as long
as states fail to consider the process of cooperation as a unified whole.
Such a policy process would involve setting goals, devising specific poli-
cies (or norms) to reach them, implementing such policies, providing the
necessary resources to carry out the policies, and establishing some form
of policy assessment or oversight to ensure that goals are being met and
actors are fulfilling their obligations.

As in domestic political systems, this policy process can be conceived
as a form of governance, or the authority to make, implement, and en-
force rules in a specified domain (Anderson 1995). The EU is the most
densely institutionalized network of states ever devised in world politics,
and grand theories of integration do not capture many of its most im-
portant dynamics. Given this complexity of factors, it is no accident that
some have suggested that the most appropriate model of EU decision-
making (whether in the EC or EPC/CFSP) may be that of the “garbage
can,” whereby problems, solutions, actors, and choice opportunities are
mixed together in various ways that cannot be predicted or even controlled

depoliticization of policy through the use of standard operating procedures and routines.
In the organizational model, external stimuli trigger complex, standardized patterns of
action without extensive analysis, problem-solving, or the use of discretionary power
(March and Olsen 1989: 21). Although EU foreign policy has become increasingly
formalized and now allows a greater role for EC organizations, it is not as routinized
or standardized as described by general theories of organizational policymaking.
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(Richardson 1996). An opposing view, however, argues that the EU is bet-
ter understood as a supranational polity or quasi-federal state because of
its similarity to domestic political processes (in terms of constitutional
law, federalism, interest groups, and state structures) rather than inter-
national politics (Hix 1994; Risse-Kappen 1996). Some analysts even
contend that actors and institutional rules at various levels and during
certain policy phases can influence the policy process in ways which
make the EU appear to be a form of multilevel governance or even
a supranational polity, not merely another regional economic organization
(Marks, Hooghe, and Blank 1996; Stone Sweet and Sandholtz 1998a).
Normal, day-to-day policymaking in many Community policy domains
involves a highly complex set of interest groups, officials, lawyers, and
judges at the domestic and EU levels. These domains often involve a re-
distribution of economic resources, thus prompting attention from the
affected parties and, in some cases, a demand for policy or institutional
change.

Although it is inappropriate to claim that EU foreign policy is equally
subject to the same dynamics behind other EC policy domains (particu-
larly those involving economic integration), there are important similari-
ties.13 An institutional analysis of EU foreign policy recognizes that, as a
policy space becomes more clearly defined, relevant actors attempt to im-
pose discipline on the competing pressures, at least in terms of specifying
a policy sequence or process to produce a desired end.14 This is precisely
what happened with EPC/CFSP. I argue that EU foreign policy as an
institution does exhibit some elements of governance based on its an-
tecedent institutional developments (under the EPC system), the formal
CFSP provisions of the Treaty on European Union (TEU), and deci-
sions made during the first decade of the implementation of the CFSP
(including the Treaty of Amsterdam). The specific elements of foreign
policy governance are fully discussed in Chapter 7.

Finally, I should note that EU foreign policy is also increasingly in-
stitutionally embedded in the broader network of political-economic ar-
rangements already existing in the EU, and the EU itself is nested within
more robust multilateral arrangements for cooperation in political and
economic affairs (NATO, the WTO, the OSCE, etc.). Since institu-
tions are costly to establish, there is a tendency for agreements to be
linked to or subsumed under existing arrangements. This means taking

13 For a more detailed comparison of issue-areas in the EU, see Stubb 1996.
14 This approach is similar to the “policy networks” perspective (Peterson 1995). However,

we can gain additional analytical leverage by first focusing on how institutions structure
those networks (thus determining who gets to act within them), which I describe in terms
of a policy process.
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into consideration how the CFSP is now functionally related to global
multilateralism (UN), Western multilateralism (OECD), Atlantic multi-
lateralism (NATO), and European multilateralism (CSCE, EC, WEU).
Interactions or conflicts with these domains affect the institutionalization
of EU foreign policy. The CFSP is clearly horizontally linked to other
organizations with similar functions, normative goals, and authority. A
full analysis of these linkages, and the EU’s more general objective of co-
herence in external relations, is beyond the scope of this study, yet we can
make some observations about how the CFSP is institutionally related
to the broader post-Cold War multilateral security network in Europe.
This aspect of institutional change, as well as other problems concerning
governance, is explored in Chapter 8.

Measuring EU foreign policy cooperation

If it is difficult to measure institutional development empirically, there
are even more problems with measuring cooperation. Many analyses of
cooperation confuse the dependent variable with changes in the indepen-
dent variable. For example, some analysts use regime “strength” (such
as a larger or stricter set of regulations governing some issue-area) as
a measure of cooperation when this is more effectively understood as a
measure of institutionalization. To achieve a better conceptualization of
the relationship between these processes, I define the dependent variable
(cooperation) in fairly strict terms to link it with the independent variable
(institutionalization). For example, EPC was established in part to pre-
vent external pressures from creating political conflicts within the EU, so
one measure of greater cooperation would be greater stability in the EU,
or the absence of war, arms races, serious trade disputes, or other exam-
ples of egregious, self-aggrandizing foreign policy behaviors. One might
also conceive of EU foreign policy cooperation as a decline in exploita-
tive behavior among EU states: if the EU is indeed cooperating in foreign
policy, at the very least its member states might not use external issues
to take advantage of each other. This is cooperation defined in negative
terms: it exists when states fail to act in selfish ways.15

However, this is a very limited view of foreign policy cooperation; there-
fore I do not discuss situations where EU states could have exploited each
other over foreign policy issues but neglected to do so. It also could be
argued that the goal of preventing foreign policy disputes from interfer-
ing with the EC by compartmentalizing them in a new institution clearly
15 Legro (1995) conceptualizes international cooperation in such a manner in his analysis

of why Germany and the UK during World War II decided against employing certain
methods of warfare, such as chemical weapons.
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has been met in view of the continual expansion of European integration
since the 1970s despite numerous disagreements, potential and real, over
world politics. Instead, I stress specific collective actions or outcomes as
my chief empirical indicators of cooperation. Cooperative behavior is the
primary focus here, and this behavior can be seen in the historical record
of EPC/CFSP.

Quantitative indicators of cooperation

To what extent did the institutional changes described above actually
encourage greater European foreign policy cooperation, and how can we
measure this cooperation in terms of quantitative empirical evidence? One
useful distinction can be made between changes in process, involving the
way EU states interact with each other within EPC/CFSP, and changes
in substantive cooperative outcomes, which represent specific EPC/CFSP
policies. Evidence of procedural change is more subtle and qualitative,
making it difficult to summarize here. It involves everything from the
messages sent among EU member states to the number of meetings held
on EPC/CFSP to the efficiency of reaching decisions. Thus, in keeping
with my focus on EU foreign policy expressed as external behavior or
actions, for the moment I summarize the evidence concerning the gen-
eral quantitative expansion of such behavior: specific EPC/CFSP policies
since 1970. Distinct changes of process are examined in relevant later
chapters.

Since EPC was established we can indeed see a clear expansion of
cooperative foreign policy outcomes. EPC was inward-looking during its
first decade, as member states tried to establish practical procedures to
achieve their ambitions. But positive results of EPC can be seen almost
from the beginning. For the purpose of analytical clarity, I present my
discussion of quantitative expansion in terms of three sets of factors.

Expansion of actions The easiest way to demonstrate greater
cooperation over time is simply to document the number of actions taken
since EPC was established. For these data I rely primarily on Ginsberg’s
comprehensive listings of EU foreign policy actions.16 Prior to EPC,
European foreign policy cooperation was virtually non-existent. Only

16 As noted in Chapter 1, these foreign policy actions must be: (1) undertaken on behalf
of all EU states toward non-members, international bodies, or global events or issues;
(2) oriented toward a specific goal; (3) made operational with physical activity, such as
financing or diplomacy; and (4) undertaken in the context of EPC/CFSP discussions
(although the EC can also be involved). Adapted from Ginsberg 1989, 1991, plus data
from the Official Journal of the EU.
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Table 2.1 EPC actions, and CFSP common
positions and joint actions, 1970–95

1970–74 1975–79 1980–84 1985–89 1990–95
8 7 24 26 94

These data do not include declarations, which only express
the EU’s opinion on an issue.

two major foreign policy actions took place between 1957 (the founding
of the EC) and 1970 (the creation of EPC): the imposition of economic
sanctions against Rhodesia (1965) and Greece (1967). As Table 2.1
reveals, however, these actions gradually increased in number as EPC
developed and was transformed into the CFSP.

During the early years of EPC, explicit actions amounted to only a few
each year. The high points during this period came during 1974, when
EPC formally established the Euro-Arab Dialogue, responded to the war
in Cyprus, began consultations at the UN, permitted the Commission to
be involved in most EPC meetings, and established the European Coun-
cil of Heads of State and Government. Although EPC produced only a
modest number of actions in the 1970s, we must keep in mind that dur-
ing this time EPC was not especially directed toward conducting external
actions, and there were no provisions for undertaking such actions within
its institutional framework. One could even argue that the actions that
EU states managed to take at this time in the absence of explicit arrange-
ments for doing so are a major tribute to the pragmatism and flexibility of
EPC, and to the creativity of the diplomats involved. In addition, as EPC
progressed, EU states became far more willing to take some foreign policy
decisions (such as those involving regional dialogues) in the Community
framework rather than under the rubric of EPC. Still, EPC produced
explicit external actions on its own and we can see a definite expansion
of such actions. The decade after the London Report (1981) particularly
resulted in a significant expansion of EPC actions; this expansion was
then dwarfed by the number of actions after the CFSP entered into effect
in November 1993. We might also note that the growth in actions has
also exhibited a greater geographic scope over the past three decades.
Since 1970, EPC has rapidly outgrown its original boundaries to encom-
pass policies and relationships in all corners of the globe. The first two
major topics discussed at the first EPC ministerial meeting in 1970 con-
cerned Eastern Europe and the Middle East. Both of these topics were
later institutionalized within the broader framework of EPC. From there,
however, EU foreign policy cooperation rapidly progressed to include
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relations with Africa, the United States, the rest of the Americas and
Europe, and Asia. By the time the CFSP entered into effect in 1993, no
geographic region was off-limits to EU foreign policy.

Functional expansion Similarly, EU foreign policy expanded
in terms of the number of functional issues with which it dealt. As the
previous discussion of institutional change implies, the EPC agenda was
very limited at first. EU states discussed a wide variety of subjects within
this setting, but in terms of external EPC actions on specific issues, the
member states limited themselves to discussions of a long-term nature,
in order to ensure only a common understanding of “great international
problems.” As with other aspects of EPC, however, its functional tasks
were soon clarified in far more detail. EPC thus became oriented toward
the formulation of medium- and long-term common positions on foreign
policy matters. From there its tasks expanded to involve managing crises,
as in Portugal, Cyprus, Afghanistan, the Falklands, and so on. EPC also
became useful in drawn-out efforts to resolve conflicts, as in the areas of
East–West relations, the Middle East, and Central America. The first
major EPC attempt in this area, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in
1979, was delayed for months and the policy outcome was quite limited
in scope. Yet the 1980s saw many opportunities for EPC to act, and we
can use these policies to gauge the development of EPC mechanisms.

In a significant departure from the original EPC agenda, EU states also
increasingly considered security issues and took several security-related
actions. These actions can be defined as “mutual changes in interstate
behavior among EU members in order to undertake actions in which the
EU deals as a unit with a question that affects its own physical security,
the security of a closely related state or group of states, or the security of
the international system” (Ginsberg 1989: 57). Such actions have been
taken against a number of non-EU states. The EU’s participation in the
CSCE process also represents security-related cooperation, beginning
with EPC’s first proposal tabled during the preparatory phases of the
process in January 1973. Thanks to this groundwork under EPC, security
affairs were explicitly included in the CFSP and helped facilitate the EU’s
most recent discussions on defense cooperation (although defense is not
a major focus of this study).

Instrument expansion EPC also quickly added to its repertoire
of policy tools over the years. Table 2.2 illustrates the expansion of
EPC/CFSP policy instruments.

As we see here, EPC possessed only three instruments at first: declara-
tions, démarches, and common approaches to international conferences
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Table 2.2 Year of first use of major EPC/CFSP policy instruments

1970 Declarations, démarches
1971 Coordination at the UN
1973 Consultations with allies outside the EC (US)
1974 Institutionalized regional political dialogues (Euro-Arab)
1975 Coordination at the CSCE; use of economic tools for EPC
1977 Code of Conduct for EC firms (in South Africa)
1981 Peace plans; endorsement of a military operation by some EC states (Sinai force)
1982 Use of an EC regulation for EPC actions (sanctions against the Soviet Union)
1984 Weapons embargo (Iran and Iraq)
1993 Common positions, joint actions, actions taken in conjunction with the WEU
1998 Common strategies

and organizations. Declarations merely express the EU’s opinion on an
issue, while démarches are formal presentations of the EU’s position on
an issue made to representatives of third states and international organi-
zations. Accurate data for the number of EPC démarches do not exist, but
it is clear that EU ambassadors to non-EU states made hundreds of such
démarches every year, on an increasingly wide range of subjects.17 The
number of EPC declarations made each year expanded as well during the
1980s, ranging from only a few in 1975 to 52 in 1985 to well over 100 in
1995.18 It is of course possible that the growth in declarations is partly
a function of a greater number of events on which to comment, plus the
general expansion of the EU’s membership (which increases the range
of foreign policy issues of concern to EU member states), rather than a
function of institutional change alone. However, the other measures of
cooperation (quantitative and qualitative) stressed in this volume are not
so susceptible to this problem.19

17 An increase in the number of démarches under EPC is confirmed in most of the studies of
EPC cited in this volume. Also interviews with former EPC officials, Brussels, 1995–96.

18 Data from Regelsberger 1993: 278; and the Council of the European Union 1995. Also
see Schneider and Seybold 1997: 378–79.

19 For similar reasons I do not rely on trends in EU voting patterns at the UN, as ex-
amined in early studies of EPC (Hurwitz 1975, 1976; Lindemann 1976; Foot 1979;
Lindemann 1982). As Nuttall (1992a: 28) observes, cooperation at the UN is much
stronger than voting statistics suggest. Resolutions adopted by consensus are usually not
included in the vote data, and most resolutions in the UN are adopted by consensus.
Also, on a number of votes EU cohesion was undermined by the dissenting behavior
of only one state (often France and occasionally Greece), which makes it look as if the
EU was more divided than it actually was. Such differences in voting more often than
not reflected tactical differences rather than fundamental disagreements over policy.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, voting is not the only manifestation of European
cooperation at the UN. Other UN member states, particularly developing and lesser
developed states, see the EU as a primary representative of the Western world and as
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From this modest start, EPC developed the use of economic and finan-
cial aid, and economic and financial sanctions, which typically involved
the EC to varying degrees. Policy instruments also expanded to include
political dialogues and Association Agreements, embargoes on weapons
and other products, anti-terrorism policies, peace plans, and peacekeep-
ing. The budget for EU foreign policy cooperation has steadily expanded
as well, and by the 1990s the EU also was laying the groundwork for the
use of police or military forces in certain areas. The use of military force
in the context of EU foreign policy had long been a taboo subject under
EPC, and disagreements about this issue persist, but discussions on this
subject are no longer out of place for EU states, even the neutral ones.

Qualitative indicators of cooperation

In addition to the quantitative measures of cooperation discussed above,
we can also detect a qualitative change in EPC/CFSP outcomes. Similar
to the distinction between rules involving EU states (as a collective) and
those involving EC organizations, cooperative outcomes can be distin-
guished in two basic ways: some are implemented at the national level
alone, and others involve some implementation at the EC level (such as
economic sanctions). In other words, cooperation as a dependent variable
involves the behavior of both EU member states (defined as government
officials and the permanent bureaucratic officials who support them) and
EC organizations, who act on behalf of EU member states. Although I
touch upon other indirect expressions of cooperation in the domestic
politics of EU member states throughout this study (see below), my em-
pirical conceptualization of cooperation primarily involves direct actions
of EU states and EC organizations.

These direct actions would involve more positive, proactive behaviors
by the EU to address or even solve external political problems.20 This
is the general idea behind the creation of the CFSP, although actions
toward this end were taken under EPC as well. Empirically, this desire
to influence events would be expressed as a greater variety and complex-
ity of external actions, and possibly more coherence with other external
EC policies. However, a far more difficult problem here is measuring

a “privileged interlocutor”; thus EU démarches and backroom discussions can indicate
greater cooperation (and more influence on other UN member states) than is possible
to measure in quantitative terms, even though it is known to exist (de Schoutheete de
Tervarent 1980: 11–18); also interview with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.

20 This is also the rationale for studies focused on the “actorness” or “presence” of
EPC/CFSP in world politics. For example, see Crawford and Schulze 1990; Rummel
1990; Ginsberg 1999, 2001.
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cooperation by the external goals developed in EPC/CFSP. It should be
clear that judging cooperation primarily by external measures (i.e., non-
EU governments comply with human rights as a result of EU policies)
rather than internal ones (the EU manages to reach agreement on human
rights issues) would be far beyond the scope of this study. In other words,
successful cooperation in terms of this analysis is when EU states take
common action on a foreign policy issue, not whether that action achieves
its desired ends. The latter is actually a measure of policy effectiveness,
not cooperation.

With this caveat in mind, I combine two sets of criteria to measure
qualitatively the expansion of EU foreign policy cooperation. The first
such criteria, as described by Weiler (1985: 21), involve specifying the
rationale for such cooperative actions. Lower-order actions are “reflex-
ive”; they are taken merely to demonstrate some common position for its
own sake. “Reactive” foreign policy cooperation involves a response to
particular events, usually in the hope of influencing them but primarily to
prevent EU member states from acting at odds with each other. “Active”
cooperation involves setting goals and the means to achieve them, while
anticipating possible responses to common foreign policies (i.e., strategic
behavior); this represents the highest form of cooperation. In this sense
EU foreign policy has moved from negative integration (protecting the
EU from the unilateral foreign policy actions of its member states) to pos-
itive integration (acting with a single purpose in world politics to serve
common goals).

The second set of criteria involves the collective response of EU mem-
ber states, ranging from low-cost actions (declarations of common po-
sitions), to more substantive actions (such as sanctions) implemented
on a national basis alone, and finally, to substantive actions involving
both member states and the EC (or delegated to the EC exclusively). EU
states have gradually exhibited a greater willingness to use EC resources
for EPC/CFSP actions, a willingness that clearly had been absent during
the early 1970s. These actions often involve legal obligations as well, and
even allow for EC organizations (chiefly the Commission) to implement
and monitor the collective actions.21 These criteria are conceptualized
in Table 2.3.

In my view, “greater cooperation” is demonstrated by any movement
upward and/or to the right on the matrix. As the matrix indicates, the

21 These categories are closely related to those of Holland (1991a), who distinguishes be-
tween declarations, substantive actions, and legal competencies. Similarly, Schneider
and Seybold (1997) distinguish between “no action,” “weak action,” and “strong ac-
tion.” However, their study focuses on EPC declarations rather than many other types
of cooperative actions, which limits the scope of their analysis.
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Table 2.3 Qualitatively measuring EU foreign policy cooperation

Declarations National actions National/EC actions

Active Moderate cooperation High cooperation Highest cooperation
Reactive Low cooperation Moderate cooperation High cooperation
Reflexive Minimal cooperation Low cooperation Moderate cooperation

minimal amount of cooperation for the purposes of this study is when
EU states merely issue a declaration following some international event.
In most cases, such declarations are not very costly (relative to other co-
operative behaviors) and they represent by far the greatest number of
cooperative actions taken within EPC/CFSP. The highest level of co-
operation is demonstrated by movement upward and to the right: when
EU states use EC resources or procedures in the service of active, co-
herent, and even strategic, foreign policies. We would hypothesize, then,
that a greater degree of institutionalization (as measured in the previous
section) should result in more of these types of cooperative actions.

In fact, we can follow these trends historically by tracking several
geographic areas that received a great deal of attention by EPC/CFSP
to provide some empirical continuity throughout the analysis. If institu-
tions and historical development help foster cooperation, we should see
the most change in the areas where EU foreign policy is aggressively pur-
sued, where relations are highly institutionalized, and where policies have
had several years to mature. These areas include the Middle East, South
Africa, Central/Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union/Russia, Central
America, and the US. As always, the chief indicator of success in these
areas is not so much that EPC/CFSP “solved” a global political problem,
but that it helped produce internal EU cohesion and external cooperative
behaviors in a contentious area of foreign policy. Tracking these issues
over time is important not only for the way they involved new EU foreign
policy tools and resulted in closer links to the EC, but also because they
provide vivid examples of changes in the opinions, preferences, and even
interests of EU member states as a result of institution-building.

Finally, this brings us to the issue of compliance. It might be possible
to judge cooperation in terms of the extent to which EU states actually
implement the collective decisions reached in EPC/CFSP. This indeed
was a problem during the early years of EPC, when its decisions were
implemented on a national basis alone. Although I touch upon this is-
sue, it would be beyond the scope of this study to judge whether all EU
states acted in accordance with the hundreds of declarations and decisions
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reached in EPC/CFSP every year. General trends in compliance are dis-
cussed during relevant historical episodes, but I do not use compliance as
a general indicator of cooperation. Compliance is only one way to judge
the legitimacy and effectiveness of EPC/CFSP rules to promote cooper-
ation.22 Just as the presence of crime in a society does not automatically
discredit a domestic judicial system, deliberate violations of common EU
foreign policy norms (which in fact are quite rare) do not invalidate the
entire cooperative enterprise. Moreover, since the CFSP entered into ef-
fect, many external policies are now implemented and/or funded by EC
actors, which reduces the need to examine member state compliance as
a major indicator of EU foreign policy cooperation.

Institutionalization, cooperation, and domestic politics

There is one final empirical aspect of institutionalized cooperation to
consider. In my discussion of transgovernmental relations above, I im-
plied that EU foreign policy cooperation can involve officials in addition
to those at the highest level of decision-making (heads of state and gov-
ernment and their ministers). In fact, it is possible to show that partici-
pation in EU foreign policymaking penetrates further into the domestic
politics of EU member states. In particular, if high-level governmental
officials do not always dominate the policy process, as an intergovern-
mental perspective assumes, this would create openings for interactions
among lower-level state actors, as liberal approaches to cooperation of-
ten predict. To the extent that institutions can involve and empower such
actors to interact with each other (particularly actors with a professional
interest in foreign policy), mutual understanding and cooperation may
grow.

In this sense, institutionalized EU foreign policy cooperation (like the
EU in general) is perhaps less a process of self-interested, unitary states
clashing in an intergovernmental forum than it is the disaggregation
and recombination of states into their various functional domains. As
cooperation becomes increasingly institutionalized at EU, national, and
even sub-national levels, it becomes more difficult to treat the EU, the
European Community, and individual member states as separate policy-
making systems.23 State bureaucrats in these forums work on a regular
basis with their counterparts in other EU states, at the EU level, and
elsewhere in order to devise common solutions to external problems. As
these state actors associate with each other in various forums and organize

22 On this point see Chayes and Chayes 1993.
23 For such a view, see White 2001: 40–41.
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their behavior in terms of rules and goals set down at the European level,
the governance of EPC/CFSP is enhanced. Yet the involvement and re-
combination of these officials are only part of the story. We must also
consider the internalization of EPC/CFSP rules and policies in domestic
politics, which, in the long run, should create an atmosphere conducive
to institutional development and cooperation.

Outside the EU, we know that government officials and societal groups
can appeal to international rules and norms to further their interests in the
domestic arena (Cortell and Davis 1996), and that international norms
can become embedded (or internalized) in the domestic politics and insti-
tutions of states, thus affecting debates and choices about foreign policy
(Müller 1995). This work shows that domestic sensitivity to international
institutions can be described in at least two ways: when domestic actors
make reference to international norms during policy debates (whether to
advance their own goals or those of the international regime), and when
states make more permanent institutional changes (in the form of specific
legislation, constitutional changes, or bureaucratic changes) to improve
compliance with those norms.

These and other strategies are particularly relevant to our understand-
ing of the EU, where analysts have systematically explored the two-way
relationship between EU membership and domestic politics or institu-
tions (Bulmer 1983; de la Serre 1988). While strong interest-group ac-
tivity is generally lacking in the area of EU foreign policy, and the EU
does not often set down secondary legislation or regulations for such
cooperation (which, among other things, limits the ability of domestic
litigants to bring cases before the ECJ), there are other ways that mem-
bership in EPC/CFSP can influence foreign policymaking in EU member
states. These processes have often been referred to as the “Europeaniza-
tion” of domestic politics, defined as “an incremental process reorienting
the direction and shape of politics to the degree that (EU) political and
economic dynamics become part of the organizational logic of national
politics and policy-making” (Ladrech 1994: 69). This approach to coop-
eration helps to bridge the gap between functionalist approaches, which
privilege the EU level of activity, and intergovernmental approaches,
which privilege the interests and capabilities of member states to the
exclusion of collective processes. Yet we can draw on them, and on the lit-
erature on comparative foreign policymaking, to help understand the way
EPC/CFSP membership influences the domestic politics of EU member
states, thus promoting both institutionalization and cooperation.

What are the mechanisms of Europeanization in EU foreign policy
cooperation? Unlike most socioeconomic EC policy areas, EU foreign
policy does not usually involve the adaptation of national legislation in
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accordance with EPC/CFSP norms. EPC/CFSP decisions are rarely reg-
ulatory in nature; even when they do involve EC legislation (as with sanc-
tions or the control of dual-use goods) they do not usually encourage do-
mestic actors to make claims about European laws in national courts the
way other EC legislation (such as the single market) does. And the ECJ,
like most courts, tends to take a passive stance toward the adjudication
of foreign policy, so there are few opportunities (relative to Community
affairs) for its decisions to influence foreign policymaking processes in
EU member states.

However, EPC/CFSP participation involves other responsibilities
(chiefly that of sharing the six-month rotating EU presidency) which
strongly encourage member states to adapt at the national level. EU states
have also long recognized that their influence in multilateral institutions
and negotiations suffers when national positions diverge too far from
those reached in EPC/CFSP. Thus, although specific channels or instru-
ments (such as EC regulations, domestic legislation, and court cases) for
assessing the impact of the EU on its member states are typically lacking
in the realm of foreign policy, in this study I pay close attention to three
general processes which are directly related to EPC/CFSP:
(1) Elite socialization, focusing on the diplomats and bureaucrats directly

involved in EU foreign policy. This involves three elements: a greater
familiarity with each other’s positions; greater appreciation of the
value of acting together to handle external issues; and acceptance of
the idea that it is useful and appropriate for Europe to act as a single
unit in world politics.

(2) Sympathetic changes in national bureaucratic structures in order to
fulfill the responsibilities of EU foreign policy cooperation. These
involve the establishment of permanent officials to handle this policy
domain; expansions in the size of national foreign ministries; and
a clear reorientation (and in some cases, reorganization as well) of
national foreign ministries toward “Europe.”

(3) Changes of interpretation of some national constitutions in accor-
dance with EPC/CFSP norms.

Finally, we must also keep in mind a fourth, more general process re-
sulting from the expansion of EU foreign policy: its impact on electoral
politics, chiefly in the form of public opinion. In general, I argue that to
the extent that the aspirations of EPC/CFSP reach public consciousness,
and that public opinion grows in support of those aspirations, govern-
ments and other elites should be able to draw on that support when
choosing to cooperate and when developing institutions toward that end.
Although space prohibits me from undertaking a detailed examination of
national attitudes toward EU foreign policy, we can show some general
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trends as EPC/CFSP developed. And, as usual, all of these processes
depend on time, meaning that the EU states with the longest history of
membership tend to show more evidence of change. These four elements
of institutional development are addressed when appropriate throughout
the analysis.24

Summary

This chapter presented an overview of the empirical terrain of this study:
the historical development of EU foreign policy in terms of its institutions
and its cooperative outcomes. I attempted to set down, in general but
clear terms, what I mean by institutionalization and how we might observe
patterns of institutionalization in the historical record in terms of different
stages of development. I also presented a more comprehensive definition
and measurement of EU foreign policy cooperation than currently exists
in the literature on this subject. Finally, I discussed how both of these
elements – institutionalization and cooperation – might penetrate into
the domestic politics of EU member states and create a political climate
more favorable to both processes.

While the examples of cooperation presented here, analyzed individ-
ually, might not indicate a major role for EPC/CFSP as an institution,
taken together they provide compelling evidence that the system has be-
come far more robust and effective than we might otherwise expect given
existing theories of institutions and cooperation. These findings are even
more remarkable when one considers how weak and informal the sys-
tem was in the beginning, and the extent to which some member states
worked to keep it that way. However, since a correlation between insti-
tutionalization and cooperation does not necessarily mean causation, it
is necessary to examine the relationship between these processes in more
detail. Before doing so, we need to establish a theoretical and empirical
reference point against which both institutional and cooperative change
can be measured. This task is undertaken in the next chapter, which de-
scribes the intergovernmental origins and early functioning of European
foreign policy cooperation.

24 For an extended discussion of these trends, see Smith 2000.
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3 Origins: intergovernmentalism and European
Political Cooperation

As war in the Middle East threatened to erupt during the first week of June
1967, leaders of the Six were settling down into one of their periodic inter-
governmental summits only a few hundred miles away in Rome. Although
fully aware of the different preferences among EU states regarding this
volatile region,1 and of the apparent intractability of the political prob-
lems in the Middle East, Germany suggested the Rome summit might be
a rare opportunity for the Europeans to speak with a single voice about
the tense situation. However, France, under the leadership of de Gaulle,
proposed instead a four-power summit (France, the Soviet Union, the
UK, and the US) to discuss a settlement to the conflict, but this offer
was rejected by the Americans. This failure on the part of the EU even
to attempt coordination on its own during such a major crisis, and the
rejection of French leadership, both eased the way for the creation of
EPC three years later. As German chancellor Kurt Kiesinger recalled, “I
felt ashamed at the Rome summit. Just as the war was on the point of
breaking, we could not even agree to talk about it” (Ifestos 1987: 420).

The dynamics of the Rome summit during the 1967 Six-Day War also
illustrate three important circumstances facing EU governments as they
began to think more seriously about coordinating their foreign policies.
First, their positions on important global issues such as the Middle East
conflict were clearly, and almost embarrassingly, at odds with each other.
Second, the EU lacked any procedures or mechanisms of its own at the
time (other than occasional intergovernmental summits) to coordinate
such positions. And third, it was not even agreed that the EU was the most
appropriate forum for such coordination, as this might stifle the great
power ambitions of France and could not include the US or the Soviet
Union, the dominant powers at the time.

How the EU managed to overcome these obstacles and establish a
rudimentary foreign policy coordination mechanism, chiefly involving
1 At this time France and Italy supported the Arabs, the Netherlands supported the

Israelis, Germany declared itself neutral but tacitly supported the Israelis, and Belgium
and Luxembourg expressed their support for the UN and the Atlantic Alliance.
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64 The institutionalization of cooperation

intergovernmental procedures, is the subject of this chapter. This initial
focus on EU governments, however, does not mean that intergovern-
mental theory is the most appropriate analytical tool to explain its per-
formance and development. Although observers are often tempted to ap-
ply such theory to EU foreign policy cooperation in light of EPC/CFSP
formal decision-making rules (where unanimity tends to govern), I ar-
gue that intergovernmentalism must be supplemented with insights from
institutional theory to explain fully the expansion and day-to-day func-
tioning of EU foreign policy. Still, in order to explain better how an inter-
governmental system became increasingly institutionalized and linked to
Community procedures, we first need to understand how the intergov-
ernmental approach influenced the earliest debates surrounding EPC.

As I discussed in the previous chapter, the basic simplifying as-
sumptions of intergovernmentalism – involving self-interested bargaining
among high-level government officials with predetermined preferences –
appear to offer a neat, parsimonious model to explain complex phenom-
ena. If state preferences are taken as given (or formed by a process distinct
from that of strategic interaction), if outcomes are treated as separate
deals, and if the focus is on top government officials, then the theory
eliminates a great deal of variance which might complicate the explana-
tion. Outcomes are explained largely by determining which state(s) had
the most to gain or lose in a bargain, which influences their negotiating
position. If most of the assumptions of intergovernmentalism hold true
during a certain EU decision-making situation, then it would be a pow-
erful tool to explain specific cooperative outcomes, whether they involve
history-making events or normal policymaking. Most important for our
purposes, intergovernmentalism should be most applicable to situations
where negotiations are in fact dominated by governments to the exclusion
of domestic influences and EC actors, and where institutional arrange-
ments are weak or non-existent. These attributes perfectly describe EPC
in its early years.

Indeed, the characteristics of EU foreign policy both in terms of its
boundaries as an issue-area and in terms of its formal institutional struc-
ture have led many analysts to explain it through the use of general inter-
governmental models (Bodenheimer 1967; Wallace 1983a; Pijpers 1991;
Øhrgaard 1997) or similar theories of two-level games (Bulmer 1991).
On the basis of day-to-day policymaking, EPC could easily have been
an informal bargaining arena, where deals were worked out behind the
scenes between major players. Chiefs of government and their represen-
tatives had the authority to decide the issues and options that could be
discussed within EPC. Their monopoly over agenda-setting and the gen-
eral secrecy of the entire process, both domestically and at the EU level,
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Intergovernmentalism and EPC 65

insulated them in at least three ways: from domestic pressure about is-
sues taken up within EPC, from criticism about the performance of EPC,
and from ideas concerning the institutional development of EPC and its
relationship to the EC. Thus an intergovernmental or two-level games ap-
proach, where chiefs of government make collective policy in between the
“game boards” of domestic and international politics, seems especially
appropriate for analyzing EPC, especially during its formative years. To
evaluate this claim thoroughly, the rest of this chapter explores the ori-
gins, institutional structure, and early performance of EPC through the
conceptual lens of intergovernmental theory.

EPC: the origins

The “pre-history” of EPC has been recounted in a number of excellent
studies (Allen and Wallace 1982; Ifestos 1987; Nuttall 1992a); I do not
attempt to repeat their efforts in detail here. Instead my purpose is to
frame the debate over European foreign policy cooperation in terms of
institutional arrangements to understand why EPC took the weak form it
did with the Luxembourg Report of 1970, and how it performed during
its first years in operation. However, to appreciate the achievement rep-
resented by the Luxembourg Report fully, we need to consider the long
series of debates that preceded it. In this sense, the discussions leading
up to the Luxembourg Report are highly instructive about the way EU
member states tend to define collective problems and devise institutional
mechanisms to address those problems. To this day, the earliest postwar
debates over the means and ends of political integration and cooperation
in Europe still condition discussions about how to create formal insti-
tutional mechanisms for these purposes. These differences are still best
described as “a tension between those who wanted a concert of sovereign
nations expressing coordinated views on foreign policy questions, and
those who wanted a common foreign policy as the expression of a Euro-
pean Union” (Nuttall 1992a: 2). Although EU states have slightly varied
their positions on this question over the years, in general the smaller states
(Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands) in the 1960s tended
to fear any mechanisms for foreign policy cooperation that fell outside
the original Treaty of Rome,2 which could too easily be dominated by
France and Germany (and the UK, once it joined), and which could
damage relations with the US and NATO.

2 The Treaty of Rome linked the European Coal and Steel Community, the European
Atomic Community, and the European Economic Community. Following common us-
age, I refer to these communities collectively as the European Community, or EC, when
the narrative requires.
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66 The institutionalization of cooperation

The French, however, persisted in efforts to achieve an independent
voice in world politics for the EU, but such efforts had to be pursued
only on their terms. However, in one of the great ironies of European
integration, French plans for a European Defense Community (EDC,
or the “Pleven Plan”), embedded in a “European Political Community”
modeled along EC lines, failed on August 29, 1954 after an unusual
coalition of socialists and Gaullists in the French Assembly refused to
ratify them.3 The EDC, encouraged in part by the US as a mechanism to
permit German rearmament in the face of the Korean War, was very am-
bitious. It was intended to enhance peace within Europe through military
integration, to defend Western Europe against the Soviet threat, and to
help Europe build itself up as a “third power” to prevent the dominance
of the US and the Soviet Union in world politics (Jopp 1997: 153). If
the plan succeeded, French leadership of European political integration
would be assured as Germany was in no position to contest French aims
and the UK was not yet a member of the EU.

As a result of the EDC failure, and instead of a defense community
closely linked to the EU, the UK extended the membership of its nascent
Western European Union (WEU) project to include Germany and Italy.
For the moment, it seemed that political integration and foreign/security
policy cooperation were set aside as European institution-building fo-
cused on NATO, the European Communities, and, to a much lesser ex-
tent, the WEU. At the same time, the French, under President de Gaulle,
were frustrated in their attempts to create a framework for political coop-
eration among themselves, the Americans, and the British. De Gaulle’s
proposal for a three-power directorate was quickly opposed by Washing-
ton and London,4 leading him to focus his efforts on Germany and other
EU states.5 Here the French suggested that EU governments hold infor-
mal quarterly meetings of their foreign ministers to discuss foreign policy
issues, and agreement to do so was reached at Strasbourg in November
1959. Defense matters were avoided in these meetings, and the talks were
primarily oriented toward European, not Atlantic, concerns.

Despite its limitations and the as-yet unresolved relationship with the
US, this modest agreement provided the intergovernmental embryo of the
Luxembourg Report a decade later. There also was broad recognition that
efforts to integrate Europe economically would affect political relations
as well. In fact, even at this time, some observers (influenced by realism)

3 On the EDC see Fursdon 1980; the French vote is examined in Kanter 1970.
4 This directorate would have made “joint decisions in all political questions affecting

global security . . . and would draw up and, if necessary, implement strategic action
plans, especially as regards the use of nuclear weapons” (Grosser 1980: 304).

5 For details, see Menon, Forster, and Wallace 1992.
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suggested that economic integration could cause “reverse spillover” in
political relations, leading to European disunity rather than unity. Given
the American security guarantee for Europe, and the growing view that
the use of military force between EU states was no longer a viable policy
option, Europeans would be free to pursue their own national interests
at the expense of economic integration.6 However, as will be seen later
in this study, EPC originally was intended to prevent such disunity and
it proved extremely successful in achieving this goal.

Still, discussions in this Strasbourg framework rarely led to coordinated
action, as we might expect of such an untried, barely institutionalized
forum. During their first series of quarterly meetings, EU foreign min-
isters discussed key issues such as the 1960 Congo crisis, but they did
nothing concrete about this or any other issue. The limitations of this
consultation mechanism led de Gaulle to seek and win the support of
German chancellor Konrad Adenauer for his proposals concerning a po-
litical union largely based on intergovernmental summits supported by
a permanent political secretariat in Paris. However, small EU states, led
by the Dutch, continued to oppose any “Political Committee” or perma-
nent secretariat, particularly one dominated by France and/or Germany,
if such an organization threatened to undermine the existing EC organi-
zations or procedures which had taken so much effort to establish, and
which were still somewhat fragile.

Instead, ideas for a loose intergovernmental procedure to support polit-
ical integration, one which enjoyed no permanent organizational support,
were developed. Toward this end, France called for a conference of EU
heads of state and government (and foreign ministers) in Paris on Febru-
ary 10–11, 1961. At this first conference, participants explicitly agreed
to “discover suitable means of organizing closer political cooperation”
as a basis for “a progressively developing union” among the Six. The
vehicle for this effort was a study commission led by Danish foreign min-
ister Christian Fouchet, which made a series of proposals (the so-called
“Fouchet Plans”) centered on the idea of a new “council of heads of
state or government” with powers to “harmonize, coordinate, and unify
the foreign, economic, cultural, and defense policies of the Six” (Allen
and Wallace 1982). Once again the small EU states, this time led by Bel-
gium, blocked the proposals. Although the Fouchet Plans were revised
and reconsidered in their details, EU states still could not seem to rec-
oncile the general impasse between intergovernmental and supranational
visions of political cooperation. At the same time, the US and the UK,

6 Hoffman (1965, 1966) has been a leading proponent of this view. His skepticism has
persisted after the Maastricht Treaty and the CFSP; see Hoffman 2000.
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68 The institutionalization of cooperation

in de Gaulle’s view, were unfairly dominating all defense issues through
the Atlantic alliance, which led him to veto the UK’s application for EU
membership and to pursue closer Franco-German cooperation instead.7

The instrument for this cooperation was the Franco-German Treaty
of Cooperation (Elysée Treaty) of January 22, 1963, which established
twice-yearly meetings of French and German heads of government and
quarterly meetings of foreign ministers to promote cooperation in foreign
policy, defense, and culture.8 But Germany required a concession for in-
cluding defense issues in this Treaty: it insisted that the Treaty include
an explicit reference to cooperation in the framework of the Atlantic al-
liance. The way Germany effectively blocked a wholly independent Euro-
pean defense policy while affirming its commitment to the EU in general,
and to the Franco-German partnership in particular, has since become a
constant theme in the story of European foreign policy. However, despite
Germany’s reservations, the Elysée Treaty was successful in improving
Franco-German cooperation, and its functioning provided some useful
lessons during the formative years of EPC ten years later. Still, as France
could find no support in Europe for a defense policy more independent
of the Atlantic alliance, and the French were not yet willing to consider
any form of foreign policy cooperation that excluded defense issues, Eu-
ropean foreign policy beyond the Franco-German relationship stalled for
the rest of the decade.9 In addition, the defense provisions of the Elysée
Treaty were never implemented and France pulled out of NATO’s inte-
grated command structure in 1965 in order to pursue its own course in
this area.

The idea of institutionalized foreign policy cooperation gained new
momentum only a few years later, when events exogenous to the con-
duct of foreign policy led EU governments to rethink their attitudes. In
particular, the growing prospect of the first enlargement of the EU in the
late 1960s, and the beginning of the final stage of the Common Market
project, led the EU heads of government to agree “to study the possi-
bility of gradually tightening their political links through methods and
procedures relevant to their experiences and circumstances.”10 Yet the

7 For a more detailed analysis of the Fouchet problems, see Bodenheimer 1967: 27–40.
8 Italy was to have been included in this initiative but the Italians felt they would have been

dominated by the other two larger states. For details on this Treaty, see Wallace 1986.
9 Of course, most EU states had some form of institutionalized bilateral contacts with

other EU states and with non-EU states. These usually involved regular intergovern-
mental summits, and some (such as the British–German relationship) involved political
or defense issues. However, these relationships were not as central to the creation of EPC
as the Franco-German partnership, thus I do not analyze them here.

10 Decided at a meeting in May 1967 to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the Treaty of
Rome; see Johnston 1994: 5.
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gap between these ambitions and the actual level of policy coordination
among EU states seemed wider than ever before when the EU failed even
to discuss the Six-Day War only a month later. It was not until de Gaulle
left office in April 1969 that a new debate about institutionalized EU
foreign policy cooperation could begin, as France became more eager to
reach agreement on other pressing issues, such as securing permanent
financing for the Common Agricultural Policy, which greatly benefited
French farmers. At The Hague summit on December 2, 1969, EU heads
of government or state finally declared they were ready to pave the way
“for a united Europe capable of assuming its responsibilities in the world
of tomorrow and of making a contribution commensurate with its tradi-
tion and its mission.” Toward this end, EU foreign ministers were directed
to “study the best way of achieving progress in the matter of political uni-
fication, within the context of enlargement.”11 In other words, foreign
ministers were not directed to create institutions for foreign policy coop-
eration, only to consider the matter of “political unification,” a term not
defined in the instructions.

The EU foreign ministers in turn passed on their instructions to the
Political Directors of the Six foreign ministries. These officials, not the
EU foreign ministers, largely drafted the Luxembourg (or Davignon)
Report,12 which created European Political Cooperation (de la Serre and
Defarges 1983). According to one participant in the negotiations, the
legacy of the failed EDC and of the failed Fouchet Plans weighed heavily
on the deliberations.13 The negotiators did not want to reopen those dead-
end debates and they were determined to find some way of satisfying both
intergovernmental and supranational visions of “political unification.”
In addition, they were aware that enlargement might create a division
between old and new member states, and the admission of another major
nuclear power and permanent UN Security Council member (the UK),
with its own vast network of foreign relationships (including a “special
relationship” with the US) and a great capacity for independent action
in foreign affairs, threatened to undermine what little political cohesion
among the Six already existed. Moreover, French leadership was in short
supply with the political unrest in that country in the aftermath of de
Gaulle’s exit from office. Germany, as well, was not yet ready to assume

11 Unless otherwise noted, quotes from summits, EPC reports, and documents come from
the documents collection European Political Cooperation, 5th ed. (Bonn: Press and Infor-
mation Service of the Federal Republic of Germany, 1988). The Hague summit quotes
are on p. 14.

12 Official title: “The First Report of the Foreign Ministers to the Heads of State and
Government of the Member States of the European Community, 27 October 1970.”
Hereafter “Luxembourg Report.”

13 Interview with a Luxembourg Report negotiator, 1996.
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70 The institutionalization of cooperation

more leadership in the EU and take charge of the negotiations, while the
US was still generally hostile to the idea of a more politically independent
EU and did not play a constructive role in the debate.

Yet EPC was successfully established in this difficult political climate,
mainly because opportunities for self-interested bargaining existed at the
time. Although the Luxembourg Report committee was headed by a Bel-
gian, Etienne Davignon, all participants were aware of the need to satisfy
French concerns. France still hoped that European political unification
could be used to formulate a policy more independent of the US, but
it also required that EPC be kept intergovernmental, which meant that
the Commission and the European Parliament (EP) had to be kept on
a tight leash or, better still, excluded from the matter entirely. Germany
and the Netherlands essentially gave in to these demands in exchange for
the enlargement of the EU.14 EPC thus succeeded because it avoided the
problems that had doomed the first two attempts at cooperation: it was
neither supranational/federal (like the EDC) nor wholly intergovernmen-
tal and separate from the EC (like the Fouchet Plans) (Nuttall 1992a: 30).
In the end, the Luxembourg Report indeed had something for everyone:
the UK used it to show its commitment to greater Europe as a new
member of the EU; France used it to maintain an element of govern-
ment control over the process of European integration and to distinguish
European (e.g., French) policies from those of the US; and Germany
thought it could be a way to promote Ostpolitik and help bridge the gap
between East and West, while possibly making a more active German
foreign policy more acceptable to its EU partners. Finally, the smaller
states appreciated how the enlargement of the EU might ultimately help
dilute the influence of France and Germany.15

However, although EPC’s framework was intergovernmental, many
participants (especially the smaller states) also expected EPC and the
EC to become linked over time. In Belgium, for example, the govern-
ment attempted to sell the plan to the national parliament (even though it
did not require ratification) by emphasizing that the EC and EPC would
eventually be brought closer together. As the Belgian foreign minister
argued: “The [Luxembourg] Report viewed the Community as the ker-
nel of European development; relations would be established with the
[European] Parliament and the Commission . . . The perspectives of the

14 In the words of Dutch foreign minister Joseph Luns, “For several years now the Nether-
lands has considered that should Great Britain join the Common Market it would be
necessary to accept in Europe political cooperation more or less reflecting the views
outlined in the second Fouchet Plan.” Cited in Johnston 1994: 7.

15 On the compromises of the Luxembourg Report, see Allen and Wallace 1982: 27–29.
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Intergovernmentalism and EPC 71

Davignon [Luxembourg] Report are not the same [as the Fouchet Plan]
and its underlying philosophy is clearly distinct.”16

In addition, although most EU states found something in EPC they
could support, it is not quite proper to speak of a clear demand for foreign
policy cooperation among them at this time. Above all, EPC appeared to
be a weak commitment to placate France in order to get on with pressing
EU business after the shameful impasse of the 1960s. EU member states
essentially agreed to disagree on the means and ends of EPC, and on
its relationship to the EC. Especially during the economic difficulties
of the times, and in light of perceptions of American inattentiveness (if
not hostility) to European problems in the context of the Vietnam War,
all EU member states recognized that radically different national foreign
policy positions could harm the EC, its policies, and relations between its
members and between it and the outside world. The prospect of the EU’s
first enlargement greatly intensified these concerns and thus provided the
key institutional moment that resulted in the creation of EPC.

The institutional structure of EPC

The modest provisions of the Luxembourg Report revealed little of the
nearly two decades of heated debate which had preceded it, but they
clearly reflected the EU’s acceptance of the intergovernmental vision of
political unification. Most obviously, EPC was provided with a bare min-
imum of institutional support. Indeed, in view of the origins, original
structure, and goals of EPC, it is probably an exaggeration to consider
it as an institution or even as a specific issue-area. Since member states
agreed only on the need for some small, even symbolic, measure of for-
eign policy coordination, the institutional structure of EPC reflected the
fact that governments would dominate and define any such coordination
and that it would be separate from EC policies and procedures. Small
EU states which wanted EPC to be subject to the same supranational
processes of the EC were seduced with the hopes that EPC would even-
tually be integrated into the Community; large states which opposed this
(chiefly France and the UK) were confident they could prevent excessive
or unwanted involvement by the Community. Germany and the Nether-
lands became the most vocal opponents of a rigid distinction between
EPC and EC affairs, as did the EP, but in the beginning these actors had
to accept the views of France and the UK.

16 Cited in Franck 1983: 89.
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With the Luxembourg Report, then, EPC was endorsed by the EU
foreign ministers to achieve an indeterminate set of ends, in parallel with
the goals of the existing EC treaties:

(1) To ensure, through regular exchanges of information and consultations, a
better mutual understanding on the great international problems.
(2) To strengthen their solidarity by promoting the harmonization of their views,
the coordination of their positions, and where it appears possible or desirable,
common actions.17

Under this framework, EU foreign ministers were to meet at least twice a
year to discuss “great international problems,” a phrase vague enough “to
promise everything or nothing,” according to some observers (Allen and
Wallace 1982: 25). If a “grave crisis or matter of particular urgency” arose,
a meeting of foreign ministers could be convened between the biannual
colloquies.18 The idea of a common foreign policy, mentioned in previous
proposals in this area, was conspicuously omitted in the Luxembourg
Report. The possibility of discussing defense issues was avoided as well,
which placated the EU states fearful of interfering with NATO (such as
Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, and the UK) and the new neutral
EU member state, Ireland.

Moreover, instead of specifying (or even suggesting) appropriate top-
ics for discussion, the Report referred only to “cooperation in the sphere
of foreign policy.”19 By agreeing to “consult on all questions of foreign
policy” during these summits,20 EU states held hopes of at least determin-
ing common interests and, if possible, coordinating their foreign policy
positions and taking common actions. However, there were no specific
decision-making mechanisms for producing such positions and actions,
and the actual institutional innovations of the Luxembourg Report were
few. Directly below the level of foreign ministers, coordination was to be
achieved through regular meetings of a Political Committee composed of
national Political Directors from member state foreign ministries. In the
UK the role of a Political Director had to be created for EPC; this was
one small early example of the impact of EPC on the domestic political
systems of its member states. The Political Committee was to meet at
least four times a year to prepare ministerial meetings and to carry out
tasks delegated to them by the foreign ministers. It was also permitted

17 Luxembourg Report, Part II, Section 1. This Report is also known as the Davignon
Report (and EPC was also known as the Davignon Procedure), after Viscount Etienne
Davignon, the Belgian Political Director who chaired the meeting of the committee
which created EPC.

18 Luxembourg Report, Part II, Section 2.
19 Luxembourg Report, Part II. 20 Luxembourg Report, Part II, Section 4.
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to set up working groups to consider specific problems, but the Lux-
embourg Report did not indicate what problems should be considered
or how such working groups should be staffed and organized. Finally,
the Report recommended that each foreign ministry designate a liaison
official to manage EPC on a daily basis in the absence of a secretariat.
Although the Luxembourg Report did not designate them as such, these
officials later became known as “European Correspondents.”

In addition to its spare institutional structure and focus on national
foreign ministries, the Luxembourg Report was also noteworthy for the
way it limited the involvement of EC procedures and organizations in
EPC. As we shall see in Chapter 6, the European Commission, which
enjoys the right to initiate all EC legislation, clearly was marginalized
in EPC. It could be “invited to make known its views” only if the
work of the foreign ministers in EPC affected the activities of the EC.21

However, in the hopes of giving a “democratic character” to EPC, the
Luxembourg Report explicitly recognized the political legitimacy of the
EC by instituting an informal “biannual colloquy” between EU foreign
ministers and members of the EP. The president in office of the EU
was also directed to prepare an annual progress report on EPC and to
communicate this report to the EP. These provisions gave the appear-
ance that EPC had some popular legitimacy beyond the wishes of EU
governments.22 They also would soon make the EP a vocal advocate of
policy and institutional changes in EPC/CFSP. The same cannot be said
for the European Court of Justice (ECJ), however, which is not men-
tioned at all in the Luxembourg Report. Nor does the Report provide
any other adjudication or dispute resolution mechanisms to take the place
of the ECJ. It is probably safe to say that a tacit understanding among
the Report’s negotiators made them feel it was unnecessary to consider
the legal ramifications of EPC, since it was not a treaty and would not
come under the supranational provisions of the Community.23 It is also
highly unlikely that the negotiators would have reached agreement on the
Report had they attempted to frame their discussions in terms of legal
obligations.

The Luxembourg Report did, however, include provisions for further
institutional change, a pattern which has persisted in most agreements
concerning EU foreign policy. EU foreign ministers agreed to “pursue
their study on the best way of achieving progress in the field of polit-
ical unification,” and to produce a second report on the subject only
two years after the Luxembourg Report entered into effect. This report

21 Luxembourg Report, Part II, Section 5. 22 Luxembourg Report, Part II, Section 6.
23 Interview with a Luxembourg Report negotiator, Brussels, 1996.
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would assess the results of EPC, consider methods for improving the
mechanism, and search for other fields where such cooperation could
be extended. The study was also expected to take into account related
developments in the Community. Toward this end the foreign ministers
directed the Political Committee to prepare summary reports on EPC at
the end of each biannual ministerial meeting.24 With this key provision
for self-monitoring and evaluation the seeds for additional institutional
change, in the form of the 1972 Paris summit and the 1973 Copenhagen
Report, were thus sown.

Finally, the concluding section (Part IV) of the Luxembourg Report
mentioned the “correlation” between EC and EPC activities in order
to clarify the obligations of membership in EC/EPC to the applicant
countries at the time (Denmark, Ireland, Norway, and the UK). The
Report specified that the applicant countries were expected to adhere to
the EPC procedures it outlined once they became full members of the
EC. This was hardly a demanding obligation, considering how loose and
vague EPC procedures were at the time. Still, this requirement is novel
in that EPC existed entirely outside the framework of the Community
and was not a treaty; thus EPC participation could have been rejected by
the applicant states. This did not happen, of course (excepting Norway’s
rejection of EC/EPC membership), and the Report helpfully provided
ways to facilitate participation in EPC by the applicants as “observers”
prior to their full accession to the Community.25 This effort also reflects
two important, and fundamental, early norms of foreign policy coopera-
tion: that the EC and EPC, despite their distinct rules, were considered
two means to a single end (European integration), and that all new EU
member states must agree to participate in both of these institutions of
integration.

The main features of EPC under the provisions of the Luxembourg
Report are summarized in Table 3.1. These elements provide a reference
point against which we can measure future changes in the system.

As an institution to promote cooperation, the Luxembourg Report is
probably far more noteworthy for what it omitted. As Morrow (among
others) has argued (1994), effective institutions must solve at least four
problems: sanctions, monitoring, the distribution of benefits, and the
sharing of information. EPC involved almost none of these elements at
first; only the provision to hold meetings to consult on foreign policy
could possibly be seen as a mechanism to share information. EPC also

24 Luxembourg Report, Part III.
25 The formal Act of Accession was signed on January 22, 1972; the applicant states were

permitted full participation in EPC discussions at every level after that point (Allen and
Wallace 1982: 25).
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Table 3.1 EPC according to the Luxembourg Report (October 1970)

Component Actors and functions

Intergovernmental
direction

EU foreign ministers meet at least twice a year.
EU presidency chairs EPC meetings and provides

administrative support as needed.
Crisis procedures initiated by EU presidency if necessary.

Transgovernmental
support

Political Committee: preparation of ministerial meetings.
Meets at least four times a year.

European Correspondents: liaison between capitals.
Working groups: geographical/functional analyses for EPC.

Linkages with the EC Commission invited to make known its views on EPC.
Biannual colloquy with EP Political Committee, and annual

report on progress on EPC.
Obligations States consult on all questions of foreign policy.

was not linked to the EC, not supported by any permanent institution
or bureaucracy (although one was considered during the Luxembourg
Report negotiations), and not even negotiated nor ratified as a treaty. Its
agreements were rarely open to public scrutiny or approval, public opin-
ion was unaware or uninterested in EPC, and there were no access points
to relevant policymakers.26 EPC also had no permanent budget, finances,
or staff for many years; no fixed meeting place; no secretariat-general or
other chief official; and no designated subjects to form a starting point
for discussions. It had no compliance standards, record-keeping system,
legal obligations, or enforcement mechanisms to speak of, and it formally
required little more than a pledge (not a legal obligation) among EU states
to consult with each other and to coordinate their foreign policies if pos-
sible.27 It was little more than “a private club, operated by diplomats for
diplomats” (Nuttall 1992a: 11), subject to the goodwill of its members,
run strictly by consensus, and largely closed to outside scrutiny.

Additionally, EPC’s administrative infrastructure was centered in the
foreign ministries of its member states, and did not include other min-
istries involved in EC affairs (agriculture, finance, interior, and so on).
The “low politics” of EC affairs was handled by the economics or EC
section in most foreign ministries (notably those of France and Germany,
among others); EPC was “high politics” handled by the political section.
Finally, EPC’s three most important founding documents between 1970

26 As Hill noted (1983a: 188) after ten years of EPC, “public opinion within the member
states [was] sadly ill-informed about and remote from EPC.”

27 This description is broadly based on Wessels 1982; Wallace 1983a; Ginsberg 1989;
Nuttall 1992a; and author interviews with former EPC officials, Brussels, 1995–96.
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and 1981 (the Luxembourg, Copenhagen, and London Reports) did not
have treaty status and were not submitted to national parliaments for rati-
fication. In short, for states which preferred to cooperate informally, EPC
exhibited all the requisite characteristics: states avoided explicit, formal,
visible pledges; their agreements were not ratified; they could quickly
change or renegotiate their commitments according to circumstances;
and they could use and develop (or abolish) the system as quickly or as
slowly as they desired.28 Indeed, if EU states had insisted on defining
explicit policy goals or a firm end point to the process (such as political
integration or union), the system would never have left the negotiating
table.

In the end, the Luxembourg Report depended on a rare confluence of
events during the late 1960s. In particular, external factors helped create
an environment conducive to the intergovernmental bargain that resulted
in EPC. These factors include the change of government in France, the
failure of the EU to respond to a major external crisis (the Six-Day War),
and the EU’s first enlargement. Although these developments suggest a
rational logic behind the creation of EPC, the key catalyst was French
insistence on some form of political integration as their price for sup-
porting enlargement. What they got, however, was hardly an ambitious,
innovative approach to political integration: EPC was largely based on
the Franco-German Elysée Treaty. However, French power or leader-
ship does not wholly explain the final form of EPC, in particular its initial
exclusion from the EC and the taboo against discussing defense issues.
To explain these characteristics, we need to pay attention to the diplo-
mats who actually negotiated the Luxembourg Report, and to the role of
smaller EU states, if only for their ability to block certain French proposals
(such as an EPC secretariat based in Paris, a directoire of large EU states, or
the more general “intergovernmentalization” of the EU itself). Thus, we
can see even at this early stage the important roles played by all four logics
of institutionalization discussed in this volume: power (the leadership of
France), functional (bargaining), appropriateness (changes in a related
institution, the EC), and socialization (negotiators who copied and ex-
panded certain elements of the Elysée Treaty). This is not to say, however,
that intergovernmentalism is an entirely inappropriate theory. It does help
explain the formation of EPC on the basis of a significant bargain in EU
history, and it may be useful for explaining single episodes of coopera-
tion. Yet it does leave out of the process many important factors which
are better captured, over time, by an institutionalist (but not necessarily

28 On the basic characteristics of an informal agreement to cooperate, see Lipson 1991:
501.
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supranational institutionalist) perspective. Above all, intergovernmental-
ism does not explain how EPC changed over time, to become “less than
supranational but more than intergovernmental” (Wessels 1982: 15).

More specifically, the real issue here is the extent to which the Luxem-
bourg Report encouraged substantial European foreign policy coopera-
tion and acted as a catalyst for additional institutional change, particularly
in light of the assumptions of intergovernmental theory noted earlier in
this volume. I take up these questions in the rest of this chapter.

The early performance of European
Political Cooperation

This section assesses EU foreign policy cooperation in terms of changes
in the way EU states conducted their relations with each other (proce-
dural changes) and in terms of specific collective outcomes (substantive
changes). This is more than a theoretical distinction; as we shall see in
Chapter 5, EU states themselves evaluated EPC in terms of intra-group
relations and substantive EPC policies or decisions. In other words, dis-
cussions about procedure were always closely linked to those of substance.
Especially when EPC deliberations or policies involved any element of
economic policy, this invariably led to further debates about the proper
role of the EC in that policy (Wallace and Allen 1977). Still, while recog-
nizing that procedures and substance were closely linked, we can make
some tentative judgments about the relative performance of these two
elements of EPC. I begin with procedural changes.

Procedural changes

To what extent did EPC help modify the general conduct of foreign policy
among EU states? I began this chapter by suggesting that intergovernmen-
tal theories should be most relevant in situations where institutions do
not exist, or exist only in a weak form. Although the utility of the inter-
governmental model in understanding the EPC process diminished over
the years, in the beginning it was not very far off the mark. To help orga-
nize my assessment of changes of process in EPC, I focus on two major
areas: developments at each level of collective action (governmental or
ministerial, at the Political Committee/European Correspondent level,
and at the level of working groups), and the growth of linkages between
business conducted in EPC and that conducted in the Community.

At the ministerial level, the first task was to set the agenda of EPC.
After all the heated debates surrounding the Luxembourg Report, its
architects were not encouraged at its prospects. It could not even be
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assumed that regular meetings actually would take place. With such a
weak institutional structure, EPC inevitably developed on a trial-and-
error, case-by-case basis. As Nuttall put it (1992a: 4), “There was no
grand design [of EPC]; rather the way in which EPC reacted to events
determined the type of organization it became.” He further notes the
absence of ground rules and the climate of uncertainty surrounding that
first meeting of foreign ministers in Munich on November 19, 1970,
barely a month after the adoption of the Luxembourg Report:

The Ministers had never met before in that format; they were not certain what
they were supposed to achieve nor in what conventions they would be operating;
there had been some preparatory work for the meeting, but not the full-blown,
professional preparation of the agenda which the Political Committee was to
develop in later years. The setting of the agenda was by no means self-evident.
(Nuttall 1992a: 55)

Also, and as intergovernmentalism might predict, the first two major
topics discussed in this doubtful setting (the Middle East and East–West
relations) generally reflected the interests of the more powerful states
within EPC: France and Germany. These important early initiatives will
be explored in more detail below.

While efforts at the level of foreign ministers were fairly tentative, the
Political Committee rapidly became a driving force behind EPC. Meeting
on a regular basis in the capital of the country holding the EU presidency,
this group enjoyed the benefits of regular consultation on foreign affairs.
EPC generally allowed foreign ministries (particularly the Political Di-
rectors) to play a much stronger role, although perhaps indirectly, in
European affairs than before, after having been marginalized by other
domestic ministries involved in EC business. As Hill put it:

EPC is good for foreign ministries, and foreign ministries good for EPC . . .
Accordingly, the Foreign Ministry in every country (with the possible exceptions
of France and Greece) has become a powerful internal lobby for the benefits of
common external policies, on the grounds of both international effectiveness and
the stimulus given to general cooperation within the Community. (Hill 1983a:
189)

Indeed, EPC participants at this level recall a high degree of eagerness
and enthusiasm when the project was started.29 In addition to the possi-
bility of influencing European policy, one also should not dismiss a natural
bureaucratic tendency to expand an agency’s functions and status. For
example, in France, EPC was “warmly welcomed” by the Political Direc-
torate of the Quai d’Orsay, according to de la Serre and Defarges; thus

29 Interviews with EPC participants, Brussels, 1995–96.
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“EPC made it possible for this directorate to participate in the construc-
tion of Europe” after having been overshadowed in Community affairs
by the Economic Directorate of the French foreign ministry (de la Serre
and Defarges 1983: 62). In Italy, the establishment of EPC “marked the
beginning of a new moment of glory” for the Political Affairs Directorate
(Bonvicini 1983: 74). Finally, EPC in general allowed foreign ministries/
Political Directors to reassert themselves as the primary “gatekeepers”
between national policies and international cooperation, an important
function that had been increasingly threatened by the growth of the EC
(Allen and Wallace 1982: 29).

Since membership of the Political Committee was fairly stable, it
quickly began to develop its own esprit de corps. According to EPC in-
siders, the atmosphere in the Committee was “friendly, almost casual,”
quite unlike the “stiff formality” of the EC’s own COREPER, which pre-
pared meetings concerning EC business for the Council of Ministers.30

This body also had the authority to forge consensus and compromises,
which could then be defended to governments back home. With this very
positive atmosphere, the group began to meet more often than the four
times a year mandated by the Luxembourg Report; in fact, it met nine
times during 1972.31 Similarly, the European Correspondents also threw
themselves into EPC; in addition to liaison, their tasks included han-
dling EPC procedural matters, organizing the EPC dossiers within their
respective foreign ministries, preparing the draft conclusions for minis-
terial and Political Committee meetings, and managing the EPC aspects
of the rotating EU presidency. However, while the Correspondents were
important for bridging the gap between economic and political direc-
torates in foreign ministries, they became neither a “mobile secretariat”
nor a true working group (Bonvicini 1982: 38). The problems involved
in managing this gap without a permanent organization would create
pressures for institutional change as the agenda of EPC expanded.

Instead, most analytical and preparatory work in EPC took place in
the working groups organized around substantive policy areas. In the
first two years after the Luxembourg Report, fully twenty EPC working
groups were established, a remarkable display of organizational energy for
such an untried framework. These groups dealt with geographic regions
(Africa, Asia, the Mediterranean, the Middle East, Latin America, and
Eastern Europe), substantive issues (the CSCE, the UN, and the UN-
disarmament process), and particular functions (heads of protocol, heads

30 Nuttall 1992a: 17. Also interviews with EPC participants, Brussels, 1995–96.
31 “Results Obtained from European Political Cooperation on Foreign Policy,” annex to

the Copenhagen Report, July 23, 1973.
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of communications, and senior civil servants from justice ministries, who
dealt with legal cooperation). Working groups reported to the Political
Committee and operated on the basis of a mandate from the Committee;
however, they quickly adopted the practice of exchanging views under
the heading of “other business,” which allowed EPC to expand quietly
into new areas not specified by the Political Committee (da Fonseca-
Wollheim 1981: 4–5). The groups were usually staffed at the level of heads
of department, and they met a bit more often during each EU presidency
than groups at higher levels in EPC. Until 1986, when they moved to the
new EPC Secretariat after the Single European Act, the working groups
met in national capitals as a self-contained traveling EPC administration.

The main function of the working groups was to exchange information
and arrive at common analyses, then identify and recommend options to
the Political Committee. Working groups could not take decisions them-
selves, however, as they did not have the authority to make compromises
at that level. Instead, an informal practice soon developed whereby pro-
ceedings of working groups were summarized in an “oral report,” which
was actually written. The report was drafted by each EU presidency, and
did not require a consensus to approve it. In addition, working groups
demonstrated “a natural tendency to turn themselves into management
committees for the execution of policy,” which somewhat undermined
both the Political Directors and the Commission (Nuttall 1988: 108,
1992a: 16–18). Even in this loose framework, disputes over the division
of labor among these actors, whether actual or potential, were a key fea-
ture of EU foreign policy from the start and have remained a point of
contention ever since. Such disputes also created pressures for new rules
to govern this increasingly complex system.

Finally, in terms of linkages between EPC and the EC, the external
economic and political relations of the EC were superficially compart-
mentalized. At this time, EPC’s provisions suggested dominance by gov-
ernments and the exclusion of the EC’s actors and procedures. EPC had
different ground rules, working methods, policy issues, legal foundations,
instruments for action, timetables, venues for meetings, and even work-
ing languages (English and French only below ministerial level), which
together created a new EPC political culture. The division between those
domains was sacrosanct for several member states, such as France, to the
consternation of others (Germany and the Netherlands in particular).32

In the beginning, governments went to absurd lengths (such as changing
meeting places when discussions of EC affairs gave way to EPC matters)

32 The Danes were an exception to this tendency, proposing instead that foreign policy
cooperation be subject to the national parliaments rather than governments, keeping in
line with their constitutional provisions for foreign policymaking.
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to emphasize that EC and EPC procedures were separate. In one noto-
rious episode in November 1973, this distinction even led EU foreign
ministers to fly from Copenhagen to Brussels on the same day to em-
phasize a shift from the EC agenda to the EPC agenda (Wallace 1983a:
381). Terminology was also important here: in EPC, foreign ministers
met as the “Conference of Foreign Ministers of the EEC Countries”; in
the EC, they met as the “Council of Ministers.” Political Directors in na-
tional capitals also had little or no contact with COREPER in Brussels,
although they certainly were accustomed to multilateral cooperation in
other forums like NATO.33

To some extent, then, the French were successful in maintaining the
separation between the EC and EPC at this early stage, as there was
not yet enough consensus to permit the Commission a greater role in
this domain than that specified by the Luxembourg Report. Nor was
the Commission willing to lobby for a more active role in EPC at this
time. However, EU states could not escape the fact that some discus-
sion of global economic issues would be inevitable in EPC, and that the
Commission should be involved on a more consistent basis than formally
allowed in the Luxembourg Report. For example, the CSCE process and
the general discussion of East–West relations were stimulated by the fact
that individual trade policies of EU states toward Eastern Europe were
due to end by December 31, 1972, when trade was to become an exclu-
sive EC competency. As trade policy is a key tool in foreign relations, this
deadline provided a convenient procedural reason for the EC to formu-
late a common approach to the East in both economic and political terms
(Nuttall 1992a: 58). Thus the Commission was reluctantly permitted to
participate in certain meetings concerning East–West relations and what
came to be the Euro-Arab Dialogue. EPC also held its regular colloquies
with the EP, and it made the required annual report to the Parliament
on progress toward political unification. After two years, another infor-
mal procedure was added whereby the EU presidency informed the EP
Political Committee ahead of time as to the upcoming topics for discus-
sion. This allowed the EP to prepare itself better to ask questions about
EPC, which eventually led to an enhanced change of views between the
two entities. Yet parliamentary involvement in EPC at this early stage, in
terms of either policy substance or institutional reform, was still severely
limited.

To summarize, even though EPC was supposed to be an informal,
flexible system, dominated by member states and kept separate from the

33 Wallace and Allen 1977: 231. COREPER is the Committee of Permanent Representa-
tives (i.e., member state ambassadors) to the EU. The separation between the Political
Committee and COREPER would persist for nearly twenty years.
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EC, we can observe some small violations of these intergovernmental
provisions even in the beginning. The institutionalization of the mecha-
nism began as soon as skilled national officials began meeting within the
framework of EPC on a regular basis. Three developments in EPC are
important at this point.

First and most generally, these officials quickly looked to the EC model
to organize their work on foreign policy. In other words,

the character of political cooperation as it developed came to resemble closely
that of policy-making in many areas within the competencies of the Treaties.
The Political Committee, like COREPER, prepared the agenda for ministerial
meetings; like COREPER and the Commission, it spawned subcommittees and
working groups on specific topics. Although political cooperation was not con-
strained by the legal framework of the Treaties, its working methods were similar
to the process of concertation used to coordinate other areas of policy not yet
subsumed to the authority of the Commission. (Wallace and Allen 1977: 232)

Although EPC was far more confidential than other areas of concerta-
tion, this tendency to imitate policymaking in other EC areas reflects a key
insight of institutional theory: since innovation is often costly (especially
when it fails), institutions tend toward isomorphism or imitation. This
tendency is perhaps most pronounced in situations of high uncertainty
where the environment is complex and changing. Actors rarely devise
international institutions out of thin air; they look to existing models to
organize their behavior in new areas. For EPC, the Community became
that model. This early procedural imitation – and a more general recog-
nition that both the EC and EPC served European integration – helped
bring the two domains closer together over time despite the intergovern-
mental intentions behind the Luxembourg Report.

Second, and far more importantly, governments (in the form of chief
executives or foreign ministers) did not dominate EPC, nor did its key
officials (Political Directors and European Correspondents) use EPC as
a forum for bargaining over policy. Indeed, here bargaining appears to
be the exception, not the rule. Even in the beginning, the EPC system
was not considered a forum for making side-payments, threatening sanc-
tions, or linking issues into broad package deals. Such deals, of course,
regularly occur in other EC policy sectors or during intergovernmental
conferences, but they did not take place in EPC. Thus we cannot consider
EPC as a mechanism to solve incomplete contracting problems so that
states could further their own interests by trading favors. EU member
states simply were not that ambitious, and they likely viewed EPC as a
mere talking shop (at least at first) rather than a real policymaking forum.
According to most accounts of the EPC process cited in this volume, and
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according to numerous interviews with participants, it was most inap-
propriate to use overt hard-bargaining tactics to make policy in EPC. Its
officials honestly attempted to avoid power politics and stark confronta-
tions during EPC discussions. They seemed genuinely willing, by virtue
of their status as both professional foreign policy experts and participants
in the construction of “Europe,” to attempt to forge a consensus about
common European interests based on the strength of argument alone.34

As a result, it is problematic to rely exclusively on intergovernmental the-
ory to explain EPC even at its early stages because of this theory’s primary
focus on grand bargains at the expense of day-to-day policymaking. Most
history-making reforms of the EU are controlled by governments and re-
quire treaty revision, but normal policymaking is conducted in a variety of
arenas that also deserve our attention (Peterson 1995). As I shall explain
further in Chapters 4 and 5, through the use of informal then formal insti-
tutional mechanisms EPC clearly tended towards a “problem-solving,”
not bargaining, style of decision-making. Even during difficult discus-
sions over the imposition of sanctions for political ends, officials usually
avoided bargaining.35

Third, it is also necessary to look beyond written instruments and ex-
amine the informal customs and procedures that encourage cooperation.
In fact, right from the beginning EPC started to develop beyond the spare
provisions outlined in the Luxembourg Report. Meetings were held more
frequently than required, other transgovernmental links were established
to improve the mechanism, new norms were devised to improve its func-
tioning, and EPC’s responsibilities soon involved higher stakes and new
issues. For example, where working groups were not established, other
meetings of national experts took place on issues such as cooperation in
the event of national disasters. Ambassadors of the Nine in the capitals
of EU states began to discuss foreign policy issues of particular inter-
est to them, and each of their embassies appointed a diplomat whose
duty was to maintain contact with the foreign ministry in the country
of residence on matters concerning European foreign policy. In another

34 For an extended discussion of the role of argument in collective decision-making, see
Risse 2000.

35 Interviews with former EPC officials, Brussels, 1996. Conversely, Martin (1992) has
argued that EU states did make a bargain on at least one occasion: the Falkland Islands
crisis. Nuttall (among others) rejects this interpretation: “It is going too far to suggest that
a link between the price decisions [on annual EC agricultural prices] and the Falklands
sanctions was ever established, but it is certainly the case that the climate of sympathy
for the United Kingdom which had been created by the Argentinian invasion was in
the process of being dissipated by the feeling that in the eyes of Whitehall Community
solidarity was a one-way street” (Nuttall 1992: 212). I shall return to this episode in
Chapter 5.
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important change, EPC also gradually replaced the Western European
Union as the key forum where EU states could coordinate their positions
at the UN General Assembly, the UN Economic and Social Council,
and the UN Food and Agricultural Organization.36 And since the EPC
agenda was not set down in the Luxembourg Report, nor was it affected
by domestic interest groups, national officials had a fair amount of lee-
way regarding the types of issues they could discuss, even if no specific
action or decision on those issues was forthcoming. The privileged status
of foreign ministries in EPC, combined with the initial tendency toward
problem-solving and the first tentative links between EPC and the EC,
would fundamentally affect the institutionalization of European foreign
policy.

Substantive EPC outcomes

As the previous discussion indicates, the first few years of EPC were pre-
occupied by the familiarization of EU member states with each other’s
views on foreign policy, by debates over procedural matters, and, to a
lesser extent, by discussions about the appropriate ends of EPC. Thus
at this stage we would not expect any drastic expansion of EPC in terms
of its agenda or its policy tools. Yet the agenda at the first meeting was
fairly substantial considering the uncertainty surrounding the establish-
ment of EPC. Items discussed at the first meeting involved aid to Pak-
istan, relations between Cuba and the US, the representation of China
in international financial institutions, the political aspects of the Mutual
and Balanced Force Reduction talks (MBFR), and the future role of the
Council of Europe. To deal with this last question, the Nine agreed to
strengthen their coordination at the Council of Europe headquarters in
Strasbourg (Nuttall 1992a: 69), and we can also see that a question of
security (the MBFR talks) was tentatively broached even at the first meet-
ing although this would prove a contentious issue for years to come. EPC
also began moves toward a common policy in the Mediterranean, though
with very limited results. Suggestions for a conference of the Mediter-
ranean non-aligned countries and links with CSCE talks did not go very
far. However, EPC did manage to establish a Mediterranean working
group by early 1972. At this time it was charged with conducting only a
series of geographical studies (Ginsberg 1989: Chapter 5).

EPC also had very few policy tools at its disposal at this time, so we
cannot evaluate its performance in terms of specific external actions.

36 “Results Obtained from European Political Cooperation on Foreign Policy,” annex to
the Copenhagen Report, July 23, 1973.
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Informal coordination at the UN began in 1971, but the fact that the
Federal Republic of Germany was not a full member of the UN un-
til September 1973 prevented more substantial efforts along these lines.
Also discouraging (but not unexpected) was the fact that no major EPC
declarations were produced between 1970 and 1973. Finally, above all
there was no chance of using EC instruments or competencies to sup-
port EPC at this time; such actions could not even be considered. Thus,
the only real external expressions of EPC at the time were occasional
diplomatic démarches in third countries (i.e., non-EU member states) or
international organizations; these were carried out by the ambassador of
the state holding the EU presidency. Again, most EPC efforts at this time
were directed toward internal cohesion rather than external action.

The Cold War and the overwhelming dominance of NATO in Euro-
pean security affairs during these years probably created an incentive to
avoid even the appearance of undermining the Atlantic alliance vis-à-
vis the Soviet Union. Since the EC was focused on creating institutions
related to commercial matters at this point, the political uses of such in-
stitutions could be only a peripheral concern. Given EPC’s lack of firm
leadership, policy tools, and compliance mechanisms, outcomes were as
modest as we would expect. France dominated the emerging Euro-Arab
discussions, and Germany pushed for talks regarding East–West relations
as part of its move toward Ostpolitik . But these modest results and the
difficult early years of EPC also stimulated EU states to think about insti-
tutional changes that might improve the effectiveness of EPC. A pattern
of reform developed whereby problems were identified, options were sug-
gested, and solutions were established informally and became customs.
These customs then found their way into formal EPC reports and treaties.
In addition, the rotating EU presidency gave smaller states a fairly equal
role in the process, which invested EPC with a certain competitive dy-
namic as states took their turn at leading it. This tendency also challenges
the idea that larger states dominated EPC, and the overall performance
of the system is still quite remarkable when one considers that EPC was
still little more than a gentleman’s agreement at the time, with no legal
basis at all.

A closer look at the Middle East and East–West relations, EPC’s first
major topics between November 1970 and July 1973, illustrates some of
these early dynamics. With the Euro-Arab Dialogue, EPC’s struggle for a
common approach to the Middle East must be considered in the context
of broader EU attempts to unify its stance toward a number of difficult but
related issues in this region: energy policy, relations with former colonies,
international development, industrial policy, EU–US relations, and Arab-
Israeli violence. When EC/EPC made the first serious attempts to address
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the problems of this region collectively, the complexity of the problems
was matched only by the vast dissimilarity of EU member state positions.
As we saw earlier, the EU was unable even to discuss the Six-Day War
in 1967 not only because of dissimilarities in member state positions but
because of a general feeling that it was inappropriate for an economic
organization to take a common foreign policy position.

Yet at the very first EPC meeting in Munich the foreign ministers man-
aged to agree to produce a joint paper on the Middle East. Toward this
end, the second EPC ministerial meeting in May 1971 devoted an entire
day to the subject (Allen 1982: 73). Despite the profound disagreements
between pro-Arab and pro-Israeli EU states, EPC managed to approve a
joint paper on key issues in this region on May 13, 1971. These involved
the question of refugees, the proposed demilitarized zones on the border
between Israel and Egypt, what forces should be deployed there, and the
terribly difficult question of Jerusalem (Nuttall 1992a: 68). Although this
position statement, the “Schumann document,” innocuously called for a
“just peace” in the Middle East and approved UN Security Council Res-
olution 242,37 it was a clear step forward for EPC solidarity considering
the EU’s embarrassing inactivity after the 1967 war, and called for Israel’s
withdrawal to its 1967 borders (among other provisions). However, in a
slight blow to the fragile EPC process, the document was soon leaked to
the media even though it was not supposed to be made public, in defer-
ence to the wishes of Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands. The resulting
uproar in Israel and Europe, particularly in Germany, undoubtedly re-
vealed the risks that EU states assumed by virtue of their participation in
EPC, even though common position statements had no legal force and
EU states assumed they could strictly control the secrecy of the process.
German foreign minister Walter Scheel, for example, had to quickly dis-
avow the significance of the Schumann document, declaring it was only
a “working document.”38

Intergovernmentalism also dominated in the response of the EU for-
eign ministers to a memorandum from the European Commission calling
for consultations with the Middle East countries, if only to protect the
EU’s vital energy supplies. The Commission also recommended pro-
viding EC aid for the economic and social development of the energy-
exporting states in exchange for guarantees on oil prices and supplies
(European Commission 1972). These proposals were to form the basis

37 UN Security Council Resolution on the Situation in the Middle East, November 22,
1967. Among other things, this resolution calls for Israel to withdraw its forces from
territories it occupied during the 1967 war and notes the need to solve the refugee (i.e.,
Palestinian) problem in the Middle East.

38 For details on this early stage, see Allen 1978; Artner 1980; Allen 1982.
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of the Euro-Arab Dialogue, but at the time no action was taken. And
although the Middle East was discussed in the framework of EPC, and a
working group of Middle East experts was established, EPC produced no
more public statements until after the October 1973 Arab-Israeli War and
the crippling oil crisis that followed (Allen 1978: 325). By this time, how-
ever, EU states were already considering another set of EPC institutional
reforms; these will be examined in the next chapter.

EPC actions to improve Europe’s position between the superpowers
were considerably more successful than those directed toward the Mid-
dle East. In the beginning, these efforts took place within the framework
of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Formal CSCE
negotiations were to begin in November 1972, giving EPC exactly two
years to develop a coordinated approach to this issue. By most accounts,
it was very successful in adopting a unified approach to what previously
had been a series of uncoordinated bilateral discussions on East–West
relations. This approach involved seven major areas for action: principles
of international law (or “Basket I” of the final CSCE document), mil-
itary security, matters concerning economics, science, technology, and
the environment (“Basket II”), humanitarian questions (“Basket III”),
information exchange, culture and education, and Mediterranean ques-
tions (von Groll 1982: 60–63). Here we can see the early tendency toward
breaking down complex problems into functional issue-areas, if only to
determine the division of labor between the EC and EPC. The most com-
prehensive of these efforts were explicitly linked to other relevant policies
and institutions from the beginning, quickly demonstrating EPC’s capac-
ity to tie together disparate issues into single packages before attempting
any resolution. Areas of Community competency were especially impor-
tant given EPC’s immaturity. These involved the relationship of East-
ern European states to the EC, the possibility for improved cooperation
between the two halves of Europe, the role of the UN Economic Com-
mission for Europe in East–West relations, and an assessment of Eastern
bloc positions concerning the CSCE (including the question of EC trade
“discrimination” toward the East). Accordingly, the EU set up its own
“mixed” working group within EPC in May 1971, known as the ad hoc
CSCE working group. This consisted of the “normal” CSCE working
group plus representatives from the Commission. Procedures were then
established to determine the CSCE questions to be considered by each
group. The activities of these groups will be considered in the next chapter
as they began after the next phase of EPC institutional reform (September
1973 to July 1975).

These two areas were the only ones EPC could address in any substan-
tial way during the first several years of meetings. Any collective policy
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toward the US was risky given the generally apprehensive attitude of the
Americans toward the EU (and EPC) at the time. The EU’s expansion
from six to nine member states, the growth of a European free trade
area, the increasing number of EC Association Agreements with less-
developed countries, and other EC external policies helped to put the
US on the defensive (Kohler 1982: 84–85). Feelings of ill will between
the US and the EU further intensified because of the Vietnam War and
President Nixon’s abrupt decision in August 1971 to refuse to redeem
US dollars for gold at a fixed price, thus abdicating US responsibility
for the international monetary system. Regarding EPC in particular, the
US was almost hostile toward it during these years. The suspicion that
France (and possibly other EU states) hoped to use EPC as a mecha-
nism to pursue a foreign policy which was more independent from that
of the US made European foreign policy a highly antagonistic subject
for Nixon and his secretary of state, Henry Kissinger. These difficulties
ultimately resulted in the collapse of Kissinger’s “Atlantic Charter” con-
cept for US–EU cooperation by the end of 1973. While the Europeans
appreciated the need for a more comprehensive approach to the Atlantic
relationship, they were also extremely sensitive to the idea of playing only
a support role for US policies. This failure to forge a common vision for
transatlantic cooperation, while understandable at the time, nonetheless
allowed EPC to develop on its own as a means to promote European
independence in world politics, although common European approaches
to South Africa, Central America, and other key areas were not even on
the horizon at this early date.

To conclude, although these results were probably far beyond what
most observers expected of EPC, it was still hard to escape the image
of a “gentlemen’s dining club,” as Wallace and Allen put it (1977: 237),
based on the recollections of one EPC participant: “So we meet, eat well,
and exchange views; and if we disagree, then tant pis [too bad], we will
return to the question when we meet again.” Yet this should not lead
one to treat EPC as an intergovernmental bargaining system or mere
talking shop. EPC in fact was conceived as a novel, different form of
intergovernmental policy coordination. It was intended to be a forum
for an exchange of views, not for crude bargaining. If states discovered a
common interest during discussions they could act in common, but there
was neither an obligation to do so, nor provisions for trading favors to
forge a common action. Also, unlike the EC, EPC did not possess its own
resources to implement such an action; these were to be supplied (at first)
by individual EU states. A more sophisticated view of policymaking than
that of intergovernmental bargaining suggests that the system demon-
strated a paradox of institutional strength: although EPC was an informal,
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decentralized, non-coercive institution, and did not enjoy strong public
support or interest, it resulted in an expansion of foreign policy coop-
eration and ultimately changed the way EU states defined and pursued
their national interests. As Wessels once argued (1982: 15), intergovern-
mentalism quickly became a limited tool for analyzing EPC because of
the system’s “multi-diplomatic structure, socialization processes, reliabil-
ity, continuity, and its de facto binding character.” These factors suggest
that other analytical devices beyond intergovernmentalism must be em-
ployed to understand fully the performance of EPC and its growth into
the CFSP.
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4 Information-sharing and the
transgovernmental EPC network

Given the vague provisions of the Luxembourg Report it rapidly became
clear that EPC’s participants would have to improvise their cooperation.
As we have seen, although senior government officials played a leading
role during EPC’s formative years, even then the system involved an em-
bryonic lower-level infrastructure – the Political Committee, European
Correspondents, and working groups – to assist foreign ministers with
foreign policy coordination. Fundamentally, EPC at this time was little
more than a system of “regular exchanges of information and consul-
tation” on “great international problems,”1 primarily involving periodic
summits among EU member governments. This aspect of European for-
eign policy reflects one of the most fundamental functions of institutions:
information-sharing. As May (1984) has pointed out, perspective-taking
alone cannot always enable actors to predict each other’s behaviors,
and predictable behavior is the essence of cooperation. In a world of
uncertainty regarding the behavior of states, institutional mechanisms
that make it easier for states to communicate with each other are highly
valued.2

The cooperation-inducing effects of regular communication can vary,
ranging from confidence-building (at a minimum) to providing a shared
understanding of, and potential solutions to, certain problems (at a max-
imum). However, there can be an enormous amount of variation regard-
ing the ends and means of communication. With respect to EU foreign
policy, I stress four aspects of communication: the actors involved, the
types of information they share, the channels through which this infor-
mation is shared, and the effects of that communication on cooperation
and institution-building. As these elements develop over time, and as

1 Quotes from the “First Report of the Foreign Ministers to the Heads of State and
Government of the Member States of the European Community of 27 October 1970”
(Luxembourg or Davignon Report), Part II.

2 In this chapter I use the terms “information,” “information-sharing,” and “communica-
tion” interchangeably.
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communication intensifies, institutionalized cooperation should change
as well.

Concerning the actors, we should first note a distinction between senior
government officials and lower-level diplomats and technical experts. To
the extent that diplomats and technical experts are able to develop their
own transgovernmental relationships in a policy domain or institutional-
ized space, the prospects for international cooperation may improve. The
idea that technical experts in international organizations can exert con-
siderable influence over policy has a long history in functional theories of
integration (Haas 1964; Mitrany 1966), but we need not assume at this
point that such expertise is confined to non-state (i.e., EC) actors like
the Commission. Specialists within and across states can be mobilized
in the service of a common European goal, and the regular involvement
of these officials in EU foreign policy helps provide the enterprise with
a greater sense of permanence and substance. Disaggregating states in
this way thus alerts us to the behavioral dynamics that can be missed by
assuming that states single-mindedly devise and pursue fixed, ordered
foreign policy preferences.

Concerning the information itself, states obviously communicate many
things to each other: preferences, intentions, ideas, fears, demands, re-
quests, threats, analyses, intelligence, scientific knowledge, and so on.
However, we can at least suggest a distinction between information nec-
essary to demonstrate compliance with agreements, which often involves
domestic processes, such as transparency, in states who are parties to
the agreement, and information necessary to establish a common view of,
and potential solution to, problems, which involves making principled
arguments about the collective enterprise itself.3 In this sense communi-
cation evolves from a negative-preventative purpose (confidence-building
through the communication of information regarding intentions) toward
a more positive-affirmative purpose (common analyses, understandings,
and purposive action, or problem-solving). Thus, to the extent that states
can agree on the policy-relevant content of information (such as the
causes of and solutions to external political problems), the prospects for
institutionalized cooperation will be enhanced.

This brings us to the primary channels through which information is
shared. Periodic intergovernmental summits are one possibility, and this
mechanism is often employed in the EU. Yet students of transnational and
transgovernmental relations have long argued that links or networks be-
tween technical experts, interest groups, businesses, diplomats, or other
3 For a similar distinction between information about compliance and information about

regime effectiveness, see Mitchell 1998. For a more general discussion about the role of
debate in international relations, see Risse 2000.
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actors can play an important role in determining cooperative outcomes.4

These links are likely to emerge in dense, complex issue-areas, espe-
cially those already institutionalized. Transnational groups can mobilize
in support of, or opposition to, an agreement between states (or its imple-
mentation), which can affect the final product. Transgovernmental links
can also be important, in the sense that meetings, phone calls, e-mails
and other communications between governments and bureaucrats en-
courage cooperation and institutional change. In EU foreign policy, these
dynamics can be seen in the relationships among foreign policy officials
at all levels in a number of arenas: among EU member states, with EC
organizations, in third countries, and in international organizations and
conferences.

Finally, what effects of information-sharing are directly relevant to in-
ternational cooperation? Here we need to stress the interaction of the
three elements above (actors, types of information, and the channels of
communication) in the service of a single goal: the engineering of consen-
sus around a common reference point, the EU. Together, these elements
help prevent the “noise” or confusion that might result from sharing infor-
mation in an unstructured or ad hoc way. Thus, in this chapter I discuss
five direct effects of information-sharing that encouraged foreign policy
cooperation among EU states. These include: confidence-building; defin-
ing European foreign policy as an issue-area; producing common views
and analyses about international problems; evaluating the performance
of European foreign policy in terms of outcomes and institutional devel-
opment; and the regular generation of norms in this domain, which takes
institutional development to the next level.5

These various aspects of information-sharing, particularly in the con-
text of the transgovernmental EPC infrastructure created by the Copen-
hagen Report of 1973, are examined in the rest of this chapter. As in the
previous chapter, I focus on both changes of procedure (or EPC institu-
tions) and changes of substance (EPC policy outcomes). I argue that the
EPC’s communication mechanisms were deliberately structured to pro-
duce consensus, and not only to further national interests. EPC’s dense
transgovernmental infrastructure helped prevent, or at least restrain, a

4 For early treatments, see Huntington 1973; Keohane and Nye 1974. More recent work
can be found in Risse-Kappen 1995a.

5 There are of course some caveats to these arguments. Involving too many lower-level offi-
cials could easily introduce confusion and disarray into the system. Also, institutionalized
communications can become too complex to promote cooperation if some centralization
is not pursued in the face of expansion. Finally, the misperception of communication
is always possible, as is outright deception, and I cannot delve into the psychological
or cognitive factors behind these behaviors. I only assume that EPC officials used their
communication system primarily in the way it was intended: to enhance cooperation.
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head-on clash of foreign policy interests among EU states, and it eventu-
ally promoted the harmonization of views with the goal of solving com-
mon problems, not defending national interests. Many of these mecha-
nisms and processes were not ordained by EU governments; they were
based on the habits and customs of EPC diplomats themselves. Still,
their eventual appearance in EPC reports as legitimate, effective, collec-
tive procedures gives us a convenient point of departure for making judg-
ments about the causes and effects of institutionalized communication.

Information-sharing in EPC: the mechanisms

After EPC entered into effect in late 1970 under the terms of the Luxem-
bourg Report, EU governments wasted little time before attempting to
improve the mechanism. The Luxembourg Report had included its own
self-monitoring component, in the form of a provision to present a second
report on EPC to discuss “progress in the field of political unification”
and to “deal with improvement of cooperation in foreign policy matters
and with the search for other fields where progress might be achieved.”6

November 1972 had been set as a deadline for preparing a second study
on these questions, and work toward this end began almost as soon as
the Luxembourg Report entered into effect.

The context of change

This second round of institution-building was more of an effort to deal
with the unfinished business of the Luxembourg Report rather than an
attempt at institutional innovation. Many of the same external factors be-
hind the Luxembourg Report came into play at this time: the unresolved
problem of political union, the pressing issue of economic and mone-
tary union, institutional questions related to enlargement, conflicts in the
Middle East, tensions in EC–US relations, and other matters. These is-
sues led EU states to consider another summit conference to build on
the achievements at The Hague in 1969. However, France was not yet
willing to give up the idea of having member states guide the course
of European political integration, ideally through the use of consensual
decision-making and the establishment of a political secretariat based in
Paris. Germany and several smaller EU states continued to resist this
plan, and the impasse prevented any significant changes to EPC for the
moment. To complicate matters, the Dutch expressed their desire for
closer ties between the EC and EPC in a memorandum submitted to

6 Luxembourg Report, Part III, Sections 1 and 2.
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94 The institutionalization of cooperation

their EU partners in preparation for the Paris summit; the Belgians ex-
pected such links as well. Neither of these states wanted to institutionalize
EPC further without stronger links between it and the EC.

As a result, during the Paris summit of October 19–20, 1972, EU heads
of state and government reaffirmed their intention to proceed with the
integration of Europe, including the goal of transforming “the whole com-
plex of their relations into a European Union” by the end of the decade.
Part of this goal, which of course went unfulfilled, included making some
reforms to EPC. However, beyond the usual rhetoric of improving and
intensifying their foreign policy cooperation, participants at the summit
could agree upon only two formal institutional changes: to increase the
number of EPC ministerial meetings from two to four per year, and to
make one of the aims of EPC the formulation of medium- and long-term
common positions where possible. Both of these “reforms” largely re-
flected behavior that already had been taking place within EPC. Still, and
despite disagreements over more substantial changes, at Paris the EU’s
foreign ministers were directed to produce a report by June 30, 1973 on
methods of improving EPC in accordance with the Luxembourg Report.
EC organizations were also required to draw up a report on “European
Union” by the end of 1975 for submission to an intergovernmental con-
ference.7 Dutch concerns about EC–EPC links delayed the publication
of what became known as the Copenhagen Report in July 1973, but
ultimately, this effort failed to tighten the formal linkage between the
EC and EPC. In the end, EPC was still officially considered “distinct
from and additional to the activities of the institutions of the European
Community.”8

The Copenhagen Report reaffirmed the goals of the Luxembourg Re-
port and praised the EPC mechanism. Significantly, after only three years
of EPC, the foreign ministers could refer to the “reflex of coordination”
that the mechanism encouraged among states, meaning that they had
adopted the habit of automatic consultation on important foreign pol-
icy positions. According to the ministers, thanks to this reflex, a new
“collegiate sense in Europe is becoming a real force in international re-
lations.” This “coordination reflex” has since become one of the most
important rules and terms in the vocabulary of European foreign pol-
icy. The ministers also cited the “flexibility and effectiveness” of EPC,

7 “Statement of the Conference of the Heads of State and Government of the Member
States of the European Community” (Paris, October 21, 1972). Also known as the “Paris
Communiqué.”

8 “Second Report of the Foreign Ministers to the Heads of State and Government of the
Member States of the European Community of 23 July 1973” (hereafter “Copenhagen
Report”), Part II, Article 12a.
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claiming it represented a “new procedure in international relations and
an original European contribution to the technique at arriving at con-
certed action.” They also noted that “this habit of working together has
enabled the procedure for concerted action to become more widespread
wherever common action or common consideration seemed desirable.”9

But how could these efforts be improved without subordinating EPC to
the EC or creating a permanent EPC secretariat?

The institutional mechanisms

The vague wording of the Copenhagen Report reflected persistent dis-
agreements over the means and ends of European foreign policy. As in-
tergovernmental theory might predict, any institutional change taking
place in this climate, where another grand bargain was unlikely so soon
after the last one, would likely be minimal, uncontroversial, and low-
cost. Thus, the Report included and slightly built upon the enhance-
ments mentioned in the Paris Communiqué, adding the formulation of
medium and long-term positions to the original Luxembourg Report goal
of EPC consultation. This innocuous provision took EPC a step further
by attempting to enhance the coordination of national positions with a
common European view in specific cases. In addition, the Report codified
a new norm for EPC: that member states must not take up final posi-
tions on major foreign policy issues without prior consultation with their
EU partners. However, the establishment of a permanent secretariat for
political integration in general or EPC in particular would have to wait,
and provisions for medium- and long-term foreign policy planning (as
suggested by the Italians) ultimately were rejected.

The other, less substantial, institutional mechanisms of the Copen-
hagen Report can be considered in terms of innovations which were new
to EPC and in terms of changes to existing procedures. By “innovation”
I mean the first appearance of the mechanism in an EPC written report
(or treaty), even though most such innovations in the history of EU for-
eign policy have merely reflected existing informal habits and customs (in
other words, improvisation). The specific procedural changes to the pro-
visions set down in the Luxembourg Report are summarized in Table 4.1.

As we can see, most changes to EPC at this time were incremental.
Links to EC organizations like the Commission and the EP were only
slightly enhanced in the Copenhagen Report.10 The Netherlands and

9 Copenhagen Report, Part I.
10 Also note that while the Commission president participated in the Copenhagen sum-

mit thanks to the precedent set at the 1972 Paris summit, he did not attend the first
afternoon’s discussions on the future of EPC (Johnston 1994: 18, fn. 33).
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96 The institutionalization of cooperation

Table 4.1 EPC according to the Copenhagen Report (July 1973)
Major changes since the Luxembourg Report appear in boldface.

Component Actors and functions

Intergovernmental
direction

EU foreign ministers meet at least four times a year.
EU presidency state chairs meetings, provides administrative

support as needed, and oversees implementation of
conclusions.

Crisis procedures initiated by EU presidency if necessary.
Transgovernmental

support
Political Committee: preparation of ministerial meetings.

Meets as frequently as its work requires.
European Correspondents: liaison between capitals,

monitoring of EPC.
Working groups: geographical/functional analyses for EPC.

Chairmen of working groups allowed more flexibility
to ensure continuity of their work.

EU embassies: consultation on EPC matters in capitals
of member states, in third countries, and in delegations
to international conferences and organizations.

COREU: encrypted telex network to share information.
Other administrative support to be provided to the

presidency state as needed.
Linkages with the EC Commission invited to make known its views on EPC.

Colloquy four times a year with European Parliament
Political Committee, and annual report on progress on EPC.

Council of Foreign Ministers informed through
COREPER about EPC conclusions which might
impact on the work of the EC.

Ministers able to use EPC to prepare studies on political
aspects of problems under examination in the EC.

Obligations States consult on all questions of foreign policy.
Formulation of medium- and long-term common

positions.
General rule not to take up final positions without

consultation with EPC partners.

Belgium had wanted to involve the Commission more, and to bring the
EP into the EPC process as well. In defiance of the larger EU states, both
of these states successfully pressed for the consideration of EP ques-
tions in EPC and a doubling of the colloquies held with the EP (Pijpers
1983: 173). Also, the Commission representative could now be invited to
participate in EPC discussions at all levels, from the working groups up-
wards. However, the Copenhagen Report did not include a bureaucracy
to administer EPC, although the question of a permanent secretariat was
raised during the discussions. Instead, administrative assistance could be
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provided to the state holding the EU presidency by other member
states (rather than the EC) and only for specific tasks on a temporary
basis.

Yet the Copenhagen Report also expanded and codified two major
transgovernmental procedures in EPC, which provide the analytical focus
of this chapter.11 First, the embassies of the Nine in the capitals of the
EU member states and abroad were formally recognized as important
participants in the implementation of EPC. Embassies of the Nine in the
EU capitals could receive information about EPC and be consulted on
specific subjects in two ways: (1) at the seat of the presidency at the request
of the Political Committee, the presidency, or another member state; or
(2) in another capital at the request of the foreign ministry. One staff
official of each embassy was to be entrusted with “ensuring the necessary
contacts with the foreign ministry of their country of residence within
the framework of EPC.” Embassies in third countries and the permanent
representatives to international organizations were formally brought into
the system as well. They were to be provided with information about
EPC and invited to make common reports if necessary. EU member
state delegations to major international organizations were directed to
“regularly consider matters together and, on the basis of instructions
received, seek common positions in regard to important questions dealt
with by those organizations.”12

Second, the Copenhagen Report established the unique Correspon-
dance Européenne (or COREU) encrypted telex network to help with
information-sharing in EPC.13 The COREU system became one of
the most important and innovative mechanisms in the development of
European foreign policy. EU states had sent telexes to each other before,
of course, but such messages were usually conveyed on a sporadic, bilat-
eral basis (Nuttall 1992a: 4). This often held up the process of decision-
making as EU states still could not agree to establish any permanent orga-
nization to oversee the EPC process. Instead, the COREU system would
be used to communicate simultaneously with all other EU states (and
eventually the Commission and EPC Secretariat as well) about issues of
concern to EPC. Virtually all levels of national foreign ministries, from
the foreign minister to desk officers, could make use of the system and
thus contribute to deliberations. The COREU system was administered
by the Communications and Materials Branch of the Dutch Ministry

11 The Copenhagen summit also approved a document entitled “The European Identity,”
an early effort to give some substantive direction to EPC. It will be considered in the
next chapter, which focuses on the norms and rules of European foreign policy.

12 Copenhagen Report, Part II, Sections 6–7.
13 Copenhagen Report, Part II, Section 9.
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for Foreign Affairs, and its operating costs were split equally among EU
states, making it the only permanent, collectively financed manifestation
of European foreign policy until 1986. It began operating in late 1973
during the first Danish EU presidency (Nuttall 1992a: 23–24).

The European Council and EPC

Before turning to a performance evaluation of EPC following the Copen-
hagen Report, we must digress for a moment to consider the role of the
European Council. In addition to the Copenhagen Report negotiations,
EU heads of state/government were also working at the time (under pres-
sure from France) to consolidate their authority over the entire EC/EPC
structure. Despite the failure of the EDC, France still had not given up
the idea of using regular intergovernmental summits to give direction
to European integration in general and to advance political unification
in particular. These efforts were often curbed by the smaller EU states,
who consistently resisted the use of intergovernmental summitry for fear
it might disrupt (if not completely eclipse) the process of supranational
Community-building.

However, once these states had finally agreed to an intergovernmen-
tal form of EPC, the door was opened to the establishment of another
intergovernmental “institution” which had an unclear function and a du-
bious legal identity relative to EC procedures: the European Council.
As a result, in December 1974 the “European Council of (EU) Heads
of State and Government” began to meet regularly in high-profile sum-
mits to consider both EPC and EC issues. Although the French pre-
ferred to limit participation in the European Council to heads of state
and government, the smaller EU states insisted that foreign ministers
and the Commission president be included as well (Bulmer and Wessels
1987: 33). The European Council, which never became an EC body,14

was to be the dominant intergovernmental “umbrella” under which all
EC/EPC business was eventually conducted and given direction. Among
other functions, the summits were supposed to set EPC guidelines, make
declarations on European foreign policy issues, coordinate EC/EPC poli-
cies, and solve disputes when they clashed (Bulmer 1985; Bulmer and
Wessels 1987; Johnston 1994). Although the European Council as such
is not mentioned in the Copenhagen Report, this body was increasingly
institutionalized and its role in European foreign policy was formalized
with the Treaty on European Union, as we shall see in later chapters.
14 As we shall see in later chapters, the European Council is mentioned in the Single

European Act and the Treaty on European Union, but is not part of the original legal
structure of the EC as set down by the Treaty of Rome.
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For the moment, we can note that under the terms of the 1973 Copen-
hagen Report, EPC still largely appeared to be an intergovernmental,
informal system, with weak institutional links to the EC. And with the
creation of the European Council only a year later, EU heads of state
and government appeared to have consolidated their authority over both
the EC and EPC. They provided general direction for both structures
and took up decisions that were too important or controversial for the
Commission or EPC. European Council summits also were supposed to
provide the main link between the EC and EPC and provide general polit-
ical direction for both. Summitry was viewed as a safer, more flexible, and
appropriate approach to these important issues, and it provided regular
occasions for EU governments to hold informal discussions, or “fireside
chats,” concerning international politics. As Bulmer and Wessels note
(1987: 122–23), “Both EPC and the European Council eschew a con-
stitutional approach to European Union, preferring the less rule-bound
pragmatic approach of intergovernmentalism.” They rightly argue that
this summitry has two general effects on EU foreign policy: it intensifies
work at regular intervals (i.e., during the preparatory phase of a summit),
and it symbolically upgrades the status of certain declarations by virtue
of their association with the heads of EU governments.

However, for most of the history of EU foreign policy, the European
Council has not provided much central direction. First, it simply does
not meet often enough (only twice a year, and usually for only a day and
a half) to give much substantial input to EPC/CFSP. With subsequent
enlargements to the EU, it now takes well over two hours for a tour de
table so that everyone’s views can be heard on an issue; this limits se-
rious discussion on many issues. Second, when the European Council
does meet it is almost always preoccupied with Community problems,
not foreign policy.15 Bulmer and Wessels are emphatic about this point:
“The substantive contribution of the government heads to EPC has been
less important. From the 1969 summit onwards the government heads
have restricted themselves in large measure to confirming developments
or statements which had already been prepared by foreign ministers and
their officials.”16 Nor does the European Council concern itself with

15 In fact, there have been occasions when the European Council’s attention to EC problems
completely overshadowed progress on foreign policy issues. This happened, for example,
at the Athens European Council of December 1983 (and again in Brussels, 1984),
where the bitter debate over the UK’s request for a budgetary rebate from the EC led
participants to refrain from their usual practice of reiterating EPC declarations ( Johnston
1994: 107). Bulmer also notes (1985: 101, fn. 19) that an EPC statement on the Turkish-
Cypriot secession, already prepared, was not issued at the Athens European Council.

16 Bulmer and Wessels 1987: 123. They also argue that European Council summits merely
“rubber stamp” foreign policy documents produced beforehand. Nuttall also argues
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questions of procedural changes to either the EC or EPC, although such
matters are occasionally discussed (Bulmer and Wessels 1987: 70–72).
The same pattern has generally continued,17 while insiders have referred
to this process as the “pre-cooking” of EPC texts for approval by EU
governments.18 There have been, however, several important occasions
during which the European Council was able to break deadlocks, as we
shall see in later chapters. Still, the transgovernmental EPC/CFSP net-
work, not the European Council, has been the driving force behind most
day-to-day matters of EU foreign policy. How this came to pass is dis-
cussed in the rest of this chapter.

The effects of communication on EPC processes
and outcomes

By late 1973, then, EPC had established regular consultations among EU
foreign ministers, supported by a dense transgovernmental communica-
tions network, loosely overseen by the European Council and marginally
linked to the Commission and the European Parliament. To what extent
did this system encourage foreign policy cooperation? And what pres-
sures for additional institutional changes, if any, resulted from that co-
operation? I begin with a discussion of the effects of these procedures on
relations among EU states, then turn to the expression of EPC in terms
of substantive external policies.

Procedural changes

Given the limited involvement of the European Council in EPC, and the
preparation of ministerial meetings by the Political Committee, the new
transgovernmental communication links among EU foreign ministries,
embassies, and delegations provided key opportunities for policy harmo-
nization at lower levels in between the less-frequent ministerial meetings.
This is where the real momentum for the growth of EPC can be found af-
ter 1973: within the system itself. In fact, it is not going too far to suggest
that a unique culture of EU foreign policy cooperation was encouraged

(1992a: 14) that only rarely has the European Council given direction to EPC or played
“an important role in an EPC question, one example being the Venice Declaration of
1980.”

17 As Johnston notes (1994: 104), “Normally, preliminary discussions [in the Political
Committee] prepare political issues almost to the point of agreement before they come
to the European Council.” Also, “It is rare that prolonged discussion takes place or that
[foreign policy] texts undergo significant alteration [by foreign ministers]. The same is
usually true for heads of government.”

18 Interviews with Commission and COREPER officials, Brussels, 1995–96.
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Table 4.2 Growth in the number of COREU telexes on EPC,
1974–94

Year Number

1974–82 4,800 (avg.)∗

1985 5,400
1986 9,800
1990 7,548
1991 10,184
1992 11,394
1993 11,714
1994 12,699†

∗ This is the more conservative estimate from Wessel 1982: 2. Rummel (1982:
152) puts the figure at 8,000 COREUs per year by 1982.
† Institut für Europäische Politik (Bonn), CFSP Forum 1 (1995): 8. It is difficult
to evaluate more recent data on the annual number of COREUs for two reasons:
the 1995 enlargement of the EU is most likely the cause of any major increase
in COREUs beyond 12,000 a year, and the advent of e-mail in the European
Union may have supplemented the use of the COREU system. My purpose here
is to show the central importance of institutionalized communications during the
formative years of EPC, and the COREU data clearly reflect that finding.

by regular intergovernmental and transgovernmental communications.19

For example, cohesion in the group of European Correspondents became
especially close over the years, and many personal friendships were forged
within it. With their common bureaucratic roles, esprit de corps, and devo-
tion to a new policy system that privileged their input, European Corre-
spondents and their counterparts in other states (and in the Commission)
made common analyses of problems rather than bargained on behalf of
their governments.20 The same dynamic could be observed among the
working groups during their hundreds of meetings each year.

Beyond these countless meetings below the ministerial level, bureau-
cratic officials rapidly made use of the communications mechanisms
provided by the Copenhagen Report. As Table 4.2 reveals, the num-
ber of COREUs quickly mushroomed to thousands per year, and the
system enabled points of view to be shared between all member states

19 By “culture” I simply mean the collective ideas, beliefs, values, and assumptions re-
garding foreign policy held by EPC participants. However, culture is not central to my
argument, which focuses instead on how these general ideas or values are translated into
specific collective behaviors through the use of norms and rules. Thus I do not elaborate
the concept any further in this study.

20 The transgovernmental component of EU foreign policy is described in detail in Wallace
1982 and Nuttall 1992a: 14–25. Also interviews with EPC/CFSP officials, Brussels,
1995–96.
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102 The institutionalization of cooperation

(and eventually the Commission and EPC Secretariat) within a mat-
ter of hours. Part of this growth, of course, reflects the enlargements of
the EU in 1981 and 1986, but most of it is due to more consultations
about external events and an expanded EPC agenda. In addition to this
quantitative change, officials familiar with the system also acknowledge
a qualitative change in the subject matter of COREUs over the years,
with more security and military matters being discussed via telex (such
as arms control or East–West issues) than in the beginning.21 Moreover,
COREUs were not exchanged on a quid pro quo basis (as often occurs
when governments share sensitive intelligence information bilaterally).
They were generally broadcast to all other participants in EPC to invite a
response. As Nuttall (1992a: 24) reflects, the thousands of COREUs sent
each year serve “as a perpetual reminder of EPC to all those over whose
desks COREUs pass.” This open, multilateral information-sharing also
encouraged coalitions that were unusually fluid, changing as the problem
demanded and cutting across issues and regions, rather than hardening
into blocs of states with dominant shared interests or forming permanent
cleavages (Hill 1983a: 196).

Other institutionalized transgovernmental relationships established by
the Copenhagen Report influenced the system as well. EU officials coor-
dinated their EC/EPC efforts in EU capitals and in third countries with
monthly meetings between EU ambassadors and the heads of the respec-
tive EU delegations. EU ambassadors prepared joint reports (which was
not always desired by EU member states), shared information, and made
policy recommendations to more senior foreign ministry officials back
home. They also conducted common démarches in third countries, held
common debates with high representatives of third countries, and coop-
erated during crisis situations without much guidance from EU capitals.
Frequently missions of large EU states acted on behalf of small EU mem-
bers who had limited representation in the developing world. Especially
when small or remote states were the object of action, links between mis-
sions became a vital “back door channel” for cooperating in foreign policy.
This was occasionally resented by foreign ministers and by the Political
Committee; the French even attempted to put a halt to such activity dur-
ing the 1980s.22 Despite these concerns, the EPC correspondents of EU

21 Interviews with member state foreign ministry officials and COREPER officials,
Brussels, 1995–96. Also note that interview subjects often mentioned the importance of
the COREU system with no prompting by the author.

22 Also, in at least one case (policy toward South Africa) the EU ambassadors to that
country were invited back to Brussels as a group to help EPC develop its anti-apartheid
policies. Interview with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.
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embassies regularly liaised with the foreign ministries of each EU capital,
helping to intensify the policy coordination.

How did all of this activity influence its participants? There is no doubt
that the growing volume of information shared in this transgovernmen-
tal network made a powerful impression on EPC practitioners. Indeed,
considering EPC’s impact not only on behaviors but on attitudes as well,
this institutionalized interaction is frequently described in terms of elite
socialization,23 although it probably is not as intensive as that which oc-
curs in Community institutions, such as COREPER.24 Between the per-
sonal links reinforced through constant phone calls or meetings, and the
rapid growth of the COREU system, EPC participants were gradually
able to establish a body of understandings, procedures, and policies that
gave substance to EPC. Participants in the EPC process often recall its
“club-like” atmosphere; it provided many opportunities for stimulating
discussions, and then common actions, concerning world politics.25 As
Nuttall (1997a: 3) recalls the atmosphere from personal experience:

The success of EPC came through socialization. All participants in EPC attest
to the beneficial effect of the club atmosphere in bringing points of view closer
together and making concessions easier . . . For socialization to work, however,
you had to socialize. Meetings were important, but so were lunches and dinners
and agreeable little excursions, and the atmosphere depended on light procedures
and not too many participants.

Even rotations of personnel between domestic and foreign ministries
(first common in Italy) became more acceptable to other EU states by
the late 1970s in order to understand the international dimensions of EU
membership better. These activities were employed to make EPC less like
a series of periodic summits (as with many intergovernmental forums)
and more like a decentralized but highly institutionalized framework for
policy coordination. This helped to erode the monopoly that government

23 Elite socialization plays a central role in the analyses of individual EU member states in
Manners and Whitman 2000; also see Smith 2000. Similarly, Weiler and Wessels (1988)
have argued that the most appropriate theory to explain EPC is the “consociational
model,” where a “cartel” of elites regularly cooperates to preserve functionality and
stability in a policy domain.

24 Galloway 1995: 217. On elite socialization in COREPER, see Lewis 1998.
25 Interviews with officials from national foreign ministries and with Commission and

COREPER officials, 1995–96. Also, many EPC participants demonstrated common ca-
reer patterns, which probably contributed to the socialization process. They were usually
specialists in European, EC, or NATO affairs and followed common paths to advance-
ment through similar posts. Hill and Wallace (1979: 56–57, 66) argue that even in the
UK, the enthusiasm for EPC and reorientation to it were aided by the fact that “important
elements in the career diplomatic service were increasingly convinced that EPC was
the way of the future and were determined to make it work, with a will that was not
perhaps quite so evident in (EC policy) areas like harmonization or fishing.”
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104 The institutionalization of cooperation

officials held over EPC while reorienting all EPC participants toward
Europe. In the words of former British foreign minister Douglas Hurd
(1981: 383):

Since I first joined the Foreign Office in 1952 the biggest change of diplomatic
method stems from European Political Cooperation. In 1952 it was broadly speak-
ing with the Americans only that we shared information and assessments; policy-
making was a national preserve. Now in some areas of diplomacy our policy is
formed wholly within a European context, and in no area is the European influ-
ence completely absent. The flow of information between the foreign ministries
of the Ten is formidable.

This is a telling statement, considering Hurd’s thirty years of diplo-
matic experience at the time and the UK’s supposed attitude of “Euro-
skepticism.” Through their regular communications, EU states at-
tempted to coordinate their positions on the most detailed subjects, such
as the terms on which they granted visas to artists from a country they did
not recognize (da Fonseca-Wollheim 1981: 5). Moreover, this socializa-
tion did not depend on the influence of a dominant EU member state, as
realist-based hegemonic theories suggest (Ikenberry and Kupchan 1990).
It became far more collegial over the years, as another British official de-
scribed the process:

The practice of EPC . . . has made European foreign policy coordination second-
nature. There’s no doubt about it. I mean, when I joined the office in the late
seventies, people did not give a toss for Europeans. You didn’t think about speak-
ing to “Europe,” you thought about speaking to French and Germans and things,
and to close allies. You didn’t speak about, you know, consulting “colleagues”;
it was basically national foreign policy first, and consulting European colleagues
second. Now there is, I think, a reflex action [toward consultation].26

In other words, participants changed their attitudes not only regard-
ing each other’s foreign policy positions, but also about each other as
interlocutors, even seeing them as partners or colleagues in a common
enterprise. This involved “thinking out loud” about problems and appro-
priate collective polices, not a mere one-to-one exchange of information.
This is a key change from the way diplomacy is normally conducted in
other forums (as in trade negotiations, for example), and it shows that
EPC enabled EU states to form collective positions without having to
resort to intergovernmental bargaining. Indeed, intergovernmental sum-
mits are often confrontational. They are viewed as public battles, dra-
matized in the press in terms of winners and losers.27 EPC avoided such

26 Interview with a British foreign ministry official, London, 1995.
27 For example, see the analysis by Putnam and Bayne (1987) of the Group of Seven (G-7)

summits.
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confrontations by channeling diplomacy away from the spotlight into
other arenas where collective solutions could be found among profes-
sional diplomats and technical experts, who came to view each other as
co-workers or colleagues, not adversaries.

Beyond the general socialization effects of EPC information-sharing,
I argue that the transgovernmental EPC network had five more specific
effects on European foreign policy cooperation.28 First, at a minimum,
information-sharing was a confidence-building measure. It reduced the like-
lihood that EU states would be caught off-guard by each other’s foreign
policies. One participant (von der Gablentz 1979: 691) recalls that:

The intense system of Community briefings and the constant exchange of views
on all levels have created a high degree of predictability of the partners’ behavior
on which everyone has learned to rely . . . EPC has become an efficient confidence-
building measure among Community partners in the field of foreign policy and an
important educational process for something like 5,000 diplomats in nine foreign
services.29

According to other EPC insiders, “There are no longer any surprises” (in
foreign policy), and “we all know each other’s minds.”30 Or as another
participant noted, “For diplomats it’s not the end result that counts, but
the atmosphere and the sense of mutual understanding” (Wallace and
Allen 1977: 232). Encouraging openness and trust was the most basic
function of EPC, and here it succeeded brilliantly.

Second, information-sharing helped define European foreign policy as an
issue-area or policy domain. Since the Luxembourg Report was so open-
ended about the “great international problems” EPC was supposed to
address, EU states gradually learned what activities and topics were ap-
propriate in that forum, as opposed to being handled on a purely national
basis. In the words of one long-time participant, a “European dimension”
was built into policy issues which previously had been almost exclusively
based on national considerations (de Schoutheete de Tervarent 1980:
118). Some of these issues were established by the European Council;

28 I should make clear that I am not arguing that EU foreign policy officials transferred their
loyalties to the collective enterprise, as Haas (1961: 366) once suggested of the process
of political integration. Supporting such a claim would require a far more systematic and
extensive study of the mind-set of EPC/CFSP participants than I can offer here, although
I suspect such a change has occurred among some officials (for a similar argument, see
Wessels 1982: 13).

29 This attitude was reflected in personal interviews with other EPC/CFSP participants,
Brussels, 1995–96.

30 Quoted in Allen and Wallace 1982: 29. They also note that one EU member state
representative to London in 1973 complained that, thanks to EPC, the desk officer on
Vietnam in the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office was better informed than he
was about his home foreign ministry’s thinking on Southeast Asia.
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most, however, emerged at lower levels of contact between those involved
in foreign policy on a regular basis. As Hill and Wallace put it (1996: 6):

From the perspective of a diplomat in the foreign ministry of a member state,
styles of operating and communication have been transformed. The COREU
telex network, EPC working groups, joint declarations, joint reporting, even the
beginnings of staff exchanges among foreign ministries and shared embassies:
all these have moved the conduct of national foreign policy away from the old
nation-state national sovereignty model towards a collective endeavor, a form of
high-level networking with transformationalist effects and even more potential.

Third, within the bounds of these appropriate issues and problems
(which expanded over the years), information-sharing within EPC helped
produce common viewpoints and analyses.31 EPC explicitly encouraged the
search for joint gains and common perceptions of problems, and a dis-
tinct communauté de vue on foreign policy issues emerged. In other words,
transgovernmental relations were structured here to produce consensus,
not for the more self-interested purpose of exploiting divisions in other
member states’ domestic politics, as some analysts of two-level games
have argued (Knopf 1993). Personalities and tenure of office mattered of
course, as did the commitment to develop a new system for common ob-
jectives, but thanks to the general tendency toward information-sharing
and consultation, officials also felt more committed to the EPC com-
munauté de vue since they had been closely involved in its articulation.
Through the organization of its working groups and other mechanisms
described in this chapter, EPC divided external problems into geographic
and functional compartments. The idea was that common analyses of
problems encouraged common solutions; such collective behavior is at
odds with much of the bargaining-based literature on the role of infor-
mation in international cooperation under anarchy.

Fourth, information-sharing had an evaluative component, in that EU
states discussed not only the performance of EPC in specific areas, but
also its overall development and effectiveness as an institution. European
foreign policy cooperation raised expectations among EU member states,
and both positive and negative results fed back into the system through
these communication channels. Together, these aspects of institutional-
ized information-sharing helped drive the process forward and change na-
tional foreign policymaking styles despite the absence of central authority
or a permanent bureaucracy. As a result, “officials with less than twenty
years’ experience of national diplomatic service have grown up entirely
within the context of European Political Cooperation, taking as given the

31 Similarly, regime theorists include “principles” in their analyses, which are defined as
“beliefs of fact, causation, and rectitude” (Krasner 1983b: 2).
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exchange of confidential information not only about third countries but
about their own governments’ intentions and domestic constraints” (Hill
and Wallace 1996: 11–12).

Fifth and finally, information-sharing helped increase the demand for
additional norms and rules of behavior to address common foreign policy
problems, and to aid in the day-to-day management of EPC. This aspect
of institutionalization is taken up in the next chapter.

Beyond these effects of institutionalized communication, EPC contin-
ued to break down the desired distinction between EPC and EC affairs.
The way EPC began to imitate Community policymaking structures (in-
stitutional isomorphism) was mentioned in the previous chapter. After the
Copenhagen Report, the sheer density and complexity of the transgovern-
mental EPC network provided many opportunities for officials to discuss
EC and EPC issues together, despite the wishes of some member govern-
ments (such as France) to prevent this. Diplomats in the missions of EU
member states to third countries (and their local interlocutors) rarely if
ever observed the formal distinction between EPC and the EC, and they
could hardly be forced to do so by their foreign ministries. Similarly, EC
organizations could not be forced to treat foreign policy cooperation and
economic integration as wholly separate domains. Finally, in EU capitals,
discussions about the connection between the EC and EPC took place at
first on an informal basis at all levels from the working groups upwards;
this practice was gradually endorsed by successive EPC reports.32 Even
EU foreign ministers had their own institutionalized opportunities to dis-
cuss EPC and EC affairs together, primarily through their informal and
secret “Gymnich-type” meetings (named after the Schloss Gymnich near
Bonn where the first was one held in 1974; see below).

To be sure, several other factors were involved in the early breakdown of
the barrier between EC and EPC affairs. Most notably, a decisive change
in French policy took place after Giscard d’Estaing won the French presi-
dency on May 9, 1974 following the death of Georges Pompidou. Giscard
clearly was more “pro-EC” than both de Gaulle and Pompidou, and his
new foreign minister, Jean Sauvergnargues, said he saw no harm in link-
ing the EC with EPC issues (Allen and Wallace 1982: 30). Although it
still had the atmosphere of an informal club, some logistical support for
EPC was necessary and all EU states (especially small ones) were aware
of the need to preserve traditional EC procedures. Without a permanent
staff to manage EPC and keep it separate from the EC, the creation of
a transgovernmental infrastructure was an acceptable, low-cost alterna-
tive, but it was still a major step in the institutionalization of EU foreign

32 Interviews with former EPC officials, Brussels, 1996.
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108 The institutionalization of cooperation

policy cooperation. While the specific norms and rules of EPC eventually
emerged through a sometimes painful process of trial and error, few EU
states could object to the seemingly harmless lower-level links between
their professional bureaucrats and diplomats.

Substantive EPC outcomes

As EPC was still emerging in the mid-1970s, the changes of process
discussed above probably were far more important to the development
of EU foreign policy than any substantive external policies. Like the
Luxembourg Report before it, the Copenhagen Report was in effect for
roughly three years before further efforts were taken to enhance EPC (the
Tindemans Report of January 1976, which is considered in the next
chapter). Yet even in the few years between the Copenhagen and Tinde-
mans Reports we can observe two important substantive developments in
European foreign policy.

First, the immediate years after the Copenhagen Report saw the emer-
gence of a new EPC policy tool: institutionalized regional political dialogues.
The first use of this tool involved the Arab states, and its provisions will be
discussed below. At this point it need only be recognized that the Copen-
hagen Report did not provide any guidelines for such dialogues, other
than to promote the formulation of medium- and long-term common
positions. Yet events in the Middle East in 1973 prompted EU states to
put their relations with the Arab states on a firmer footing and the out-
come ultimately set a precedent for dialogues with other third parties.
Second, EPC made its first experiments with crisis management, another
exogenous functional rationale for institutional change.33 These efforts
involved the EU’s responses to the 1973 October War, which broke out
soon after the Copenhagen Report was finalized, the Portuguese Revo-
lution of April 1974, the July 1974 Cyprus coup, and the execution of
Basque terrorists in Spain in late 1975, which the EU was unable to pre-
vent. The results were mixed, but in each case the EU learned a new
and different lesson about the limits of EPC and the importance of closer
linkages to EC procedures. The October War will be considered below
in the broader context of EU–Middle East relations; for the moment I
review the most important lessons from the other three crises.

33 EPC documents do not clearly define the term “crisis”; this was always a case-by-case
political decision. However, for the purposes of analytical clarity, we can define crises as
situations where participants believe that: (1) the stakes are high and involve a threat to
basic values or interests; (2) the probability of violence is high; and (3) there is a finite
time limit for a response. Often an element of surprise is involved as well (Winn 1996:
Chapter 1).
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The Portuguese issue was raised by the Dutch at an EPC meeting
on June 10, 1974, but it resulted in only a weak statement hoping for
democracy in Portugal and offering support to foster social and economic
development for the Portuguese. However, an EPC Southern European
working group was created and charged with the task of considering the
issue in more detail. Further action on this question stalled for over a
year primarily because of French objections about taking more decisive
measures in the context of EPC. In an important precedent, EU foreign
ministers finally agreed on October 7, 1975 to provide financial aid to
Portugal in the amount of 150 million units of account drawn on the
European Investment Bank (EIB), and to open discussions on the im-
provement of the EC’s existing trade agreement with Portugal (which
had entered into effect in January 1973). In addition to this first use of
an EC competency as a political tool since the creation of EPC (an ac-
tion which took place in the context of both EPC and EC procedures;
see Chapter 5),34 the EIB loan is also notable for the active involvement
of the Commission as a neutral diplomatic link between the Portuguese
regime and the EU since national channels were subject to politicization
by domestic actors.

In Cyprus, the UK was in a key position given its role in providing
security for the island, and the British indeed attempted to make use
of EPC by encouraging negotiations between the Greeks and the Turks.
Toward this end, EPC rapidly produced a statement supporting the “in-
dependence and territorial integrity” of the island and opposing “any
intervention or interference” tending to put those goals in question. This
position was communicated to the Cyprus government and to Athens and
Ankara through the French EU presidency.35 The warning of course did
not prevent Turkish intervention, but all three countries involved enjoyed
Association Agreements with the EC and they were keenly sensitive to
the disruption of these agreements. Although the EC did not make an ex-
plicit threat to break its Association Agreements with Cyprus, Greece, or
Turkey, the EU’s collective diplomacy through EPC (and its cooperation
with the US through a new mechanism; see below) helped to encourage
a temporary cease-fire on July 23, 1974 (Nuttall 1992a: 120). The EU

34 Van Praag 1982a: 98. This is not to say that EPC directed or instructed the EC to take
action with the loan and trade agreement (such provisions did not exist at the time), only
that discussions on the issue took place in both forums. In the end, it was the EC that
took action on the issue, and Nuttall argues (1992a: 125) that in fact the EIB loan “ran
roughshod” over usual EC procedures in the way it was agreed (under pressure from the
European Council). EPC would have to wait for several years before it was able to use
EC resources for its own ends; this development is considered in the next chapter.

35 “Communiqué by the Nine Governments on the Situation in Cyprus” (Paris, July 16,
1974).
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110 The institutionalization of cooperation

also abandoned its neutral position regarding disputes between Greece
and Turkey (especially as Greece announced its intention to join the EU
after the fall of the colonels on July 24), indicating that it was ready to
take sides on political issues despite its desire to maintain good relations
with both countries.36 However, EPC was still reluctant to use EC mea-
sures (such as breaking Association Agreements) for its own ends; this
attitude would diminish in the next few years. Moreover, once the Turks
invaded the island, EPC found it increasingly difficult to maintain a uni-
fied stance. The EU gradually backed off from the crisis, content to play
the passive role of an “adviser” while the UN and the US took the lead
from that point on.37 However, as we shall see in Chapter 6, while EPC
found it difficult to respond, the Commission attempted to use the pend-
ing negotiations of the second stage of the EC’s Association Agreement
with Cyprus as a bargaining chip.

The limitations of EPC, particularly in terms of giving so much dis-
cretion to the EU presidency, also were highlighted during the Spanish
crisis. Rather than calling for face-to-face meetings among EU diplomats
to react to the pending executions of five Basques in September 1975, the
Italian EU presidency relied primarily on the COREU system to forge
a common EPC position (Nuttall 1997b: 29). This approach was more
time-consuming, and it was not until three days before the executions
took place (September 27) that EPC agreed to the principle of a joint
action on the issue. A position was finally worked out among the EU’s
foreign ministers at the UN; this too was weak as it only appealed to
Spain’s sense of mercy and did not condemn the Spanish justice system
or threaten stronger measures on the part of the EU. As in the Portuguese
crisis, the Dutch (and the Danes) called for such action, but it was held
up until the last minute primarily because of French objections. Even
then, action within EPC was timid, as seven out of nine EU states failed
to coordinate the withdrawal of their ambassadors to Spain, thus weak-
ening the collective impact of the gesture. They also failed to coordinate
the return of their ambassadors, yet another reasonable suggestion of the
Dutch and Danes. And once again, the Commission (with much sup-
port from the EP) took the lead in proposing more concrete joint action
on the issue, first in the form of a protest on the day of the executions,

36 The Greek coup in 1967 had led to a partial “freezing” of its Association Agreement
with the EC, but this situation did not change as a result of the Cyprus coup (van Praag
1982a).

37 Van Praag 1982a: 100. Hill (1992: 140) notes that unlike the Portuguese situation, the
Cyprus invasion was not perceived as a crisis by the EU. However, given the military
ramifications of the Cyprus episode, and compared to most other long-term issues con-
sidered in EPC, the Cyprus case can be considered a crisis for the purposes of this
study.
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followed by a statement that the Commission could not proceed with ne-
gotiations concerning commercial relations with Spain. The Council of
Ministers somewhat reluctantly endorsed this decision in the face of di-
visions between the “moralists” (such as Denmark and the Netherlands)
and the “pragmatists” (such as France, Germany, and the UK), but at
least the EC was able to signify its displeasure with the Spanish govern-
ment through a tangible political action (van Praag 1982a: 102–103).

These difficulties clearly can be attributed to a general lack of collec-
tive political will, but institutional limitations also played a major part.
There were no planning capabilities for EPC, no firm procedures for cri-
sis management or even a clear definition of a crisis in EPC texts,38 no
procedures to use EC tools for EPC/political ends, and no real definitions
of common interests or values (such as support for democracy or human
rights) on which to base joint action.39 As intergovernmental theory ex-
pects, the Commission was unable to play a stronger role in EPC because
several EU states, who were also opposed to the idea of using any EC re-
sources for external political ends, objected. Still, during all three crises
there was a clear resort to EC instruments (the EIB loan for Portugal;
the agreement to develop an Association Agreement with Cyprus; and
the postponement of trade talks with Spain), though in a tenuous way,40

with consistent involvement by the Commission even at this early stage,
despite the lack of concrete provisions for such actions in EPC reports.
Finally, EPC saw the active use of common declarations and démarches in
all cases, indicating the general acceptance of these policy tools (although
these were somewhat limited during the Spanish crisis). Thus, although
EPC was not yet robust enough to take an active, independent role, par-
ticularly where military forces were involved, it can still be considered a
success in that policy differences during these crises were at least partly
moderated by EPC, while diplomatic efforts were largely channeled into
common and productive (rather than self-interested and counterproduc-
tive) deliberations. These results clearly demonstrated EPC’s usefulness
as a confidence-building mechanism and its potential as a tool for cri-
sis management, both of which would encourage additional institutional
change.

38 Under the terms of the Luxembourg Report (Part II, Section 2), “Should a grave crisis or
matter of particular urgency arise, extraordinary consultations will be arranged between
the governments of member states. The chairman [EU presidency] will get in touch with
his colleagues in order to determine the best way of ensuring such consultation.”

39 For similar arguments see van Praag 1982a: 104–108; Nuttall 1997b: 29.
40 Van Praag (1982a: 108) notes that even in the difficult cases of Portugal, Cyprus, and

Spain, “Despite the jealousies that exist within the separate structures there is scope
for EPC policy to be executed with Community instruments, having been transmitted
across the increasingly sophisticated, if still largely ad hoc, coordination network.”
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112 The institutionalization of cooperation

Beyond these key developments, the post-Copenhagen Report period
saw changes to other substantive EPC policies. In the Middle East, EPC
was compelled to take the first concrete steps toward the Euro-Arab Dia-
logue very soon after the Copenhagen Report was announced. During the
1973 October War in the Middle East, France once again attempted to
take the lead in handling the crisis. Unlike in 1967, however, the French
now called for a collective European response to the war rather than at-
tempting to coordinate a great power summit outside the EU. Still, the
prospects for European cooperation seemed even less promising than
they had been during the 1967 war, given the failed attempt by the EU
to maintain a coordinated response to the 1973 oil embargo. This failure
resulted in different treatment for EU states under the Arab oil embargo
and provoked serious Franco-German divisions over American propos-
als for an oil consumers’ cartel.41 The resulting Copenhagen summit of
the Nine in December caused the EU even more embarrassment when
four Arab foreign ministers showed up uninvited and requested a more
structured relationship between the Arab states and the EU.42 This bold
external request stimulated the preparations for what was to become the
Euro-Arab Dialogue. Finally, institutional problems compounded the po-
litical ones: there were no provisions in the EC/EPC for any regional or
group-to-group dialogue, except perhaps for the EC’s limited Associ-
ation Agreements and the Yaoundé/Lomé conventions, which were
strictly confined to economic issues (and the Yaoundé/Lomé conventions
were further confined to developing countries).

Yet the EU took a bold leap of faith on the issue. In doing so it not
only created a new policy tool but also institutionalized one of the most
important norms of EU foreign policy: promoting regional cooperation
or integration along EU lines in other troubled areas of the world. In this
case, an EPC foreign ministers’ meeting in Brussels in March 1974 re-
sulted in a threefold plan of action to deal with the Arabs. This involved
opening contacts with the twenty member states of the Arab League, the
establishment of a number of joint Euro-Arab working groups, and plans
for a conference of EU–Arab foreign ministers. This plan was immedi-
ately thrown into confusion when Henry Kissinger angrily accused the
Europeans of endangering his diplomatic efforts in the Middle East. It
was not until the Europeans and the Americans resolved their differences
over the question of Atlantic consultation in mid-1974 (with yet another

41 The Netherlands (like the US) was completely embargoed, France and the UK were
viewed as “friendly” by the Arabs and received normal supplies of oil, and the other Six
were threatened with phased reductions of 5 percent per month.

42 Lieber (1976: 18) suggests that the UK and France actually invited the Arabs to Copen-
hagen.
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informal institutional arrangement; see below) that EPC could proceed
with the Euro-Arab Dialogue.

Perhaps inevitably, the Dialogue developed by virtue of the fact that
the most divisive problems, and the ones which had prompted it, were
left off the table at first. These involved the war in the Middle East and oil
prices/supplies. In what would become a common pattern for European
foreign policy, discussions on the issue started by emphasizing com-
monalities rather than differences. However, although EU states agreed
that economic and development issues would be stressed (suggesting the
Community as the appropriate forum for consultation), the problems of
the region were explosive enough to warrant the use of EPC (rather than
the EC) for conducting the Euro-Arab Dialogue. This unusual decision
to have EPC handle issues that should have been an EC competency
laid the foundations for an increasing institutional fusion of the two do-
mains. This took place only within the context of EU–Arab relations at
first, but later involved other important external relationships of the EU.
This fusion is taken up in more detail in Chapter 6; for the moment, it
need only be stressed that the structure of the Euro-Arab Dialogue (ini-
tially involving a General Commission and seven joint working groups,
most of which involved EC competencies) encouraged a much closer
working relationship between the EC and EPC than some Europeans,
mainly the French, preferred.

The Dialogue is also significant for the way it affected EPC itself, in
particular the way leadership and responsibility for European foreign pol-
icy are shared among EU states through the institution of the EU pres-
idency. The Dialogue began with a very rocky start when the Arabs de-
manded observer status for the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
at the General Commission during Ireland’s first EU presidency in
the first half of 1975. Under what became known as the “Dublin
formula,” the Dialogue was able to proceed after Irish foreign minister
Garret FitzGerald convinced both sides to allow the working groups to
begin their discussions even though the General Commission was held
up, then to structure the Dialogue on the basis of regional (rather than
national) delegations. This formula enabled the Europeans to put off for
several years the terribly difficult question of bestowing diplomatic recog-
nition on the PLO, while allowing the players to hold the first session of
the General Commission in May 1976 (Al-Mani 1983; Allen and Pijpers
1984). This meeting will be considered in the next chapter in the context
of related moves toward rule-making in EPC.

The impact of the Copenhagen Report on EPC’s consideration of East–
West relations coincided with the second stage of the CSCE meetings in
Geneva, from September 1973 to July 1975. Here the transgovernmental
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network of working groups was the most complex, with up to fifteen spe-
cial committees of the Nine meeting on a regular basis. Between this
institutional EC–EPC linkage and the incredible density of the prepara-
tory network, the EU achieved a very high degree of coordination during
the talks leading up to the Helsinki Final Act in August 1975. The EU’s
consensus position regarding the CSCE process was expressed in a key
declaration of the European Council on July 17, 1975.43 In fact, coordi-
nation here was so successful that EPC’s Political Committee agreed to
continue its cooperation on CSCE matters after the conference, primarily
by commenting on the long text of the Final Act. CSCE working groups
and sub-working groups were mobilized toward this end, preparing their
commentary through the summer of 1976. Both EU states and the Com-
mission were closely involved in this massive project, which produced a
text of about 450 pages. During this time as well, the Nine established a
permanent group in Geneva to handle relations between the CSCE and
the UN Economic Commission in Europe following the Final Act. How-
ever, according to von Gröll (1982: 65), it was not entirely clear whether
this group was part of EPC or part of the EC’s own Committee of Perma-
nent Representatives. The confusion reflected the growing difficulty of
compartmentalizing the EU’s external relations into economic (EC) and
political (EPC) affairs, especially with issues as broad and complex as the
CSCE process. This Geneva group was perhaps the only permanent or-
ganizational manifestation of EPC (other than the COREU system) until
the EPC Secretariat was established in 1986, and it represented Europe’s
continued commitment to its most visible and successful foreign policy
at the time.

EPC also attempted to move beyond its newly institutionalized poli-
cies concerning the Middle East and East–West relations in the period
following the Copenhagen Report. One major priority concerned the
United States. By seeming to vacillate between ignorance and a divide-
and-conquer strategy toward Europe (which often left France at odds
with the rest of the EU), the US had seriously complicated the EPC dis-
cussions surrounding the Paris summit and Copenhagen Report. After
EPC decided to proceed with the Euro-Arab Dialogue, where Kissinger
was pushing his own solution to the problems in the Middle East, the
Europeans felt that something had to be done to stop the US from com-
plaining about every new attempt to improve political cohesion in Europe.
The response was formulated in a new EPC institutional device, the
“Gymnich-type” meetings among EU foreign ministers. These meetings

43 “Statement by the Second European Council on the United Nations and the CSCE”
(Brussels, July 17, 1975).
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are held over the weekend in some pleasant place so that EU foreign min-
isters can informally discuss whatever they want. Supporting officials are
not invited, no formal decisions are taken, and no official record is kept,
but EC and EPC topics are always discussed together at these meetings
(Nuttall 1992a: 15).

The first such meeting on April 20–21, 1974 helped to break the stale-
mate between France and its eight EU partners over relations with the
US. In one of EPC’s most important decisions, the so-called “Gymnich
formula,”44 the Nine established the principle of periodic consultations
with allied or friendly countries, starting with the US. In announcing
this policy on June 10–11, 1974, German foreign minister Hans Diet-
rich Genscher called it a “gentlemen’s agreement” designed to promote
“smooth and pragmatic” consultations with the US (Nuttall 1992a: 91).
Genscher and Kissinger met on June 11 as well, and Kissinger announced
afterward that they had reached full agreement on the idea of regular con-
sultations. He also ceased his objections to the European efforts in the
Middle East (Kohler 1982: fn. 9). This new informal but clearly institu-
tionalized procedure led to a continuous dialogue with the US on foreign
policy problems, and helped overcome America’s opposition to EPC. In-
stituted at the Ottawa summit later in 1974, the agreement undoubtedly
paved the way for the Euro-Arab Dialogue, and proved very useful dur-
ing the Cyprus crisis, allowing the EU and the US to coordinate their
policies.

With the raised stature of EPC under the Copenhagen Report, EU
governments also began to turn their attention to the situation in South
Africa. However, national policies toward this country continued to dom-
inate until the Portuguese revolution in 1974 and its subsequent impact
on Portugal’s colonial relationships in Africa and elsewhere. Although
this event focused world attention on the African situation, the EU still
was unable to act in concert under the EPC mechanism. For example,
the EU could not even complete its coordination of the recognition of the
MPLA government in Angola when the French decided to act ahead of
their EPC partners. EPC did not produce its first real declaration until
February 23, 1976, when it finally condemned the policy of apartheid in
South Africa.45 EPC was also unable to follow up this statement at the
UN later that year, when the EU’s three larger states (France, Germany,
and the UK) voted against a series of UN resolutions calling for embar-
goes on investment, trade, and arms, and the end of sporting contacts

44 The name derives from the fact that the agreement to consult with allies was made during
a Gymnich-type meeting of EU foreign ministers.

45 EC Foreign Ministers, “Statement on the Situation in Southern Africa” (Luxembourg,
February 23, 1976).
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with South Africa. The EPC moralists (Denmark, Ireland, the Nether-
lands, and to a lesser extent, Italy) chose to support the measures (van
Praag 1982b). Rhetoric remained the EU’s rule regarding South Africa
for the time being, until EPC took its first steps toward a more active
policy. These steps will be considered in the next chapter.

Finally, the immediate post-Copenhagen Report years saw the first
formal EC contact with Central America.46 This involved a visit by
Sir Christopher Soames, then vice-president of the Commission, to the
headquarters of the Central American Common Market (CACM) in
Guatemala City in 1975. Soames met with the economic ministers of
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua, and with
the secretary-general of the CACM.47 Prior to this visit, the EU had dis-
played very little interest in Latin America. Economic links were under-
developed, and there was still some sensitivity to the Monroe Doctrine,
America’s long-standing, and controversial, expression of dominance in
this increasingly troubled region. Only France was willing to challenge
the US predilection for asserting itself in the Western Hemisphere; this
defiance took the form of French arms sales to Cuba and their vote against
the US in the UN Security Council after the US invaded the Dominican
Republic in 1965 (Hertogs 1985: 69–70). While most EU states were still
content to take a back-seat role to the US in the region, the Soames visit
opened the door to a common European policy here. Economic decline,
increasing debt, fears of US interference, and growing political instability
made the states of the region far more receptive to European overtures.
The real turning point came only a few years afterward, with the downfall
of the Somoza dictatorship, the installation of the Sandanista regime in
Nicaragua, and the civil war in El Salvador (Duran 1988). These events
helped to “internationalize” what had been a regional crisis, thus stimu-
lating the involvement of the Europeans. This case and those mentioned
above will be revisited in later chapters as we delve deeper into the insti-
tutional expansion of EU foreign policy.

46 Limited contacts between the EC and Central America had taken place in 1968 and
1971; these focused on complaints by Central America about protectionism in the Com-
munity and did not achieve significant results.

47 EC Bulletin 9 (1975): 64.
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5 Norms, rules, and laws in European
foreign policy

The Luxembourg and Copenhagen Reports clearly laid the foundations
for intensive information-sharing about foreign policy among EU mem-
ber states. Yet we can say much more about the relationship between in-
stitutionalized communication and international cooperation than those
who view cooperation as one-shot deals or quid pro quo contracts. When
patterns of communication persist and become increasingly complex and
dense, whether by accident or design, the demand for common standards
of behavior may grow as actors continue to engage one another. The
emergence of these standards, or norms, takes collective behavior to a
higher level of institutionalization by translating general values or ideas
into specific behavior patterns. In the case of EU foreign policy, norms
helped EPC progress from a passive forum or talking shop to a more ac-
tive, collective, foreign policymaking mechanism. This occurred despite
the fact that EU governments continued to claim the right to maintain
their sovereignty and flexibility over foreign policy and often rejected the
formal legalization of their cooperation in this domain.

The specific processes involved in this transition are the subject of this
chapter. As I proposed in Chapter 2, norm development can be conceived
in terms of several steps: (1) the emergence of informal (uncodified) cus-
toms, or the (often unspoken) traditions and practices that emerged in
day-to-day interactions among EPC officials; (2) the codification or or-
dering of these informal customs into explicit, written norms; (3) the tran-
sition from explicit norms to rules (rights and obligations), as reflected
in EPC reports; and (4) the transition from rules into formal laws (legal
rules), which involve behavioral and legal obligations.

The notion of customary law is particularly important to EU foreign
policy since EPC was not a treaty until 1986. Customs can ripen into
international law when three conditions are present: the customs or prac-
tices are fairly uniform, they persist over a period of time, and they are
observed on the basis of opinio juris. That is, actors must believe, or at
least act as if, the customs are legally binding even if they never formally
agreed to them as such. These customs can be imposed, negotiated, or

117
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emerge in a spontaneous fashion, as with markets or rules of language
(Axelrod 1986; March and Olsen 1989; Nadelmann 1990; Legro 1997).
Since EPC customs were not imposed by a hegemonic state or other au-
thoritative actor (such as the European Court of Justice), were codified
on the basis on consensus, and did not ordinarily involve bargains among
the actors involved, I argue that most innovation (or norm-creation) took
place in the transgovernmental communications network and depended
on the culture of problem-solving described in the previous chapter. More
specifically, we can identify three general types of norm-creation that took
place within EPC. These are (1) rituals or habits; (2) trial and error adap-
tation; and (3) imitation (or institutional isomorphism). In addition, the
institutional logics of functionality and appropriateness are both relevant
here: actors may rely on instrumental rationality when they devise a new
norm to solve a problem, but these new norms often must also conform
to, or at least respect, the existing institutional framework that governs
the problem domain. The key point is that the normative response to
any external or internal stimulus also strongly depends on the fit of a
proposed norm within the existing collective decision-making system.

How a norm is created also conditions its influence on social actors.
Imposed and negotiated norms generally reflect other incentives (in the
form of coercion or reciprocal favorable treatment) rather than possess
some inherent power or legitimacy of their own. However, when norms
are spontaneously generated by voluntaristic actors, even in the context of
debate or argument, they can acquire some measure of legitimacy which
encourages compliance on this basis alone. As norms reduce uncertainties
about behavior among a given set of actors, actors will support such
norms to the extent that stable patterns of interaction help them solve
problems (functional logic), reinforce existing norms (appropriateness
logic), or maintain valued social relationships (socialization logic).1 Once
a norm has matured into a rule or law over time, violation of it can
result in internal psychological discomfort and external embarrassment
among actors even in the absence of some authority to impose compliance
through punishments (Axelrod 1986; North 1990). When made public,
such norms can also encourage “rhetorical entrapment” since actors must
live up to the norm or risk shame or serious damage to their reputations,
which can, in turn, erode their political power (Schimmelfennig 2001).
Thus, even without explicit compliance or sanctioning mechanisms, and
even without codification in a treaty or reinforcement by a court, norms
can acquire enough legitimacy to influence state behavior. This legitimacy

1 These dynamics also involve the issue of coherence, which is explored further in
Chapter 8.
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Norms, rules, and laws in European foreign policy 119

clarifies the rights and duties of the members of a social group (or polity,
in the case of the EU), and involves a change from an instrumental,
regulatory conception of institutions to a more deontological view, in
the sense that they frame standards of behavior in terms of obligations,
duties, or moral purpose.

This argument is further supported by the notion “soft law,” or “rules
of conduct which, in principle, have no legally binding force but which
nevertheless may have practical effects.”2 Dehousse and Weiler (1991)
have argued that a “sociological” view of such soft laws makes them legal
when actors increasingly justify their behavior in terms of norms (even
when defecting), and that EPC could be understood as a system of soft
law until it was codified as “hard law” with the Single European Act
(SEA). Also, the fact that sovereignty in EPC was pooled or ceded to a
center (the EU presidency supported by the transgovernmental network)
created the impression that it had legal personality, although EPC was
of course neither a state nor an international organization (Lodge 1989).
Viewing norms as standards about what is valued rather than as mere
expectations, constraints, or habits invests them with a higher moral pur-
pose, from which we get our respect for law.3 In short, while norms can
be used, in a narrow functional manner, to stop undesirable activity and
to encourage desirable activity, they also represent common aspirations,
values, and moral goals in line with the logics of appropriateness or so-
cialization (Kindleberger 1986). These symbolic purposes of norms are
clearly reflected in the history of European integration, and this is no less
true with EU foreign policy.

Thus, to the extent that EU foreign policy norms persist over time, are
clearly defined, are linked to previous norms, mature into legally bind-
ing obligations, are used as points of reference for future norms, and
are internalized in EU member states through socialization processes,
they have been institutionalized and are likely to influence state behavior.
Moreover, to the extent that EPC norms are related to EC treaties and
case law, and are endorsed or interpreted by the EC’s supranational or-
ganizations (chiefly the European Court of Justice), they have also been
legalized.4 These ideas form the structure of this chapter. In the next sec-
tion, I focus on the development and effects of procedural or constitutive

2 This definition is found in Snyder 1993, cited in Cram 1997: 4.
3 For example, tacit rules, as existed between the superpowers (in the form of precedents,

traditions, recurring patterns of behavior, and lessons from history), may have created
expectations about behavior (Keal 1983; Gaddis 1986) but they were not necessarily viewed
as obligations. Also note that the regime literature defines norms in terms of expectations.

4 By “legalization” I mean that EPC norms have been (1) explicitly clarified as rules (usu-
ally by written expression); (2) codified, or ordered, in relation to other rules in that
setting and in related settings; and (3) invested with the status of law, which involves legal
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norms on European foreign policy during the period surrounding the
1981 London Report, the primary focus of this chapter. Of particular
importance was the increasing tendency for EPC decisions to be tied to
the EC’s own legal, treaty-based procedures, even though, as Wessels once
observed (1982: 14–15), “discussions about legal questions which aimed
to avoid or produce precedents rarely occurred in EPC.” Following my
discussion of EPC’s major procedural norms, I examine the development
and effects of substantive or regulatory norms on European foreign policy.
Finally, although I analyze these sets of norms separately, it should be
stressed that the distinction between procedural and substantive norms
is not a sharp one; it is more of a conceptual distinction than an empirical
one. Institution-building (through procedures) and cooperation (through
substantive policies) interact with each other and it is not always possible
to specify which process is taking precedence. Still, it should be noted
that EPC officials themselves found it useful to distinguish their norms
explicitly in two ways (procedural and substantive) to help clarify their as-
sociated obligations. As we shall see, they clearly observed a difference be-
tween the general “rules of game” for EPC decision-making and the more
specific policy requirements in certain geographic or functional areas.

Procedural norms of European foreign policy

Conceptualizing the role of norms in EU foreign policy cooperation is a
difficult task. Given the inherent sensitivity of the issue-area and EPC’s
informal nature, norms took time to develop and arduous debates took
place whenever any actor attempted to formalize them.5 As the legal-
ization of EPC was such a contentious topic, the system did not even
gain treaty status until 1986 with the SEA. Indeed, EPC would not have
been created at all if EU states had deliberately attempted to impose legal
rules on themselves. In the words of one former EPC participant, “The
first decade and a half of [European] Political Cooperation [was] marked
by extreme conservatism in the drafting of theoretical papers and bold
innovation on the ground” (Nuttall 1992a: 54).

Since theoretical debates over formal rules were more spirited and in-
tensive than those concerning substantive policy questions, one of the
most trenchant criticisms of EPC was that its procedures were em-
phasized over its substance (Wallace and Allen 1977). Indeed, EPC’s

(i.e., formal and justiciable) rights and obligations toward other actors. Such legalization
imposes new demands on actors as they continue to institutionalize a social space; this
argument is developed in more detail in Smith 2001a.

5 Interviews with former EPC participants, Brussels, 1995–96.
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procedures at first were its substance; they were more important in and
of themselves (primarily for internal confidence-building) rather than for
their utility in attaining some desired external policy goal. The heated
debates over how to articulate EPC in terms of rights and obligations
reflect the extent to which norms rely upon common meanings or dis-
course (Kratochwil 1989: 5–6). The search for a specific vocabulary on
which to base EPC’s rules was in fact often highly problematic, as general
terms such as “common foreign policy,” “obligations,” “security affairs,”
“defense,” and so on were long prohibited. Additionally, for some states
(such as Denmark and Ireland) debates over procedure were as difficult
as those over substance because of the thorny domestic constitutional is-
sues they raised; thus they were avoided as much as possible. As another
observer once remarked, “Pragmatism is one of the main features gov-
erning political cooperation. The fixing of rules and procedures in official
texts before they have proven their usefulness is alien to EPC procedure”
(Regelsberger 1991: 163). However, once EPC procedures were estab-
lished, even informally, EU states generally supported their “correct” use
on good faith, even if they did not agree with specific policies.6 This be-
came especially important as EPC norms and procedures increasingly
overlapped with those of the EC, and vice versa.

The emergence and effects of procedural EPC norms

The period between 1977 and 1986 is the most important for our analysis
of the production of EPC procedural norms, although such norms were
of course established before and after this time period. After the 1973
Copenhagen Report, EPC resulted in only one more public codification
of its procedures (the 1981 London Report) until it was legalized with
the SEA in 1986. The London Report is the focus of this chapter; the
SEA is the subject of Chapter 6. And although several EC organizations
had produced reports on the idea of “European Union” by the mid-
1970s,7 which involved a common foreign policy, these did not provoke
summit-level intergovernmental agreements about EPC similar to the
Luxembourg and Copenhagen Reports.

For example, the Tindemans Report on European Union of January
1976 proposed an end to the distinction between the ministerial meetings
of the EC and those of EPC, although EPC could maintain its Political

6 Interviews with various EPC/CFSP officials in the Commission, COREPER, and EU
member state foreign ministries, 1995–96.

7 The Commission’s views can be found in the EC Bulletin, supplement 5/75. For the views
of the European Parliament, the European Court of Justice, and the Economic and Social
Committee, see the EC Bulletin, Supplement 9/75.
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Committee structure to prepare EPC ministerial meetings. Like informed
observers in the Commission, Leo Tindemans (the prime minister of
Belgium) thought EPC at that time was better equipped to react rather
than act; in response to this deficiency, he argued that EPC’s procedures
needed to be substantially enhanced. His report also proposed the estab-
lishment of an obligation to arrive at a common decision, which would
move EPC from the coordination of national positions toward a true
common foreign policy governed by laws. To promote such a policy, the
minority would be encouraged (if not required) to adapt to the major-
ity view (Tindemans 1976). However, the Tindemans Report ultimately
was rejected because of these drastic proposals, although, as we shall see,
many of its provisions appeared in later EU foreign policy texts (Ifestos
1987: 192–99; Bulmer and Wessels 1987: 86–87).

With the summit-level codification process stalled by the mid-1970s,8

we must for the moment focus on the informal customs that matured
into written norms during behind-the-scenes discussions among EPC
participants. In particular, I focus on three customs which later devel-
oped into explicit norms: confidentiality, consensus, and consultation. I also
discuss two tacit norms (or unspoken rules) which remained as such dur-
ing the entire history of EPC/CFSP: the notion of domaines réservés, and
the prohibition against hard bargaining.

First, EPC discussions were private; states could not use information
shared during the meetings to embarrass or blame other states. Com-
munication and trust were the foundations of the system; the norm of
secrecy undoubtedly encouraged confidence among EU states since they
typically did not have to fear public politicization of sensitive issues, em-
barrassment at failure, or that information shared would be used against
them. Second, EU states adopted a general rule to consult with each
other before adopting final positions of their own so that EPC was given
a chance to build consensus. This norm was intimately linked to EPC’s
communications network: little progress toward cooperation could be
made if states merely used the system to express rigid foreign policy posi-
tions to each other. With this norm, a “true consultation reflex” emerged,
so that EU member states were rarely willing to “jeopardize present com-
mitments to consult before adopting formal positions or launching na-
tional initiatives on important international questions of mutual concern”
(de Bassompierre 1988: 49). Failure to respect this rule could have ad-
verse consequences for EU states; this fact is clearly reflected in British

8 One minor exception to this argument is that the administrative practices of the European
Council were further institutionalized with the London Declaration of 1977 (reproduced
in the EC Bulletin, No. 6 (1977).
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foreign minister Douglas Hurd’s remark that “perhaps one reason why
these unilateral efforts now usually come to nothing is precisely that they
are unilateral” (Hurd 1981: 389). Moreover, these institutionalized con-
sultations directly led to more substantive norms, which are considered
below. Third, EPC discussions were also conducted with unanimity; any
state could block a discussion of a sensitive matter with little or no justi-
fication. There were no provisions for voting or weighting of votes as in
regular Community affairs.9 This was not necessarily a paralyzing rule, as
one might assume of a consensual system. Officials did not always resort
to the lowest common denominator position or habitually threaten the
veto, but instead tended toward compromise and a median position in
the hopes of finding a solution (Nuttall 1992a: 12).10

The consensus norm is closely related to the two most important tacit
norms or unspoken rules: the notion of domaines réservés and the prohi-
bition against bargaining. First, concerning domaines réservés, EU states
generally avoided discussing issues that were viewed as extremely sensi-
tive by one or more of their partners. Unsurprisingly, consensus was more
easily maintained by respecting these domaines réservés. These included
unilateral problems between member states (such as Northern Ireland),
bilateral “special relationships” whereby one EU state was expected to
take the lead on an issue or could prevent disruption of the status quo
(such as colonial relationships), and crises with military consequences
affecting one or more partners (such as Africa). For a long time, these
situations were outside the scope of EPC, except at the direct initiative
of the EU state(s) claiming the domaine réservé (Franck 1983: 100–102).
Thanks to this understanding, substantive norms in EPC were more easily
defined in terms of what subjects were off-limits rather than what issues
could be discussed, although this norm came under pressure (and the
domaine réservés contracted) as EPC developed and its ambitions grew.
When these common positions were made public and embedded within a
larger normative structure, it became increasingly difficult for EU states
to request special treatment on an issue (i.e., rhetorical entrapment).

The second tacit norm was mentioned in the previous chapter; it in-
volves the prohibition against outright bargaining in EU foreign policy.
Such deal-making regularly occurs in normal EC business, of course,
yet the activities of technical experts in EPC working groups produced
a culture of problem-solving with regards to foreign policy issues. These

9 This situation changed slightly with the Treaty on European Union, as we shall see in
Chapter 7.

10 Interviews with EPC/CFSP participants generally confirmed this finding; Brussels,
1995–96.
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experts attempted to find common viewpoints and solutions without hag-
gling across issues or attempting to purchase support by offering incen-
tives. Again, this is not to say that “splitting the difference” or making
compromises on areas of disagreement did not occur,11 only that, thanks
to this unwritten rule, EU foreign policy officials have always understood
that the hard-bargaining approach to EPC is inappropriate. Of course,
this was true only of decisions about procedural customs and the sub-
stance of foreign policy; bargaining among EU heads of state or govern-
ment about codifying the general institutional form of EU foreign policy
as a treaty did take place during major Intergovernmental Conferences.

In addition to these five norms, many others emerged to improve the
day-to-day functioning of EPC. Although these were not formally cod-
ified for many years, and they were usually “enforced” through intra-
group politics of reputation and persuasion rather than by reference to
legal obligations or sanctions, nonetheless a peculiar set of unwritten
laws emerged during EPC discussions according to ministers, diplomats,
bureaucrats, and scholars familiar with the system.12 Most of these sup-
plementary procedural norms were codified as EPC customs in the short
period following the rejection of the Tindemans Report. Although they
had agreed not to “communitarize” their foreign policy cooperation for
the moment, EPC members also realized that consistency of the policy
process would be difficult in a system with no central bureaucracy and
with rotating directors (the EU presidencies) every six months. Thus, in
1976 Denmark suggested the idea of the coutumier (“custom”), a compi-
lation of all formal and informal working procedures which became the
“bible of EPC” for European Correspondents in foreign ministries. This
was done primarily to smooth transitions between EU presidencies in the
absence of a permanent secretariat (Haagerup and Thune 1983: 110).
EPC customs that found their way into the coutumier (or the acquis poli-
tique, in accord with the acquis communautaire of EC procedures) became
a kind of “EPC common law,” and were subsequently referred to, when
appropriate, by each state holding the EU presidency. EPC officials thus
established, preserved, and applied their own normative precedents in
foreign policy without the involvement of the European Court.

In fact, thanks to the coutumier procedures, long before the SEA many
began to suggest that the informal, extra-legal arrangements worked
out between governments in EPC were sufficiently constraining to be

11 The EC’s practice of “splitting the difference” as an alternative to lowest-common-
denominator bargaining is discussed in Haas 1961: 369.

12 In addition to the insider recollections of de Schoutheete de Tervarent (1980) and Nuttall
(1992a), see von der Gablentz 1979; da Fonseca-Wollheim 1981; Hurd 1981, 1994. Also
interviews with former EPC participants, Brussels, 1995–96.
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considered legally binding. As early as 1977, ten years before the SEA,
Belgian foreign minister Henri Simonet told the EP that in EPC “a kind
of law of custom has emerged . . . which naturally does not envisage any
sanctions but which has nevertheless taken on the character of a recog-
nized rule which can be occasionally broken but whose existence one
still recognizes.”13 Others have argued that even without formal codifi-
cation, the reports and practices of EPC “could well have come to form
a beginning of customary European law as far as applied in practice,
as implementation pursued consistently would have provided validity by
precedent” (Lak 1989: 282). The fact that EPC officials acted as if these
rules were legal (opinio juris vel necessitatis, or sense of legal obligation)
and followed them more or less consistently over time meets the three ba-
sic criteria for customary international law (Dehousse and Weiler 1991:
123).14 In any event, the coutumier was also significant because it repre-
sented an effort to write down, and thus make more permanent, what
had been the unwritten norms of EPC. With this taboo broken, and with
the disappointments of EPC’s response to the Iran and Afghanistan crises
between 1979 and 1980, EU member states entered the next major stage
in EPC’s institutional development: the 1981 London Report.

The London Report on EPC

The London Report was agreed during the British EU presidency, and
was intended to offer practical improvements to EPC without necessar-
ily making the process more supranational. Suggestions toward this end
came in the form of speeches by Douglas Hurd and Lord Carrington, on
two separate occasions in 1980. They stressed three areas for improve-
ment to EPC: an improved consultation mechanism for emergencies or
crises; a permanent, small secretariat to help administrate EPC; and the
need for EU member states to make a stronger political commitment
to EPC. While the proposals received a guarded reception at first, sup-
port gradually increased on the continent, particularly with the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979, which shocked the world. In
the few months after the invasion, Germany, Italy, and France expressed

13 Cited in de Schoutheete de Tervarent 1980: 49.
14 The “guidelines” set down by the European Council on EC/EPC starting in the mid-

1970s similarly raised legal problems, since it too was not an EC body. However, some
have argued that there is nothing in the EC treaties that prevents heads of EU govern-
ments from meeting as the Council of Ministers. This possibility was later codified in the
Amsterdam and Nice Treaties, using the language “The Council (of Ministers), meeting
in the composition of heads of state or government.” The European Council was given
a legal basis under the terms of the SEA, but like EPC it is not subject to the jurisdiction
of the European Court of Justice (Bulmer and Wessels 1987: 78; Johnston 1994: 15).
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their readiness to institutionalize EPC further. Germany and Italy were
particularly creative, working together throughout 1981 to develop the
idea of European union, which inevitably involved the strengthening of
European foreign policy and, if necessary, treaty changes (Ifestos 1987:
285).

These efforts, which led to the “Solemn Declaration on European
Union,” and a draft of the SEA (see Chapter 6) sparked a wide-ranging
debate on European institutional questions. This debate lasted several
years; in the meantime, EU foreign ministers had managed to agree to the
third report on EPC, the London Report, in October 1981. Although
the discussions around this time involved the usual disagreements about
the role of security affairs in EPC, fears among small states about an inter-
governmental EPC dominated by the larger states, and reluctance for the
moment to codify EPC’s procedural changes in the form of a treaty, the
London Report included several enhancements to EPC’s structure while
still keeping the mechanism at arm’s length from the EC. The foreign
ministers expressed their conviction that, while much had been achieved,
the Ten were “still far from playing a role in the world appropriate to their
combined influence.” This declaration revealed a major change in em-
phasis in EPC: from a mere coordination mechanism to an instrument for
asserting the EU’s interests in global affairs (or from negative to positive
integration). To address this perceived deficiency in the performance of
EPC, EU states agreed that changes in the coordination of foreign policy
should be instituted in order to “shape events and not merely react to
them.”15 These changes are summarized in Table 5.1.

As EU states still refused to provide a permanent organization for EPC,
or to delegate more responsibility to the Commission, the London Report
instead focused on expanding the role of the EU presidency. It became
more central as EPC’s main contact with outsiders, which reduced the
importance of bilateral “special relationships” in some cases (Wallace
and Edwards 1976; de Schoutheete de Tervarent 1988). Unique among
most regional economic organizations, the EC has “legal personality,”16

or the formal capacity to enter into international legal agreements.17 EPC,

15 “Report on European Political Cooperation Issued by the Foreign Ministers of the Ten
on 13 October 1981” (London Report), Part I.

16 Articles 210 and 211 of the EC Treaty, Article 184 of the Euratom Treaty, and Article 6
of the European Coal and Steel Community invest these bodies with legal personality
(rights and obligations) under international law. In general, the Commission embodies
this personality when it negotiates agreements on behalf of these bodies.

17 The term “agreements” includes treaties, conventions, understandings, declarations,
protocols, exchanges of notes, and any other such instruments used by the EC to enter
into a relationship with other entities subject to international law. See the ECJ Opinion
1/75 of November 11, 1975, European Court Reports 1355.
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Table 5.1 EPC according to the London Report (October 1981)
Major changes since the Copenhagen Report appear in boldface.

Component Actors and functions

Intergovernmental
direction

EU foreign ministers meet at least four times a year. Such
meetings will focus on taking decisions for future
action.

EU presidency state chairs meetings, represents EPC
abroad, oversees implementation of conclusions.

Procedures for EPC / third country contacts via EU
presidency or Troika.∗

Informal “Gymnich” meetings of EU foreign ministers.
Crisis procedures for ministerial meetings, Political

Committee, heads of mission in third countries.
Transgovernmental

support
Political Committee: preparation of ministerial meetings,

long-term studies.
European Correspondents: liaison between capitals.
Working groups: geographical/functional analyses for EPC,

including potential crisis areas.
EU embassies: consultation on EPC matters in capitals of EU

member states, in third countries, and in delegations to
international conferences and organizations.

COREU: encrypted telex network to share information.
Other administrative support to be provided to the presidency

state as needed.
Joint reports from EU heads of mission in third

countries at the request of the Political Committee or
on their own initiative.

Regular meetings among heads of mission within the
capitals of the Ten.

Administrative support for EU presidency by officials
seconded from preceding and succeeding EU
presidencies.

EC involvement Commission fully associated with EPC at all levels.
Colloquy four times a year with European Parliament Political

Committee, and annual report on progress on EPC. EU
presidency answers EP questions about EPC and
makes speeches to the EP. Informal meetings with the
EP. President of the European Council also makes
speeches to the EP.

Council informed through COREPER about EPC conclusions
which might impact on the work of the EC.

EPC meetings can be held on the occasion of EC
ministerial meetings.

Ministers able to use EPC to prepare studies on political
aspects of problems under examination in the EC.

(cont.)
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Table 5.1 (cont.)

Component Actors and functions

Obligations States consult on all questions of foreign policy. Formulation of
medium- and long-term common positions.

General rule not to take up final positions without consultation
with EPC partners.

Possible to discuss in EPC certain foreign policy
questions bearing on the political aspects of security.

EPC declarations must be called to the attention of third
states by the local representative of the Ten.

States must preserve the confidentiality of EPC.

∗ The “Troika” consists of the current, immediately past, and immediately following holders
of the EU presidency.

however, possessed no such right, thus it was necessary to invest the EU
presidency with the responsibility for representing EPC. Yet the fact that
EPC (and later, the CFSP; see Chapter 8) never enjoyed legal personality
prevented it from entering into legal agreements on behalf of the EU, a
problem which demanded greater legal creativity as EPC expanded. The
rotating EU presidency also encouraged a healthy spirit of competition
while building a foundation of trust among EU states, which is elemental
to problem-solving. Given the inherent secrecy of EPC deliberations,
the EU presidency is perhaps the most important forum where public
shaming of a state can occur if it fails to manage this role well.18 Each
EU presidency is closely watched by other EU states, which involves
demonstration, reputation, and socialization effects. EU states cannot
expect to use the presidency for their own ends if they wish to appear
successful in the eyes of their EU partners; in this role they must take the
lead in devising, articulating, and representing the EU’s common foreign
policy position in a number of diplomatic settings. EU member states thus
learned how to evaluate and imitate successful EU presidencies, helping
to advance new procedural norms of European foreign policy.

In addition to norms regarding the EU presidency, the coordination
of positions became a rule in organizations and conferences, while EU
states which were also members of the UN Security Council were re-
quired to take account of EPC positions in that forum and to inform

18 As Wallace notes (1983b: 5), “Reputations are strengthened or damaged by the conduct
of each presidency, both the personal reputations of the ministers and the political di-
rectors concerned and the overall image of the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of their
government machine and its ability (or inability) to raise its horizons beyond the pursuit
of immediate national interests.”
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their EU partners about its deliberations. This did not always take place
of course, but as Wessels observed (1982), complaints about not con-
forming to these general procedures were rare.19 Similarly, EPC was in-
tended to produce medium- and long-term positions; however, by the
late 1970s, EPC members had come to the conclusion that the limited
crisis procedures (consultations d’urgence) suggested in the Luxembourg
Report needed improvement. Although EPC’s ability to handle crises was
a weak spot,20 its performance in this area did improve compared to its
first decade of operation. Consider that during the May 1978 rebellion
against Mobutu Sese Seko in Zaire, Belgium and France could not agree,
and barely even considered, to undertake joint humanitarian operations
or a rescue mission for the tens of thousands of French and Belgian citi-
zens in that country.21 At this time, EPC crisis decision-making involved
only information-sharing, not joint action. The same thing happened dur-
ing the Iran and Afghanistan crises, during which EU states could not
easily agree upon a collective response. EPC did agree to impose mild
sanctions on Iran after the 1979 hostage crisis, but only on a national
basis and only after a long period of hesitation. Ultimately, the delay and
limited response produced much ill will between the US and Europe.

As a result of these embarrassments, EPC’s crisis procedures were
slightly enhanced in the London Report of 1981. This helped ease the
way toward the use of EC sanctions during the Poland crisis of 1981–82.
The clearest example of improved procedures involved the 1982 Falkland
Islands crisis, when the UK mobilized the rest of the EU in support of its
decision to adopt sanctions against Argentina.22 This resulted in a formal
Council Regulation to suspend imports into the EC of all products from
Argentina.23 In addition to this ability of EPC to act decisively during a
crisis, the Falklands episode is also notable for the fact that a clear se-
curity/defense issue was brought onto the EPC agenda for the first time
(see below). Other practical working procedures, such as the protocol of
EPC meetings, are too detailed to be mentioned here and they are not
very important to the overall development of EPC. Rules involving the
role of permanent organizations in EPC are covered in the next chapter.

19 Wessels (1982) cites two examples: when France recognized Angola without consulting
its EU partners, and when Denmark voted in the UN to condemn West Germany,
France, and the UK for arms sales to South Africa, it was made clear in subsequent
EPC meetings that such actions were perceived as deviant by the rest of the EU.

20 For more on this point, see van Praag 1982a; Hill 1992; Anderson 1992; and Edwards
1992.

21 Instead, Belgium, France, Germany, the UK, and the US assisted on a national basis
(Franck 1983).

22 On the Falklands crisis, see Edwards 1984; Martin 1992; and Stavridis and Hill 1996.
23 Council Regulation 877/82.
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130 The institutionalization of cooperation

EPC norms and EC laws

As the cases above suggest, one of the more important aspects of the
growth of European foreign policy procedural norms involved situations
where EPC participants decided, sometimes with great difficulty, to use
EC economic competencies for EPC ends.24 Such decisions inevitably
threatened to “contaminate” EPC’s informal norms with the EC’s own,
and far more complex, legal rules. These norms deserve special atten-
tion, as they allowed greater interaction between the two domains and
promoted the general legalization of European foreign policy. At first,
politically motivated EC sanctions were imposed on only a national ba-
sis, as happened with the imposition of sanctions against Rhodesia and
Greece in the 1960s, rare pre-EPC examples of EU foreign policy cooper-
ation. After EPC entered into effect, EU governments eventually agreed
to invoke EC procedures symbolically, as necessary. However, the rigid
distinction between the “high politics” of EPC and the “low politics”
of the EC began to disappear as foreign ministers considered how EC
resources or procedures could give more weight to EPC actions, which
in the late 1970s still tended toward hollow declarations on many sub-
jects (Holland 1991a). More specifically, when EPC decisions affected
an EC competency, the invoking of certain EC treaty articles automati-
cally made EPC a more rule-based and “Community-sensitive” regime
than usual practice warranted. As Lak observes (1989: 283), the “interac-
tion rules” of the SEA constituted the most “legal” of its EPC provisions
given the language used, in part because these rules made Commission
involvement in EPC mandatory (see Chapter 6).

This process of EC/EPC interaction ran both ways. As I discussed in
Chapter 4, decisions in the EC, not EPC, first showed the potential im-
portance of EC competencies to EU foreign policy during the 1974–75
Portuguese crisis, when the EU struggled to back up its political dec-
larations with some type of concrete action. In this case, Article 130
concerning the European Investment Bank was reinterpreted in order to
make its funds available for a political action, a decision not taken in EPC
but rather in the EC. This also involved the appropriation of some Com-
munity funds in addition to national funds, which helped to speed up the
disbursement.25 And as noted above, during the 1979 Iran hostage crisis

24 By “competency” I mean legal jurisdiction (i.e., the legal power to act) over EC treaty
objectives and other goals that have been delegated by EU member states to the EU/EC
(Macleod, Henry, and Hyett 1996: 38–39).

25 The loan involved a 3 percent interest rebate to be paid by the EC budget, which avoided
the necessity of the rebate being entered (and then approved) in the national budgets of
the Nine (van Praag 1982a: 98).
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Table 5.2 EC rules invoked in the context of EPC

Article 113 Empowers the Commission to recommend to the Council of Ministers
when accords with third states are needed. The Council then directs
the Commission to open and conduct negotiations (typically for
economic policies).

Article 223 Protects EC members from the disclosure of information (such as that
concerning national arms industries) which may damage their
security. It effectively allows such industries to be exempt from the
requirements of Europe’s common market.

Article 224 Calls for member states to consult to prevent the functioning of the
common market from being disrupted from serious internal or
international disturbances, such as war.

Article 228 Empowers the Commission to negotiate accords with third states and
international bodies.

Article 229 Empowers the Commission to ensure the maintenance of relations with
international bodies (such as the UN and GATT) and their
specialized organs.

Article 238 Permits the EC to conclude accords with a third state, a union of states,
or an international organization. Such accords may involve reciprocal
rights and obligations, common action, and special procedures.

I use the original Treaty of Rome article numbers through Chapter 7 of this study to
maintain historical continuity. These were renumbered with the Treaty of Amsterdam in
1997, the focus of Chapter 8.

EC sanctions were discussed, but they were rejected in favor of national
action. Since then, several articles of the Rome Treaty have been invoked
(more than one article in some cases; see the South Africa example be-
low) in the context of EPC discussions. Articles 113, 223, 224, 228, 229,
and 238 were particularly relevant for EPC.

Articles 113 and 228 were often cited when EC and EPC actions were
taken parallel to each other and decided with their separate procedures.
Article 113 (the common commercial policy) was later invoked to pro-
vide a makeshift legal basis for an EPC decision to use EC tools, although
there were some doubts as to whether Article 113 could be legally used
for political ends. After much heated debate over procedure in the 1980s
(provoked by the Iran and Afghanistan crises), Article 113 EC legis-
lation which referred to “discussions in the context of EPC” became
standard practice for sanctions; this opened the door to other “interac-
tive” EC/EPC external political actions and the production of “dualist”
EC/EPC case law (see below). This was done as much for the sake of
functional efficiency as it was to respect appropriate (that is, legal) EC
competencies, as EU states grew to realize it would be difficult to ensure
compliance with EPC economic measures without EC regulations and
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132 The institutionalization of cooperation

the monitoring of member state behavior by the Commission. Eventu-
ally, a 1989 EC regulation on controlling weapons-grade chemicals finally
provided an acceptable legal formula for EPC/EC procedures to be com-
bined in a single text.26 These procedural innovations greatly reduced the
amount of time it took for EC sanctions to be used; one need only com-
pare the speed of EPC/EC sanctions against the Soviet Union after its
invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 (well over a month) with that of sanctions
against Iraq in 1990 after its invasion of Kuwait (less than a week).

However, EU states during the time of the London Report still gen-
erally preferred to use their economic resources for “soft” political ends
(such as the Euro-Arab Dialogue and the CSCE process) rather than for
“hard” politics in crisis situations or those with a military/security char-
acter. EU foreign ministers still dominated EPC, of course, and at no
time did EU governments seriously entertain the involvement of defense
ministers within the context of EPC. This would have taken EPC much
further down the path toward defense cooperation than several EU states
preferred at the time.27 Similarly, in October 1978 the French instituted
informal talks among EU justice ministers about cooperation in criminal
cases in an attempt to create a European judicial space. However, in June
1980 the Dutch refused to sign a draft treaty to this effect since these
efforts were not based on the Rome Treaty but would have been linked
to the EC’s own legal culture.28

EPC norms and the European Court of Justice

These challenges involving the formal (that is, treaty-based rather than
custom-based) legalization of EPC at this time are also reflected in the
way EU governments effectively kept their foreign policy cooperation out-
side the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice (ECJ). As we shall
see in the next chapter, while EU governments were somewhat able to
accept greater involvement in EPC of the Commission (for the sake of
efficiency) and the EP (for the sake of democratic legitimacy), they have
long been particularly adverse to the formal “judicialization” of diplo-
matic processes. EU governments learned their lesson the hard way from

26 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 428/89 of February 20, 1989, OJ L 50/1/1989 (see
Nuttall 1992a: 199–207).

27 The EP first suggested regular meetings of EU defense ministers in 1978, in part to
discuss arms sales, procurement, and related matters. This idea was soundly rejected
by EU member states. See the draft report for the EP Political Affairs Committee, PE
78/344 revised, p. 35 (cited in Hill 1983a: 202, fn.). Member state defense ministers
would not be permitted to meet within the EU for another twenty years.

28 de Schoutheete de Tervarent 1980: 135–37. Talks among EU justice ministers later
become part of the EU’s third pillar, Justice and Home Affairs cooperation.
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several landmark ECJ cases on external relations in the 1970s. One such
decision set an important precedent stating that the EC had a right to
engage in international affairs wherever it had internal competencies un-
der the Treaty of Rome; another affirmed that all matters of international
trade in goods were an exclusive Community competency.29 The ECJ also
ruled that the EC had competency to participate in the establishment of
international organizations and to be a member of such organizations.30

EU states thus found that since the Court does not have a specific policy
jurisdiction its rulings could not be predicted or controlled by them. For
its part, the Court (like many national courts) is largely a passive actor
in foreign policy, given the lack of opportunities for EU states, firms, or
citizens to press for litigation in this domain (unlike with many EC poli-
cies, typically under Article 177 of the Rome Treaty). Combined with the
Court’s own unwillingness to demand a greater role in EPC, the result is
the absence of a substantial body of EC/EPC case law, although several
important rulings helped bridge the legal gap between the EC and EPC.
This involves the development of so-called “parallel powers,” or “dual-
ist case law,” which involves EC competencies (usually Article 113, the
common commercial policy).

Also, since EPC did not enjoy legal personality under international
law in the same way that the EC does, the years surrounding the London
Report saw a proliferation of “mixed agreements” which involved the
Commission (representing the EC) and EU member states (representing
EPC) as signatories.31 Although this notion of shared competency (which
actually represents shared sovereignty) may raise confusion in terms of
international law, the mixed agreements derived from this principle rep-
resent only one of at least five situations where shared competencies are
compatible with Community law and thus become part of its own legal
order.32 As we shall see in the next chapter, all of the “Europe Agree-
ments” reached with Central and Eastern Europe in the late 1980s were
mixed agreements. These pacts represented EPC’s increasing capacity to

29 See ERTA, EC Commission v. EC Council, Case 22/70 (1971); also Opinion 1/75 of
November 11, 1975, European Court Reports 1355, and Opinion 1/78 of October 4,
1979, European Court Reports 2871.

30 Opinion 1/76 (1977), European Court Reports 741, 756.
31 Note that the idea of “mixed agreements” is not confined to, and did not originate with,

linkages between the EC and EPC. Other agreements involving the EC and individual
EU member states as signatories exist.

32 According to Macleod, Hendry, and Hyett (1996: 63–64), the other four situations are:
where shared competencies stem from a treaty article conferring power on the EC; where
the EC has potential competence which it has not exercised; where the EC competence
arises from the existence of internal rules that set minimum EC standards; and in other
areas (such as the protection of intellectual property) where EC and member state com-
petencies (or rights) can coexist without either displacing the other.
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134 The institutionalization of cooperation

overcome its weak standing in international law (compared to that of the
EC) while at the same time preserving the central role of EU states in
the practice of EPC. In addition, thanks to several other ECJ rulings,33

the provisions of these and other such “Association Agreements” may
have direct effect over EU states (like normal EC legislation), and the
councils or committees established by such agreements may be able to
produce legally binding decisions (i.e., they can makes their own rules) if
the agreement so specifies, even in the absence of corresponding EC leg-
islation.34 Like the ECJ rulings noted above, these developments suggest
a far greater potential for legal-constitutional (and even supranational)
processes to affect European foreign policy than one might otherwise
expect of EPC’s treaty-based provisions.35 Still, the involvement of the
Court itself should not be overemphasized, as none of these decisions
directly imposed on the decision-making processes of EPC; at best they
merely made EU states recognize the relevance, legitimacy, effectiveness,
and even supremacy of EC rules during their EPC deliberations. More-
over, EU states took deliberate steps to insulate themselves in EPC from
the actions of the ECJ, as we shall see in later chapters.

Substantive European foreign policy norms

The procedural norms discussed above were intended to help EU states
improve their understanding of each other, forge common foreign pol-
icy positions, and, if possible, take joint action on important issues in
world politics. Such positions and actions comprise the substantive (or
regulatory) norms of EPC; they helped define and orient “Europe” as a
collective entity toward the outside world. These EPC norms or policy
orientations emerged in much the same way as the procedural norms:
through constant interaction, debate, and trial-and-error learning. This
process often involved linking new substantive policies to previous ones,
and defining such policies in terms of the more general statements of
EPC’s goals as reflected in the Luxembourg, Copenhagen, and London
Reports (among other sources, such as declarations of the European
Council). These processes are also important because they challenge

33 Case 181/73 R. & V. Haegman v. Belgian State (1974), European Court Reports 449; and
Case C-192/89, S. Z. Sevince v. Staatssecretaris van Justitie (1990), European Court Reports
3461.

34 This finding is also consistent with international legal practice concerning the councils
or commissions established by international treaties. It now appears to extend even to
certain decisions of the European Council, whether formally ratified by member states
or not. See Curtin and van Ooik 1994; McGoldrick 1997: 183–84.

35 For more details, see Pescatore 1979; Govaere and Eeckhout 1992; Cheyne 1994; Sack
1995.
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realist-based views of cooperation, which stress the continuity of power
and interests and the dominance of security concerns over all other con-
siderations. Although EU states clearly had (and still have) individual
national positions when EPC was formed, and they often act to protect
their positions, this situation gradually changed as EPC expanded into
new territory. Over time, EPC’s policy agenda became far more coher-
ent and extensive, and included many issues which cannot be reduced to
concerns about security. This can be seen by an examination of its sub-
stantive norms, which reflected an increasing degree of cooperation and a
contraction of the domaines réservés. In the previous chapter, this cooper-
ation was largely described in terms of “negative integration”: EPC was
used to eliminate barriers of uncertainty or mistrust among EU states
in foreign policy. Around the time of the London Report, however, we
start to see more manifestations of “positive integration,” ranging from
common positions, to joint actions implemented on a national basis, then
finally to joint actions involving EC resources and competencies.

The emergence and effects of substantive EPC norms

This section focuses on EPC policies or actions designed to serve cer-
tain collective goals or interests of EU member states. Since there was no
formally institutionalized representation of European political interests
apart from those of member states, it may be tempting to consider EPC’s
substantive policies or norms as the sum of its members’ interests. Any
EPC policy would reflect a “lowest-common-denominator” consensual
position, which had often been forged by the state holding the rotating
EU presidency. As we saw above, however, this was not necessarily the
case. Instead, EPC involved a constant process of collective interest def-
inition which extended beyond the original common EU foreign policy
positions. Once established, these interests accumulated and they were
increasingly used as reference points by EU member states. To be sure,
respect for EPC procedures was greater than that for substantive EPC
policies, but in neither case could the norms associated with these pro-
cesses be understood as mere lowest-common-denominator, minimally
cooperative decisions. In addition, EPC’s attempts to forge substantive
policies on various subjects proved to be useful experiments for two rea-
sons. First, each attempt helped to clarify, codify, and express what had
been Europe’s collective position regarding foreign affairs up to that point.
Second, the heated debates surrounding these attempts clearly indicated
that high profile Intergovernmental Conferences were perhaps not the
best way to determine what EPC stood for; instead, regular position state-
ments on current issues forged by EPC insiders came to represent the
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substantive content of EU foreign policy. The grand statements made by
EU governments during summit conferences rarely involved much more
than announcing basic ideas or values with which most liberal democratic
states could agree.

The EU’s first post-EPC attempt to specify European interests, the
“Document on the European Identity” of December 1973, clearly illus-
trates this point. This document was intended to help define a set of
general principles to guide the EU’s external relations and future devel-
opment. Not surprisingly, it stressed broad themes and common values
such as interdependence, representative democracy, the rule of law, social
justice, and human rights. Among other things, EU states also pledged
to continue their experiment in foreign policy cooperation, expand their
network of relationships, and transform “the whole complex of their re-
lations into a European Union by the end of the present decade.” All of
these principles were subject to redefinition in the future, in the context
of developing a “genuinely European foreign policy.”36

Although the grand aims of this document, such as creating a Euro-
pean Union by the end of the 1970s, fell short at the time, EPC did make
progress in specific areas. In the absence of agreement at the summit
level, and with the exclusion of EC organizations such as the Commis-
sion and the Court, this growing body of substantive EPC policies was
codified in much the same way as the codification of EPC procedural
norms. In particular, at the initiative of the first British EU presidency
in 1977, EPC participants decided to compile their substantive EPC
texts from each presidency into a permanent recueil (“collection”; see
Wessels 1982: 6; Nuttall 1992a: 147). Although the recueil expanded in
unforeseen ways over the years, EPC was first and foremost a defensive
measure to protect the EC. As such, it could be considered in terms
of negative integration, or even as a “regime of common aversion.”37 In
other words, EU member states generally agreed on the need to shield the
still-evolving EU from unilateral foreign policy actions of its own mem-
bers. This “damage-limitation” function has been continually recognized
since the Luxembourg Report; it also justified the role of the Commis-
sion to give its views on how EPC might affect the EC (see Chapter 6).
EU states gradually realized that radically independent or selfish foreign
policies threatened to disrupt their hard-won efforts regarding economic
integration.

36 “Document on the European Identity Published by the Nine Foreign Ministers,”
(Copenhagen, December 14, 1973).

37 On regimes of common aversion, see Stein 1983: 125–27. The role of EPC as a means
to protect the EC is described in detail in Bonvicini 1982.
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Beyond this general damage-limitation norm, many other positions
and actions emerged to form EPC’s own communauté de vue on impor-
tant foreign policy questions. Although the expansion, clarification, and
codification of these substantive EPC norms was difficult, it still occurred
and helped bring Europe closer to a state of positive integration, or even
political union. It is impossible to discuss all of them here; instead they
might be classified as sets of collective values or policy orientations sur-
rounding a geographic and/or functional domain. At first, EPC typically
emphasized long-term goals with third countries or regions closest to the
EU (hence the CSCE and the Euro-Arab Dialogue). In line with the aims
of the “Document on the European Identity,” these plans generally em-
phasized progressive conflict resolution as opposed to crisis management.
In part to distinguish itself from US foreign policy positions, EPC decla-
rations on these issues showed what behaviors or principles, if followed by
outside interlocutors, would result in a favorable response from the EU.

For example, EPC’s substantive policies in the Middle East by the late
1970s affirmed that peace in the region depended on Israel’s withdrawal
from the occupied territories, defended the recognition of the rights of
the Palestinian people, and perhaps most controversially, argued that the
Palestine Liberation Organization should represent the Palestinians in
all international peace efforts.38 This laid the groundwork for the most
comprehensive EU policy statement regarding the Middle East: the 1980
Venice Declaration. This was perhaps the most important (but still rare)
contribution to EPC by the European Council, where the Middle East
was a favorite topic for discussion (Wallace 1983a: 395). The Declaration
supported the right of all states in the region, including Israel, to exist
within secure frontiers and affirmed the right of the Palestinian people to
self-determination.39 To reconcile these seemingly contradictory goals,
the Ten also confirmed their hopes for an international peace conference
on the issue, rather than the more piecemeal solution offered by the US
at the time, which involved only Israel and Egypt. Moreover, the EU
followed up these political statements with more EC economic aid to the
territories occupied by Israel since 1967, a clear example of enhanced
consistency between EC competencies and European foreign policy.

A desire to distinguish EPC from America was also reflected in
Europe’s substantive policies concerning the CSCE process. Here the
EU placed East–West security relations within a broader framework that

38 See the “Communiqué Issued after the First Meeting of the General Committee of the
Euro-Arab Dialogue” (Luxembourg, May 20, 1976).

39 “Declaration by the 17th European Council on the Euro-Arab Dialogue, Lebanon,
Afghanistan, and the Situation in the Middle East” (Venice, June 12/13, 1980), or the
“Venice Declaration.”
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also included arms reductions, human rights, and strengthening mutual
trust and understanding. This approach, often criticized by the US during
the Reagan era, was especially tested following the 1979 Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan, which directly violated two fundamental Helsinki prin-
ciples: restraint from the use of force in foreign policy and respect for
the right of people to equality and self-determination. Despite Soviet ob-
stinacy and continued violations of human rights, the Ten pressed their
solution in the form of a two-part conference involving the UN and the
CSCE. This was to take place in the context of a gradual expansion of
rights and freedoms within the Soviet bloc.40

The evolution of EPC’s policy toward South Africa offers some ad-
ditional lessons regarding the evolution of substantive norms. The EU
expressed its total dedication to the dismantling of apartheid through
peaceful means, and to replacing it with a democratic, non-racial system
of government. As usual, EPC’s first statement on this issue was fairly
weak; it merely condemned apartheid and stressed opposition to racial
discrimination. The EU did, however, state that it would do everything
possible to promote democratic majority rule and non-racial government
for the peoples of South Africa.41 Following this opening, in a series of
increasingly bold statements, the EU stressed that the state of emergency
in South Africa must be lifted, that all political prisoners must be freed,
and that the ban on political parties must be lifted. To encourage a more
uniform approach to this issue, in 1977 the EU instituted a novel policy
tool, the “Code of Conduct for Community Companies with Interests
in South Africa.”42 Although the Code was implemented on a national
basis, it was an important step forward for EPC substantive norms since
it linked a general common interest (protection of human rights) to a
clear foreign policy orientation (anti-apartheid) supported by specific be-
havioral standards (involving EU governments and their countries’ firms
in South Africa). When this action did not bring about the desired re-
forms, the EU progressively added stronger measures to its policy through
the 1980s. These included both restrictive measures and more positive
inducements, plus a reinforcement of the Code of Conduct.43

40 EC Foreign Ministers, “CSCE: Opening Statement on Behalf of the Ten” (Madrid,
October 27, 1981).

41 EC Foreign Ministers, “Statement by the Foreign Ministers on the Situation in Africa”
(London, April 18, 1977).

42 The Code is mentioned in the “Report on European Union Submitted by the Nine
Foreign Ministers to the 9th European Council” (Brussels, December 5/6, 1977). Also
see the Irish EU presidency’s “Press Statement by the Council Presidency (Ireland) on
the Code of Conduct in South Africa” (November 20, 1984).

43 See the “Code of Conduct for Companies from the EC with Subsidiaries, Branches, or
Representation in South Africa as Revised by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Ten
Countries of the European Community and Spain and Portugal” (Brussels, November
19, 1985).
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EPC’s South African policy is also noteworthy because of its increased
relationship to the EC. Here, EPC actions eventually involved EC tools
and procedures after much debate, showing the growing ability of EU
states to bridge the legal gap between the EC and EPC. In South Africa,
EPC was used as far more than a coordination instrument (unlike in
the Middle East), and the use of EC instruments for political ends in
South Africa expanded in new ways between 1977 and the end of the
apartheid regime in 1991. Over a period nearly spanning the history of
EPC itself, actions against apartheid ranged from diplomatic démarches,
to EPC declarations, the original Code of Conduct (1977–84), the joint
initiatives of 1985, regional funds, the first use of European Coal and
Steel Community rules as an EPC tool to partially ban imports of steel
and iron in 1986, and finally, restrictions on certain new investments and
imports of Krugerrands.44 In particular, EPC/EC interaction over South
Africa eventually led to a Council Regulation, a Council Decision, and
an ECSC decision.45

EPC’s Central America initiative also reflected its emerging ability to
back up principled declarations with more specific policy orientations
and substantive behavioral norms. In this case, the EU expressed its sup-
port to achieve peace in the region in accordance with the Contadora
Group’s46 objectives of September 9, 1983, which expressed the belief
that a solution must emerge from the region itself (and not be imposed
from the outside; i.e., by the US) and must guarantee peace, democ-
racy, and respect for human rights.47 In addition to the institutionaliza-
tion of an annual political dialogue with the region, beginning with an
historic meeting in San José, Costa Rica, on September 28/29, 1984,48

EPC’s efforts were later enhanced with several Community-based trade
and economic assistance agreements to encourage regional integration.49

In particular, the EC gave the states of the Central American Common

44 On South Africa, see van Praag 1982b; Holland 1987, 1988, 1995a, 1995b, 1997b.
45 EC Regulation 3302/86 prohibiting the import of Krugerrands; EC Decision 86/517

prohibiting new investments in South Africa; and ECSC Decision 86/459 prohibiting
certain iron and steel imports (Holland 1988; Nuttall 1992a: 263–64).

46 Colombia, Mexico, Panama, and Venezuela.
47 These principles are outlined in the “Conclusions of the 26th European Council on the

Solemn Declaration on European Union, Poland, the CSCE Follow-Up Meeting, the
Middle East, and Central America” (Stuttgart, June 17–19, 1983).

48 From the “Joint Communiqué of the Conference of Foreign Ministers between the
European Community and its Member States, Portugal, Spain, the States of Central
America and the Contadora States” (San José, Costa Rica, September 28/29, 1984).

49 See the “Joint Political Communiqué of the Luxembourg Ministerial Conference on
Political Dialogue and Economic Cooperation Between the Countries of the European
Community, Spain, and Portugal, and the Countries of Central America and of Conta-
dora” (Luxembourg, November 11/12, 1984); and the “Statement by the Twelve on the
Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the Contadora Group” (Caraballeda, Venezuela,
January 20, 1986).
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Market (CACM),50 plus Panama, a five-year non-preferential economic
agreement. It was based on Articles 113 and 235 of the EC Treaty, mak-
ing it binding on EU states and subject to interpretation by the European
Court of Justice (Coignez 1992: 105).

In addition, where the political dialogue was negotiated by the EU
presidency, the economic agreement was negotiated by the Commission
(on the basis of a mandate from the Council of Ministers); thus, both
the Central American and South African initiatives especially reaffirmed
Europe’s ability to achieve greater consistency in its external relations, and
also brought the Commission closer to EPC (see Chapter 6). Finally, the
political agreement represented a precedent for rule-setting in the sense
that it was the first time that a political dialogue had been initiated by a
formal act, the “Final Act of 1985.” This represented the highest expres-
sion of political support by the EU, although it was not legally binding in
terms of international law in the same way that the EC’s economic agree-
ment with the CACM had been (Nuttall 1986: 328). Still, the Central
American initiative was notable for three reasons: First, no EU state had
significant interests, economic or political, in the region so as to push for
EPC action for unilateral reasons.51 Indeed, for many EU states the rule
was unabashed indifference toward Central America. Second, by becom-
ing involved here, the EU directly confronted two long-standing princi-
ples of US foreign policy: the Monroe Doctrine and American desires to
keep communism out of the Western Hemisphere. By generally agree-
ing that problems with communist insurgents should not be considered
an East–West conflict but rather reflected more fundamental socioeco-
nomic inequalities, the EU provided a welcome economic-based solution
to America’s use of military instruments. Third, it is important because
the Central Americans themselves turned toward the EU precisely be-
cause they wished to escape from US dominance and interference.52 The
EU eschewed a military solution and presented itself as a non-ideological,
civilian power with the best interests of the Central American states in
mind, a posture that made the Europeans increasingly attractive in the
region (Smith 1995).

Beyond the policies mentioned above, many other discussions in the
framework of EPC enabled EU states to bridge previously divisive cleav-
ages over a number of specific issues, increasingly in line with the general

50 Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua.
51 Also note that EPC’s Central American initiative began ten years before Portugal and

Spain joined the EU, the two states that shared stronger interests in the region than other
EU states because of their historical ties.

52 The same might be said of the EU–Mexico Free Trade Agreement, negotiated in the
1990s.
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principles (human rights, democracy, rule of law, etc.) discussed above.
These issues include North–South conflicts, the question of ending colo-
nialism while promoting development, the debate between justice and
human rights versus economics and strategy, and many specific cleav-
ages over tactics (such as rewards versus punishments). The collective
positions that emerged from these debates were eventually codified in
EPC reports and treaties as substantive norms. They also laid the foun-
dation for more substantive common positions and joint actions under
the CFSP, as we shall see in Chapter 7.

EPC and European security

The area of security deserves special mention, as it constituted one of
the most important domaines réservés of several EU states for a variety
of reasons. The memory of the failed attempts regarding the European
Defense Community made most EU states unwilling to provoke directly
a new debate over the issue. A number of EU states felt such discussions
should be handled by NATO, and/or they thought that the Community’s
external reach should be strictly limited to economic, and if necessary,
“soft” political affairs, such as human rights. A desire to respect the views
of neutral European states, whether EU members or not, further compli-
cated this question. Even though Article 224 of the Rome Treaty obliged
EU member states to consult each other when considering any unilateral
action on security issues which may impact on the functioning of the EC,
such questions were rarely the object of intensive discussion in EPC dur-
ing its first decade. However, the CSCE process represented a major step
toward the inclusion of more security issues on the EPC agenda, as did
certain aspects of Middle East affairs involving the security of Europe’s
oil supplies.

With these positive experiences, and after the negative experiences of
the Iran and Afghanistan crises where EU states could not easily agree on
collective action, the time came to codify what understandings had been
achieved in security affairs. The 1981 London Report finally admitted the
necessity of discussing in EPC “foreign policy questions bearing on
the political aspects of security,”53 which clearly helped to undermine
the security taboo, although this final wording still reflected Irish con-
cerns about the potential for military/defense affairs to be incorporated
into EPC. This decision was quickly implemented, and in May 1981 the
Gymnich meeting of the Ten in Venlo included discussion of the political
aspects of European security for the first time (Pijpers 1983: 176). The

53 London Report, Part I.
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European Council also showed an increasing tendency to discuss security
issues during this period, often during dinner or fireside chats afterwards.
Topics included relations between superpowers, Afghanistan, the NATO
“double-track” decision on Euro-missiles, and internal conflicts in non-
member states (such as Cyprus, Turkey, Spain, Portugal, Africa, and
Central/South America; see Bulmer and Wessels 1987: 65–66). Several
working groups at the expert level also began to discuss terrorism in-
side and outside of EPC by the mid-1970s. This eventually resulted in
the creation in 1976 of a much weaker (than EPC) intergovernmental
framework known as “Trevi” (Hill 1988b). Since Trevi, unlike EPC, was
not made part of the SEA and overlapped with other complex domestic
legal issues (such as crime and immigration),54 it developed on an alter-
native track from EU foreign policy (though one closely linked to the EC)
and eventually led to the creation of the “Third Pillar” of the EU: Justice
and Home Affairs. Thus, only its external dimensions will be considered
in the rest of this study.

Two other topics exemplify EPC’s growing attention to security affairs:
military/defense-related issues and non-proliferation. Regarding defense,
although it took a long time for EPC to make progress in this area, gradu-
ally the taboo against discussing military matters was broken. As we might
expect, EPC generally concentrated on the use of sanctions (with corre-
sponding EC competencies) rather than military deployments, to support
its emerging security and defense policy. For example, Article 113 was
applied in the cases of the Iran hostage crisis and the Soviet Union’s
invasion of Afghanistan, while Article 224 was applied in the Falklands
Islands conflict.55 The Falklands case was particularly noteworthy, as it
was the first time that territory claimed by an EU member state was
attacked with military force. Although several EU states expressed reser-
vations about British policy in this area, and two EU states (Denmark
and Ireland) bowed out of the sanctions regime once the crisis turned
into war, most observers (and certainly the Argentinians) were surprised
at how quickly the EU threw its support behind the UK in the form of
political statements and economic sanctions. And, as I have noted else-
where, they apparently did this without reverting to a bargain involving
EC agricultural prices and the use of sanctions.56 Yet most overt military
crises were still hard to handle in EPC as member states diverged over
the means and ends of defense policy (and defense ministers of course

54 Also note that Article 220 of the Rome Treaty provides for negotiations among EU states
on a number of civil law questions (Freestone 1985).

55 For details, see Holland 1991a.
56 Edwards 1984; and Stavridis and Hill 1996. For the bargaining-based hypothesis, see

Martin 1992.
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were not permitted to meet in Council or EPC). This disagreement di-
rectly led to the “reactivation” of the Western European Union (WEU)
in 1984 as only a quasi-defense arm of the EU (since Denmark, Ireland,
and Greece were not WEU members), and it increasingly challenged the
ability of EPC to handle the rapid changes in the Soviet Union in the late
1980s.57 However, the WEU did provide the EU with a “ready-made”
defense-related institution (albeit a very weak one) to graft onto the CFSP
in 1991, as we shall see in Chapter 7.

Concerning EU non-proliferation policies, EPC began to play a central
role in governing increasingly complex developments in nuclear technol-
ogy. While EU states clearly (if reluctantly) recognized their dependence
on the US nuclear umbrella,58 they also initiated their own efforts to
halt the proliferation of nuclear weapons in accordance with the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). This is perhaps the one area where a
common security problem encouraged EU states to pursue a common
foreign policy, as they all more or less exhibited a common sensitivity to
the threat of nuclear proliferation on the EU’s southern flank. Although
they disagreed on several issues regarding nuclear technology, EU states
managed to confront many of these questions within the framework of
EPC, and they created a number of substantive rules governing such
questions. To a large extent, these efforts replaced the Commission’s own
legal authority in nuclear matters (by virtue of its role in the European
Atomic Energy Community, or Euratom).59

The EU’s disputes (chiefly between France and the Commission) over
the proliferation of nuclear weapons outside the EU led to a novel so-
lution: putting the entire issue under the control of EPC, rather than
the EC. This rare example of “competency transference” from the EC
to EPC led the Dutch and British in 1981 to encourage the successful
creation of an EPC working group on nuclear non-proliferation, which
eventually managed to set down explicit rules about transfers of nuclear
technology.60 As Müller notes (1992: 195), this act was a watershed in
the evolution of EPC for three reasons: first, it represented a major breach

57 On the reactivation of the WEU, see Duke 1996; and Jopp 1997.
58 For example, the “Document on the European Identity” notes that EU states who are

members of the Atlantic alliance “consider that in the present circumstances there is no
alternative to the security provided by the nuclear weapons of the United States and by
the presence of North American forces in Europe.”

59 Euratom is one of the few original EC policy areas of the Rome Treaty where co-
operation within the Community remained almost completely stagnant. Rather than
nurture a Europe-wide nuclear-energy industry, Euratom did little more than handle
non-commercial tasks such as materials testing and nuclear safety experiments.

60 This was the “Statement by the Ten on Non-Proliferation” (Brussels, November 20,
1984).
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144 The institutionalization of cooperation

of the taboo against discussing security matters in EPC; second, the con-
tinuous discussion of the issue “almost automatically led the group to
discussions of an ever wider area connected to its core mandate; and
socialized national bureaucrats to think about proliferation in terms of
coordinated policy”; and third, since EPC was controlled by EU foreign
ministries, they were able to enmesh themselves in national decision-
making on non-proliferation policy. Thanks to their involvement in EPC,
EU foreign ministries thus usurped some of the authority of other relevant
national authorities, such as atomic energy commissions, economics and
energy ministries, defense ministries, technology ministries, and so on.
However, EU states remained sharply divided over the idea of a Compre-
hensive Test Ban Treaty and the issue of international plutonium storage.
Thus, the next stage of progress on this issue came around the time of
the SEA; it will be considered in Chapter 6.

In sum, and except for overt military policies, EPC thus quietly and per-
sistently fostered a major expansion and codification of the EU’s foreign
affairs agenda, in both geographic and functional terms, and a simultane-
ous contraction of the domaines réservés. The veto was used less frequently;
even when it was attempted, the system rarely “gave up” on important
matters. Officials simply wore each other down with arguments until pre-
viously taboo subjects were treated as appropriate topics for discussion.
In this manner the scope of EPC steadily expanded, so that virtually no
subject was completely off-limits by the time of the Treaty on European
Union. Moreover, under the terms of the Greece accession to the EU in
1981, new member states were required to accept EPC procedures when
joining the EU, a condition later made part of the SEA.61 Finally, this
expansion of EPC’s procedural and substantive norms helped to insti-
tutionalize the involvement of EC organizations in EU foreign policy, a
topic explored in the next chapter.

61 Greece’s accession to the EC/EPC is discussed in Nuttall 1992a: 173–74.
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6 Organizations and European foreign policy

Once EPC began generating its own norms and rules in the late 1970s,
the stage was set for a far more comprehensive approach to EU foreign
policy cooperation a decade later: the CFSP. Before examining the CFSP,
however, we must digress for a moment to consider the role of permanent
organizations in EU foreign policy. These organizations comprise bud-
gets, professional staffs, buildings and facilities, unique policy goals, and
a host of other features which affect both policy performance and institu-
tionalization. As I noted in Chapter 3, although the Luxembourg Report
briefly acknowledged the Commission and the European Parliament (EP)
as supporting players in EPC, most EU states generally preferred EPC to
remain a decentralized system dominated by national governments. Their
strong preference for intergovernmental foreign policy cooperation cre-
ated a barrier to both the involvement of existing EC organizations and
the creation of any permanent organization to administer EPC.

However, this barrier gradually broke down and EC organizations be-
gan to affect the development of European foreign policy cooperation.1

Organizations that have achieved some level of permanency, legitimacy,
and competent authority are more likely to influence the policy process,
thus increasing the prospects for cooperative outcomes and institutional
growth. Organizations have the capacity for coordinated, purposive ac-
tion; as their permanent staffs are established, as their institutional mem-
ory develops in a particular policy area, and as policy norms are pre-
served and followed by these organizations, cooperative outcomes will
be affected. This may be especially true when organizations become in-
volved in decentralized systems such as EPC. Here, EU states faced a
dilemma: bargaining over outcomes was not an option, consensus and
equality among EU states were especially prized, and governments gen-
uinely hoped that they could share the burden of administering EPC

1 In this and subsequent chapters I use the terms “organization,” “bureaucracy,” and
“agency” interchangeably to refer to the permanent organizations involved in European
foreign policy.
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146 The institutionalization of cooperation

(through the mechanism of six-month rotating presidencies) despite vast
differences in their experience and capabilities. These conflicting factors
became increasingly strained with the expansion of Europe’s foreign pol-
icy agenda, leading EU states to allow a greater role for EC organizations
in the process.

At the same time, EC organizations (chiefly the Commission) were
gradually developing their own interests and capabilities in the realm of
external political relations, making them more valuable actors in the EPC
process. These two streams of activity gradually came together so that EC
organizations were able to develop a more independent influence on state
behavior, by providing policy-relevant information, implementing policy,
and reinforcing practices over time, not just acting as a passive channel
for the sharing of information between states. Greater involvement of EC
organizations in EPC also raised new institutional conflicts and questions
that required reconciliation. When these roles were legally codified, as
with the Single European Act (or SEA, the subject of this chapter), or
enhanced, as with the Treaty on European Union (or TEU, the subject
of the next chapter), the EU’s institutional apparatus for foreign policy
reached a new status, with corresponding effects on policy outcomes.

Before turning to the specific organizations involved in EU foreign
policy, we should note several general points about the opportunities and
limitations faced by those actors in this domain. One important factor is
that the environment within which these actors operate is extremely fluid
and complex. Foreign policy in general requires a steady attention and
adaptation to constantly changing external circumstances, making it diffi-
cult for organizations (or any other actors) to adopt a rigid set of standard
operating procedures applicable to different situations. EU foreign policy
in particular is fairly decentralized (compared to the Community method
of policymaking), decision-making procedures are not as routinized as in
domestic polities (or in other EC policy domains), and overall guidance
regularly shifts among the major players (EU states) in the form of ro-
tating presidencies. Although these characteristics often make it difficult
to discern a systematic, consistent role for EC actors in foreign policy,
the system permits such actors to make effective use of access points,
windows of opportunity, and inherent uncertainties in the process. Once
these openings are exploited and “locked in” as precedents (or norms)
for future behavior, it becomes difficult for member states to shut EC
actors out again.2

We should also note that the goals of EC actors are often described
as “pro-integrationist,” which enhances their stature in the integration

2 On these lock-in and feedback effects, see North 1990: 7.
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Organizations and European foreign policy 147

project (as theories of bureaucratic politics suggest) but also puts them
at risk if, in the view of EU member states, they exceed their authority
or capabilities (Ross 1995: 14). Pollack (1998) calls this a “competence-
maximizing” agenda, while Garrett and Tsebelis (1996: 280) argue that
the preferences of the Commission and the EP are more extreme than
any other actor since their very existence depends on the preservation of
the EU. More specifically, EC organizations are primarily concerned with
proposing, implementing, and monitoring compliance with EU-wide leg-
islation. They are the agents to whom the principals (EU states) delegate
authority to carry out these common goals. Although the principals have
a number of administrative and oversight mechanisms at their disposal
to control the agents, under certain conditions these mechanisms falter.
Such conditions include the complexity of the issue-area, conflicting in-
terests of the principals, the priority of some EU policies over national
ones, and the high costs of monitoring or sanctioning the behavior of
EC organizations (Pollack 1997). EU foreign policy involves all of these
conditions, and they may permit EC actors a greater role in the foreign
policy process than EU member states might otherwise prefer or expect.

The use of such principal-agent models helps us avoid two extreme
views of organizations: one where such actors have virtually no influence
(intergovernmentalism as an ideal type), and one where they can act as
“runaway bureaucracies” against the desires of their creators (suprana-
tional institutionalism as an ideal type). Although the line between “influ-
ence” and “autonomy” can be hard to discern, we can still rely on some
of the insights of principal-agent analysis. However, applying this model
to European foreign policy involves certain qualifications, for three rea-
sons. First, EU states did not formally delegate authority to EC agencies
until the TEU; before that, EC agencies provided input to EPC on only a
limited basis. Although the Commission and Parliament were mentioned
in EPC reports, the language was vague enough to ensure that, on a prac-
tical basis, member states could include or exclude these organizations
as they saw fit. Second, at no point did they establish a powerful, cen-
tral bureaucracy for EPC. Member states could agree on only a small
secretariat; this decision was not even reached until the system had been
operating for sixteen years. Third, not all EC organizations themselves
wanted a greater role in EPC. The Commission often was (and is) far
more concerned about protecting its place in Community affairs than
with extending its reach in EPC, and (as we saw in the previous chapter)
the European Court of Justice (ECJ) did not attempt to revolutionize EU
foreign policy with a series of path-breaking legal decisions on EPC. Only
the EP has consistently attempted to expand its influence in EU foreign
policy, a goal it has met with modest success.
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148 The institutionalization of cooperation

The rest of this chapter explores the role of EC organizations in EPC
in more detail. I first provide some general historical context on this
subject, leading up to the codification of EC organizational roles with
the SEA in 1986. As the ECJ was covered in the previous chapter, in
later sections of this chapter I explain the changing roles of three other
permanent organizations in EPC: the Commission, the EPC Secretariat,
and the European Parliament.3 These changes led to a greater role for
EC organizations in the CFSP under the terms of the Maastricht Treaty,
as we shall see in the next chapter.

Organizations and EPC: from the London Report
to the Single European Act

While outside observers may still argue about the impact of EC actors
on state sovereignty in certain policy areas, EU member governments are
certainly convinced about the power of the Community’s bureaucratic
machinery. This conviction is clearly reflected in the bitter ideological
disputes over the extent to which EC organizations should be included in
certain policy domains, particularly those involving foreign affairs. Not
surprisingly, then, considering the sensitivity and open-ended nature of
EPC as an issue-area, member states have continually argued about a
clear definition – as reflected in EPC reports or treaties – of the role
of EC actors in this domain. For the same reasons most EU states also
resisted the establishment of any permanent bureaucracy for EPC during
most of its history.

However, as EPC began to expand, EU governments realized that their
cooperation would become more consistent, if not efficient, if they could
draw upon some resources of the EC. This realization came about via
three general processes. First, in the face of growing political and eco-
nomic interdependence it became increasingly impossible for the EU to
formulate coherent external policies while insisting that EPC and EC
procedures be kept separate. Second, on a more practical level it became
difficult to coordinate regularly the logistics of two sets of procedures as
the EC’s own external relations expanded into new areas. Particularly
when the EU began to create complex politico-economic package deals
with other regions of vital importance to it, or during crisis situations
where time was at a premium, ministers and diplomats realized they sim-
ply could not afford to duplicate their efforts in order to maintain an
artificial, ideological distinction between the EC and EPC. Finally, as

3 Also, I generally stress institutionalized organizational roles in my analysis of EPC, not
individual personalities (such as Commissioners).
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Organizations and European foreign policy 149

the only formal organizations involved in both EC and EPC on a regular
basis, the Commission and the EP acted to take advantage of openings in
the EC–EPC policy processes and play more important roles than might
be inferred by the dry language of EPC reports.4 At first this activity
could be defined in negative terms (i.e., stressing the damage-limitation
function of EPC); the Commission could act only to help prevent EPC
from interfering with Community procedures and policies. Later this in-
volvement took on a more positive character, as when the Commission
or EP pushed for more coherent or ambitious policies than EU mem-
ber states may have desired. Still, in terms of codifying these activities in
formal EPC reports, there were enough differences of opinion to prevent
any consistent role for EC actors within EPC, as we have seen in previous
chapters. Given these problems of interpretation it was not until 1986–87
that Title III of the SEA legalized EU foreign policy cooperation as a
treaty for the first time. Even this document did not resolve debates over
certain aspects of the EPC policy process (and its very legality vis-à-vis
the EC), which had to be addressed with the TEU. These general issues
regarding the SEA will be examined in the rest of this section; the specific
reforms concerning EC organizations in EPC will be discussed later in
the chapter.

EPC and the Single European Act

The origins of the SEA’s provisions on EPC can be found in the 1983
Stuttgart Declaration, which attempted to take the provisions of the
London Report a step further.5 After much heated discussion over basic
terminology (reflecting a sensitivity to the binding nature of Title III),
EU member states were still referred to as “High Contracting Parties”
(not EC members) in the SEA, emphasizing the de jure intergovernmen-
tal character of EPC. According to Title I of the SEA, the EC was still
based on the EC treaties; EPC was still based on its various reports
and the “practices gradually established among the member states” (the
coutumier). The SEA also referred to “cooperation in the sphere of for-
eign policy” (EPC) in the hopes of forming “a European foreign policy”
rather than stating the goal of a common foreign policy. There also was no

4 Of course, the Committee of Permanent Representatives (COREPER) to the EU and
the Secretariat-General of the Council of Ministers have permanent bureaucratic staffs
of their own and could be treated as organizational actors. However, their roles in EU
foreign policy were not formally enhanced until the TEU (see Chapter 7).

5 For example, see the “Document on the European Identity Published by the Nine
Foreign Ministers” (Copenhagen, December 14, 1973) and the “Solemn Declaration
on European Union” (Stuttgart Declaration, June 19, 1983).
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150 The institutionalization of cooperation

Table 6.1 EPC according to the Single European Act (February 1986)
Major changes since the London Report appear in boldface.

Component Actors and functions

Intergovernmental
direction

The European Council (heads of state and government,
plus the president of the Commission) meets at least
twice a year.

EU foreign ministers meet at least four times a year. Such
meetings will focus on taking decisions for future action.

EU presidency state chairs meetings, represents EPC abroad,
oversees implementation of conclusions, and initiates
action.

Procedures for EPC/third country contacts via EU presidency
or Troika.

Informal “Gymnich” meetings of EU foreign ministers.
Crisis procedures for ministerial meetings, Political

Committee, and heads of mission in third countries.
Transgovernmental

support
Political Committee: preparation of ministerial meetings,

long-term studies.
European Correspondents: liaison between capitals,

monitoring implementation of EPC.
Working groups: geographical/functional analyses for EPC,

including potential crisis areas.
EU embassies: consultation on EPC matters in capitals of

member states, in third countries, and in delegations to
international conferences and organizations.

COREU: encrypted telex network to share information.
Establishment of EPC Secretariat based in Brussels, to

work under the authority of the EU presidency.
Joint reports from EU heads of mission in third countries at the

request of the Political Committee or on their own initiative.
Regular meetings among heads of mission within the capitals of

the Ten.
Administrative support for EU presidency by officials

seconded from preceding and succeeding EU presidencies
(the Troika).

Other administrative support to be provided to the EU
presidency as needed.

EC involvement Commission fully associated with the proceedings of EPC.
Colloquy four times a year with EP Political Committee, and

annual report on progress on EPC. EU presidency answers
EP questions about EPC and makes speeches to the EP.
Informal meetings with the EP. President of the European
Council also makes speeches to the EP.

Council informed through COREPER about EPC conclusions
which might impact the work of the EC.

EPC meetings can be held on the occasion of EC ministerial
meetings.

Ministers able to use EPC to prepare studies on political
aspects of problems under examination in the EC.
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Organizations and European foreign policy 151

Table 6.1 (cont.)

Component Actors and functions

External EC policies and EPC policies must be
consistent. The EU presidency and the Commission
shall ensure such consistency.

European Court of Justice excluded from EPC.
Obligations States consult on all questions of foreign policy.

Formulation of medium and long-term common positions.
Implementation of joint actions.
General rule not to take up final positions without consultation

with EPC partners.
Possible to discuss in EPC certain foreign policy questions

bearing on the political aspects of security. Coordination of
positions bearing on the political and economic aspects
of security.

Possibility of political dialogues with third countries and
with regional groupings, as necessary.

General rule to avoid any action or position which
impairs the EU’s effectiveness as a cohesive force in
international relations or within international
organizations.

General rule to refrain from impeding the formation of a
consensus and the joint action which it could produce.

General rule that in international institutions where not
all EU states participate (i.e., the UN Security
Council), those EU states which do participate shall
take account of EPC positions.

EPC declarations must be called to the attention of third states
by the local representative of the Ten.

States must preserve the confidentiality of EPC.

stated obligation to achieve common positions, only that member states
should “endeavor” to achieve this end.6

Despite these limitations, the SEA did include the most complex provi-
sions on foreign policy cooperation since EPC was created, involving the
intergovernmental, transgovernmental, and rule-governed aspects of the
system. The SEA’s major provisions on foreign policy are summarized in
Table 6.1.

Three aspects of the SEA are especially important to EU foreign pol-
icy. First, it slightly reinforced the intergovernmental character of EPC,

6 Article 30.1 and Article 30.2(d), SEA. Wallace (1983b: 6) argues that a general commit-
ment to a “common foreign policy” was acceptable as an unspecific aim to all member
states (except Denmark) by 1980, but this goal was watered down in the SEA.
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152 The institutionalization of cooperation

particularly by codifying the composition and role of the European Coun-
cil along the lines of what had been set down in the Solemn Declaration
on European Union. Its tasks would involve defining the guidelines for
integration in general and advocating particular policies; initiating coop-
eration in new areas; assuring the consistency of EPC and EC policies;
and issuing declarations on foreign relations. These tasks imply policy
monitoring as well (Bulmer and Wessels 1987: 76–80), although the Eu-
ropean Council still does not have the resources to carry out this function
effectively. Although it was made legal with the SEA, the European Coun-
cil was not mentioned in the section on the EC and would remain linked
to, but legally separate from, the EC (like EPC itself). In addition, EU
foreign ministers’ EPC meetings in Brussels and Luxembourg could now
be held in tandem with the General Affairs Council (GAC) of the EC,
another small challenge to the procedural distinction between EC and
EPC affairs. As the same (foreign) ministers attended both sets of meet-
ings, EPC business was discussed at both monthly GAC meetings and
EPC summits by the 1980s (Nuttall 1992a: 14–15).

Second, the EPC transgovernmental network was slightly enhanced.
Recognizing the need for stronger links between the EC and EPC, the
SEA negotiators considered that the Political Committee could be moved
permanently to Brussels. The Political Directors themselves had second
thoughts; they did not want the press to invade their privacy and they
wanted to maintain their separation from the EC.7 Instead, the SEA
merely provided that the European Correspondents could help monitor
the implementation of EPC. The immediate years after the SEA also saw
a rapid increase of COREUs and the creation of six new working groups
(bringing the total to twenty-five) to handle EPC’s greater responsibili-
ties. The working groups also increased the frequency of their meetings
and began to meet in Brussels (rather than in the capitals of each EU pres-
idency) after the SEA, which intensified the consultation and brought it
slightly closer to the EC’s machinery.8

Third, the SEA codified a number of EPC customs as legal rules or
“general obligations” in the wording of Title III. Above all, the SEA re-
quired that external EC and EPC policies must be consistent, a direct ex-
tension of the damage-limitation function of EPC discussed in Chapter 5.
Thus, for the first time, these two unconnected policy domains were tied
together and made legally binding on EU member states. Action in one
domain had to support action in the other, and the EU presidency and

7 Interview with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.
8 On the enhanced activities of EPC working groups after the SEA see Regelsberger 1993:

273–74.
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the Commission were directed to make sure EC/EPC consistency was
sought and maintained (Articles 30.3–30.5, SEA).9 This provision meant
that, at least in external relations, EPC and the EC should not be dis-
tinguished from each other (Coignez 1992). The SEA also codified the
use of regional political dialogues and EPC joint actions, two existing
customary instruments whose codification also helped link the EC and
EPC, and which led to greater involvement of EC actors in foreign policy
(see below). Finally, after more heated debate against the backdrop of
renewed US–Soviet tension during the early 1980s, the SEA included a
reference to cooperation on the “political and economic aspects of secu-
rity” within the framework of EPC, a slight advancement of its formal
agenda.10

In sum, EPC was not formally “communitarized” with the SEA; it
largely codified existing practices in an attempt to clarify and preserve
what had already been achieved. But the SEA did create stronger legal
obligations than had ever existed under EPC, strongly reinforcing the
effects of legalization discussed in the previous chapter. The SEA provi-
sion that parties shall “endeavor” to formulate a European foreign policy
created an obligation to act in good faith, a recognized concept in interna-
tional law.11 The SEA also enhanced the overall stability and acceptability
of the EPC process by combining the institutional instruments of both
EPC/EC. As Dehousse and Weiler observed (1991: 130–36), the total
separation of the two (legal) systems (of EPC and the EC) had become
untenable; because of the progress they achieved in the EC, EU mem-
ber states effectively abdicated part of their autonomy as EPC partners.
The real problem was the lack of effective adjudication or enforcement
mechanisms in EPC, not the lack of specific legal obligations (of course,
these problems exist in many other international agreements). The SEA
also officially excluded any differentiated participation in EC/EPC, which
would have an effect on future enlargements. Prospective member states
(Portugal and Spain at the time) would have to accept the obligations of
EC and EPC membership in tandem, just as Greece had.

One setback to the legal expansion of EPC under the SEA in-
volved Article 31, which prevented ECJ involvement in EPC legal

9 Also note that the preamble to the SEA stressed the need for Europe “to aim at speaking
ever increasingly with one voice and to act with consistency and solidarity in order more
effectively to protect its common interests.”

10 Article 30.6, SEA. Recall that the 1981 London Report had allowed discussion of only
the political aspects of security.

11 Also note that the Irish Supreme Court ruled that the EPC provisions in the SEA were
legally binding, which required a constitutional amendment to change Irish neutrality,
and the Danes had a similar problem with the SEA (and later with the Treaty on European
Union).
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controversies. This provision effectively codified the long-standing under-
standing among EU states to prevent the “judicialization” of their non-
EC diplomacy, as we saw in the previous chapter. However, Article 32
explicitly prohibited EPC procedures from adversely affecting those of
the EC. Violations of this provision could have been brought before the
ECJ, but this did not happen as EU states wished to preserve EPC’s con-
sensual decision-making and, more importantly, they did not want to give
the Court an opening in EPC that it could exploit. In addition, the Com-
mission was excluded from suing on the direct basis of EPC, although it
theoretically could have sued if EU states attempted to circumvent EC
procedures with an EPC action. On the whole, then, the opportunities
for using the ECJ to advance the legal standing of EPC were still very cir-
cumscribed. However, the way EU states deliberately excluded the ECJ
from EPC lends much credence to the view that they truly respect the
Court’s unpredictable, distinct power to advance integration further than
they would like. As we shall see in the next two chapters, although this
fear was expressed again in the Treaty on European Union, EU states
are finding it increasingly difficult to develop a common foreign policy
without reference to the EC’s own comprehensive body of legal rules.

Despite the exclusion of the ECJ in the SEA’s provisions on EPC, the
SEA did establish a new administrative organization for EPC and did cod-
ify a number of norms involving the relationship of EC organizations to
European foreign policy.12 These subjects are examined in the rest of this
chapter, beginning with a discussion of the most powerful organizational
actor involved in EU foreign policy: the European Commission.

The Commission and European foreign policy

One of the Commission’s most important supranational functions in-
volves external representation and negotiation, chiefly in the context of
international trade negotiations and, less frequently, enlargements of the
EU. In these domains the Commission now generally enjoys a fairly high
degree of autonomy (compared to its role in EU foreign policy), although
this was not always so. Indeed, efforts by the Commission, under Presi-
dent Hallstein, to gain a greater role in external negotiations were once a
major source of irritation for Charles de Gaulle. Sir Roy Denman recalls
that when he was a British trade official in Geneva in the 1960s, “a Com-
mission representative would sometimes turn up for negotiations, flanked

12 These include procedural changes to EPC made at a post-SEA meeting and subsequently
codified at Maastricht; see the “Decision of 28 February 1986, Adopted by Ministers,
Meeting in the Framework of European Political Cooperation, on the Occasion of the
Signing of the Single European Act,” EPC Bulletin, 1986, Doc. 86/090.
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by French and German officials, who appeared to have him under a kind
of house arrest” (cited in Buchan 1993: 13). This attitude eventually
changed, and the Commission has gradually exploited its treaty-based
authority in a number of economically oriented areas of EU external rela-
tions, such as the common commercial policy, agricultural and technical
matters, the common fisheries policy, development policy, enlargement
negotiations, environmental policy, and even competition (or anti-trust)
policy.

The expansion of the Commission’s role in EPC was far more contro-
versial, as revealed in the relevant provisions of EPC reports and the SEA.
The privileged role of foreign ministries in EPC tended to strengthen
them against the Commission in this domain. The Commission also was
feared as an actor within EPC by many states (chiefly France); it had
little or no diplomatic status or experience, and it might also encourage
the “communitarization” of EPC. As an issue-area, EPC also was not
very conducive to the kind of power the Commission has been especially
adept at mobilizing: generating support for European policies among
businesses and other interest groups, as through the use of Commission-
sponsored public–private forums. Likewise, the Commission was highly
suspicious of the way both EPC and the European Council could re-
duce its own authority in EC affairs and contaminate the Community
method with intergovernmentalism. Moreover, it was more preoccupied
with preserving its existing powers under the Treaty of Rome rather than
with risking its reputation and limited resources to extend its influence
into areas where it enjoyed no real legal authority.13 However, this situa-
tion gradually changed, even in the face of many obstacles. How did this
happen?

The evolution of Commission involvement in EPC

As Chapter 3 noted, EPC’s architects in the 1970s did recognize the
need to invite the Commission “to make known its views” to EPC in the
event the activities of EPC affected the EC. Given this very limited formal
mandate in EPC, practices here changed according to the issue at hand
and the attitudes of the EU presidency and, to a lesser extent, the Polit-
ical Committee. During EPC’s early years, the Commission’s role first
involved providing advice on the economic implications of EPC initia-
tives, chiefly to help reinforce the damage-limitation norm of European
foreign policy. At first it could be invited to EPC discussions as an ob-
server or source of expertise on the EC, as with the CSCE and Euro-Arab

13 Interviews with Commission officials, Brussels, 1995–96.
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Dialogue working groups on economic cooperation. The early years of
the Euro-Arab Dialogue also saw the development of an informal new
institution, the “bicephalous presidency” (consisting of representatives
from the Commission and the EU presidency), to help share external
representation and policy coordination (Allen 1978). Similarly, the fact
that trade policy for Eastern Europe was taken over by the EC at the be-
ginning of 1973 provided the Commission with a convenient procedural
excuse to be consulted on CSCE issues, and it attempted to make the
most of this opening (Bonvicini 1982: 39–40).

Still, compared to the situation today, the Commission’s influence in
EPC was severely limited during these years. Several EU governments
viewed the Commission as the “virus of integration” and wanted to iso-
late it completely from EPC. Commission officials from the period recall
their humiliating treatment in EPC discussions; in some cases, they were
admitted to EPC meetings only when specific points relevant to the EC
were on the table, then were quickly ushered out. The Commission rep-
resentative participated as a member of the EU presidency’s delegation,14

and even when admitted, the presidency could often decide whether the
Commission representative could be allowed to speak at all. In most
cases, the Commission representative could attend EPC meetings only
with the consent of all EU member states, which was not always pos-
sible to achieve. Finally, the Commission was not even formally linked
to the COREU network until 1982, although it was occasionally sup-
plied with COREUs by “EC-friendly” diplomats.15 According to EPC
insiders, smaller EU states (often Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Nether-
lands) were especially generous in providing the Commission with EPC
information that other EU states had wanted to keep from it.16

The Commission’s “second-class” status in EPC during the years prior
to the London Report is succinctly recalled by Simon Nuttall (1988: 104–
105), the Commission’s representative to EPC in the 1980s:

The Commission was excluded from whole areas of EPC and from certain types
of activity. Only on rare occasions was the Commission invited to meetings of
the Middle East working group and never to those of the working group on UN
disarmament. It was excluded from all activities of the European Correspon-
dents, including the all-important luncheon after the meetings of the Political

14 Based on an EU foreign ministers meeting of September 10–11, 1973, to decide how to
represent EC/EPC at the CSCE talks. This formula generally held until the SEA (Nuttall
1992a: 111).

15 Prior to 1982 the Commission had to send COREUs through the Belgian foreign min-
istry, which happened only rarely.

16 Interviews with Commission and EU member state foreign ministry officials, Brussels,
1995–96.
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Committee at which the draft conclusions are discussed, and the Commission’s
representative in the Political Committee was invited to the Political Directors’
luncheons but not their dinners, presumably on the grounds that in diplomatic
circles secrets are revealed only after dark.

Yet by the late 1970s the Commission was seen as a valuable, regu-
lar participant in EPC discussions, even though it did not enjoy the same
powers it possessed in EC affairs. Indeed, the expanding role of the Com-
mission in EPC represents one of the most notable institutional changes
in European foreign policy. Part of the reason for this change was the
Commission’s very positive involvement in the preparatory committee for
the European Security Conference (CSCE). This also marked the first
time that a major non-EU state – the Soviet Union – openly accepted the
Commission’s institutionalized involvement in a diplomatic process.17 In
addition, the arrival of President Giscard d’Estaing of France saw a more
flexible approach to EU affairs, which included an expanded role for the
Commission. Previously, the French had been a major obstacle to such a
role. In fact, the British, Dutch, and Germans began suggesting common
external representation for EPC/EC in the mid-1970s, but French oppo-
sition held this up until the TEU. Even after French resistance began to
crumble, they still argued against Commission involvement because of its
“leakiness” (Wallace and Allen 1977: 232), which violated one of EPC’s
most basic principles. Finally, with no permanent secretariat for EPC yet,
the expanding foreign policy agenda necessitated the involvement of the
Commission to provide some bureaucratic consistency, even if only in an
informal way (Bonvicini 1982: 37).

The Commission’s involvement in EPC was slightly expanded and cod-
ified with the 1981 London Report. This was mainly due to the influence
of François Mitterrand and his foreign minister, Claude Cheysson, a
former Commissioner who had witnessed the Commission’s exclusion
from EPC firsthand. The French change of attitude was expressed at
a Gymnich-type meeting on September 5–6, 1981, where they finally
withdrew their objections to full Commission participation in EPC at all
levels (Nuttall 1992a: 177). Thus, according to Part II, Section 12 of
this report, EU member states “attach importance to the Commission
of the European Communities being fully associated with Political Cooper-
ation at all levels” (emphasis added). This convoluted language – “attach
importance” – reflected the considerable rancor among some member
states regarding the full inclusion of the Commission in EPC. Although
the French change of attitude was key, the Commission clearly was not
supposed to have any new powers (a major concern of Denmark), and

17 Interview with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.
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it has been suggested that the Commission was actually brought closer
to EPC in part to prevent it from becoming a “loose cannon” in EU
foreign policy.18 Another concern was the preservation of confidentiality,
and the Commission was required to show how it would handle sensitive
information in EPC. This was deemed not to be a major problem for the
Commission,19 and the immediate years following the London Report
saw the Commission’s association with EPC at all levels, from the
European Council to EPC ministerial meetings to the all-important
EPC working groups.

Later, a Gymnich-type meeting in April 1983 decided that the Com-
mission could be allowed to represent EPC in the Troika framework. The
SEA then gave the Commission its first legitimate, codified responsibility
(shared with the presidency) in EPC: ensuring that consistency of the
EU’s external relations was sought and maintained (Article 30.5). This
took the Commission beyond mere “association” while helping to limit
further the de jure intergovernmental character of EPC.20 Finally, under
Article 30.9, the Commission was to intensify cooperation between its
representatives accredited to third countries and to international orga-
nizations. These provisions gave the Commission a status in EPC much
closer to that of EU member states, a far cry from what it had experienced
during the formative years of EPC.

Structure and resources

Before turning to explicit examples of the Commission’s increasing in-
volvement in EPC, we must keep in mind three basic facts about its
post-EPC structure and resources since I cannot fully explore the Com-
mission’s complex internal dynamics. First, even in EC affairs, where it
dominates the legislative process, the Commission has its share of orga-
nizational or bureaucratic problems, such as inadequate resources, bu-
reaucratic inertia, turf battles, internal divisions, a lack of coherence or
strategic action, irregular or ineffective leadership, and even corruption.
The key point is that despite these limitations, and despite more general
fears about protecting their sovereignty, EU member states still thought
it beneficial to include the Commission in certain aspects of EPC. How
and why this happened is the focus of the rest of this section, and I will

18 Interview with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.
19 According to Nuttall (1988: 105), “If there have been leaks, they have not come from

the Commission.”
20 In an earlier draft of the SEA, EU states had considered sharing the responsibility for

consistency among the Commission and Twelve, but this was rejected as unworkable
(Nuttall 1988: 109).
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address the Commission’s internal problems only where they impact on
EU foreign policy.

Second, the Commission has gradually adapted itself to cope with the
increased workload of EU foreign relations. During the EPC era, this
generally involved Directorate-General I (or DG-I) for external relations
(with industrialized countries) and DG-VIII for relations with develop-
ing countries, with some input from other Directorates as necessary.21

In 1977, the Commission established its own small but permanent office
to handle EPC affairs,22 where no more than a handful of Commission
officials dealt with EPC on a full-time basis. Also at this time some Com-
mission staff began to be attached to the foreign embassies of EU states
holding the EU presidency. The Commission also saw an expansion of its
staff in Brussels and overseas, from 50 representations in third countries
by the late 1970s to over 100 representations by the late 1980s, plus more
Commission delegations to international conferences and organizations.
However, coordination and information-sharing among the various DGs
(particularly DG-I and DG-VIII) involved in foreign policy developed
slowly and with some difficulty.23 As we shall see in Chapters 7 and 8,
the Commission made serious attempts to overcome this organizational
confusion after the TEU. Similarly, the creation of a system for ensur-
ing the secrecy of sensitive documents took some time, which damaged
the Commission’s reputation among some EU member states (Hill and
Wallace 1979: 50–52).

Third, the Commission worked beyond organizational changes to ac-
tually improve its understanding of, and participation in, EPC. It estab-
lished its own internal telex and cipher system to improve security and
communications, and instituted a system of rotation between its various
Directorates so that relevant personnel could gain experience abroad. The
Commission also attempted to set down its own understanding of EPC in
an internal document,24 not an easy task considering the proliferation of
unwritten rules in EPC. By the time of the SEA, the Commission had in-
stitutionalized its own internal procedures for coordinating EPC and EC
affairs and representing itself in EPC, mainly involving the president of

21 The Commission dispensed with numerical designations of its Directorates after the
Treaty of Amsterdam. To maintain historical continuity, I use these numbers until
Chapter 7.

22 Known as “Relations with Intergovernmental Cooperation of Member States.” Interview
with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.

23 Interviews with Commission officials, Brussels, 1995–96. Also note that these two com-
petencies (external relations and development) also comprise DG-E in the Secretariat-
General of the Council of Ministers, which may have reinforced the competition between
them.

24 This document is da Fonseca-Wollheim 1981.
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the Commission, the Commission Secretariat-General, DG-I, and DG-
VIII. These links with EPC were generally structured along the same
transgovernmental lines – hierarchical and functional – as those of EU
member states. As a result, the Commission usually managed to find a
coherent EPC policy position, not least because “it is always the same
officials who work on political cooperation. This reinforces their ability
to influence the Political Committee and those working groups charged
with the formulation of a common policy on a specific issue” (Bonvicini
1982: 37). Only the TEU prompted a far more comprehensive reorgani-
zation and expansion of the Commission, in part to handle the transition
from EPC to the CFSP. This subject is taken up in the next chapter.
In the rest of this section, I examine several major areas of Commission
influence in EU foreign policy, particularly after the London Report and
the SEA.

The Commission’s influence in EPC

At least six areas of Commission influence in EPC can be discerned, some
of which also apply to the Commission’s activities in external economic
relations and other EC business. Throughout the discussion it should
be stressed that the Commission’s involvement also strongly depended
on the attitude and capabilities of the state holding the EU presidency,
which could vary widely. As an intergovernmentalist might expect, larger
EU states (particularly France) preferred to minimize the Commission’s
influence, while the smaller EU states (particularly Belgium and Luxem-
bourg) appreciated the support of the Commission in EU foreign policy.

First, the mere fact that the Commission, a complex, permanent or-
ganization possessing policy-relevant technical expertise, was linked to
EPC, a decentralized system, meant that European foreign policy could
enjoy some degree of institutional memory beyond the periodic compila-
tions of EPC discussed in the previous chapter (the recueil and the coutu-
mier). As EU states required sixteen years to agree finally to a permanent
secretariat to help administer EPC (see below), the Commission provided
a quick, “ready-made” alternative to establishing a new organization for
EPC. At the very least, then, the Commission’s position between the EC
and EPC had a general stabilizing effect on the EU’s external relations,
which somewhat compensated for the lack of continuous attention by the
European Council and other EU intergovernmental forums.

Second, in keeping with its function as a bridge between the EC and
EPC, the Commission acted as a source of information and expertise, par-
ticularly regarding the economic implications of EPC. This of course was
the Commission’s most fundamental, widely recognized role in EPC, as
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most EU states (particularly the smaller ones) were concerned that EPC
might, at best, act counter to Community policies and, at worst, con-
taminate the EC with intergovernmental procedures. The Commission
was their chief ally against these potential detriments. As we have seen,
this general advisory capacity justified the Commission’s inclusion in the
earliest EPC initiatives, the Euro-Arab Dialogue and the CSCE process,
where it acted at the working group level (at first) on the economic aspects
of each initiative.

The Commission also became an alternative resource when depart-
ments in foreign ministries neglected to share information with each
other, or when foreign ministries did not share information with other
ministries involved in EC affairs (owing to, for example, bureaucratic
rivalries or time constraints). It was especially helpful in filling the in-
formation gap between states’ foreign ministries and their economics (or
EU affairs) ministries/departments, and the information gap in Brussels
between COREPER and EPC officials when EC tools were being consid-
ered since the Commission’s representative was often the only person to
participate in both meetings. This role (shared with the EU presidency)
was legally codified with the SEA provision to ensure the “consistency”
of EC and EPC policies. The advent of the single European market also
increased the opportunities for the Commission to inform EPC about
EC concerns.25 Nuttall recalls this resulted in a “shared perception” that
EC and EPC activities could be made to work together, and he notes
few “glaring cases” of inconsistency, if any; as “the vast majority of EC
policies do not have direct foreign policy implications, and much of the
work done in EPC does not impinge on that of the Community” (Nuttall
1988: 108–109). Similarly, Regelsberger argues (1993: 284–85) that the
key requirement of consistency was “widely fulfilled” after the SEA, as
reflected in her analysis of various EPC declarations and actions.

Third, the Commission became more active as an informal policy en-
trepreneur or agenda-setter of its own, even though it did not enjoy in EPC
the same exclusive “right of initiative” it held in the EC.26 Still, the Com-
mission was in a unique position to move beyond informing EPC par-
ticipants about EC considerations to defining external political issues in
economic terms (and vice versa) and suggesting possible courses of action.
According to one observer, when asked for help when the Council of Min-
isters needed to define whether a problem was mainly political (involving
EPC/Political Committee) or economic (involving the EC/COREPER),

25 EPC’s Political Committee, for example, was often quite ignorant in terms of EC com-
petencies and their legal basis. Interviews with Commission and COREPER officials,
Brussels, 1995–96.

26 For an expanded discussion of this role, see Nugent 1995.
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the “Commission tends to defend COREPER, if only because it is a Com-
munity institution.”27 Moreover, the Commission’s independent status
vis-à-vis other EU states put it in a strong position to mediate among
competing views of policy, very similar to the role it plays in EC affairs.

This change of emphasis took some time to achieve; at first, the Com-
mission was wary of using information received in EPC to further its own
ends because of concerns about being shut out of the process, and usually
was excluded from the informal working dinners where most EPC mat-
ters were discussed.28 Thus, we see little evidence of strong Commission
advocacy for particular EPC policies in the 1970s, except in the context
of the Euro-Arab Dialogue and the CSCE process, and the Commis-
sion did not emerge as a true EPC policy entrepreneur until some time
after the London Report (Bonvicini 1982: 43). However, the Commis-
sion often acted within its own sphere of competence to support external
political goals, such as by granting or withholding economic aid or ma-
nipulating trade or Association Agreements. As we saw in Chapter 4, the
Commission refused to proceed with the EC’s new Mediterranean pol-
icy regarding Spain because of that country’s execution of five Basques in
1975. Although this was not a case of the Commission acting within EPC,
it demonstrates the Commission’s ability, even at this stage, to influence
(even embarrass) EPC through indirect methods. The Spanish case also
illustrates the Commission’s function as a mediator for policy compro-
mises, in this case between the Netherlands and Denmark, who wanted
a stronger response, and France, Germany, and the UK, who wanted to
step lightly in the interest of not harming relations between Spain and
the Nine (van Praag 1982a: 101–103). In other cases, such as Poland,
the Falklands, Central America, and South Africa, the Commission was
explicitly directed by EPC to draw up suitable policy proposals for the
use of economic aid and/or sanctions for political ends.

Fourth, the Commission’s status as an external representative or negotia-
tor gradually grew in EPC, since its representative was usually the only
permanent dialogue partner on the European side thanks to the EU’s
rotating presidency system. The Commission’s authority expanded even
more when economic issues became part of the talks, as we have seen with
the Euro-Arab Dialogue and CSCE talks. In other cases, a Commission
representative was attached to EU state missions to third countries and
delegations to international organizations, as the Commission enjoyed

27 Bonvicini 1982: 40. This tendency was also confirmed by interviews with officials inside
and outside the Commission, Brussels, 1995–96.

28 As the EP Political Committee (1977) put it, “The Commission believes that on account
of its position as a guest at political cooperation meetings, information received there
should be used with discretion.”
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few independent delegations of its own at the time. Where the Commis-
sion did have delegations, its representative usually participated in meet-
ings of EU ambassadors, both for EC matters and EPC. The ambassador
of the state holding the EU presidency could decide on such Commission
participation, and usually followed what his or her government wanted at
the time (Bonvicini 1982: 38–39). The Commission’s external network is
now more extensive than that of many EU member states, particularly in
the African, Caribbean, and Pacific countries, where only a small number
of EU member states are represented (Nuttall 1988: 107).

Moreover, the Commission was increasingly lobbied by outside ac-
tors (such as the US) to undertake EPC initiatives. To outsiders, such
Commission involvement gave the impression of true coherence between
EPC and EC representation. The Commission’s role in negotiating ac-
cession agreements also provided it with a way to use political criteria to
make its decisions, as when it persuaded Spain to sign the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty in the context of its accession to the EU (Müller 1992:
198). It could even be argued that Commission involvement in EPC in
third countries was greater than that in Brussels, thanks to the tendency
for EU diplomats abroad to generally ignore the distinction between EC
and EPC that was maintained in Brussels.29 This distinction was fur-
ther eroded in the 1980s with the proliferation of regional dialogues used
to enhance cohesion between the EC and EPC, with the Commission
playing the central role. The rationale behind these dialogues was pri-
marily political, though not in all cases (such as with the ACP or EFTA30

states), and the Commission’s experience of the Euro-Arab Dialogue was
an important precedent for its close involvement in dialogues with Cen-
tral America, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
and the Gulf Cooperation Council (Nuttall 1988: 111). By the time
of the comprehensive “Europe Agreements” with Central and Eastern
European countries, the Troika was abandoned in favor of joint Com-
mission/EU presidency representation (the “bicephalous” or “tandem”
presidency), a significant procedural change compared to prior dialogues
(Nuttall 1992a: 293). With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the EU also
created more limited “Partnership and Cooperation Agreements” to han-
dle relations with former Soviet states (see Chapter 7), which similarly
privileged the role of the Commission.

Fifth, the Commission also emerged as an agent for policy implementation
and monitoring by the 1980s. Indeed, since EPC was implemented on a

29 Interviews with Commission officials, Brussels, 1996.
30 European Free Trade Association. Dialogue between the EC and EFTA was initiated in

1984 (the “Luxembourg process”).
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national basis at first, the Commission’s role was that of a monitor, so
the two areas can be considered together. Here, on the one hand, the
Commission had to gain the trust of EU member states and look for
practical opportunities to make a contribution to EPC, and on the other
hand, it had to protect its key role in EC affairs by warning EU states
not to usurp Community competencies. The Commission is the leading
authority on the use of EC instruments for EPC ends, and it was charged
with monitoring state behavior when EC/EPC “mixed agreements” (such
as the control of dual-use goods for political ends) were established.

For example, during the 1979 Iran hostage crisis, the Commission be-
came involved (under Article 225) to prevent sanctions decided under
EPC from adversely affecting the Common Market. In other cases, pro-
posals made by the Commission inevitably led to their implementation by
the Commission, thus enhancing its role. In South Africa, the implemen-
tation and oversight of the 1985 package of measures were primarily the
responsibility of the Commission (which had proposed many of those
measures; Holland 1988: 117–18). A number of ad hoc oversight and
administrative procedures were devised in this area, mainly within the
scope of EPC, largely because of the Commission’s role as an initiator
and executor of the EC budget. This role was limited, however, because
funds were lacking and the Commission did not enjoy the right to moni-
tor the oil embargo, potentially one of the more powerful weapons in that
sanctions package. The extraordinary decision taken in 1989 to make the
EC, and the Commission in particular, the primary coordinator for the
distribution of Western aid to Central and Eastern Europe also greatly
strengthened the status of the Commission in foreign policy, although
this decision was reached outside the EPC framework. It also helped lay
the groundwork for even more involvement following the TEU.

Sixth and finally, the Commission emerged as a strong advocate of in-
stitutional change regarding European integration. It plays this role within
the EU, by respecting, defending, and extending the Community’s com-
petencies in foreign policy, and outside the EU, by acting as an example
of successful regional cooperation or integration, one of EPC’s most im-
portant substantive norms. Regarding its internal role, the Commission
had urged combining the political and economic aspects of the Intergov-
ernmental Conference that led to the SEA (although the Milan European
Council of June 28–29, 1985 had the opposite idea).31 And while numer-
ous other factors (such as perceptions of policy failure, crises, changes
of government, and grand bargains) also helped encourage institutional
reforms in EPC, the Commission helps to focus, synthesize, and expand

31 See the “Commission Opinion of 22 July 1985” regarding its thinking on EPC.
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pro-integration opinions in Europe. In this way, the Commission can
easily fill an ideas vacuum when EU states are unwilling or unable to do
so. The Commission played this role very effectively in its proposals for
replacing EPC with the CFSP, as we shall see in Chapter 7.

Regarding its external role, the Commission provides an example of
successful regional cooperation, a clear (and deliberate) product of the
regional dialogues mentioned above. If EC organizations generally share
an interest in “more Europe,” they must also share an interest in exporting
Europe’s cooperative ideals to other regions of the world, an important
form of the EU’s “soft power.” The Commission embodies a broad aspi-
ration toward regional integration (of an institutionalized nature) which
it stresses whenever it can. In fact, the Commission “tries to manipu-
late the financial component of group-to-group dialogue in such a way
as to promote intra-regional cooperation” (Nuttall 1990: 146), as with
the Lomé III convention. The Commission is often at its best in regional
dialogues, since it largely represents the EU as a civilian power, which
characterizes most regional groupings. And although eleven of twelve
EU member states in the 1980s were members of NATO, it is remark-
able that the EU was seen as standing alone from superpower rivalry,
even though it tends to support the West. This perception is a peculiar
consequence of the EU’s institutional and normative structure, which is
perceived by outsiders “to stand apart from the policies of its members
either separately or collectively in other fora (NATO, WEU). Since this
perception is apparently not dependent on the specific policies adopted
by the Community it must arise from its institutional nature as an in-
tegrationist regional grouping” (Nuttall 1990: 144). Thus, the fact that
the EU had no military arm for most of its history is important, but to
the extent that the Commission embodies this institutionalized, interre-
gional, civilian form of cooperation, it matters a great deal. The general
stability of its policies (compared to those of EU member states) and its
sensitivity to the developing world are also important in distinguishing
the EU from other global actors.

Finally, we should note that EPC affected the Commission as well. It
was increasingly expected to consider a more comprehensive approach
to problems of democracy, stability, and development rather than view
them only in economic terms. The Commission’s willingness to confront
more security-related issues, such as crises and non-proliferation, was
also significantly enhanced by its experience in EPC. Although its posi-
tion clearly expanded in this domain, the Commission’s autonomy had
severe limits at this time, which always rested on the evolving attitudes and
goodwill of EU member states. The holder of the EU presidency in par-
ticular largely controlled the Commission’s influence in EPC. However,
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the Commission’s position has improved markedly since the late 1980s
and the TEU, as we shall see in the next chapter.

The EPC Secretariat

As I noted in Chapter 3, the Italians and the Germans proposed an
EPC Secretariat in December 1971, while Georges Pompidou and Willy
Brandt further agreed on the principle at a meeting in Paris in February
1972. The British agreed to it as well later that year (Franck 1983: 89). Yet
France wanted to locate the Secretariat in Paris, while a majority opposed
this idea and argued that, if a Secretariat was necessary, it should be lo-
cated in Brussels. There was further disagreement (as usual) over whether
the Secretariat should be linked to existing EC structures or established
outside of them. This difference of opinion prevented the establishment
of a formal administrative body for EPC for nearly two decades, although
the delay also helped encourage the development of other alternatives to
aid the administration of EPC, such as the COREU network, the Troika
system, and the increased involvement of the Commission.

Origins, structure, resources

Yet the rapid expansion of the EPC agenda, the increased burden placed
on the EU presidency by such an agenda, and the limitation felt by small
EU states when they held the presidency led to some important informal
changes. In particular, the Secretariat had its roots in the informal practice
of sharing some of the burden of the EU presidency among members of
the Troika. In 1977 EU states quietly adopted the practice of seconding
a few of their junior officials to the next EU presidency state as a support
team to assist with the transition. This practice of lending diplomats
was formalized in the London Report and it became especially useful
to help maintain EU/EPC contacts with Turkey after the accession of
Greece to the EU. It also helped educate officials about the national
foreign ministries of their EPC partners and the functioning of the EPC
network.32

Over the next several years an intense debate raged over whether to cre-
ate a permanent Secretariat to do the preparatory work for EPC business
and to help reduce the load on the EU presidency, which now requires
(among other tasks) the organization and chairing of dozens of meetings
among hundreds of participants over a six-month period. The creation

32 London Report, Section 10; also see Nuttall 1990: 19–20.
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of an EPC working group of policy planners under the German EU pres-
idency in 1983 helped, but the question of a Secretariat was not firmly
resolved until the SEA in 1986. At this time, France finally accepted
that the Secretariat would serve EPC, not the European Council, and it
gave up its long-held insistence that any EPC Secretariat must be based
in Paris. The Secretariat idea posed an especially difficult problem for
small EU states: they often needed administrative help during their EU
presidencies, but were still wary of any permanent EPC (i.e., intergovern-
mental) organization and were reluctant to rely too heavily on the larger
EU states. Given all these concerns, British and Italian proposals for a
“minimalist” EPC Secretariat finally prevailed.

Thus, the Secretariat’s tasks at first were administrative and organi-
zational, it was based in Brussels, and it was supposed to serve the EU
presidency (or the Political Committee). As the SEA negotiators could
not agree to the Secretariat’s functions at the time, a decision on this
matter had to wait until a later Council meeting of EU foreign minis-
ters. This decision specified the organization and functions of the EPC
Secretariat,33 which included:
1. Assisting the EU presidency in the organization of EPC meetings, in-

cluding the preparation and circulation of documents and the drawing
up of minutes.

2. Working with the European Correspondents Group.
3. Assisting the chairmen of the working groups.
4. Assisting the EU presidency in the preparation of texts to be published

on behalf of the member states, including replies to parliamentary
questions.

5. Maintaining the EPC archives.
6. Preserving the rules governing EPC.
7. Assisting the EU presidency in its contacts with third countries.
8. Organizing on its premises all working party meetings and, if necessary,

meetings of the ministers and the Political Committee.
In terms of structure and resources, the Secretariat consisted of only

seventeen people at first: five diplomatic officials plus a Head, supported
by a small administrative staff. All were seconded from national foreign
ministries, and were responsible for specific policy dossiers (geographic
and functional). The Secretariat was not nearly as strong as Franco-
German proposals had suggested, with no budget or authority of its own.
Nor was it involved in political dialogues or actions. The Secretariat was

33 See the “Decision of 28 February 1986 by EC Foreign Ministers Meeting in the Frame-
work of European Political Cooperation on the Occasion of the Signing of the Single
European Act,” EPC Bulletin, 1986, Doc 86/090.
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entirely dependent on the EU presidency, which paid a symbolic fee
of one ECU to the Council for the EPC Secretariat in recognition of
services it provides (da Costa Pereira 1988: 86). The daily operation of
the Secretariat was paid by the EC via the Council budget, while staff
salaries were paid by national administrations (the EU presidency). And
although the Secretariat was located in the Council’s Secretariat building,
it was clearly isolated from the rest of the Council Secretariat by doors
with special locks on them.

The Head of the Secretariat was appointed jointly by member states
and served a three-year term. The choice of its first head, Giovanni Januzzi
(a former deputy Political Director in the Italian foreign ministry), was
made by “accidental consensus,” as da Costa Pereira put it, since the
larger EU states could not find support for their own candidates. Five
other civil servants served for two and half years, thus covering five to six
EU presidencies and providing a greater degree of bureaucratic consis-
tency. The terms were staggered so that a new diplomat came in every
six months with each new EU presidency, and “although in a sense they
do form a ‘European team,’ they are still attached to their respective civil
services, albeit in a different hierarchy” (da Costa Pereira 1988: 87).
And although the Secretariat was linked to the COREU system and
could participate in EPC deliberations, its own information resources de-
pended on the goodwill of EU member states. There also were no formal,
institutionalized links with EC actors, although informal contacts were
maintained.34 But the Secretariat permitted EPC working group meet-
ings to be held at the site of the Secretariat in Brussels (in the Council’s
Charlemagne building), rather than rotating among EU presidency states.
Also, there were few real barriers to contact between EPC participants;
lines of communication crossed both horizontally (among the EU pres-
idency/Troika, the Secretariat, and national foreign ministries) and ver-
tically (among the Political Committee, European Correspondents, and
working groups).

The performance of the EPC Secretariat

As these functions suggest, the Secretariat most certainly did not enjoy
the same resources or autonomy as did the Commission. Still, according
to insiders and observers, it generally performed its limited functions very
well. These involved providing all translation for EPC and maintaining the
all-important “suitcase” of documents (the recueil and coutumier) relevant
to EPC. More so than the Commission, then, it was the guardian of

34 Interview with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.
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EPC orthodoxy as the repository of all EPC documents and by virtue
of its preparation of answers to questions about EPC asked by the EP.
It also housed a stable, independent core of archives (unfortunately, one
not yet open to the public or scholars), so EPC documents could be
used more effectively and consistently. In addition, the organization of
meetings during each EU presidency was handled almost exclusively by
the Secretariat, except on questions of protocol. While the EU presidency
still set the EPC agenda, the Secretariat organized it. The Secretariat
also engaged in some limited conceptual work, such as drafting texts and
preparing speeches for the EU presidency.

The most intense relationships in the Secretariat were those with EPC
working groups, partly because working group meetings were held at the
Secretariat. One Secretariat official always participated in working groups
involving dialogues with a regional grouping, giving that official a de facto
role in external representation. In fact, von Jagow has argued (1990:
196) that “the political dialogue with regional groupings could not be
conducted” without the Secretariat, which highlights the rapid growth in
its importance. In other relationships with third countries the Secretariat
acted as a broker in formulating common texts, and helped to maintain
contacts with third countries in general. Liaison with the EP was also
important, as the EU presidency usually attached little importance to the
task. This is an important example of how the influence of one EC actor
(the EP) and one institutional role (the EU presidency) helped justify the
creation of another organization (the Secretariat) to draft replies to EP
questions and to ensure consistency among them between rotating EU
presidencies. The Head of the Secretariat also regularly appeared before
the EP’s relevant committees to discuss EPC issues, acting as EPC’s de
facto spokesperson in those settings (da Costa Pereira 1988: 93–100). The
Secretariat also helped manage the transition between EU presidencies,
an increasingly important task with the enlargement of the EU in 1986,
the growing number of items on the EPC agenda, and the proliferation
of regional dialogues in the EC/EPC throughout the 1980s.

However, beyond these useful administrative functions, it is difficult
to point to a significant, independent role for the EPC Secretariat in any
single case of EPC decision-making, particularly relative to the Commis-
sion. It had no decision-making powers or policy resources of its own,
and the Head of the Secretariat did not emerge as an influential neu-
tral broker as his autonomy always depended on the holder of the EU
presidency. Still, the advent of the EPC Secretariat was important for
three more basic reasons: first, its symbolic effect, in that it represented
the breakdown of resistance to a permanent organization for EPC of
any kind; second, its permanence effect, as a central repository for EPC
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documents and activities, which became more consistent over time; and
third, its socialization effect, in the sense that it helped national diplomats
work together, trust each other, search for a common European view
on external problems, and express that view to the EP and the outside
world. On the negative side, it is possible that the Secretariat competed
to some extent with other EPC participants, such as the European Cor-
respondents in national capitals and even the Commission (Regelsberger
1993: 277). As a result of such concerns, the Secretariat was only slightly
enhanced by the TEU and brought closer to the EC as part of the EU’s
single institutional structure, as we shall see in the next chapter.

Outside looking in? The European Parliament
and foreign policy

The Commission, and to a far lesser extent the EPC Secretariat, were the
two organizations most directly involved in EPC. Two other EC actors
did not enjoy the same status in EPC. One, the ECJ, was discussed in the
previous chapter; it possessed the potential for more authority in EPC
but often lacked the opportunities and will to exercise such authority.
The other, the EP, strongly pushed for more involvement but lacked the
power to assert itself in EPC. However, the EP deserves some attention at
this point, if only because its role in EU foreign policy became an object
of interest with the Treaty on European Union, the subject of Chapter 7.

Resources and influence of the EP

It should first be kept in mind that one cannot consider the EP’s role
in EPC without noting that it is subject to the same problems of demo-
cratic control of foreign policy confronted by national legislatures. For-
eign and security policy are often considered special domains, ones dom-
inated by executive bodies or officials. Most national parliaments have
a limited number of tools at their disposal to influence foreign policy
directly: questions, motions of no confidence, budgetary authority, fact-
finding missions, investigations, treaty ratification, and approval of cer-
tain political appointments. While the EP possesses some of these powers,
and although the Commission and EP often side with each other in de-
bates over EPC, there has always been an inherent tension between the
EP and the Council of Ministers, just as in domestic political systems
where the legislature does not have direct control over the executive.35

35 For more comprehensive discussions, see Schmuck 1991; Judge, Earnshaw, and Cowan
1994; and Corbett, Jacobs, and Shackleton 1995. This discussion also relies on interviews
with EP officials in Brussels, 1995–96.
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Also, the flexibility and secrecy required of foreign policy make parlia-
mentary scrutiny especially difficult. Finally, the EP has struggled for
years with its own legitimacy and authority within the EU as a whole,
which are far more important to it than its specific role in EU foreign
policy.

Thus, it is not surprising that the EP played a very limited role in EPC,
especially during the early years. In general, its chief function was to pro-
vide a veil of democratic legitimacy to a very secret, non-legal process
(particularly after the first direct elections to the EP in 1979). Like the
Commission, the EP was only briefly mentioned in the Luxembourg and
Copenhagen Reports on EPC and did not enjoy any significant involve-
ment here except for occasional colloquies each year. The SEA further
codified several existing practices regarding the EP, mainly that the Parlia-
ment’s views were supposed to be taken into consideration in EPC. The
EP could pose written and oral questions to the EU presidency about
EPC and the presidency was required to forward EPC texts to the EP
and to reply to major EP resolutions on which the Parliament requests its
comments. Lodge (1988) reports that these resolutions were examined
by relevant EPC working groups and did occasionally have some impact
on their deliberations.

Despite its lack of more substantial EPC powers, or perhaps because of
this lack, the EP became noted for taking often controversial positions on
international issues, mainly with regard to human rights. In fact, after the
SEA the EU presidency also was informally required to report to the EP
on activities regarding human rights. According to Neunreither (1990:
170), the EP is far more likely than the Commission or the Council of
Ministers to politicize the EU’s external relations; he notes that as early as
1967 “it was the Parliament which insisted against a hesitant Commission
and a more than reluctant Council that the Association Agreement with
Greece should either be canceled or at least frozen when the colonels
took over and parliamentary democracy was abolished.” In this sense,
the EP viewed itself as the “conscience” of the EU (and EPC) and tabled
many questions on foreign affairs (more than 500 a year; most of which
involved human rights issues), which EPC had to answer. In fact, reports
on EPC were prepared by the EP even before it was requested to do this
by the SEA.

Although the EP lacks the capacity to initiate EPC actions, it has been
able to amend decisions to suit itself. One favorite tool is to increase or
decrease economic aid in light of political goals, as happened with South
Africa in the mid-1980s. The EP also was the only EC organization to
comment adversely on the implementation of the Code of Conduct in
South Africa, which it did in 1983. It also called for the Commission to
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draft annual analyses of the Code.36 The EP was also the only EC actor to
display any interest in monitoring the economic sanctions against South
Africa (although it lacked the capacity to punish violators), as the Com-
mission was not willing to antagonize the pro- and anti-sanctions factions
in the EU. Thus, the EP’s External Relations Committee monitored the
negative measures, while its Development and Cooperation Committee
covered the positive measures (Holland 1988: 42–43). Another favorite
ploy was to delay negotiations with third countries, particularly for vio-
lations of human rights. Most importantly, the assent procedure (Article
238) of the SEA explicitly gives the EP the right to approve the EC’s As-
sociation and Accession Agreements37 (the EP also sought, but was not
given, the same powers concerning trade and cooperation agreements).
Although EU states may not have desired it, the assent procedure has
been extended to include the EP’s approval of renewals, additions, and
amendments to Association Agreements, including financial protocols,
which take place on a regular basis. In the first eighteen months after the
SEA entered into effect, the EP invoked the assent procedure thirty-one
times.38

With the assent procedure in place, and with the episode involving
Greece in 1967 as a precedent, Association Agreements have since been
held up by the EP, such as those with Turkey and Israel in 1987–88. In
addition, the Luns-Westerterp procedure (also codified by the SEA)39

requires that the EP be informed prior to, and consulted after, all ex-
ternal negotiations. However, there is no evidence of the EP using this
procedure to affect substantially the Commission’s negotiating position
in the immediate years after the SEA. This situation changed after the
TEU, as we shall see later.

More than any other EC actor, the EP also tends to ignore the distinc-
tion between EC and EPC/CFSP affairs, acting as a forceful advocate of
greater consistency between the two systems. Here the EP does have a
number of other indirect tools at its disposal which could affect EU for-
eign policy, but only in limited ways. These include hearings, investiga-
tions, fact-finding missions, and parliamentary delegations. For example,
after a series of scandals involving German nuclear and chemical exports,

36 In particular, the EP’s report on the Code criticized its supervision by the Council of
Ministers as “totally inadequate” (European Parliament 1982).

37 The assent procedure requires the EP’s approval by the majority of more than 50 percent
of all its members for Association Agreements and treaties of adhesion. There is no time
limit on the procedure, so the EP can hold up an agreement indefinitely.

38 These cases involved protocols with Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Tunisia, and
Yugoslavia, all of which were approved with large margins.

39 On the origins of this procedure, which dates to the “Luns procedure” of 1964, see
Corbett, Jacobs, and Shackleton 1995: 213–15.
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the EP led an investigation and its report on the issue asked for greater
attention to non-proliferation and requested Euratom to submit regu-
lar reports on its safeguards activities (Müller 1992: 199). Delegations
are a particular interest of the EP, in that they often help to stimulate re-
gional integration elsewhere, a major foreign policy concern of the EU. By
1990, the EP’s parliamentary delegations, involving anywhere from eight
to twenty-six members of the EP (MEPs) for each one, included those
for countries/regions in Europe, North Africa/Middle East, the Ameri-
cas, and Asia/Australia, plus international organizations (the UN). It is
beyond the scope of this chapter to assess the long-term influence of the
EP’s external delegations, but we should be aware that its potential exists
(Neunreither 1990). Also, in the years prior to the Maastricht Treaty, the
EP became increasingly belligerent during EPC question time when it
was not satisfied with the EU presidency’s answers. During one debate
in January 1990, an MEP complained that “the Council has a duty to
answer the question, and so far it has not done so . . . [the minister]
will not give an answer.” Another MEP charged that “the Council never
answers questions properly.”40 Here the rule of confidentiality in EPC of-
ten conflicted with the EP’s right to ask questions about it, a well-known
problem in any democratic political system.

Finally, although it enjoyed no autonomous role in policymaking under
EPC, the EP has perhaps been more effective in pushing for procedural
changes in foreign policy by consistently opposing a rigid distinction be-
tween EPC and EC business. It was especially annoyed at the way foreign
ministers, while holding the EU presidency, initially refused to discuss
with the full EP “matters which do not fall within the competence of the
Council” (i.e., EPC).41 The EP has continually attempted to “extend its
competence and its representative role to this new area of collaboration,
and maintained a continual feeling that [European] Political Coopera-
tion represented a threat to the Communities” (Wallace and Allen 1977:
231). The EP pushed for an EPC Secretariat as early as 1974 and for-
mally asked for EPC reports in 1977.42 It also was the first to push for EU
action on security (for example, by adopting reports on security, creating
a security and disarmament subcommittee, and developing links with the
WEU Assembly) and called for improved crisis-management procedures
for EPC. Both of these reforms found their way into the London Report
in 1981 (European Parliament 1981). The EP’s comprehensive “Draft

40 Debates of the European Parliament, 3–3894/64–68 (December 12, 1989) and 3–385/
61–63 (January 16, 1990), cited in Dinan 1991: 405.

41 Debates of the European Parliament, Official Journal of the European Communities,
July 9, 1974, p. 89.

42 See the European Parliament 1977.
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Treaty on European Union” directly led to the SEA and its improved
EPC procedures (Corbett 1989; Elles 1990). The EP also has consis-
tently called for more supranationalization of EU foreign policy (and
EC) decision-making, for more democratic control of foreign policy, and
for more involvement in EU affairs by the Commission.

To varying degrees, these concerns were addressed in the SEA and in
the TEU, as we shall see in the next chapter. Yet this grudging acceptance
by EU member states of the EP’s influence in external relations is slightly
puzzling when one considers that, for most of EPC’s history, European
citizens knew or cared little about it, or indeed, about the Parliament
itself. Since there was little domestic pressure for such involvement, part
of the explanation must involve a realization by EU states that their col-
lective foreign policy activities must show some sensitivity to democratic
legitimacy, and to the EP’s key role in providing that legitimacy, to be
compatible with other principles of European integration. This is an en-
tirely appropriate development if one accepts the logic of normative ap-
propriateness discussed in previous chapters. Whether this norm enables
the EP to change from a passive to active participant in EU foreign pol-
icy, and expands to other domains (such as defense policy), are still open
questions.

To conclude this chapter, we should note that the expanding partici-
pation of EC actors in EPC involves all four logics of institutionalization
discussed in this volume. In terms of the logic of raw power derived from
legal competencies and physical resources, the Commission is positioned
to play a leading role in EU foreign policy relative to other organizations
involved in European integration. But this ability is always conditioned
by new opportunities involving the functional logic, in terms of satisfying
a need to improve the general effectiveness and consistency of EU foreign
policy. This is where the Commission (and to a much lesser extent, the
Secretariat) can exploit its authority and resources to full effect. The logic
of appropriateness also comes into play, particularly in the way EPC rules
about EC actors had to respect the basic norms of the EC, regardless of
the actual effectiveness of those actors. Thus, concerns about openness
and democratic legitimacy, which are fundamental rules in the European
polity, allowed the EP at least to comment on EPC right from the begin-
ning. As the locus of all economic policy, the Commission also enjoyed a
window of opportunity any time an EPC initiative involved economic is-
sues or instruments. Finally, the logic of socialization played a role here as
well, particularly in terms of turnover (changes of government in France)
and in the collusion between the Commission and “Community-friendly”
governments (particularly when they held the EU presidency), which
allowed for more intensive EPC–Commission interactions than were
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officially permitted by EPC reports. This socialization logic is also re-
flected in the more general tendency for EU diplomats and ambassadors
in third countries, during their day-to-day activities, to ignore the rigid
EC–EPC distinction set down by EU member state governments.

However, it should again be emphasized that, for most of the history
of EPC, the involvement of EC actors and the EPC Secretariat was far
less important than the initial intergovernmental bargain over EPC, the
transgovernmental EPC network, and the codification of EPC norms de-
scribed in previous chapters. But the limited involvement of EC actors
described in this chapter clearly set the stage for more profound insti-
tutional change at Maastricht. This involved an attempt to replace the
pragmatic, informal EPC system with a formal CFSP, expressly linked
to the policies, organizations, and procedures of the Community. The
CFSP thus represents a much higher degree of institutionalization in
this domain, in the sense that it begins to approach a formal system of
governance for European foreign policy, a major departure from the infor-
mal system created by the Luxembourg Report twenty years before. This
important transition is explored in the next chapter.
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7 Toward governance: the Common Foreign
and Security Policy

The SEA represented a significant step forward for European foreign
policy, yet the EU, like much of the world, was caught off-guard by the
momentous events of 1989–91, beginning with the fall of the Berlin Wall
and ending with the disintegration of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia.
There is no doubt these exogenous changes prompted major reforms
in a number of institutions, including NATO, the EU, the WEU, and
the CSCE, and helped create entirely new ones, such as the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (Keohane, Nye, and Hoffman
1993). However, it is also clear that the specific institutional reforms of
EU foreign policy resulting from these events largely reflected endoge-
nous, path-dependent processes. Rather than a decisive break with the
past, the CFSP represented a natural, logical progression by both clari-
fying what had been achieved through EPC and building only a few truly
innovative goals and procedures onto that mechanism. Virtually all el-
ements of EPC described in previous chapters were affected, and they
clearly laid the foundation for the CFSP at Maastricht.

Yet a closer examination of both the treaty-based provisions of the
CFSP and its early performance suggests that European foreign policy
has in fact reached a new level of institutionalization. In particular, we can
describe this evolution as moves toward a system of governance, broadly
defined for the moment as the authority to make, implement, and enforce
rules in a specified policy domain. As Allen once put it (1998: 48), the EU
is now trying to reproduce foreign policy governance without an actual
government. Is this even possible, and what institutional problems does
it raise? This chapter and the next attempt to address these questions. I
argue that, although this process is quite incomplete, there is no escaping
the fact that the CFSP is not a passive, decentralized forum the way
EPC was structured. The many horizontal linkages that gave substance to
foreign policy cooperation in the past have been deliberately reconfigured
into a policy process involving more vertical authority, ranging from the
European Council level down to the foreign policymaking structures of
EU member states. And although there are still a number of gaps and
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conflicting competencies in the CFSP (as in other EU policy domains),
which I address in Chapter 8, it is still a step forward compared to EPC.

Thus, under the TEU, the governance of the CFSP now involves four
major elements. First and most generally, it involves a much greater co-
herence of the policy sector and rationalization of the policy process, far beyond
what had existed under EPC. This change can be described in terms of
the definition of the CFSP itself, its linkages to the policies, organiza-
tions, and procedures of the EU’s first pillar (the EC), and its practical
operation. Second, the CFSP is legally binding on EU member states, which
includes compliance mechanisms. Third, the CFSP includes several au-
thoritative decision-making rules, in the form of qualified majority voting
(QMV). Although the procedures are somewhat convoluted, and they
are not applicable across the entire range of CFSP activities, their inclu-
sion in the TEU clearly represents a breach of the long-standing taboo
against supranational decision-making procedures for EU foreign policy.
Fourth and finally, the TEU provides a greater degree of autonomy for EC
organizational actors in European foreign policy. As we shall see, part of
this autonomy derives from explicit delegation to EC actors, part of it
involves greater linkages between those actors and other aspects of the
CFSP process, and part of it is a result of EC actors attempting to involve
themselves in the CFSP process beyond the wishes of EU member states.

Having already explored the emergence and effects of individual el-
ements of EU foreign policy (intergovernmentalism, transgovernmen-
talism, normative structures, and organizations), the task of this chap-
ter is to put the pieces back together again and assess the system as a
whole. Throughout the discussion, it must be emphasized that the CFSP
should always be considered part of an ongoing, evolutionary process of
institution-building, based as it was on EPC and some informal prac-
tices that had grown up between the SEA and the TEU. In other words,
the process of institutional change did not end at Maastricht; this Treaty
merely raised new expectations and created new pressures for reform,
thus setting the stage for the 1996–97 Intergovernmental Conference
(IGC) of the EU, which is examined in the next chapter. In the present
chapter, I concentrate on the emergence and performance of the CFSP
under Maastricht.

The Treaty on European Union

As the TEU is the single most important event in European foreign policy
since the founding of EPC, we need to place the institutional debate in
the context of the times. Although there was a clear improvement in the
performance of EPC after the SEA, only two years after the Act entered
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into effect, Europe was confronted with an unprecedented set of chal-
lenges. EU states clearly felt EPC needed improvement to cope with the
number of foreign policy problems surrounding democratic revolutions
in Eastern Europe and the growing difficulties in the Soviet Union and
elsewhere. Not surprisingly, the EU was overshadowed by discussions
between the superpowers during these years. However, slightly more em-
barrassing was the fact that EPC did not even play a supporting role
in coordinating EU policy concerning these events. The unification of
Germany was largely negotiated among the four occupying powers and
East/West Germany in the “2 + 4” framework, despite the dramatic impli-
cations this might have for the Community (Jarausch 1994: Chapter 8).
German unification was neither considered nor negotiated as an enlarge-
ment of the EU; instead, West Germany “absorbed” East Germany ac-
cording to the terms set down in the 2 + 4 talks. And as we saw in Chapter
6, the EC won a major responsibility as the coordinator of all Western
aid to Eastern Europe in 1989, a decision that took place in the margins
of EPC. The massive migrations from East to West that occurred in the
midst of these events also helped to accelerate the reform process, and
eventually facilitated the “third pillar” of the EU, cooperation in Justice
and Home Affairs.

In the midst of these challenges, several EU member states began field-
ing proposals for institutional reforms in a number of policy domains. Fol-
lowing a Belgian memorandum1 on political union (which was strongly
supported by the EP), the European Council in Dublin (June 25/26,
1990) formally decided to convene an IGC on political union to coincide
with the IGC on economic and monetary union (EMU) that had already
been scheduled by the Strasbourg European Council in December 1989.
A letter jointly authored by Chancellor Kohl of Germany and President
Mitterrand of France was submitted to their EU counterparts just prior
to this IGC; among other things, it clearly confirmed their willingness to
discuss provisions for greater foreign policy coordination as part of the
talks on political union. Mitterrand hoped to constrain the new Germany
in a more comprehensive European political structure, and Kohl was ea-
ger to bolster his EU-integrationist credentials with other EU states. This
loose bargain in the face of EU expansion was not unlike the creation of
EPC under French leadership in anticipation of British accession to the
EU twenty years before. Moreover, both France and Germany (and the
rest of the EU) appreciated the general need to transform the reactive
nature of EPC into a more proactive cooperative mechanism.

1 Europe Documents, No. 1608, March 29, 1990.
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Two aspects of these talks deserve special attention. On the one hand,
the TEU reflected the key role of certain states (France, Germany, and
the UK) in defining the broad outlines of the new structure for foreign
and security policy cooperation. These actors, often negotiating in the
European Council,2 resolved a number of key issues surrounding the new
CFSP: its relationship to the EC in the new “tri-pillar” EU structure, its
decision-making procedures, and its mention of defense matters. Dead-
locks over these issues (particularly security and defense) were broken in
part by external events, namely the Persian Gulf War and the eruption
of civil war in Yugoslavia. Crises in general have been a particular defi-
ciency of EPC,3 and the lack of a coordinated EPC security policy during
these events was felt throughout the EU. They also revealed the contin-
ued possibility of serious security and defense problems in the post-Cold
War era, and exposed deficiencies in the ability of EPC to influence the
foreign policies of its most powerful member states. Germany’s unilateral
recognition of Slovenia and Croatia in December 1991, which took place
during the final Maastricht negotiations, was particularly offensive to
those who wanted the EU to take a unified stand on the issue of Yugoslavia
(Crawford 1996). Moreover, US reluctance to get involved in Yugoslavia,
and NATO’s own self-imposed taboo against such involvement, further
led the Europeans to believe that they would have to be more responsible
for their own security in the post-Cold War era. Within the EC itself,
the advent of the Single European Market and the growing possibility
of EMU suggested that Europe would have more foreign interests but
lacked the institutional resources to protect those interests. Finally, the
growing challenge of aiding the Central and Eastern European countries
also encouraged a serious debate on how to prevent the dilution of the
EC’s supranational institutions and policies.

On the other hand, however, the particular details of the CFSP demon-
strate the extent to which small states and EC organizations helped to
provide momentum, broker compromises, and most importantly, sup-
ply the key details regarding the specifics of the new CFSP. Following
their initial letter, Kohl and Mitterrand actually contributed very little to
the discussion about what the CFSP should involve. The result was an
array of proposed institutional reforms that probably caused more con-
fusion than rational debate; these began to coalesce during the Irish and
Italian EU presidencies of 1990. The outbreak of the Persian Gulf crisis
in August 1990, and EPC’s quick response in the form of a declaration of

2 On the enhanced role of the European Council at this time, see Johnston 1994:
Chapter 5.

3 For post-SEA analyses, see Nuttall 1992b; Wood 1993.
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condemnation and economic sanctions, helped to raise the profile of the
security question in the discussions. This did not extend, however, to the
idea of fully integrating the CFSP into the EC (as suggested in a Dutch
proposal of September 1991), which was opposed by France, Denmark,
Greece, Portugal, and the UK.

As a result, the negotiators took the path of least resistance by adopt-
ing incremental rather than revolutionary reforms, much like the entire
history of EPC. Indeed, the CFSP as finally agreed in December 1991 is
almost an exact duplicate of the provisions put forth by the Commission
over a year before, in its official submission to the IGC on political union
(Commission of the European Communities 1990). The EP as well had
called for greater foreign policy cooperation in a resolution issued just be-
fore (March 14, 1990) the Belgian memorandum (Corbett 1992; Baun
1995–96). The general rationalization of the process of EU foreign policy
is due in large part to the input of these actors; they attempted to fill in the
gaps regarding the CFSP that had been neglected by the main IGC nego-
tiators, who tended (for nine out of twelve states) during the later stages
of talks to be the personal representatives of the EU foreign ministers,
not the more informed Political Directors (i.e., Political Committee).4

However, it is not possible to explore here the various aspects of political
union discussed in the context of the IGC, such as reforming the voting
weights of EU states in Council or developing common electoral rules.
Instead, I focus on the ways in which the Maastricht Treaty replaced EPC
with a formal and potentially more robust CFSP under its Title V. The
new CFSP was to be the second pillar of the tri-pillar European Union
along with the first pillar (the EC) and the third pillar (Justice and Home
Affairs).

The Common Foreign and Security Policy

With so many issues left unresolved during the Maastricht negotiations,
the CFSP provided only a broad framework, rather than a blueprint,
for future cooperation in this area. It was the product of numerous bar-
gains and compromises made over several years. Under these circum-
stances, the CFSP also represented a complex mix of intergovernmental
and supranational elements, involving enhancements and extensions of
institutional mechanisms that had developed under EPC. Although the
TEU was, in the end, a disappointment to those who wanted a more

4 The Political Directors had generally drafted the SEA provisions on EPC. For more
details on the CFSP negotiations, see de Schoutheete de Tervarent 1997; Nuttall 2001:
Chapter 5.
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Table 7.1 The CFSP Policy process under Maastricht (major provisions
only)

Policy stage Relevant actors

Agenda-setting: defining general
principles/areas for the CFSP

European Council of Heads of State/Government
(includes a member of the Commission)

Decision-making regarding
specific CFSP policies

Council of Ministers and Commission (supported
by COREU, Political Committee, European
Correspondents, working groups, CFSP
Secretariat, COREPER)

Implementing common positions
and joint actions (includes
external representation)

EU presidency, Council of Ministers, Commission,
plus EP and the WEU. Involves qualified
majority voting in some cases

Funding of the CFSP Member states and the EC (Commission and EP)
Performance evaluation in terms

of coherence (EC/CFSP) and
compliance

Council of Ministers, Commission, Political
Committee

Democratic oversight (limited) EP

“communitarized” foreign policy, it clearly established the CFSP as a
formally institutionalized European policy sector, despite claims to the
contrary regarding its intergovernmental provisions. It is not necessary
to review here every single TEU provision concerning the CFSP; in-
stead, in this section I describe them in terms of the four components
of governance noted above: the rationalization of the policy process,
the establishment of binding legal obligations, the use of authoritative
decision-making rules, and the enhanced autonomy of EC organiza-
tions. In addition, I stress major changes, not continuity, as compared to
EPC.

The CFSP as a rational policy process

The CFSP’s provisions under Maastricht were somewhat convoluted
thanks to the lingering disagreements and negotiations described above,
yet they did involve a sequence of stages and a delegation of responsi-
bilities to govern EU foreign policy. These are summarized in Table 7.1.

The CFSP’s policy process was a marked improvement to EPC, whose
provisions for cooperative actions were extremely circumscribed.5 First,
the TEU specified a number of broad agenda-setting aims of the CFSP

5 For more detailed examinations of specific CFSP provisions, see Nuttall 1993; Edwards
and Nuttall 1994; Regelsberger 1997; Ginsberg 1997a; Holland 1997a; Cameron 1998;
Soetendorp 1999.
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182 The institutionalization of cooperation

within the EU’s single institutional framework (Article J.1.2).6 The
Preamble, Article B, and Article J.4.1 also asserted that one of the ob-
jectives of the Union was to assert its identity on the international scene,
which could include more cooperation in defense matters. The explicit
mention of defense was one of the most hotly contested and significant
provisions of the CFSP on account of opposition from Denmark, Ireland,
the Netherlands, Portugal, and the UK. Their reluctant acceptance of
this provision reflected the changed external circumstances surround-
ing the negotiation of the TEU. However, since these states still could
not agree to a merger of the WEU and the EU at this time, a declara-
tion attached to the TEU7 further reiterated the WEU’s commitment
to strengthen itself as the defense arm of the EU (which satisfied the
French) and as the European pillar of the Atlantic alliance (which satis-
fied the British and the Americans). Both decisions satisfied the Germans,
long caught between the ambitions of France and the effectiveness of
NATO.

Second, concerning decision-making, the CFSP clarified the use of
common positions and joint actions in addition to the normal consul-
tations, declarations, and démarches established under EPC (Articles
J.2.1 and J.6). These took the place of normal EC legal instruments (un-
der Article 189) and were loosely based on intergovernmental practices
developed under the EPC regime.8 Common positions are expressed
through the conformity of national positions and through coordination
at international organizations and conferences (Articles J.2.2 and J.2.3).
Joint actions (Article J.3) are more complex; they involve more decision-
making procedures and often require the use of EC financial resources
(see below). Both were defined according to specific decision-making
procedures by EU foreign ministers acting in the Council of Ministers9

(with input from the Commission) rather than on behalf of EU member
states (as “High Contracting Parties” under EPC). Thus, unlike EPC,
which largely involved consultations, the CFSP was designed to produce
regular foreign policy outputs.

6 These include: safeguarding the common values, fundamental interests, and indepen-
dence of the EU; strengthening the security of the EU and its members in all ways;
preserving peace and strengthening international security; promoting international co-
operation; and developing and consolidating democracy, the rule of law, and respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms.

7 “Declaration on Western European Union,” signed by members of the EU and WEU,
and attached to the TEU.

8 Article 30.2(a), SEA.
9 The EC Council of Ministers is actually known as the “Council of the EU” now; however,

to avoid confusion I refer to it by its previous name.
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Third, policy implementation and external representation were similar
to decision-making since they were a joint responsibility of two actors:
the EU presidency and the Commission. However, like EPC, the EU still
does not enjoy legal personality under the terms of international law; thus,
its intergovernmental pillars (the CFSP and Justice and Home Affairs)
could not conclude international agreements on their own (unlike the
EC). This omission created some unusual institutional improvisation in
external negotiations, as we shall see in Chapter 8. Instead, under Article
J.5, the holder of the EU presidency (rather than the Commission alone,
as in EC affairs) represented the Union under the CFSP, implemented
its policies, and expressed its positions in international organizations and
conferences. It could be assisted by the Troika and the Commission in
these tasks. In addition, the WEU was directed to “elaborate and imple-
ment” any decisions and actions of the Union that have defense implica-
tions (Article J.4).

Fourth, the CFSP policy process also includes the provision of ade-
quate resources to implement its decisions, if necessary. Article J.11 dis-
tinguished between “administrative” and “operational” expenditure for
the CFSP. Administrative expenditure for the CFSP was to be charged
to the budget of the EC, which necessarily involved a greater role for EC
actors (see below). Operational expenditure could be charged to the EC
budget with a unanimous decision of the Council of Ministers, making
it subject to the usual Community budgetary procedures, or it could be
charged to EU member states in accordance with a GNP scale.10 As we
saw in previous chapters, finance was not even covered under EPC, which
expected contributions to collective actions to be made on a national ba-
sis (and there were no formal provisions to codify this expectation). EPC
generally used Community resources in a limited, ad hoc way, with no
consistency, planning, or oversight. The CFSP clearly changed that prac-
tice. Also, the WEU Declaration attached to the TEU generally implied
that the CFSP would be able to draw upon the expertise and resources
of the WEU in areas involving defense.

Fifth, evaluation and compliance were covered at many levels. While
the European Council oversaw the entire tri-pillar structure of the EU
(Article D), both the Council of Ministers and the Commission were re-
sponsible for ensuring the unity, coherence, and effectiveness of the EU’s
external activities in terms of security, economic, and development poli-
cies (Articles C and J.8). The Council of Ministers was further charged

10 In other words, an EU member state’s contribution to a CFSP action is the same pro-
portion as that of its GNP compared to the GNP of the entire EU. European Report,
No. 1958, June 15, 1994.
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184 The institutionalization of cooperation

with ensuring that EU member states complied with the principles of the
CFSP (Article J.1.4). Below this level, and as under EPC, diplomatic
and consular missions and Commission delegations in third countries
and in international organizations and conferences were directed to en-
sure that common positions and joint actions were complied with and
implemented (Article J.6). Finally, the Political Committee was required
to monitor the implementation of CFSP policies, though without prej-
udice to the responsibilities of the EU presidency and the Commission
(Article J.8.5).

Sixth and finally, the TEU provided for some small measure of demo-
cratic accountability over the CFSP beyond the provisions already dis-
cussed. The importance of democracy to the functioning of the EU’s
institutions was mentioned in the Preamble to the TEU, and the devel-
opment of democracy was listed as a general objective of the CFSP. More
specifically, the EP was the primary EU forum in which democratic ac-
countability over the CFSP was to be exercised. Under Article J.7, the
EU presidency was to consult with the EP and ensure that the views of
the Parliament were duly taken into consideration. The EP was to be
regularly informed by the EU presidency and the Commission about the
development of the CFSP. Finally, as under EPC, the EP could ask ques-
tions of the Council, make recommendations, and hold an annual debate
on the implementation of the CFSP.

Binding legal norms in the CFSP

The second element of governance concerns the extent to which the
CFSP imposed binding legal obligations on EU member states. There is
no doubt that it does in terms of international law since the TEU was rat-
ified as a treaty, and certain of its provisions are subject to adjudication by
the ECJ (although the ECJ is excluded from jurisdiction over the CFSP
in and of itself; see below).11 The obligatory nature of the CFSP can be
inferred from several TEU provisions. In the first place, Articles C and
E basically established that the CFSP was part of the single institutional
structure of the EU, even though EC organizations operated according
to different rules in the EC and the CFSP. The Treaty also replaced
the “High Contracting Parties” language of EPC in the SEA with ter-
minology that conformed to existing EC usage. Although EC and CFSP
procedures still varied, there was no more practical distinction between
EC policy and the CFSP (the SEA, of course, had maintained such a
distinction). Rather than special EPC ministerial meetings, the Council

11 For more on this issue, see Eaton 1994; Macleod, Henry, and Hyett 1996: Chapter 24.
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Toward governance 185

of (Foreign) Ministers dealt with all EU policy issues regardless of the
pillar (the EC, the CFSP, or JHA) from which they originated. This
fact alone stimulated several important debates over institutional matters
in the CFSP (and other pillars), as we shall see below and in the next
chapter.

In addition, the TEU demanded a stronger commitment to common
policies than did EPC. Article J.1.4 required that EU member states “shall
support the Union’s external and security policy actively and unreservedly
in a spirit of mutual solidarity” and they “shall refrain from any action
which is contrary to the interests of the Union or likely to impair its effec-
tiveness as a cohesive force in international relations.” Further, Article
J.2 asserted that EU member states “shall inform and consult one another,”
that they “shall ensure that their national positions conform to the com-
mon positions of the CFSP,” and that they “shall coordinate their action
in international organizations and at international conferences” (empha-
sis added).12 These obligations were mandatory, even without clearly
specified provisions for their enforcement. And according to the rules
of procedure (Article 17) of the Council of Ministers, CFSP common
positions took the form of a formal legal act of the Council of Ministers,
making them legally binding on EU states.13 Finally, the specific termi-
nology of a Common Foreign and Security Policy reflected a higher-order
obligation than the notion of consulting or cooperating in foreign policy
(as under EPC). It represented the EU’s aspirations as an international
organization and global actor, not the mere coordination of individual
national foreign policy goals.

Authoritative CFSP decision-making rules

Closely related to the TEU’s legal obligations are the detailed decision-
making rules to be used in the formulation of CFSP joint actions. Beyond
the provisions already noted, the CFSP’s decision-making rules permit-
ted CFSP joint actions to be initiated and/or implemented by QMV in
Council (Article J.3; this included funding decisions). Maastricht pro-
vided that the initial decision for CFSP action must be unanimous, but
that later stages (such as the means, duration, and procedures for im-
plementation or financing) could be subject to QMV. As with the CFSP
provisions on defense, the inclusion of QMV rules in this pillar was a

12 Compare this language to Article 30.2(d) of the SEA: “The High Contracting Parties
shall endeavor to avoid any action or position which impairs their effectiveness as a
cohesive force” (emphasis added).

13 That is, they are published in the Official Journal of EC Legislation, rather than in the
Official Journal of Communications. See Galloway 1995: 214.
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186 The institutionalization of cooperation

major departure from EPC practice. However, the actual procedure for
turning a European Council policy guideline into a specific CFSP joint
action was extremely convoluted. The TEU actually created a decision-
making system consisting of up to five veto points in the CFSP, where a
member state(s) could block, or at least delay, a foreign policy decision.
These veto points included:

1) General European Council guidelines/conclusions for CFSP priority areas
(unanimity; Articles D, J.3.1, and J.8.1/J.8.2).
2) Specific Council of Ministers positions/actions for the CFSP (unanimity;
Article J.3.1).
3) Council decision to define further decisions (scope, objectives, duration,
means, procedures and conditions for implementation, funding) which could
be taken by QMV (unanimity; Article J.3.2).
4) Council decision to charge CFSP “operational” funds to the EC budget (una-
nimity; Article J.11.2) rather than to member states.
5) Final QMV decisions adopted after following the above procedures, with the
further proviso that such decisions be taken by a minimum of eight EU member
states (Article J.3.2).

Maastricht imposed additional limitations (such as Article J.3.6) to
these rules that served as escape clauses and allowed varying degrees of
member state compliance to CFSP decisions. When one also considers
the role of working groups, Political Directors, and COREPER in the
CFSP (see below), it is clear that the system set up so many levels of
decision-making that decisive action in the CFSP would be very difficult.
In addition to these complex rules, if the joint action involved defense
matters, then QMV did not apply at all and unanimity was the standard
rule in this domain (Article J.4.3). Together, these rules clearly inhib-
ited the application of supranational procedures to the CFSP. They also,
however, represented a far more sophisticated exposition of this rule than
had ever occurred under EPC, and for that reason alone they should be
singled out as key reforms.

Enhanced autonomy of EC organizations

Finally, the CFSP provided for a greater degree of autonomy on the part
of EC organizations. Part of this autonomy derives from explicit TEU
provisions, while other aspects can be inferred from more complex link-
ages between EC actors and other elements of the CFSP policy process.
Part of this autonomy is also a result of EC actors simply attempting to
involve themselves in the CFSP process after the mechanism was imple-
mented, as we shall see below.

For example, the Commission, under the aggressive leadership of
Jacques Delors during the Maastricht period, saw several of its desires
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Toward governance 187

for institutional reform incorporated into the TEU. Although the TEU
did not go as far as the Commission preferred (such as by granting it an
exclusive right of initiative in the CFSP), its stature in the policy process
has improved in the areas of agenda-setting, decision-making, implemen-
tation, funding, and compliance/evaluation. And while the Commission
did not enjoy with EU member states the right to veto decisions, it could
no longer be excluded from a CFSP policy matter, even those extend-
ing to security and defense matters. We also should note here that this
new authority in the CFSP prompted a number of internal changes in
the Commission during the ratification of Maastricht; together, these
constituted the most important reorganization for foreign policy in the
Commission’s history.

In fact, the Commission endured two internal reorganizations and
hired more foreign advisers during the first two years of the CFSP in
the hopes of creating a “Unified External Service.” By 1996 it had a
network of 127 foreign delegations, with 729 staff in Brussels and 2,452
overseas. According to some estimates, this represented the fifth largest
diplomatic service in Europe.14 Before the departure of the outgoing
Delors Commission presidency, a new Directorate-General, DG-IA, was
created to handle all EU external political relations (including the CFSP)
under a single Commissioner.15 DG-IA provoked criticisms inside and
outside the Commission, and it also competed to a certain extent with the
Secretariat-General of the Council. In response, the new Jacques Santer
Commission in early 1995 reorganized the external relations portfolios
along geographic lines, with each external relations Commissioner con-
trolling both economic and political relations for his/her geographic area.
Unlike the original form of DG-IA, this new hybrid form reflected the
Commission’s long-standing insistence that the economic and political
functions of external relations were inseparably linked. And although it
did not enjoy as many resources as other DGs in the Commission (such
as those dealing with economic affairs), DG-IA represented a substan-
tial expansion of capabilities compared to the handful of Commission
officials who regularly handled EPC affairs. Also, the fact that a single
Commissioner (Hans van den Broek) was appointed to oversee the CFSP
regularly provided an opportunity for the Commission to raise its pro-
file in this domain. Commission President Santer also institutionalized
a number of internal Commission procedures to improve coordination
with the CFSP.

14 Nuttall 1996; Cameron 1998: 63. Also interviews with Commission officials from
DG-IA and from the cabinets of individual Commissioners, Brussels, 1995–96.

15 Interviews with several Commission officials in DG-IA, Brussels. For more details on
these changes, see Allen and Smith 1994: 68; Nuttall 1995: 3–4.
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188 The institutionalization of cooperation

Maastricht also anticipated a small change in the EPC Secretariat,16

which previously was at the disposal of the state holding the rotating pres-
idency. Soon after the TEU entered into effect the EPC Secretariat was
permanently attached to the Council of Ministers and directed to serve
it as well, not just the EU presidency alone. The political functions of the
CFSP and the existing external economic functions of the EC were estab-
lished as two departments under a single director-general in the Council
Secretariat General, and the Secretariat’s staff was increased. The new
CFSP Secretariat was an improvement over the previous EPC unit, with
about twenty-seven permanent staff by the mid-1990s (one official from
each member state following the 1995 enlargement and nearly an equal
number of Council officials, plus secretarial support). These officials are
mostly experts from foreign ministries; other staff are added during each
EU presidency as necessary. Its main tasks generally continued the trend
established by the EPC Secretariat. However, beyond its greater size and
its directive to serve the CFSP (rather than the EU presidency), the new
location of the CFSP Secretariat is symbolically important: as an arm
of the Council Secretariat General it became a Community institution,
making it a central administrative resource for the constantly chang-
ing number of officials (from EU member states and EC organizations)
involved with the CFSP, directly or indirectly.

Although a strengthened role for the EP in the CFSP could have en-
hanced the “political union” goal of the TEU, it gained no notable new
powers; the TEU largely preserved most of the EPC provisions of the
SEA where the EP was concerned. Its most important external relations
power, the assent procedure17 was preserved from the SEA and it typi-
cally lies outside the domain of the CFSP (Articles 237 and 238). How-
ever, the TEU extended this procedure somewhat; now the EP could
approve all important international agreements18 and those related to
Article 113, the Common Commercial Policy. For all other agreements
the EP must be consulted, but with the derogation from normal practice
that the Council of Ministers may set a deadline for the EP’s opinion.
Indirectly, however, the TEU provided for a role for the EP in the CFSP
funding process, as the rules above indicate. CFSP administrative funds
could be charged to the EC budget, giving the EP a say over the matter

16 Declaration No. 28, TEU, “On Practical Arrangements in the Field of the Common
Foreign and Security Policy.”

17 The EP’s right to approve accession and Association Agreements and their renewals.
18 These are defined as any agreement establishing a specific institutional framework, or

having important implications for the EC budget, or requiring the amendment of EC
legislation pursuant to the new co-decision procedure established by the TEU (under
Article 189b), which applies to about one-quarter of all EC legislation.
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Toward governance 189

(Article 209). If CFSP operational funds were charged to the EC budget
the EP also had the right to be involved, as it must approve all non-
compulsory spending (Article 203). As we shall see in the next chapter,
the EP quickly acted to clarify the use of these powers.

Finally, the ECJ is mentioned in the TEU, but its role in the CFSP
process largely followed the tradition set down under EPC. Under Arti-
cle L the ECJ was formally prevented from having jurisdiction over the
CFSP. This provision was further qualified by Article M, which provided
that nothing in the TEU shall affect the treaties amending the EC (other
than the amendments provided for in the TEU). In other words, CFSP
activities could not be used to modify or undermine Community com-
petencies. This means that the ECJ “can and must police the borderline
between the Community pillar and the CFSP.”19 In addition, the ECJ
now had the ability to impose fines on states that did not comply with
its rulings in the first pillar (Article 171.2); this provision possibly could
be extended to the CFSP to ensure compliance with certain actions.20

Some CFSP (and JHA) competencies, such as sanctions, export controls,
customs, and visa/asylum policy, clearly overlapped with those of the EC
and might eventually require review by the ECJ, which is legally bound
to protect the Community’s legal order, not that of the CFSP (or JHA).

However, as McGoldrick notes (1997: 149), “no member state or in-
stitution can bring an action before the ECJ concerning compliance with
obligations under CFSP, or the validity of a CFSP instrument. Rather, it
is the Council’s responsibility (Article J.1.4) at a political level to ensure
that the obligations of support and solidarity under CFSP are complied
with.” Moreover, this would not violate Article 219 of the EC Treaty
(which gives the ECJ jurisdiction over EC affairs) since it would not con-
cern the interpretation or application of the EC Treaty but rather the
Maastricht Treaty. Such an action is unlikely, however, as it would vi-
olate more powerful norms of secrecy and consensus within the CFSP.
Still, these limitations concerning the formal role of the ECJ have not
prevented the codification of some informal CFSP practices, as we shall
see in the next chapter.

In sum, then, although some elements of intergovernmentalism were
preserved (mainly the role of the European Council and the limits on

19 Eaton 1994: 221. Weiler also has noted (1993: 55) that the ECJ is able to police its own
exclusion from the CFSP based on the language of the TEU, arguing that “the attempt
to exclude the Court of Justice from the CFSP and Justice and Home Affairs in toto is
doomed.”

20 Also note that, in an early CFSP procedural decision (Council Decision 94/308/CFSP),
the EC Court of Auditors was invited to audit non-Community expenditures, such as
those of the CFSP.
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decision-making by QMV), many other aspects of the CFSP policy pro-
cess justify the use of the term “governance,” though not necessarily
supranational governance, to describe the functioning of the CFSP, at
least in terms of its formal treaty provisions. The extent to which the
notion of governance affected the practice of the CFSP in the mid-1990s
is considered in the rest of this chapter.

Institutional performance: the CFSP in action

The CFSP, along with the rest of the Maastricht Treaty, entered into
force in November 1993 following a delayed ratification process. Between
November 1993 and June 1996, the start of the next major stage of in-
stitutional reform (covered in Chapter 8), the CFSP produced a number
of common positions and joint actions on a variety of subjects. These
activities provide the raw material for my analysis of CFSP performance.
As in previous chapters, I distinguish between changes of procedure and
changes of substance, both of which have been extensively analyzed by
scholars,21 EU member states (Reflection Group 1995: 39–49; Council
of the European Union 1995: Part V), and EC organizations such as
the Commission (High Level Group of Experts on the CFSP 1995–96;
Commission of the European Communities 1995 and 1996) and the EP
(1995). Although the general consensus is that the CFSP clearly has a
mixed record of successes and setbacks and thus did not live up to its
promise, the primary question here is the extent to which institutional
reforms have improved the prospects for EU foreign policy cooperation,
as compared to EPC. I argue that, although it has exhibited a number
of limitations, the CFSP did in fact enhance the EU’s external relations
capabilities (i.e., improve cooperation). I begin with an analysis of the
performance of the CFSP’s general procedural elements before turning
to substantive policy outcomes.

Procedural performance: the CFSP policy process

There is no doubt that the CFSP generated a great deal more cooper-
ative activity as compared to EPC. Much of this involved information-
sharing, using many of EPC’s existing transgovernmental mechanisms.
Meetings at all levels and in all forums increased considerably during the

21 For example, see Ginsberg 1994 and 1995; Regelsberger and Wessels 1996; Gordon
1997–98; Forster and Wallace, 1997; Anderson 1998; Smith 1998b; Peterson and
Sjursen 1998.
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Toward governance 191

negotiations and implementation of the Maastricht Treaty.22 The num-
ber of COREU telexes also rapidly grew from 7,548 in 1990 to 12,699 in
1994.23 The advent of e-mail among EU states and EU organizations
also undoubtedly contributed to information-sharing on less-sensitive
matters, although it is impossible to document the number of such mes-
sages. Together, these activities constituted a continuing transition from
the previous EPC network toward what one participant termed “CFSP
society.”24

To appreciate the full procedural impact of the CFSP, we can examine
each stage of the policy process noted in the previous section. Concern-
ing agenda-setting, the European Council rapidly performed its limited
functions here, even before the CFSP entered into effect. At Maastricht,
negotiators could not agree on a set of “essential European interests” to be
served by the CFSP, although foreign ministers previously had attempted
to create such a list at a meeting in Asolo, Italy, in October 1990 (the so-
called “Asolo list”; de Schoutheete de Tervarent 1997: 49). Instead, the
Lisbon European Council (June 26/27, 1992) approved a report by the
EU foreign ministers on the likely development of the CFSP (EU Foreign
Ministers 1992). This report identified certain “factors determining
important common interests”25 and the specific objectives to be taken
into consideration when adopting a CFSP joint action. These objectives
included:
∗ Strengthening democratic principles and institutions, and respect for

minority and human rights;
∗ Promoting regional political stability and contributing to the creation

of political and/or economic frameworks that encourage regional coop-
eration or moves toward regional or sub-regional cooperation;

∗ Contributing to the prevention and settlement of conflicts;
∗ Contributing to more effective international coordination in dealing

with emergency situations;
∗ Strengthening existing cooperation in issues of international interest

such as the fight against arms proliferation, terrorism, and traffic in
illicit drugs;

∗ Promoting and supporting good government.

22 Interviews with Commission, COREPER, and EU member state foreign ministry offi-
cials, Brussels, 1995–96. Also see Regelsberger 1997.

23 Figures from CFSP Forum, No. 1 (Bonn: Institut für Europäische Politik, 1994), p. 1;
and CFSP Forum, No. 1 (Bonn: Institut für Europäische Politik, 1995), p. 8.

24 Interview with a Commission official, Brussels, 1996.
25 These factors are: geographical proximity of a given region or country; an important

interest in the political and economic stability of a region or country; and the existence
of threats to the security interests of the EU.
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192 The institutionalization of cooperation

Based on these factors, the European Council explicitly defined a num-
ber of specific geographical and functional areas open to joint action in
the CFSP.26 When the CFSP entered into effect in November 1993, sev-
eral of these areas became the objects of the first CFSP joint actions.27

European Councils in 1992 and 1993 also set out issues in the security
field which could be suitable for joint actions. Considering the heated
debates that surrounded even the mention of security issues under EPC,
the fact that the European Council was able to set down fairly detailed
objectives in this area marks a major breakthrough for the CFSP. These
efforts will be explored further below. Still, as under EPC, the European
Council does not devote much attention to the day-to-day implementa-
tion of CFSP policies because of the reasons discussed in Chapter 4.28

The European Council primarily helps ensure that all EU policy, partic-
ularly in the second and third pillars, seems wholly subordinate to the
dictates of EU member governments, not EC organizations. Additional
limitations regarding the role of the European Council can be seen as we
examine other stages of the policy process.

For example, during CFSP decision-making, most policy proposals
involve the Council of Ministers, with support from its Secretariat, the
Commission, the Political Committee, and COREPER. Declarations
have continued as under EPC and have increased in number, now aver-
aging about two or three per week. Common positions and joint actions
involve more complicated decisions, and there was some confusion as to
the practical differences between these instruments.29 As we shall see be-
low, the Council initiated a number of CFSP positions and actions related
to the agenda previously set down by the European Council. These were
considerably more elaborate than the ad hoc decisions produced under
the EPC system. Although the CFSP followed most of these procedures
when undertaking common positions and joint actions, EU states could
not manage to utilize the convoluted QMV decision-making rules. The

26 These areas included Central and Eastern Europe, the Maghreb and the Middle East,
and several security issues (CSCE, disarmament and arms control in Europe, nuclear
non-proliferation, and controlling the transfer of arms technology to third countries).
See the EU Foreign Ministers 1992.

27 These first CFSP actions included the Stability Pact in Central and Eastern Europe,
support for the Middle East and Yugoslavia peace processes, and support for transitions
to democracy in South Africa and Russia. See the EU Heads of State and Government
1993.

28 The limited role of the European Council in day-to-day CFSP decision-making
was confirmed in numerous interviews with CFSP officials. Also see Johnston 1994:
Chapter 5.

29 Interviews with CFSP Secretariat and Commission officials, Brussels, 1996. Also see
Galloway 1995: 214–15.
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Toward governance 193

way the EU was able to “bend the rules” to improve the coherence of the
CFSP is discussed in the next chapter.

A related problem here is that the Commission was not very aggres-
sive in initiating CFSP policies. Of course, it shares this right with fifteen
member states, so it cannot be expected to be the only or even the pri-
mary source of initiatives. This shared responsibility, and the fact that
“initiating” a CFSP joint action is far more complex and delicate than
initiating EC legislation, led the Commission to pursue its strategy of
embedding CFSP issues in broader sets of EC agreements or policies
rather than instigate stand-alone CFSP actions.30 The Commission also
senses member states’ fear of precedent-setting, and has tried to develop
a “critical mass” of precedents and experience in the CFSP to serve as
a foundation for future foreign policies.31 This is especially crucial when
economic instruments besides aid and joint action financing are involved
(i.e., sanctions or Association Agreements), since they affect the EU’s in-
ternal market and its external economic relations. The overlap between
all EU policy domains and the enlargement process also requires the
Commission to embed foreign policy questions within a broader vision
of the EU’s future. However, the Commission is still somewhat wary of
involvement in security issues and, of course, it was further preoccupied
with a number of internal changes to help its implementation of CFSP
decisions, as we have already seen. Yet all policy initiatives ultimately re-
quire an advocate, and the Commission is the only actor in the EU who
can play this role on a consistent basis.

Policy implementation and representation have been more successful
than the application of QMV procedures to CFSP decision-making. I
cover this aspect of the CFSP in more detail in my discussion of specific
actions below. For the moment, it should be noted that the TEU was
necessarily vague on the specific division of labor between the two main
actors charged with representation/implementation: the EU presidency
and the Commission. Arrangements for their respective roles were gen-
erally worked out on a case-by-case basis. In some cases, this involved the
use of ad hoc external representatives with temporary mandates for par-
ticular areas and problems (such as Bosnia, Cyprus, Mostar, the Middle
East, and the Great Lakes region of Africa).

Another controversy concerning implementation (in addition to the
aforementioned decision-making problems) involves the provision of

30 Exceptions include EU involvement in Rwanda (against the resistance of the French),
EU participation in the Korean Energy Development Organization, an initiative on de-
mining war-torn areas, and a joint action on renegotiating the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty. Interviews with Commission officials in DG-IA, Brussels, 1995.

31 Interviews with Commission officials in DG-IA, Brussels, 1995.
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194 The institutionalization of cooperation

adequate material resources for the CFSP, which will be covered in
more detail below. Since the Commission still lacks tangible resources
for influencing the CFSP (compared to some EU member states), it has
been far more creative in the way it makes its administration of exter-
nal funding (such as the huge PHARE and TACIS programs)32 and its
negotiation or implementation of external agreements subject to politi-
cal criteria, even though some member states oppose this power.33 For
those CFSP positions and actions which have not involved financing,
there have been clear success stories (such as the renewal of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty and the Stability Pact in Central and Eastern
Europe). With the Stability Pact, for example, the EU presidency and
the Commission jointly represented the EU; its success demonstrates
the vitality of the “bicephalous” or “tandem” presidency (mentioned in
Chapter 6) in cases where representation by the presidency or the Com-
mission alone is not politically feasible. These examples will be revisited
below, while far more complex institutional problems surrounding im-
plementation, such as legal personality, are covered in the next chapter.

Substantive performance: CFSP common positions and joint actions

Although the CFSP record since 1993 in terms of changes of process
is somewhat mixed, with clear improvements and informal innovations
frustrated by lingering deficiencies and ideological disputes, the fact is
that the CFSP did lead to a rapid expansion of the EU’s foreign policy
activities. As we might expect given their low costs, declarations are still
the most common CFSP instrument. While they are often derided as
weak mechanisms, it can also be argued that “through such open expres-
sion of the acquis politique the [EU] fifteen can and do exercise influence
on the behavior and policy of other governments, as the reactions of
the addressees of declarations, démarches, and other diplomatic means
demonstrate” (Regelsberger and Wessels 1996: 38). The CFSP record in
terms of positions and actions is somewhat more modest than the TEU’s
architects may have hoped, yet quite a large number of the post-TEU po-
sitions/actions shared three important features: their subject matter was
extremely wide-ranging compared to EPC (indicating the contraction or
even disappearance of domaines réservés), they were more explicitly tied to
other external policies of the EU (i.e., greater coherence), and the joint

32 PHARE is the “Poland-Hungary Assistance for Recovering Economies” program.
TACIS is “Technical Assistance to the Commonwealth of Independent States.”

33 For example, the Commission held up the interim Partnership and Cooperation Agree-
ment with Russia because of the violence in Chechnya, an improper use of the Commis-
sion’s authority in the view of some member states.
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Toward governance 195

actions in particular often drew upon the resources and capabilities of
the Community.

The official record shows that a total of twenty-seven common positions
were taken between November 1993 and June 1996, the start of the IGC
that led to the Amsterdam Treaty.34 These common positions involved ex-
Yugoslavia (ten positions); Ukraine; Haiti (two positions); Nigeria (three
positions); Rwanda; Sudan; Libya; Burundi (two positions); Angola;
blinding laser weapons; biological and toxic weapons (fourth review con-
ference); East Timor; the creation of an emergency travel document for
EU nationals; and plans for the rescue of EU diplomatic missions.35

Nearly an equal number of CFSP joint actions have been taken;
twenty-nine during the time period under consideration. Again, most
were related to the situation in ex-Yugoslavia (twelve actions). Others
involved South Africa; an envoy for the Great Lakes region of Africa;
the Stability Pact with Central/Eastern Europe (two actions); the Middle
East peace process (three actions); preparation for renewal of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty; observation of Russian elections; action against
anti-personnel landmines (two actions); the Korean Peninsula Energy
Development Organization (KEDO); and controls on dual-use technol-
ogy (five actions).

The rest of this section briefly surveys some of the more important
common positions and joint actions during the first three years of the
CFSP, from its beginning in November 1993 to the start of formal IGC
negotiations in June 1996. As in previous chapters, I focus on specific
geographic/functional areas addressed by the CFSP. I do not attempt
here a detailed examination of all CFSP positions and actions; instead,
I cover those whose implementation provides key lessons concerning the
relationship between institutional reforms and cooperation. Three areas
in particular deserve close attention: the former Yugoslavia, South Africa,
and relations with Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union. A more detailed analysis of the CFSP’s activities in security is
provided in the last major section of this chapter.

As the record shows, the most comprehensive CFSP activity involved
the former Yugoslavia. The EU’s difficulties here have often been cited as
a major deficiency of the CFSP, as it failed to use its economic leverage
over Yugoslavia effectively before it broke up, failed to coordinate its
recognition of the separate republics when dissolution seemed imminent,

34 Note that where the record shows multiple CFSP positions or actions for a single issue
(such as Yugoslavia), most were merely modifications, clarifications, or extensions of
previous decisions.

35 This last position was not published in the Official Journal (in June 1996) due to Danish
reservations; see below on security issues.
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196 The institutionalization of cooperation

and then failed to stop the violence following dissolution.36 Although
these criticisms are well deserved, it is somewhat unfair to judge the CFSP
by its performance in this area alone. First, it is arguable that no state
or institution, within Europe or without, acted decisively and effectively
at the time. The collapse of Yugoslavia was a major challenge not only
to the EU but also to the UN, the OSCE, NATO, and their member
states. Consensus among all of these actors was lacking, even among states
who possessed the political will to intervene at the crucial early stages of
Yugoslavia’s dissolution. Second, it should be kept in mind that the CFSP
was not explicitly designed for stopping nationalist violence on the scale
that took place in the Balkans. Like EPC before it, the CFSP is primarily
devoted to long-term conflict resolution with diplomatic and economic
tools, not quick crisis management using military means. Even if the EU
had decided to intervene by force at an early stage (with or without the
help of the US), it is not certain that such an act would have prevented
civil war. Third, the CFSP did not even enter into effect until November
1993, by which time the problem may have escalated beyond the control
of any single actor. Even if the TEU had been ratified before then, it
is questionable whether implementation of the CFSP would have taken
place so immediately and efficiently. A number of issues concerning the
implementation of CFSP joint actions (external representation, funding,
and oversight) had to be resolved first. Fourth, the EU clearly has learned
from the Balkans case, largely in the form of several institutional changes
that will be discussed further in Chapter 8.

These comments do not exonerate the EU from its limited impact in the
Balkans; they are only intended to place the evaluation of the CFSP in the
proper context. Although military force through NATO ultimately ended
the violence here (for the time being), the EU in fact devoted a great deal
of attention to the region, and the CFSP clearly facilitated these efforts
beyond what was typical under EPC. Through its common positions, the
CFSP imposed various sanctions and instituted an arms embargo against
the former Yugoslavia. Through its joint actions, the CFSP provided aid
to Bosnia-Herzegovina and supported the electoral process in the region,
and took over the administration of the city of Mostar. This last action
saw the first involvement of the WEU in a CFSP activity, although this
was not a formal CFSP joint action as set down by Article J.4.2 (see
Chapter 8). Through these decisions, the EU/CFSP clearly proved that
it was capable of behaving as an independent “action organization” with
its own goals rather than as a passive “framework” organization (like the
UN, OSCE, Council of Europe, or NATO’s Partnership for Peace) that

36 On these problems, see Woodward 1995; Crawford 1996.
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Toward governance 197

primarily reflects the goals of its most powerful member states (Hill 1998:
35). In the long run, these patient efforts involving state–civil society
relations, market development, legal systems, and democratization are
likely to prove as valuable to troubled regions as military intervention,37

particularly as the US often seems unwilling to engage in what it calls
costly “nation-building” exercises.

The second major area confronted by the CFSP during its first few
months of operation concerned South Africa. These efforts involved a
transition from working against apartheid (as under EPC) to helping
to improve new democratic institutions and economic development in
South Africa (Holland 1995a, 1995b, 1997b). Toward these ends, the
Commission began producing policy option papers on this issue as early
as 1992, and an outline of the EPC-CFSP policy transition was set down
during the Danish presidency in June 1993. After rescinding the Code of
Conduct and the 1985 sanctions against South Africa (involving nuclear
and military cooperation and the exchange of military attachés) in late
1993, the EU implemented a series of positive actions to assist the new
government. These included dispatching a team of 450 officials to help
with elections. The activities of this group went far beyond mere elections
monitoring,38 and the Commission (chiefly DG-IA) was fully responsible
for coordinating these activities. Its successful involvement here showed
much potential for implementing future CFSP joint actions.

Thus, following this first joint action, the EU began a more extensive
effort to integrate the former pariah state into the global community. A
Commission delegation was established in Pretoria in December 1993,
and it became the central contact between the EU and the local govern-
ment. This was a major change compared to EPC, when relations were
conducted through EU member states with embassies in South Africa.39

In April 1994 the Council adopted a Commission proposal for stronger
relations with South Africa; the new framework involved trade and eco-
nomic cooperation, a political dialogue (where the EU placed its usual
emphasis on human rights, democracy, the rule of law, and social jus-
tice), and development cooperation. Through these strands of activities
involving the EC and CFSP, the EU showed more coherence and unifor-
mity of its policy toward South Africa than ever before. Holland’s detailed
assessment (1995b: 566) of this policy deserves quoting at length:
37 For more detailed evaluations, see Edwards 1992 and 1997; Nuttall 1994; Kintis 1997.
38 For a description of their activities, see Holland (1995b), who also asserts (pp. 563–64)

that in terms of “observer days,” the EU was perhaps the major player compared to the
UN.

39 Though the Commission did have a small, non-accredited “European Commission Tech-
nical Coordination Office” in South Africa, which handled the 1985–86 Special Program
and development assistance.
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198 The institutionalization of cooperation

From both the European and South African perspectives, the joint action has
been an almost unqualified success . . . [T]hrough the joint action a compre-
hensive approach was adopted rather than segregated incrementalism. Coordi-
nating the various policy sectors (development, trade, election-monitoring, etc.)
together under a single initiative (the joint action), while difficult and possibly
time-consuming, had led by the end of 1994 to a compatible and comprehen-
sive policy mix that was regionally sensitive as well as of direct benefit to South
Africa.

The South African experiment ultimately “improved the effectiveness of
European policy” and confirmed the Commission’s enhanced status in
this domain, as it “fully utilized its power of initiative and was the lead-
ing player throughout 1993–94 in structuring the Union’s contemporary
policy, fulfilling a role of at least primus inter pares” (Holland 1995b: 566).
Thus, the EU’s comprehensive approach to South Africa and the activi-
ties of EC actors such as the Commission strongly indicate an enhanced
capability for EU foreign policy as compared to EPC.

The third major area involved CFSP actions toward the former com-
munist world, where the EU hoped to apply its most fundamental or-
dering principles: democracy, the rule of law, market economics, and
respect for human rights. These principles were enshrined in the primary
framework for these relations, the Europe Agreements with the Central
and Eastern European countries (CEEC), which were dominated by the
Community, not EPC.40 The most prominent CFSP action here was the
“Stability Pact” with the CEEC (also known as the Balladur Plan, after
the French prime minister who first proposed it; Ueta 1997). Although
greeted with a great degree of skepticism at first (from inside and out-
side the EU),41 the Pact created a framework of preventative diplomacy
to help head off conflicts over borders and ethnic minorities, a major
concern given the situation in Yugoslavia. The Pact clearly fostered pro-
ductive discussions on a number of sensitive topics: the consolidation of
borders, the EU’s changing relationship with the CSCE (the original fo-
rum for airing concerns over borders and minorities), and the possibility
of helping to secure the East without extending formal defense guaran-
tees.42 The entire exercise also encouraged a more general debate over the

40 For details, see Lippert 1997.
41 On this point, Rummel argues (1996: 56–57) that one of the French motivations behind

the Pact was to prevent Central and Eastern Europe from becoming a German domaine
réservé.

42 In particular, the major Pact conferences (Paris, May 26–27, 1994; and Paris, March 20–
21, 1995) covered regional trans-border cooperation, questions relating to minorities,
cultural cooperation, economic cooperation and administrative training, and environ-
mental problems.
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Toward governance 199

conditions for future membership of the EU, a main concern for most
states involved in the talks. As noted above, the Commission’s regular
participation in both the CFSP and the EU enlargement process gave it
a highly privileged position in these discussions.

The Pact involved the EC in other novel ways. First, it showed the ef-
ficacy of the “bicephalous” (or tandem) presidency approach to external
negotiations.43 Second, although the Pact did not involve its own finances
to any substantial degree, it drew upon PHARE funds for a large num-
ber of small-scale projects. Through the end of 1995, 870 million ECU
(MECU) were devoted to Stability Pact projects, and the Commission
was charged with implementing the funds and preparing a final report
on their use (European Commission 1995b). In the end, the Pact pro-
duced an extraordinary number (47) of agreements between interested
countries and EU states, and an even greater number (76) of agreements
between the interested countries themselves. Of special importance were
the two “good neighbor” agreements between Hungary and Romania and
Hungary and Slovakia. The OSCE took over the Pact following the con-
clusion of the CFSP joint action at the final Paris conference on March
20/21, 1995 (Schneider 1997; Long 1997). Considering the current state
of peaceful relations among these states, the Pact must be considered a
success from the EU’s point of view.44

Actions involving Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) proceeded along similar lines, although they were far more
modest and less of a priority than those involving the CEEC. Still, one of
the very first CFSP joint actions involved elections-monitoring in Russia.
According to Commission insiders, this was the first real “test case” (and
a successful one, in their view) of their ability to devise, implement, and
fund independently a CFSP joint action with Commission resources.45

Later, the CFSP common position on Ukraine effectively used EC funds
and Commission expertise to help pay for the closure of part of the Cher-
nobyl nuclear reactor (Peterson 1998: 6). The Commission also showed
its willingness to make Partnership and Cooperation Agreements (and
their Interim Agreements) subject to political criteria; these agreements
also are closely linked to EC activities. And although the EU/CFSP can
be criticized for not producing a more comprehensive, long-term strat-
egy toward Russia and the CIS at the time (as it did with the CEEC),46

these direct efforts to engage these countries are still far more extensive,

43 Interviews with Commission DG-IA officials, Brussels, 1996.
44 McManus (1998: 128–29) is somewhat more critical about the reception of the Stability

Pact among CEECs.
45 Interviews with Commission officials in DG-IA, Brussels, 1996.
46 For such a critical view, see Allen 1997.
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forward-looking, and coherent than those applied under the EPC
system. In addition, the question of common strategies for the CFSP
was addressed later, as we shall see in Chapter 8.

Beyond these three major areas, the CFSP acted in a number of other
areas beyond what had been achieved in EPC. The CFSP worked to revi-
talize the Euro-Arab Dialogue, which was now included within a broader
Mediterranean framework (Barbé and Izquierdo: 1997). When violence
broke out in the West Bank in 1996, the EU added 20 MECU to its aid
budget for Palestine and, in doing so, gave the Commission consider-
able autonomy to negotiate a new trade agreement with the Palestinians
(Peterson 1998: 15). The CFSP devoted attention to other African and
Caribbean countries (such as Angola, Burundi, Haiti, Nigeria, Rwanda,
and the Sudan) in its concern with the developing world. This also in-
volved appointing an EU representative to the Great Lakes region of
Africa to help prevent conflicts and improve relations (Keatinge 1997).
Finally, political dialogues were extended to several other countries be-
yond those already mentioned, such as Japan and the US (Monar 1997a,
1997b).

The new Dialogue with the US was particularly noteworthy. Although
it did not involve a separate CFSP joint action, EU–US relations were
institutionalized in a far more complex “New Transatlantic Agenda” in-
volving a “Joint Action Plan” to address the economic, social, and polit-
ical dimensions of transatlantic cooperation. This was the most compre-
hensive statement of EU–US relations ever, growing out of the EC–US
Transatlantic Declaration negotiated in 1990. Although the parts of the
Action Plan were not uniformly implemented, the whole concept is much
more substantial than the incoherent, ad hoc approach to EU–US rela-
tions that had taken place in the past.47 Equally importantly, the Dialogue
(and the new CFSP in general) also invited more attention on the part of
US officials in Brussels, who began to recognize the potential of the EU
as a global actor despite its difficulties in the Balkans. The Dialogue
also was strongly influenced by negotiations between the US, the
Commission, and the Spanish EU presidency; intensive collusion
between these actors helped to sell the idea to those EU states (such as
France) who were extremely suspicious of it.48 The advent of the Dialogue
was one of the more positive accomplishments of the CFSP during a time
when the US and the EU were often at odds with each other over problems

47 For more on the New Transatlantic Agenda, see Ginsberg 1997b and 1998; Krenzler
and Schomaker 1996; Philippart and Winand 2001.

48 Interviews with Commission, COREPER, and US mission to the EU officials, Brussels,
1996.
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involving the institutional architecture of Atlantic security and more
parochial issues (such as trade disputes and the Helms–Burton Act).49

The CFSP, security, and the WEU

As noted above, European Councils in 1992 (Lisbon; Edinburgh) and
1993 (Brussels) set out specific issues in the security field that could be
suitable for joint actions.50 Considering the extent to which serious dis-
cussions (not to mention formal, public statements) concerning these
topics were banned for much of the history of EPC, the European Coun-
cil’s list of issues should be considered a major breakthrough for European
foreign policy. It set a clear institutional benchmark to encourage specific
security-related actions in the CFSP, and embedded these priorities in
a broader normative framework involving human rights, democracy, the
rule of law, stability, and other EU values. In evaluating the CFSP record
in this area we also should keep in mind that the EU plays a vital indirect
role in promoting European security by virtue of its “civilian” powers
(chiefly trade and aid policies) and its enlargement decisions. However,
in terms of actual policy performance, the CFSP clearly was not very
aggressive in this area. Most EU states were far more preoccupied with
the broader transatlantic debate concerning the future role of NATO and
its enlargement than with applying the CFSP’s new capabilities in this
area. Conflicting American attitudes toward the EU’s ambitions in this
domain complicated matters as well; the US has consistently demanded
greater burden-sharing by its NATO allies yet has not always supported
an institutional or operational expression (at the EU level or elsewhere)
of such increased European capabilities.

Thus, by the start of the EU’s IGC in March 1996, only six minor
security-related issues had been addressed directly by the CFSP through
specific joint actions: a directive on assistance with UN mine-clearing
efforts; preparation for the renewal of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT); the control of exports of dual-use goods; the goal to
prohibit blinding laser weapons; preparation for a conference on the

49 The Helms–Burton Act (1996) was enacted by the US to punish foreign companies for
doing business with Cuba. It was addressed by a CFSP joint action on extra-territoriality
in November 1996, but by then both the US and the EU had basically resolved their
differences on this issue and the US has neglected to implement the legislation.

50 The security issues decided at Edinburgh involved the CSCE/OSCE process, disarma-
ment and arms control in Europe, non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction,
and the economic aspects of security (especially technology transfer). The Extraordi-
nary European Council in Brussels defined the general objectives of European security
as preserving the territorial integrity and political independence of the EU, its democratic
character, its economic stability, and the stability of neighboring regions.
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202 The institutionalization of cooperation

non-proliferation of biological and toxic weapons; and the EU’s par-
ticipation in the Korean Peninsular Energy Development Organization
(KEDO). Several common positions also touched upon security issues;
most were used to support the joint actions noted above, with the ex-
ception of a general plan to evacuate EU nationals from third coun-
tries. In the rest of this section, I first examine the general institutional
lessons gleaned from the CFSP’s security actions, then turn to the CFSP’s
operational relationship with the WEU.

Security-related actions

While it is true that the CFSP’s security-related efforts were limited in
scope and ambition, it should first be kept in mind that the very idea of
discussing security affairs in the context of the CFSP was (and is) still
controversial for several EU states. In addition, fear that the EU frame-
work would contaminate decisions about security with supranational EC
procedures was still strong. Finally, the EU was attempting to implement
the CFSP in the face of serious external problems (such as Yugoslavia)
and while conducting much broader debates about the future of other
security-related institutions, such as NATO and the WEU. Under these
circumstances, the fact that the CFSP was able to take any actions at all
concerning security represents no small achievement. Three of these ac-
tions (control of dual-use goods, the NPT conference, and KEDO) also
involved EC competencies to varying degrees, yet another confirmation
of the ability of the CFSP to overcome long-standing prejudices regarding
the institutionalization of EU security cooperation and the role of EC ac-
tors in security affairs. The NPT action in particular was “an outstanding
success,” according to Müller and van Dassen (1997: 65), for it “com-
bined the efforts of member states towards a common goal, provoked
activities that would otherwise most likely not have been undertaken, and
made a discernible, significant contribution to the successful extension
outcome.” Beyond this important diplomatic “force multiplier” effect,
the action also helped to socialize its participants in terms of thinking
about the kinds of specific contributions the CFSP could make to inter-
national security.

Similarly, the combined CFSP joint action/EC regulation to control
European exports of dual-use goods showed the ability of the EU to erode
the barrier between the EC and the CFSP in security affairs. Even before
the CFSP, the Luxembourg European Council of June 1991 had listed
seven criteria for conventional weapons exports which were common to
all EU states. At this time, however, the European Council focused on a
common approach involving the harmonization of national policies, not
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Toward governance 203

the use of EC tools. Later proposals for action in this area were produced
by EU states, the EP (1991; 1992), and the Commission (1992a), which
carried out a comprehensive survey of national export controls in 1991.
The Council of Ministers set up an ad hoc high-level working group
to examine the issue, and in August 1992 the Commission (which has
continually called for the deletion of Article 223) made a formal proposal
for a Council regulation on the control of dual-use goods (1992b). The
resulting EC regulation,51 which entered into effect on July 1, 1995,
represented a major step forward for the CFSP’s security dimension in
general and its relationship to the EC in particular.52

The EU’s involvement in KEDO also can be considered a security is-
sue, although perhaps more indirectly. In any event, it was a “classic”
CFSP issue in the view of the EU officials who took part, as it involved
synthesizing the economic, technical, legal, financial, and security aspects
of the EU’s external relations through the EC/CFSP linkage. In terms of
substantive coherence, then, KEDO was indeed a success. The KEDO
episode also demonstrated the potential importance of the new “CFSP
counselors” (see Chapter 8). As EU states could not agree on an appro-
priate collective contribution to this project, the KEDO file went from
the CFSP working group on nuclear non-proliferation, to COREPER,
to the Council of Ministers, then to the CFSP counselors, where the
arrangements for the EU’s initial contribution to the organization were
finally worked out. Like the New Transatlantic Agenda discussed above,
the EU’s involvement in KEDO also strongly depended on the US lobby-
ing the Commission, which in turn helped to engineer intra-EU support
for the new organization.53

Before turning to the WEU–CFSP relationship, a final word about cri-
sis response is in order. The TEU did not improve the mechanisms here,
and they were not invoked during the time period under consideration.54

However, many officials suggest that the frequency of CFSP meetings at
all levels eliminates the need for formal crisis procedures.55 In any event,
there were several opportunities for the CFSP to get more involved in cri-
sis situations, but performance was very uneven. On the positive side, the
advent of CFSP counselors may have improved the quick response abil-
ity of the CFSP, such as during the executions in Nigeria of playwright
Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight other political activists in November 1995.

51 Council Regulation (EC) No. 3381/94 of December 19, 1994.
52 For details, see Cornish 1997.
53 Interviews with officials from the US mission to the EU, the Commission, and

COREPER, Brussels, 1995–96.
54 Article J.8 of the TEU generally followed EPC’s crisis procedures.
55 Interviews with various CFSP officials, Brussels, 1995–96.
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Since the CFSP’s African working group (like most others) meets infre-
quently, the CFSP counselors, together with the Commission, stepped in
to consider proposals on how the CFSP should react. The new arrange-
ment undoubtedly helped speed up the EU’s response in this situation,
although it did not prevent the executions in the end.56

On the negative side, however, the EU was unable to do anything during
the early 1996 crisis between Greece and Turkey over the Aegean island of
Imia/Karadak. The US ultimately stepped in to prevent the conflict from
escalating; this lack of action on the part of the EU stems from giving the
EU presidency primary control over the day-to-day CFSP agenda. In this
case, the Italian presidency did not call for more decisive moves by the
EU, and the leadership vacuum was not filled. These crisis management
problems crowded the already-full agenda of items under consideration
at Amsterdam, as we shall see in Chapter 8.

The CFSP and the WEU

Concerning the CFSP/WEU linkage specifically mentioned in Maas-
tricht, operational results were extremely modest through the 1990s.57

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to analyze in detail the complex
relationship between the CFSP, the WEU, and NATO, but some basic
judgments can be made. Most fundamentally, although the WEU in-
creased its operational capability during the 1990s (mainly during the
Persian Gulf War and the Balkans conflicts), no WEU actions had been
taken in conjunction with or at the request of the EU under Article J.4.2
by the start of the IGC in mid-1996.58 In fact, only one EU decision un-
der Article J.4.2 had been taken: the Council Decision of June 27, 1996
to have the WEU prepare contingency plans to support the emergency
evacuation of EU citizens from a third country if necessary.59 Later, dur-
ing the Kosovo crisis, the WEU decided (using its own authority, not

56 One CFSP counselor compared their role to that of a “fire brigade” used to handle
problems in between regular CFSP ministerial and working group meetings, or when
other CFSP officials fail to reach agreement. Interview, Brussels, 1996.

57 For a more detailed examination of this period, see Taylor 1994; Martin and Roper
1995; Duke 1996; Jopp 1997; Rummel 1997; Coffey 1998, Smith 1998a.

58 WEU support of the EU’s administration of Mostar was not an official request by the
EU made under Article J.4.2. Nor did the EU ever “avail itself” of the WEU (Article
J.7) in order to implement its decisions regarding defense.

59 This action was not published in the Official Journal of the EU because of Danish reser-
vations. According to insiders, it was as much a symbolic decision for the IGC (to show
critics of reform that nearly all CFSP instruments had been used at least once) as it was
a practical CFSP action. Also, Denmark “opted out” of this decision, but the Danes
also said they would not impede the development of closer cooperation among member
states in this area. Interview with a COREPER official, Brussels, 1996.
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that of the CFSP)60 in May 1997 to send a “Multinational Advisory
Police Element” (MAPE) to Albania, consisting of ninety-four officers
from twenty-three WEU member states. This action was in response to
the exodus from Albania to Italy of about 14,000 refugees beginning in
March 1997. Although this was not a CFSP-related joint action, MAPE
was supported by EU funds from the PHARE program in the amount of
4.8 million ECU (MECU) during 1998–99. In short, despite the fact that
some EU states ultimately did send troops,61 the episode undoubtedly
called into question the EU’s true commitment to undertaking its own
independent military operations, with or without the WEU. The WEU
was rarely if ever present at CFSP meetings in the Council during the
1990s, and institutional links between the Commission and the WEU
were poorly developed. According to EU insiders, Commission relations
with NATO were much better than those with the WEU.62

However, rather than devise pragmatic ways for the CFSP and WEU
to implement joint actions together, the EU was practically paralyzed
in the mid-1990s over the larger issue of fully merging the WEU into
the EU. This was due in part to the fact that after 1995 fully one
third of EU member states (Austria, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, and
Sweden) did not enjoy full membership of the WEU and thus were ex-
tremely wary of including it in CFSP matters. Instead, decisions by the
WEU and NATO during ministerial meetings in mid-1996, following
the French rapprochement with NATO, finally confirmed that the WEU,
and/or “Combined Joint Task Forces” (CJTF) with NATO, could carry
out military operations without US involvement but with the logistical
support of NATO.63 These decisions (and previous changes by NATO)64

60 The Dutch EU presidency tried to involve the CFSP in the Albanian crisis but to no
avail. Several EU states proposed sending EU troops once Albania explicitly appealed
to the European members of NATO, but Germany, Sweden, the UK, and other neutral
EU states were able to block the idea.

61 7,000 multinational troops, led by Italy and France, were deployed in April 1997 (Op-
eration Alba) to assist with elections and to distribute food and medicine; there was no
support for a peacekeeping or peacemaking mission. These troops left after the Albanian
elections in July and were replaced by 600 policemen, mostly Italians (with some help
by the WEU).

62 As one Commission official put it (interview, Brussels, 1996), the EU’s growing am-
bitions at this time also represented the ultimate death of the WEU, while NATO’s
existence and independence were assured.

63 See the “Birmingham Declaration” of the WEU ministerial meeting (May 7, 1996);
and the final communiqué of the North Atlantic Council ministerial meeting in Berlin
(NATO doc. M-NAC 1-96-63), June 3, 1996.

64 For example, NATO’s “out of area” problem has been addressed, its membership has
expanded to the East, cooperation with Russia has taken place, and flexible provisions
have been adopted and utilized to permit the participation of NATO non-members in
its operations.
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helped lay the groundwork for the institutional changes within the EU
achieved at Amsterdam and beyond, and ultimately may help prevent
clashes over the division of labor among Western security institutions
that inhibited effective cooperation in the Balkans. If not, responsibilities
will continue to be determined on a case-by-case basis (if at all), and
could lead to uncertainties, delays, and operational ineffectiveness. The
next chapter will consider the extent to which these and other institutional
problems were resolved in the late 1990s, thus impacting the CFSP and
the EU’s broader ambitions in external relations.
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Residual institutional issues
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8 Unfinished business: coherence and the EU’s
global ambitions

European foreign policy cooperation has expanded considerably since
the first tentative steps made under EPC in the early 1970s. Compared
to the situation then, the CFSP today involves a far more sophisticated
institutional structure and has produced a greater variety of complex
common foreign policy actions. Moreover, compared to other regional
organizations, such as the Organization of American States or the Asso-
ciation of Southeast Asian Nations, the EU’s progressive and determined
efforts to cooperate in foreign policy are highly unique. Despite these
positive results, however, many observers and EU officials remain dissat-
isfied with the CFSP’s procedural elements and its substantive output.
We can describe these limitations as part of the “unfinished business”
of the Maastricht era, where certain issues were raised but ultimately
sidestepped owing to both general political differences and more specific
questions about institutional architecture. These issues have intensified
the pressures for institutional change since the late 1990s and deserve
some attention here, given the EU’s own growing ambitions and the major
challenges faced by the CFSP since its implementation.

This chapter explores these difficult institutional questions, focusing
in particular on the EU’s goal to make its external relations functions
more coherent. Improving the effectiveness and coherence of the EU’s
external capabilities was a key motivation behind the TEU and its single
institutional framework. As we saw in the previous chapter, substantive
coherence in the CFSP has clearly improved compared to EPC. This
involves the application of multiple EU external policy tools or compe-
tencies (such as development aid, tariff concessions, and political dia-
logue) toward a single external goal. Procedural coherence has been more
problematic, as it involves rationalizing the EU’s external competencies
in terms of decision-making, policy implementation, representation, and
a host of other institutional questions. In other words, while there of-
ten may be agreement on external policy ends, choosing the institutional
means for achieving those ends still provokes uncertainty, controversy,
bureaucratic intrigue, turf battles, and ideological debates.

209
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210 Residual institutional issues

The problem of coherence is complicated further by the expansion of
the CFSP to include more security issues and a true European Security
and Defense Policy (ESDP). Here a number of EU states, as well as the
US, are still not in complete agreement about the ultimate purpose of a
truly independent European military force and its relationship to NATO.
As space limitations prevent me from fully exploring the ESDP as a sepa-
rate EU policy domain (which includes complex issues such as command,
training, logistics, and armaments production), I instead confine myself
to an examination of how this new ambition relates to the existing insti-
tutional framework for EU foreign policy. Despite a number of internal
and external obstacles, the EU continues to make gradual institutional
breakthroughs in this area, and they deserve a closer examination. Ex-
ploring how this has taken place, particularly in light of the Amsterdam
and Nice Treaties, will conclude my analysis of the institutionalization of
EU foreign and security policy.

Institutions, coherence and external relations

The CFSP/ESDP are embedded in the EU’s broader and constantly
evolving institutional architecture for external affairs. To understand how,
we must change the scope of analysis from the EU’s foreign policy activ-
ities (essentially derived from EPC practices) to include the EU’s other
external relations capabilities, most of which involve supranational in-
stitutional mechanisms. As we saw in the previous chapter, Maastricht
established a single institutional framework to govern all of these poli-
cies, whether involving the supranational Community method (for foreign
economic policy) or the intergovernmental methods of EPC/CFSP and
Trevi/Schengen (for Justice and Home Affairs, or JHA). How this frame-
work institutionalized coherence, and the extent to which it has achieved
this goal in terms of performance, are the subjects of this section.

The institutionalization of coherence

To help counterbalance the compartmentalization of the EU’s external
relations that had been established by EPC, the principle of coherence
appears throughout the Maastricht Treaty. Under Articles A and C, the
EU was charged with ensuring the coherence of its actions, in partic-
ular “the consistency of its external activities as a whole in the context
of its external relations, security, economic, and development policies”
(Article C). Title V (Articles J.1 and J.8) also mentioned the concept as
a guiding principle behind the CFSP. And the very fact that the TEU
established a single institutional framework covering all three EU pillars
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further demonstrates the importance of coherence in the constitutional
structure of European integration.1

Despite these various references to what seems to be a fundamental
principle in the EU, coherence has not received a great deal of atten-
tion.2 However, it also should be noted that the concept of coherence as
mentioned in the TEU is not entirely new; it continues a trend that had
been developing for some time in the EU’s external affairs under EPC, as
we saw in Chapter 5.3 In addition, becoming a “cohesive force in inter-
national relations” was an explicit incentive behind the inclusion of EPC
in the SEA (Article 30.2[d]). Maastricht merely attempted to clarify, re-
inforce, and broaden this principle across all three pillars of the EU. In a
sense, then, the CFSP represented another stage in the general transition
from EPC’s primary focus on negative integration toward more positive
integration. This major change in emphasis – coherence across external
policy domains or organizational fields – created additional pressures for
a shift in institutional design.

Before examining the extent to which the principle of coherence plays
a role in how the EU governs its external activities, I must qualify what I
mean by coherence. First, I focus on what Tietje (1997: 211) has called
“horizontal coherence,” or the extent to which the various mechanisms
for external policymaking in the EU, whether informal or formal, are log-
ically connected or mutually reinforcing. A full investigation of “vertical
coherence,” or the extent to which the foreign policy activities of indi-
vidual EU states actually mesh with those of the Union, would require
a study equal in scope to the present one.4 Second, although it is clear
that the creation of the EU and its external capabilities was originally
motivated by the changes in its external context noted above, most of
the post-Maastricht institutional changes discussed in this chapter have
been influenced by internal dynamics. As there are no major distribu-
tional issues surrounding the specific question of coherence, institutional
contests about coherence are often legal or ideological in nature (i.e.,
involving the institutional logic of appropriateness). These contests take

1 For more on this point, see Curtin 1993.
2 For exceptions, see Neuwahl 1994; Krenzler and Schneider 1997; and Tietje 1997. In

fact, the term itself is not used consistently in various translations of the TEU. As Tietje
(1997: 211–12) points out, the English translation favors “consistency” (or the absence
of contradictions) while most continental languages use the term “coherence” (meaning
positive connections). Tietje argues that coherence is evidently the favored term for most
EU states and it clearly sets a higher standard for the EU’s policies. Thus, I favor the term
here.

3 For example, see Lak 1989; Coignez 1992.
4 On this question, see especially Hill 1983b, 1996; de la Serre 1988; Manners and

Whitman 2000.
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place at all levels of decision-making in the EU, and the central battle is
about the constitutional structure of the EU and the right of EU states to
preserve their own foreign policy autonomy within that structure. More-
over, by attempting to create a closer link between the EC and the EU’s
other external capabilities, the drafters of the TEU unwittingly created
tensions, inconsistencies, and gaps between the rules governing these
domains at the organizational and even individual levels. Such problems
provided openings for EU member state governments and EU organi-
zational officials to influence the system. The fact that the EU was also
legally required to present a coherent front on the international stage pro-
vided an additional opportunity and motivation (particularly among the
EU’s legal advisers, if not the ECJ itself) to improve the practical working
relationships among the EU’s external activities. These issues would have
to be resolved once the TEU entered into its implementation phase.

Third and finally, it is beyond the scope of a single chapter to analyze
all EU policy areas that affect external relations; instead, they may be
categorized according to their basic institutional structures and dynamics.
Under Maastricht, the EU’s external policies were structured according
to these three institutional categories (which differ from the EU’s three
pillars), some of which privilege EU member states, and others which
privilege supranational EC organizations:
(1) External policy domains where supranational EC organizations

(chiefly the Commission and Court) and procedures (qualified ma-
jority voting, or QMV) dominate.

(2) Domains that involve interaction between EC organizations/
procedures and intergovernmental forums (chiefly the European
Council and Council of Ministers) and procedures, and where eco-
nomic concerns coexist with other goals, such as political stability.

(3) Domains where intergovernmental forums and procedures clearly
dominate, such as security and defense.

Beyond these divisions, also note that the Council of Ministers and the
Commission were directed to ensure the coherence of the Union’s exter-
nal policies, thus giving these bodies (one an intergovernmental forum,
the other a supranational organization) a joint role in this responsibility.
Equally important here is the fact that the ECJ was excluded under the
TEU (Article L) from exercising its jurisdiction over the activities of the
second and third pillars. Thus we cannot rely on Court decisions to de-
termine how coherence has fared as a general principle; we must look to
decision-making and policies.

In addition to the way they affect normal policymaking, each of the cat-
egories also conditions institutional change within its respective sphere.
In areas where the EC dominates, institutions are often self-sustaining,
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Table 8.1 The TEU’s organization of external relations

EC/supranational Mixed Intergovernmental
competencies competencies competencies

Dominant focus of
policy domain

Economic issues Political issues Security and defense

Examples Trade, aid, Dialogues, CFSP, CFSP/ESDP
development certain aspects of JHA

Decision rule QMV is allowed QMV is allowed under Consensus only
special circumstances

Agenda-setting and
implementation

Commission States/Commission Primarily states

Policy resources Primarily EC EC/states Primarily states
Legally binding? Yes Depends Depends
ECJ involved? Yes Very limited role Highly unlikely

as EC actors (chiefly the Commission) can produce new rules, and even
new competencies, when initiating or implementing policies (for exam-
ple, through secondary legislation) or otherwise (for example, when the
Commission creates new consultative forums). These rules then condi-
tion later initiatives. This functional “spillover” is well known and has
occurred in other external EU policy areas such as environmental policy
and the extra-territorial application of competition policy. In areas where
intergovernmentalism is the rule, like JHA and the CFSP, most formal
institutional changes, even the most unassuming, still often require tense
discussions or bargains among EU governments or their representatives.
Informal changes are more common, as participants in these domains
work behind the scenes to fill in the gaps left by each major EC/EU
treaty. Areas of mixed competency are the most problematic for insti-
tutional change, as some EU member states have opposed Commission
involvement (or required the Commission to justify its involvement) in
such areas or have blocked the use of EC procedures or resources for
external political activities.

In fact, we can break down these TEU external policy categories in
terms of their institutional provisions, the actors and stakes involved, and
the types of external behavior (i.e., foreign policy tools) each one has the
capability to produce.

These categories are not discrete, of course. In fact, it is their tendency
to interfere with, or even contradict, each other, and thus undermine
coherence, that generates many of the institutional problems examined
in this chapter. Still, they establish an initial set of reference points against
which we can assess institutional performance and change.
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Coherence and institutional performance

Given the way Maastricht organized the EU’s external capabilities, how
did the system perform once it was implemented? Or more accurately,
how did perceptions of performance among EU elites, defined mainly in
terms of coherence, create pressures for further institutionalization? To
answer this question, we can examine the EU’s record of external policies
toward a region or problem that have involved more than one type of the
three decision-making competencies as described above (EC-dominant,
mixed competency, and intergovernmentalism-dominant), and that have
produced conflicts between EC organizations and EU governments.
These areas include EU activity in the Balkans (perhaps the EU’s sin-
gle most important foreign policy challenge in the 1990s), EU activity
regarding arms control or non-proliferation, and various actions toward
South Africa, Russia, Central/Eastern Europe, and the Middle East.

More specifically, it is possible to break down institutional incoherence
into several areas that have affected policy performance in the view of sev-
eral observers (Regelsberger and Wessels 1996; Ginsberg 1997a; Smith
1998b); these problems in turn help create a demand for new rules and
procedures. In the rest of this section, I analyze the relationship between
institutional change and actor perceptions of the TEU’s performance by
focusing on several sets of institutional problems. Again, I am not at-
tempting to evaluate all of the EU’s external policies, only those which
have raised serious institutional problems in terms of policy performance
and coherence. As I covered institutional problems related to the security
provisions of the CFSP in the last chapter, here I primarily focus on con-
flicts between EC competencies and the CFSP’s foreign policy aspects.

Decision-making rules Perhaps the most common post-
Maastricht complaint about incoherence between the pillars in terms
of external relations was that rules for decision-making have not been
applied uniformly where competencies overlap. Recall that the CFSP is
expressed through two primary instruments, common positions and joint ac-
tions, which take the place of normal EC legal instruments (under Article
189). However, in the first place, QMV for CFSP joint actions (and JHA
joint actions as well) has not been utilized. As we have seen, the rules
for QMV under Maastricht were so convoluted that it was nearly im-
possible to apply them quickly, consistently, and efficiently. As a result,
CFSP decision-making has been “slow and cumbersome.”5 EU member

5 Cameron 1998: 65. Also interviews with numerous CFSP officials, Brussels, 1995–96,
2001.
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states blocked the use of QMV primarily for ideological reasons: the fear
that one QMV vote on any CFSP action, no matter how trivial, would
set a precedent leading to the contamination of the second pillar with
supranationalism. These fears are somewhat justified; to help encourage
coherence, lower-level CFSP officials have tended to draft policy texts
with the understanding that legal precedents are being set, even where
EC treaty articles do not apply.6

Second, when a policy action generates a conflict between CFSP
and EC decision-making rules (particularly the use of economic sanc-
tions), the procedures of the CFSP tend to dominate. Article 228a in
the TEU was supposed to clarify the legal conflict between Article 113
(the common commercial policy, which allows QMV) and the largely in-
tergovernmental rules of the CFSP; however, CFSP’s intergovernmental
procedures (i.e., unanimity) usually prevail.7 Some CFSP (and JHA) de-
cisions even undermined the EC’s own competencies (thus contaminat-
ing the EC with intergovernmentalism), a development that led to many
Commission complaints during the preparatory stages of Amsterdam.

Third, Article 116, which obliged member states to adhere to com-
mon positions (decided by QMV) in international economic organiza-
tions, was conspicuously omitted by the TEU. This article was not often
invoked before the TEU removed it, but it did impose a certain disci-
pline on member states to coordinate their actions with those of the EC
in external economic affairs. Commission officials argued that the ab-
sence of Article 116 led to “a marked change in climate. More and more
often the opinion is expressed that the complicated rules of the CFSP
regarding settlement on a common position (Article J.2) replace Article
116” (da Fonseca-Wollheim 1996: 2). Since these rules required unanim-
ity rather than QMV, it became more difficult to arrange compromises
in such matters. This is additional evidence of the way some rules of
the intergovernmental pillars have apparently undermined the EC’s own
supranational procedures.

External representation/policy implementation In a related fash-
ion, external representation and implementation created problems of co-
ordination in areas where the EC (and thus, the Commission) does not

6 Interviews with legal advisers in the Commission and Council Secretariat General,
Brussels, 1995–96.

7 Article 228a was established to govern the way economic (under Article 113) and financial
(under Article 73.1) sanctions could be applied against non-EU states after years of
confusion about whether EPC was allowed to impose such sanctions. Under Article 228a,
such sanctions could be imposed only by reference to a competence provision of the EC
(which allows QMV), or under a CFSP common position or joint action (which stresses
unanimity).
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enjoy exclusive competency. Maastricht was fairly vague on the division
of labor in the CFSP between the EU presidency and the Commission.
Within this pillar, arrangements for their respective roles generally were
worked out on a case-by-case basis, which created delays at best and
confusion at worst. Depending on the issue at hand, representation has
been handled by national representatives, Commission officials, the EU
presidency, the “tandem” formula (or the “bicephalous” presidency), the
“Troika” formula, or by the designation of special representatives on an ad
hoc basis. Another formula, the “quint” (France, Germany, Italy, Spain,
and the UK), was used to handle EU relations with Turkey (Cameron
1998: 61), while the use of “Contact Groups” with Russia and the US
also undermined the EU’s own attempts to play a unified role in areas
like the Balkans.8 The EU presidency was the most common form of
representation, but its effectiveness naturally depended on the commit-
ment, experience, resources, reputation, and domestic situation of the
state holding it. And although multiple forms of representation provide a
great deal of flexibility for the EU, outside interlocutors still have trouble
determining who represents the EU in external affairs, while those who
claim to represent the EU have to compete with other EU representa-
tives. Even within the Commission disputes arose over the division of
labor between Commissioners, particularly Leon Brittan for trade and
Hans van den Broek for the CFSP, even in areas where the Commission
dominated, such as trade.9

Financing the EU’s external relations Institutional mechanisms
regarding financial resources for external actions also opened up a series
of problems after Maastricht. The CFSP/JHA pillars began operating
under a rule that the “operational” side of their respective joint actions
would be funded by national contributions (unless decided otherwise),
while “administrative” expenditure would be drawn from the EC budget.
This seemed to be a clear improvement on EPC’s norms, which said little
about funding joint actions. In practice, however, the arrangements for
providing operational funds from national contributions became subject
to conceptual and logistical problems compounded by domestic difficul-
ties in EU member states. The EU’s administration of Mostar revealed

8 For the view of an outsider regarding this problem, see Holbrooke 1998. For an insider’s
view, see Owen 1995.

9 Interviews with various Commission officials, Brussels, 1995–96. As one insider put it,
the basic DG-IA framework (for external relations) was strongly resisted within the Com-
mission and by EU member states. DG-IA was partly staffed by DG-VIII (development)
officials, so some also complained that the Commission’s approach to the CFSP suffered
from a “development mentality.”
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how difficult it would be to fund the CFSP’s operations through na-
tional means. Nearly a year after the initial Council decision (November
8, 1993) to support the operation in part with national contributions,
only three EU member states (Denmark, Greece, and Ireland) had con-
tributed to it (Hagleitner 1995: 6–7).

Additional problems arose over the basic distinction between admin-
istrative and operational expenditures under Articles 199, J.11 (CFSP),
and K.13 (JHA) of the TEU. Simply defining what constituted “opera-
tional” expenditure became a most difficult issue under the new arrange-
ments. Moreover, the TEU (Article J.5) provided that the EU presidency
was responsible for implementing CFSP joint actions, but that the Com-
mission (Article 205) would implement the EC budget, so several EU
member states suggested that QMV be used (under Article 205) to imple-
ment the later financing stages of the joint actions in the former Yugoslavia
that had been decided unanimously. This led to protracted debates over
“joint action implementation” (by the EU presidency) and “budgetary
implementation” (by the Commission). The UK adamantly refused to
use QMV procedures in this area, and every phase of the EU’s actions
in the Balkans required a tedious repetition of the consensual decision-
making process at the highest levels, when normal disbursements of EC
funds could have been made with QMV decisions.10

Democratic oversight Finally, to the extent that the EU’s exter-
nal relations must be subject to democratic oversight by the EP, which
is more of a legitimacy issue than a capability issue, some problems of
coherence have emerged. The EP is directly involved in some external
policy domains (the EC), only consulted in others, and largely ignored in
others. Indeed, according to some observers (Stavridis 1997), the demo-
cratic deficit is one of the primary deficiencies of the CFSP, and of the EU
in general. The continued dominance of certain aspects of the CFSP/EU
by the European Council makes it difficult for Euro-enthusiasts to claim
that the EU is becoming more transparent and open. Although members
of the European Council are elected in their respective states, this body is
not a Community institution under the terms of the Treaty of Rome, has a
dubious legal identity, meets in secret, does not publish its deliberations,
and does not provide for any institutionalized criticism of itself. In addi-
tion, since Maastricht the EP has increasingly complained about being
ignored by the Council of Ministers. The EP wants consultation to take
place before policies are decided; the Council often prefers to provide
information post hoc. The EP also threatened to use its leverage over the

10 Interviews with Commission and COREPER officials, Brussels, 1995–96.
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CFSP budget if its views were not taken into consideration (particu-
larly regarding external agreements), and continually pushed for institu-
tional changes on these issues.11 These and similar problems increasingly
influence public debates about the general institutional architecture of
Europe, where democratic oversight remains one of the most fundamen-
tal principles of European integration.

Institutional gaps Beyond the above problems, which were gen-
erally raised by existing provisions in the TEU, coherence was hindered
by at least three other more fundamental institutional “gaps” or omissions
that were not fully addressed at Maastricht.

First, since the EU lacks its own legal personality, it has been difficult
to conclude international agreements or join international organizations
where the Community (which enjoys legal personality) is not a signa-
tory.12 This negatively affected the timely implementation of the CFSP,
and was especially problematic for the EU’s membership of international
organizations when competencies appeared to cross pillars.13 The prob-
lem of legal personality similarly complicates the manner by which the
EU (or CFSP/JHA), once it finally decides on a negotiator, attempts to
implement a policy by way of an agreement with non-EU states or other
actors. According to numerous insiders, EU legal officials must contin-
ually remind CFSP diplomats that they lack the legal authority to make
a particular agreement on behalf of the EU.14 Similarly, the principle of
“exclusivity,” which means that EU states are not permitted to join in-
ternational organizations where the EC has exclusive competence, had
to be clarified in terms of cross-pillar issues. This point was raised dur-
ing a heated debate when France and the UK (as the EU’s only nuclear
powers) wanted to sit on the board of KEDO while the EU (through the
CFSP) was pursing that goal as well. In the end, the parties agreed to
have the EC (by virtue of its Euratom competencies) represent the EU
on KEDO’s board, though with delegations from both the Council and
Commission.

Second, Maastricht said little about how to ensure compliance with
CFSP/JHA decisions so there was no way to evaluate or punish

11 Grunert 1997; also interview with an EP official, Brussels, 1996.
12 For more detailed examinations of this problem, see Cheyne 1994; Sack 1995; Wessel

1997.
13 This has been a problem even within the EC’s exclusive sphere of competency, such as

trade in services and intellectual property.
14 Interviews with legal advisers in the Commission and Council Secretariat General,

Brussels, 1995–96.
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defections.15 The TEU conferred this responsibility on the Council of
Ministers, but since it decides such matters by consensus, a single mem-
ber state could block effective censure of itself. Of course, domestic com-
pliance after the fact has not been much of a problem since few CFSP
actions have required it, and since many joint actions are implemented
by the Commission. Still, although the Commission is fully associated
with all aspects of the CFSP and must ensure coherence, in this domain
it clearly does not enjoy the extremely important monitoring and en-
forcement role it actively plays in the EC (Article 155). As we have seen,
one of the most visible examples is the EU’s administration of Mostar,
where most EU member states did not make their financial contributions
to the operation in a timely fashion. This case especially contributed to
later debates over the CFSP budgetary process (see below). Given its
institutionalized preoccupation with economic integration, the Commis-
sion still chooses its battles carefully and has not emerged as a major
enforcer of compliance in external political affairs. It was decidedly re-
luctant to invoke Articles 34, 35, or 192 of the Euratom Treaty (which
involve Commission participation in nuclear tests) to halt French nuclear
tests in the Pacific for fear of a backlash, and did not attempt to censure
Greece for its unilateral actions regarding the former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia (although it did take Greece to the ECJ). A related problem
was the temptation for EU states to pursue their interests unilaterally or in
other forums like the UN Security Council, NATO, or various “Contact
Groups,” since there was no independent way for the EU to prevent its
member states from doing so, or even to require that they make regular
use of the CFSP beyond merely consulting with each other.

Third and finally, the ECJ was effectively excluded from second and
third pillar issues, so there was no independent dispute resolution proce-
dure in these domains. As noted above, under Article L the ECJ could
not exercise any jurisdiction over the CFSP and JHA pillars. This may
not seem to be a problem for the EU as its member states tend to assume
that disputes cannot arise from decisions made by consensus. Even when
they are dissatisfied when the foreign policy actions of other EU states
conflict with common EU policies, EU governments do not complain
too loudly for fear of inviting future criticisms when their own foreign

15 Article F.1, TEU, does allow the Council (with the assent of the EP) to determine
whether a “serious and persistent breach” of the EU’s fundamental principles (liberty,
democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law) by
an EU member state has occurred. This could apply to a failure to comply with CFSP
decisions. However, this would be highly unlikely in practice as the Council (composed
of EU heads of state and government, not foreign ministers, under Article F.1) must first
decide such a breach by unanimity (excepting the vote of the member state in question).
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policies fail to conform to those of the EU. Thus it would be highly un-
likely that they would take each other to Court over such matters, even
if they enjoyed the legal right to do so. However, Article M provides that
nothing in the TEU shall affect the treaties amending the EC (except for
certain stated provisions to that effect). In other words, CFSP/JHA activ-
ities cannot be used or allowed to modify Community competencies. Yet
the ECJ had made no major rulings in this area during the time period
under consideration, so we can conclude that its jurisdiction over these
questions is still more conceptual rather than operational.

Informal post-Maastricht institutional reforms

In this section I analyze how some institutional inconsistencies or gaps
were resolved informally (that is, through the use of customs, or learning-
by-doing, rather than treaty changes) following the implementation of
Maastricht. To the extent that solutions to the problems of incoherence
discussed above became standard operating procedures for the EU’s ex-
ternal relations, we can say that they have been institutionalized. As with
the Maastricht negotiations themselves, this reform process was encour-
aged in part by exogenous factors, such as American pressures or the
need to improve the EU’s position in certain international forums. One
major exogenous incentive has been the need to clarify the relationship
between the EU’s emerging capabilities in security/defense policy and
those of other functionally related institutions, namely NATO and the
WEU. Yet these pressures have always been part of the EU’s internal de-
bate about external coherence, and they did not necessarily increase in
any dramatic fashion since 1991 (especially compared to the events sur-
rounding Maastricht). A notable exception here was the EU’s evaluation
of its role in the Kosovo crisis, as we shall see below. Even so, these ex-
ternal events explain only the general incentives for greater institutional
coherence, not the specific choices made by the EU.

Instead, most of the changes discussed in this section are better ex-
plained by endogenous processes, most of which involve the ongoing,
EU-level debates between supranational and intergovernmental visions
(or rule-systems) of external policymaking, largely cast in terms of policy
effectiveness and appropriateness. Arguments about effectiveness favor the
(supranational) Commission by virtue of its policy implementation and
evaluation functions, which often require it to establish new procedures
to carry out these tasks. Arguments involving appropriateness, however,
still give EU states (that is, intergovernmentalism) the upper hand, as
foreign and security policy are still special domains and EU governments
feel they would be acting irresponsibly (if not illegitimately) were they to
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surrender this right to supranational EC actors. A related strand of ar-
gument derives from simple disagreements about what the rules actually
mean, particularly concerning the division of labor across the external
relations functions. This area of disagreement is about the legalities of
certain behaviors within respective spheres of competence; not surpris-
ingly, those who know the rules best (particularly the EU’s expanding
and complex body of rules) often have the upper hand in this argument.

Given these ongoing debates, plus the inherently unpredictable nature
of foreign affairs, there is a strong inherent tendency here toward in-
formal, flexible procedures whose obligations are less demanding (and
also are not justiciable by the ECJ). As we saw in previous chapters, this
tendency dates back to the formative years of EPC, which relied on a
host of unwritten rules or customs about appropriate behaviors in this
domain and in terms of its overall relationship to the EC’s own formal
rules. CFSP insiders have continued this tradition by devising a number
of informal procedures (many developed under EPC) to fill in the gaps
between the TEU’s external relations competencies.

In the sphere of decision-making, the EU found several compromises to
circumvent the application of QMV procedures in the CFSP; these were
used to guide later decisions. For example, the first “dualist” EC/CFSP
act, a policy to control the EU’s exports of dual-use goods, required
much debate among EU officials (particularly those in the legal services)
over the extent to which EC regulations (namely Article 113) should
be applied. The ultimate solution to this problem involved a “mixed
agreement”: a CFSP joint action combined with an EC regulation. This
was acceptable to both sides of the supranational/intergovernmental di-
vide.16 More importantly, these discussions later encouraged the es-
tablishment of “model common positions” as templates for avoiding
time-consuming legal debates over EC/CFSP decision-making.17 Also,
casting combined EC/CFSP agreements as “administrative” in nature
has reduced disagreements about the application of decision-making
rules to joint EC/CFSP decisions.18 Similarly, the Commission has pur-
sued its strategy of embedding foreign policy issues within broader EU

16 A CFSP joint action (94/942/CFSP) established the content of the policy (i.e., lists of
affected products and technologies) and an EC regulation (3381/94/EEC) was used to
implement it.

17 See the “Mode d’emploi concernant les positions communes définies sur la base de
l’Article J.2 de Traité sur l’Union Européenne,” internal Council document 5194/95 of
March 6, 1995, obtained by the author.

18 An “administrative” agreement or action is intended to help implement a policy that has
already been approved using decision-making procedures appropriate to each compe-
tency (EC or CFSP) involved in the policy.
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agreements or policies where its authority is more secure.19 These agree-
ments are in fact specialized institutionalized frameworks to help achieve
coherence among the EU’s policies toward important areas of interest.
Finally, rather than relying on QMV in the CFSP, EU states have occa-
sionally refrained from forcing a vote (i.e., “refrained from insisting on
unanimity,” in the words of Declaration No. 27, TEU) on uncontrover-
sial CFSP implementation decisions.20 Although this type of decision-
making is probably not what the architects of the TEU had in mind,
CFSP officials temporarily managed to find a middle ground between
strict intergovernmentalism through unanimity and the use of suprana-
tional QMV procedures.

These efforts to improve decision-making without resorting to QMV
were enhanced by informal changes in the sphere of policy-implementation.
Since Maastricht did not delegate complete responsibility to the Commis-
sion here, EU officials attempted to improve policy coordination at the
organizational level despite the greater number of actors involved at this
level. Most importantly, the relationship between the Political Committee
(composed of national Political Directors) and COREPER needed to be
clarified after Maastricht, as the CFSP would be formally handled by EU
foreign ministers acting in Council, an EC institution.21 After much de-
bate and experimentation, three important changes to COREPER took
place. First, COREPER began to prepare all Council ministerial meet-
ings,22 and technically it has the last word to ensure coherence between
CFSP (prepared by the Political Committee) and EC affairs (prepared
by COREPER). In other words, the Political Committee reports through
COREPER, rather than directly to EU foreign ministers in Council as
in EPC (although neither body has clear institutional primacy over the
other). The Political Committee does not meet frequently enough (about
once a month, as opposed to weekly COREPER meetings) to direct the
CFSP actively, and Political Directors at home naturally devote only a
portion of their attention to the CFSP. Also, the Political Committee has

19 These “all inclusive” agreements, however, raised other problems. First, since they in-
volved competencies that crossed pillars, they usually had to be negotiated by Commis-
sion officials and an official from a member state (usually the EU presidency). Second,
assuming this “tandem” approach resulted in an agreement, certain aspects of such
agreements (i.e., those involving the second and third pillars) had to be ratified by indi-
vidual EU states, a long and complicated process.

20 Examples include: financial sanctions against Bosnia-Herzegovina, the embargo against
Haiti, disbursements of some funds for the EU’s administration of Mostar, and the EU’s
anti-personnel mine-clearing directive. Interviews with Commission and COREPER
officials, Brussels, 1995–96.

21 The division of labor between the Political Committee and COREPER in the CFSP
could not be agreed at Maastricht; see the Declaration No. 28, TEU.

22 Articles 151 and J.8.5, TEU.
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not engaged in effective monitoring or crisis management, nor does it
possess detailed knowledge about operationalizing the link between EC
and CFSP affairs. Thus, COREPER gained more ground as the main
institutional bridge between capitals and Brussels for the CFSP, just as it
is for EC business, but it also complicated the Political Committee’s role
in the CFSP.23

To clarify this “bridging” function, a second change in the CFSP pro-
cess involved the attachment of a new “CFSP counselor” to each Perma-
nent Representation to the EU after a decision agreed under the German
EU presidency in July 1994.24 These were in place among all EU states
by January 1995, although some member states began creating the po-
sition in November 1993. After a year of experimentation, COREPER
officials recommended that a number of new CFSP working procedures
be adopted. CFSP counselors began to meet as a group on a regular
basis (two times a week or more), along with a representative from the
Commission, to provide continuity in the CFSP and to contend with the
demands of foreign ministers or Political Directors who did not always
take into account the legal and technical links between the CFSP and
the EC.25 More important is that the CFSP counselors now handle all
matters relating to the imposition of sanctions as a CFSP instrument, cur-
rently one of the strongest CFSP policy tools. This role inevitably places
COREPER at the center of many day-to-day decisions concerning the
implementation of CFSP actions in specific cases.26

Third and finally, all relevant CFSP working groups (i.e., for issues
where both EC and EPC working groups already existed) were merged
with their EC counterparts into single units and subsumed into the Coun-
cil Secretariat in order to improve the coordination between EC and
CFSP issues. The EU also established a few “tri-pillar” working groups

23 Interviews with COREPER, Commission, and member state foreign ministry officials,
1995–96.

24 “Creation du groupe de conseillers PESC,” internal COREPER document of July 26,
1994. This change was based on a Political Committee decision of July 1–2, 1994,
“Recommendations of the Political Committee to the General Affairs Council,” internal
Council document, July 18, 1994. Both documents were obtained by the author. CFSP
counselors are only attached to COREPER; they are not fully integrated into the system.

25 For example, in a notorious episode before the TEU, EC foreign ministers worked out
an agreement on sanctions against Haiti while meeting as EPC in New York, only to find
out later in Brussels (while meeting as the Council of Ministers) that provisions of the
plan were contrary to the Lomé Convention of the EC and to the GATT regime as well
(de Schoutheete de Tervarent 1997).

26 According to one CFSP counselor, a “loyalty problem” rapidly emerged in the group as
it became difficult to determine which foreign policy goals (national or EU ones) were
to take precedence during decision-making. Interview with a CFSP counselor, Brussels,
1995.
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(EC/CFSP/JHA) for certain countries and regions (such as the US). Ac-
cording to an internal Council legal decision in April 1995,27 the Po-
litical Directors must chair all working group meetings, but in reality a
principal-agent situation has developed (as it often does between foreign
ministries and their embassies) where COREPER can use its knowledge
of the EU’s political situation, and of the legal and budgetary complexities
of the EC, to influence member states and help bring about a common
position (although COREPER could not change the substance of CFSP
policy decided by the Political Committee). The mergers of the working
groups were somewhat problematic, however, as some groups switched
chairs during meetings, and different officials represented member states
at different times, depending on the agenda. Still, some EPC working
groups were preserved largely intact and these continued to work effec-
tively under the CFSP.28 Thus, if knowledge of a political system’s rules
is a source of power for institutionalizing (and legalizing) a policy domain,
then COREPER and the CFSP counselors in particular were now in a far
more advantageous position since they are the primary nexus between the
EU’s increasingly complex political-legal system and the foreign policy
structures of individual member states.

Other phases of the CFSP policy process required informal reforms
as well in the years prior to Amsterdam. In the area of financing exter-
nal policies, the June 1994 decision to use a GNP scale as a general rule
to determine national CFSP contributions became problematic. Given
the compliance problems noted above regarding the Mostar operation,
EU states increasingly looked to the EC budget for CFSP funds, making
Commission and EP involvement in the process certain. Until then, lack
of policy guidelines meant that petty ideological disputes over funding
often held up actions; even something as uncontroversial as the EU’s
election-monitoring mission to Russia led to months of internal wran-
gling over how to pay for buses to transport the monitors. Against the
wishes of their EU partners, France and the UK supported financing
the CFSP’s operational expenditure under the Council’s line in the bud-
get, to be used at the member states’ discretion. Naturally the EP was
adamantly opposed to this idea; instead, it adopted a resolution in 1994
to establish a CFSP operational line (line III-B-8) within the Commission
budget (which includes money for actions previously decided in Council

27 Interview with a CFSP Secretariat official, Brussels, 1996.
28 These include the groups for Africa, arms control, conventional weapons exports, the

UN, human rights, nuclear non-proliferation, non-proliferation of chemical and biolog-
ical weapons, security, and others. Interviews with Commission, Council Secretariat,
and COREPER officials, Brussels, 1995–96.
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and a “general CFSP reserve fund”).29 Transfers of funds would still be
approved by the EP. In an important victory for the Parliament, this was
the solution adopted, and the Commission and the EP now have more
discretion than ever before over the disbursement of CFSP operational
funds.30

While this temporary solution was being worked out, EU states engaged
in creative financing by “raiding” CFSP operational funds from the EC
budget, particularly that for development. For example, the Council of
the EU charged the costs of supporting Belgian “Blue Berets” in Somalia
to the EC Development Fund Budget, a clear EC support of a military op-
eration. The excuse was that the EC was not able to spend its own Somali
aid due to unrest there, so EC officials argued that “military assistance to
the civilian power” in Somalia was a proper charge to the EC development
budget. Disbursing these EC funds for CFSP-related actions also raised
legal questions, since the EP had the right to participate in the EC’s bud-
getary process (Article 209) and the right to approve all non-compulsory
expenditure (Article 203), such as the CFSP. These institutional prob-
lems, and the general activism by the EP following Maastricht, led to the
solution discussed above.

One final informal rule involved the problem of legal personality. To
overcome the lack of such authority, the EU/CFSP has tended to rely
on somewhat convoluted “mixed agreements” (which provide for both
EC representation and representation by individual EU states) or “ad-
ministrative agreements” that refer to both CFSP and EC competencies.
These formulas not only help prevent tedious debates about decision-
making rules, they also help provide the EU with an informal type of
legal personality. In other cases, the EU has relied on “memorandums of
understanding” negotiated on its own (mainly for CFSP activities), which
were not always binding under international law.31 Although these agree-
ments are difficult to negotiate, nearly impossible for the EP to oversee,
and raise unresolved questions about their enforcement, they represent a
pragmatic and creative way to circumvent the legal personality problem.
Without such informal mechanisms, the EU would be extremely limited
in its capacity to implement its second and third pillars. The EU’s legal
officials were partially responsible for devising these solutions, and they
reflect the continued importance of common understandings about the
rule of law in explaining the dynamics of European integration.

29 See the European Parliament 1994.
30 For more on this issue, see Hagleitner 1995; Monar 1997a, 1997b.
31 For example, the dispatch of European observers during the cease-fire between Slovenia

and Croatia and the EU’s administration of Mostar relied on such memorandums of
understanding (Lopandic 1995).
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Taken together, these informal institutional changes have improved the
coherent performance of the CFSP while also helping to break down the
institutional distinction between the first and second pillars of the EU.
In fact, steps were taken during the Amsterdam and Nice negotiations to
expand and codify some of these customs, as we shall see below.

Formal institutional reforms: from Amsterdam to Nice

In this section I examine a number of formal mechanisms codified by the
Amsterdam and Nice Treaties, both of which prioritized the institutional
reform of the EU’s external capabilities. In their official contributions to
the 1996–97 IGC, most EU states and organizations admitted some dis-
appointment with the EU’s external relations in general and the CFSP in
particular. The Commission32 and the European Parliament33 were the
most critical of these difficulties, while even the official Council report
on the functioning of the TEU34 also referred to the frustration felt by
member states about the performance of the CFSP. The ideas outlined
in these reports were seriously considered by the “Reflection Group”
charged with preparing the agenda for the IGC between June and Decem-
ber 1995.35 Later, at the formal opening of the IGC in Turin on March
29, 1996, EU foreign ministers specifically directed their representatives
to:
1. Define principles for the CFSP and the areas it covers;
2. Define the action needed to defend the EU’s interests in areas reflect-

ing these principles;
3. Create procedures and structures for taking joint decisions; and
4. Agree upon suitable budget provisions for taking joint actions.36

The Amsterdam Treaty (June 1997) was signed by EU member states
on October 2, 1997 and ratified by all EU states by March 1999.37 To
avoid redundancy of material covered previously, I will focus on only the
major institutional changes regarding the CFSP.

32 See the High Level Group of Experts on the CFSP 1995–96; Commission 1995a and
1996a.

33 European Parliament 1995.
34 For general official EU consensus on the initial performance of the CFSP, see Reflection

Group 1995: 39–49; Council of the European Union 1995: Part V.
35 Interviews with Reflection Group members and IGC negotiators, Brussels, 1995–96;

and Reflection Group 1995.
36 EU Heads of State and Government 1996, 1997a.
37 The Amsterdam Treaty is officially titled the “Consolidated Version of the TEU.” To

help distinguish it from the Maastricht TEU, I prefer the term “Amsterdam Treaty.”
Note also that the Maastricht article numbers were renumbered at Amsterdam; I use
the new numbering beginning in this section.
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CFSP reforms under Amsterdam

To help improve coherence, and given the Commission’s successful expe-
riences with comprehensive external agreements, the Amsterdam Treaty
provides for common strategies (Articles 12–13). While a CFSP policy
tool, these can actually involve all three EU policy pillars and help orient
and mobilize them toward a single foreign policy goal.38 The first such
common strategy was established for the EU’s relations with Russia in
July 1999. In addition, Amsterdam (Article 11) slightly expanded the
definition of fundamental objectives of the CFSP, which now include:
1. Safeguarding the common values, fundamental interests, indepen-

dence, and integrity of the Union in conformity with the principles
of the United Nations Charter.

2. Strengthening the security of the Union in all ways.
3. Preserving peace and strengthening international security, in accor-

dance with the principles of the United Nations Charter, as well as
the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and the objectives of the Paris
Charter, including those on external borders.

4. Promoting international cooperation.
5. Developing and consolidating democracy and the rule of law, and

respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.
Number three above deserves special mention, as it references external

borders for the first time. The Amsterdam negotiations immediately fol-
lowed the 1995 enlargement of the EU, which brought Sweden, Finland,
and Austria into the fold. This action extended the EU’s frontiers to
Slovakia, Hungary, and most importantly, Russia. With this explicit ref-
erence to its external borders, long a highly contentious issue, the EU
has entered the first phase of securing an area of freedom, security, and
justice among its member states.

Beyond these general provisions concerning coherence and common
interests, the Amsterdam Treaty made key reforms in three other areas
of foreign policy: decision-making, implementation, and financing.

First, concerning decision-making, Amsterdam codified the new doc-
trine of “flexibility” in such matters, effectively opening the door for the
first time to two classes of membership in the CFSP. The principle of
flexibility was based on a decision reached at the 1996 Florence European
Council, where EU states first attempted to devise specific rules to allow
states to “opt in” to certain actions, so that the EU could avoid succumb-
ing to the wishes of the most recalcitrant member state(s). However, the

38 As one CFSP insider put it, common strategies have “completely changed the landscape
of the CFSP” and helped move it toward a true operational capability. Interview with a
Commission official, Brussels, 2001.
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228 Residual institutional issues

new provisions (Articles 17 and 23) for CFSP decision-making failed
to extend QMV procedures to security or defense cooperation, as some
(such as the smaller EU states) suggested. Instead, unanimity remains
the rule here, and Amsterdam attempted to accommodate both pro- and
anti-defense factions in the EU by allowing non-WEU members to partic-
ipate in all CFSP activities, even those related to security and defense, on
a case-by-case basis. EU states are thus permitted to abstain (and make a
declaration stating their reasons) from any CFSP actions, although they
must “accept that the decision commits the Union” and must “refrain
from any action likely to conflict with or impede Union action based
on that decision and the other Member States shall respect its position”
(Article 23.1). This appears to be a major exception to the long-standing
rule of consensus in EPC/CFSP. However, if such abstaining members
represent more than one third of the votes in Council, the decision will
not be adopted. This provision may become a formidable barrier to the
formation of “coalitions of the willing” within the CFSP, yet the compro-
mise on flexibility also allowed more specific provisions regarding defense
in an EU treaty, as we shall see.

With non-defense related CFSP actions, including those based on com-
mon strategies, the Council can act automatically by QMV (that is, with-
out first unanimously deciding to “define decisions” where QMV could
apply, as under Article J.3.2 of Maastricht) under two circumstances:
when adopting joint actions, common positions or taking any other de-
cision on the basis of a common strategy; or when adopting any decision
implementing a joint action or a common position. However, as under
the TEU, there is still a powerful escape clause that may paralyze the
EU: if a member of the Council declares that, “for important and stated
reasons of national policy, it intends to oppose the adoption of a deci-
sion to be taken by qualified majority, a vote shall not be taken” (Article
23.2). The Council may, acting by QMV, request that the matter be re-
ferred to the European Council for decision by unanimity, but this action
requires at least sixty-two votes in favor, cast by at least ten members.
Thus, Amsterdam still provides enough loopholes to ensure that consen-
sus remains the practical rule in the CFSP. And, as usual, none of these
provisions applies to decisions having military or defense implications,
which must always be taken by consensus.

Second, Amsterdam also modified certain provisions on policy imple-
mentation and external representation. Article 18 provides for the EU presi-
dency, associated with the Commission, to represent the EU in CFSP af-
fairs. However, the presidency “shall be assisted by the Secretary-General
of the Council who shall exercise the function of High Representative”
for the CFSP (Article 18.3). The High Representative also was given
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responsibility for the new “CFSP Policy Planning and Early Warning
Unit” housed in the Council General Secretariat (along with the cur-
rent CFSP Secretariat).39 The decision to establish this new permanent
Unit, and invest it with clear policy responsibilities (monitoring, assess-
ments, early warning, and policy options), was made with relatively little
discord, especially compared to the original EPC Secretariat, as most
IGC negotiators clearly felt that the EU’s difficulties in situations such
as the Balkans were due in part to a lack of a common definition of the
problem.40 Thus, it was expected that this Unit, which has about twenty
staff, would establish greater cooperation among the Commission and
EU member states to help ensure the coherence of the EU’s external
actions.

The provision for a new high official provoked more debate (particu-
larly on the part of smaller EU states and Commission President Santer),
but at least Amsterdam did not reflect the original French proposal to
establish a new grand political official (a “Monsieur PESC”)41 to speak for
the CFSP. Instead, the function of the High Representative is performed
by the Council Secretary General, and is still subordinate to (i.e., “as-
sists”) the EU presidency.42 The first CFSP High Representative (Javier
Solana, former NATO secretary-general and Spanish foreign minister)
was appointed at the Cologne European Council in June 1999. There
was some concern that whoever held the position would be only a figure-
head,43 but the eventual choice of someone like Solana, a high-profile,
respected, competent diplomat and administrator, helped to allay those
fears. The choice also was made with remarkably little discord, especially
compared to the embarrassing debacle over choosing the first head of the
European Central Bank and the headaches over appointing an entirely
new Commission after the EP forced the resignation of Santer’s team in
1999. Although there is potential for conflict with other EU external rep-
resentatives, particularly those in the Commission, Solana seemed willing
and able both to raise the profile of the CFSP and to oversee the eventual
merger of the EU and the WEU.

In short, then, Amsterdam basically recast the original EPC/CFSP
Troika arrangement to comprise the CFSP High Representative, a Com-
mission official (usually its vice-president in charge of external policies),

39 See the “Declaration Attached to the Final Act on the Establishment of a Policy Planning
and Early Warning Unit,” appended to the Amsterdam Treaty.

40 Interviews with Reflection Group members and IGC negotiators, Brussels, 1996.
41 Named after the French acronym for the CFSP.
42 Amsterdam also created the new position of Deputy Secretary General in the Council

Secretariat to assist with the normal administrative tasks of the Secretariat.
43 For example, the Secretariat General’s existing Director General for External Relations/

CFSP (Brian Crowe at the time) could have assumed the position of High Representative.
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and an EU presidency official, rather than the immediate past, present,
and immediate following holders of the EU presidency.44 Whether this
new “modified Troika” framework will aid or impair the EU’s exter-
nal policy coherence (particularly in terms of overlapping with other
Commission responsibilities)45 remains to be seen. Since the EU presi-
dency still represents member states (intergovernmentalism) in the new
Troika, and the Commission speaks for European institutions (suprana-
tionalism), one must ask who Solana represents in this framework. At
least this new arrangement should help to provide greater continuity and
visibility compared to an EU presidency-dominated system that rotates
its members every six months.46 Solana and External Relations/CFSP
Commissioner Chris Patten also managed to work out a basic division
of labor; Patten generally focuses on the CFSP’s economic or EC as-
pects (particularly those linked to development policies, which he helped
streamline) while Solana plays more of a political/outreach role.47 How-
ever, Solana still faces two potential difficulties: he cannot initiate policies
(unlike Commission officials or member states), and he has far fewer re-
sources (staff and otherwise) than the Commission. Therefore it will still
be vital for him to maintain good relations with the Commission and the
holder of the EU presidency, not to mention other EU actors.48

44 Amsterdam (Article 18.4) does still allow the immediate following holder of the EU
presidency to assist in its tasks; if this provision is applied, it would actually expand the
Troika to four participants, not including any “special representatives” appointed for
particular policy issues.

45 It should also be noted that the Commission endured yet another reorganization af-
ter the EP forced the resignation of the entire Santer Commission over a corruption
scandal in 1999. The Commission abandoned the previous division between relations
with the developed and developing worlds in favor of individual portfolios for develop-
ment/humanitarian aid, enlargement, trade, and external relations/CFSP.

46 For example, in major American newspapers Solana is usually referred to as the “EU’s
foreign policy chief,” the “EU’s top diplomat,” or the “EU’s foreign policy spokesman.”
Patten is often referred to as the “head of external relations for the Commission, the
EU’s executive arm.”

47 As one Commission official put it (interview, Brussels, 2001), Patten is “more subtle”
than van den Broek and has been more effective at using the Commission’s inherent
policy tools in the CFSP. Patten has also been able to prevent Solana from interfering
in EC affairs, and he has good relations with trade commissioner Manuel Marin, unlike
van den Broek’s relations with Brittan.

48 Solana and the Commission did manage to produce a joint report on conflict reso-
lution for the Nice European Council; see the EU Heads of State and Government
2000b. However, Commission officials later complained that the report was structured
to make it look as if Solana had produced it on his own. Moreover, in a September 2000
speech, Commission president Romano Prodi complained that Solana and Patten were
not getting along as well as they could be. He also noted the difficulty of maintaining
the separation between the political and economic aspects of the CFSP as reflected by
the institutional roles of Solana and Patten. Prodi even suggested bringing Solana into
the Commission as a vice-president, an idea firmly rejected by Solana. Interview with a
Commission official, Brussels, 2001.
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Third and finally, given the budgetary problems of the CFSP/JHA over
the past several years, the Amsterdam Treaty also outlined more specific
provisions in the area of CFSP financing (Article 28) and JHA financing
(Article 41). Under these articles, both CFSP/JHA administrative expen-
ditures and operational expenditures are to be charged to the budget of
the EC, under its normal procedures, which inevitably involve the Com-
mission and the EP. Thus, the Amsterdam Treaty finally made it clear
that the EC budget is to be the primary source for CFSP funds, although
there are, as usual, key exceptions to these procedures for expenditures
arising from operations having military or defense implications and cases
where the Council, acting unanimously, decides otherwise. In keeping
with the new doctrine of flexibility, EU member states which formally
abstain from military or defense actions according to the above provi-
sions are not required to finance such actions.

The Treaty also finalized a unique inter-institutional agreement be-
tween the EP, the Council, and the Commission concerning CFSP fi-
nancing, which includes sections regarding the funding of various types
of external actions.49 Considering the haphazard nature of CFSP fund-
ing since 1993, and disagreements among EU member states regarding
this issue, this agreement could be a key improvement to the CFSP bud-
getary process. The CFSP also benefited from a major budget increase
for the first time since it was established. It had languished in the range of
20–25 million euro during its first few years, but CFSP budgets around
the time of the Amsterdam talks included annual amounts in the range of
40–70 million euro.50 This budgetary increase, the choice of Solana, and
the related institutional changes suggest that the EU is still committed to
making the coherence of its external relations a reality, although this am-
bition does not yet fully extend to defense-related cooperation or funding.

Concerning security/defense affairs in particular, operational linkages
involving the EU–WEU were overshadowed in part by questions about
more general institutional issues involving the CFSP, NATO, the WEU,
and the ESDP. Some of these problems were resolved in stages in the
period between the Maastricht and Amsterdam Treaties; others remain
in place.51 The overall point to keep in mind here is that NATO remains

49 These include: (1) the observation and organization of elections or participation in demo-
cratic transition processes; (2) EU envoys; (3) prevention of conflicts/peace and security
processes; (4) financial assistance to disarmament processes; (5) contributions to inter-
national conferences; and (6) urgent actions.

50 This spending, however, still comprises only a tiny fraction (less than one-tenth of 1 per-
cent) of the entire EC budget. Thus EU member states still possess far greater financial
resources for foreign policy than the EC itself.

51 For more detailed examinations of these issues, see Taylor 1994; von Staden 1994; Art
1996; Duke 1996; Smith 1998a; Andréani 2000.
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the dominant European security institution while the EU has yet to un-
dertake its own military missions, although individual EU states continue
to cooperate in this area. For its part, the WEU attempted to define pos-
sible missions for itself since Maastricht, such as the 1992 declaration
on so-called “Petersberg tasks” (humanitarian and rescue tasks, peace-
keeping tasks, and tasks of combat forces in crisis management, includ-
ing peacemaking) and plans for a common European defense policy on
May 9, 1994. It also attempted to clarify its relationship to NATO and
the EU.

In 1996 the Italians and the British managed to adopt a joint dec-
laration on taking steps to increase EU/WEU institutional links, adapt
the WEU’s “Humanitarian Task Force” for use by the EU, and conduct
WEU military exercises. Similarly, the May 7, 1996 “Birmingham Dec-
laration” of the WEU made it clear that the organization was ready to
serve as the defense arm of the EU and to perform Petersberg tasks with
NATO’s logistical support. The WEU established several new perma-
nent organizations to support itself: a Planning Cell, a Situation Center,
a Satellite Center, and the Institute for Security Studies.52 Finally, the
WEU itself moved its Secretariat from London to Brussels and shortened
its presidency from one year to six months to facilitate a full merger with
the EU following the Amsterdam Treaty.53 And although Amsterdam
did not establish an independent defense capability for the EU, it did
fully incorporate the Petersberg tasks as general foreign policy objectives
of the EU, and affirmed that the WEU was an “integral part of the de-
velopment of the Union” (Article 17). However, as with the TEU, EU
member states also could not agree to instruct the WEU to serve the EU;
instead, Amsterdam provides that the EU “will avail itself of the WEU
to elaborate and implement decisions and actions of the Union which
have defense implications.” Once more, this tortured wording reflected
lingering differences over the specific institutional links between the EU
and the WEU, and the long-term goal of an ESDP. Amsterdam also
set down a number of new arrangements, mainly involving joint meet-
ings and personnel exchanges, for enhanced cooperation between the
EU and the WEU, and between the EU and NATO. The Commission
as well began to suggest greater defense industry consolidation during
this period (see European Commission 1996b). Still, all of these ar-
rangements reaffirmed that NATO was the “essential forum” for Atlantic
defense.

52 For more on these reforms, see Coffey 1998.
53 See the “Declaration Relating to Western European Union” attached to the Amsterdam

Treaty.
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The CFSP and ESDP after Nice

Although these Amsterdam decisions regarding the WEU and NATO
were highly significant in terms of specifying the EU’s own role and ca-
pabilities in security/defense, actions on the ground at the time (in this
case, Kosovo) once again intruded on the EU’s internal CFSP delib-
erations and stimulated ideas for additional reforms that were finalized
in the Treaty of Nice. NATO’s effective though somewhat controversial
military intervention starting in March 1999 was dominated by US as-
sets and ultimately resulted in Yugoslavia’s agreement to end its military
campaign against ethnic Albanians in that province. This campaign, and
perhaps more general sensitivities to inconsistent US leadership, encour-
aged a British change of position at their summit with France at St. Malo
in late 1998, where both sides finally agreed to pursue greater defense
cooperation in light of the limited European contribution to the Kosovo
operation. This summit led to more intense discussions about the ESDP
at the European Councils in Cologne (June 1999), Helsinki (December
1999), and Santa Maria da Feira (June 2000), which involved a Euro-
pean military force, the integration of the WEU into the EU, and EU
armaments cooperation.54 The centerpiece of the ESDP was to achieve,
by 2002, the goal of being able to deploy a “European Rapid Reaction
Force” (RRF) of 60,000 troops within sixty days of taking such a deci-
sion. These plans provided a major focal point of talks concerning the
ESDP during the Nice summit.

The final Treaty of Nice agreed at the December 2000 European Coun-
cil attempted to address much of the unfinished business of Amster-
dam. Early signs were not promising, as EU member states could agree
on neither the composition of an expert committee to do the prepara-
tory work (thus delegating this task to COREPER), nor on the scope of
the IGC agenda. The Commission’s resignation crisis in 1999 and the
EP’s own internal divisions about the scope of the IGC severely lim-
ited their influence during the talks (although they made their usual
written contributions).55 The EU’s imposition of diplomatic sanctions
against one of its own (Austria) at the start of the IGC in early 2000
further complicated the situation, as did the insistence of several EU
states, chiefly Belgium, the Netherlands, and Portugal, on improving the
general decision-making ability of the EU (whether in terms of QMV
or “flexibility”) in light of enlargement and the more parochial concerns
of smaller EU states. As the French assumed the EU presidency in the

54 EU Heads of State and Government 1999a; 1999b; 2000a.
55 European Commission 2000a and 2000b; European Parliament 2000.
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second half of 2000, the talks failed to coalesce around precise areas of
agreement, and the Commission was unable to assume its usual role of an
honest broker.56 In addition, and unlike the preparations for Maastricht
and Amsterdam, no major policy papers or position statements emerged
to serve as a focal point for debate, possibly because the issues involved
at this point were so sensitive and detailed as to discourage bold attempts
to synthesize competing views. The French were concerned with main-
taining their equal status with Germany (in terms of Council decision-
making rules) despite its larger population, and President Chirac’s plan
for a core group of EU states to take the lead in advancing integration
sounded suspiciously like the directoire approach greatly feared by the
smaller EU states. Not surprisingly, this plan fell on deaf ears at Nice, and
Chirac later admitted that his unyielding position had complicated the
negotiations.57

As reform of the CFSP was not on the Nice agenda, the final Treaty
mostly provided incremental changes and cleaned up the wording in a
few areas.58 More specifically, although the ESDP was a key topic of the
Nice discussions, and although the WEU was effectively merged within
the EU by this time, specific treaty provisions in this domain actually
were quite few. In fact, only Article 25 of Nice indirectly relates to the
ESDP by changing the Political Committee to the “Political and Secu-
rity Committee” and charging that committee with exercising (under the
responsibility of the Council) “political control and strategic direction of
crisis management operations” as determined by the Council. Decision-
making by QMV was extended to two minor CFSP areas beyond those
agreed at Amsterdam: for the appointing of a special representative with
a mandate for particular foreign policy issues, and when concluding an
agreement with non-member states or international organizations when
implementing a joint action or common position. As usual with such ex-
tensions of QMV, there is a related escape clause, in the form of Article
24.5, which should limit the application of this rule. Nice also provided
no specific provisions on CFSP compliance, although it did (in light of
the Austrian controversy) slightly modify Article 7 on this point, which
now allows for a four-fifths majority of EU states (as opposed to a unan-
imous decision, under Amsterdam) to suspend certain rights of an EU

56 The Commission’s limited role at Nice is based on an internal memo by its secretary-
general, David O’Sullivan, and was confirmed by other Nice participants, according to
Quentin Peel, “Britain and Spain Rated the Biggest Winners at Nice,” Financial Times,
December 14, 2000.

57 Robert Graham, “Chirac Admits to Failures of Nice Treaty,” Financial Times, February
27, 2001.

58 EU Heads of State and Government 2001a.
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member state for violating the EU’s fundamental principles.59 However,
it would be highly unlikely for EU states to invoke this provision for failing
to comply with a CFSP action or position, particularly given the inherent
loopholes in most CFSP decisions.

Beyond these minor changes, the most important CFSP-related provi-
sions of Nice concern the evolution of the principle of “flexibility” into a
more sophisticated set of rules on “enhanced cooperation,” largely based
on provisions previously established in the area of Justice and Home
Affairs (JHA) under the Maastricht and Amsterdam (Article 40) Treaties.
The incorporation of these provisions in the CFSP provides a clear exam-
ple of mimetic institutional effects: after copying certain CFSP provisions
for the JHA portion of the Maastricht Treaty (Turnbull and Sandholtz
2001), the CFSP then drew upon JHA provisions at Nice. In particu-
lar, Article 27 of Nice, which previously covered only the association of
the Commission in the CFSP, was modified to spell out arrangements
for enhanced cooperation in foreign policy. It clearly stipulates that en-
hanced cooperation must aim at safeguarding the values and serving the
interests of the EU when asserting its identity as a coherent force on the
international scene (Article 27a). Toward this end, any actions based on
enhanced cooperation must also respect: (1) the principles, objectives,
general guidelines, decisions, and consistency of the CFSP; (2) the pow-
ers of the EC, and (3) consistency between all of the Union’s policies and
its external activities.

However, enhanced cooperation in the CFSP applies to only the im-
plementation of a joint action or common position; it does not relate to
matters having military or defense implications (Article 27b). The British
successfully opposed the extension of enhanced cooperation to defense
matters, which, in their view, could prevent non-EU member states, such
as Turkey, from participating in the RRF. Although this argument cer-
tainly has some merit (and the Turks also support it), the exclusion of
defense from enhanced cooperation is a potentially crippling limitation;
if there is any area of the CFSP that might require a “coalition of willing”
to take charge, it is in the area of military/defense issues. Moreover, en-
hanced cooperation (at least in the CFSP) really “permits” EU states to
do what they can already do: act on their own as long as such action does
not violate EU treaty obligations. Beyond these qualifications, the rules
for such cooperation are fairly onerous in that proposals for enhanced
cooperation shall address a request to the Council, and the Commission
and EP shall provide information and opinions regarding the request

59 These principles are liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental free-
doms, and the rule of law.
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(Article 27c). The High Representative for the CFSP is given the task
of ensuring that the EP and all members of the Council are kept fully
informed of the implementation of enhanced cooperation in the CFSP
field (Article 27d). Finally, the wording also implies that enhanced coop-
eration in the CFSP can not involve more general institutional reforms.60

These provisions clearly limit the scope of enhanced cooperation within
the CFSP (and in the EU in general), and it is entirely possible that EU
states might cooperate on their own without even invoking them, which
raises the question of how the provision will be enforced. In any event,
enhanced cooperation is not likely to alter the fundamental principles
on which cooperation in this area is typically based: consensual, prag-
matic decision-making among transgovernmental experts with a view to
improving the general coherence of the EU’s external activities, using
economic measures rather than military tools. This can be seen in the
EU’s initiatives at the time of the Nice Treaty, such as in the Middle
East, where the EU is well positioned to continue its tradition of political
and economic engagement as the largest aid donor to the region. At the
Asia–Europe Meeting (ASEM) in Seoul, South Korea, in October 2000,
the EU also managed to secure agreement to (among other things) “pro-
mote and protect human rights” despite the initial opposition of China.
ASEM was conceived as a forum for economic issues, but political and
security issues have increasingly dominated thanks to the input of the
EU. And especially since the advent of the Bush administration in 2001,
the EU has showed more coherence in challenging US positions on nu-
merous issues: national missile defense, banning land mines, the Kyoto
Protocol on global warming, controlling small arms, the International
Criminal Court, the death penalty, and numerous trade/economic dis-
putes. In short, EU foreign policy cooperation is alive and well, yet it
remains to be seen if this solidarity will extend to tougher security and
defense issues, especially in light of enlargement and the Nice Treaty
provisions on this subject.

However, as always we must look beyond formal treaty rules to appre-
ciate fully the extent of EU cooperation in this area. For example, the
EU defense ministers met for the first time in November 1999 to discuss
moves toward the ESDP. At the Helsinki European Council a month
later, a “Military Committee” of EU chiefs of staff was created, with its

60 These provisions are further subject to Articles 43–45, which require that such activities
must further the objectives of the EU/EC, respect the EU’s single institutional framework,
not undermine the single market, and perhaps most importantly, involve a minimum of
eight EU member states. Such cooperation may be undertaken only as a “last resort,”
and only those agreeing to take part in enhanced cooperation may adopt decisions to do
so in EU institutions.
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own “Military Staff” of 136 officials. Although these arrangements are
not part of the Nice Treaty, and their specific legal status remains in
doubt, informal plans for the ESDP have proceeded quite regularly. In
March 2001 the EU voted to appoint a new Military Committee chief,
Gustav Hagglund of Finland, although there was some acrimony on how
the choice was made.61 However, this temporary setback did not pre-
vent a number of EU states from agreeing to contribute to the RRF.
The commitments from thirty European states inside and outside the
EU amounted to 100,000 ground troops, 400 aircraft, and 100 ships in
line with the so-called “headline goals” agreed at a Commitment Con-
ference on November 20, 2000.62 In addition, although Nice failed to
provide details about greater European arms cooperation and more de-
fense spending to support the ESDP, EU member states have worked
to consolidate their arms industries and engage in joint procurement
projects.

Still, the Nice Treaty could have greatly simplified existing arrange-
ments (especially the rules on enhanced cooperation) and clarified new
obligations (such as the ESDP) in more detail. And although EU–NATO
cooperation has continued since Amsterdam and Nice, chiefly in the form
of common ministerial and ambassadorial meetings each year, they have
not solved a more fundamental problem: within NATO, non-EU states
(such as Turkey) could effectively block the use of NATO assets for the
ESDP, and within the EU, neutral states (such as Ireland) could block
ESDP decisions. In other words, veto points in each institution (not to
mention in their member states) will easily prevent the effective transfer
of NATO assets to the ESDP. Even beyond this basic problem, key differ-
ences about the ESDP remain. Sweden, which is not a NATO member,
prefers the EU’s RRF to focus on civilian policing operations, although it
has become somewhat more lenient in its general commitment to neutral-
ity, a key element of Swedish identity for a hundred years. Sweden is also
hesitant to join peace operations that do not have a UN Security Council
mandate. Finland said it would not take part in peace enforcement op-
erations whether or not they are sanctioned by the UN, although it, like
Sweden, has made available a pool of about 1,500 troops. Both states,
along with Germany, clearly prefer to emphasize the crisis-management

61 In particular, Italy complained that Denmark (whose vote clinched the decision and
resulted in the rejection of the Italian candidate, Mario Arpino) participated in a defense-
related decision when it had previously chosen to opt out of such decisions under its annex
to the Amsterdam Treaty (Protocol 5, Article 6). But Italy did not raise the objection until
after the vote was taken because of its confidence in Arpino’s appointment, and in the
end the Italians said they would not question Hagglund’s appointment. Judy Dempsey,
“Italy Set to Challenge EU on Defence Appointments,” Financial Times, April 7, 2001.

62 See the EU Presidency 2000.
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aspects of the EU military forces rather than collective defense. The UK
continued to insist that its support for the RRF was conditioned on the
dominance of NATO in European security affairs, and that the ESDP
could undertake its own operations only within NATO’s existing military
structures. British officials also warned that the reaction force must not
represent a “European army” governed by the EU in Brussels and must
not unnecessarily duplicate NATO’s assets.63

Given these problems, piecemeal “enhanced cooperation,” whether
sanctioned by the EU or not, may be the only way for some EU states to
engage in selective learning-by-doing (and thus institution-building) for
the possible benefit of the EU as a whole, but we cannot fully assess this
possibility until several EU states actually attempt an independent mili-
tary operation. Since EU member states are permitted to veto collective
action in foreign policy without fear of retribution from their partners, will
the EU finally have to resort to hard bargaining over security operations,
as in normal EC policy domains? And will the Commission be allowed to
engineer such a deal? Both possibilities are unlikely given the consensual
norms that have matured in this area over the past three decades. It is
also hardly likely that EU member states would exclude one another over
a foreign policy matter as the realist theory of abandonment predicts;
EU states are embedded in such a dense network of common norms that
consensus-building, not naked coercion, is still the dominant tendency.
Threatening abandonment would risk disrupting the political cohesion
that is the foundation of EPC/CFSP and the EU, and this is not a viable
option. Moreover, many security problems in Europe also involve the
US and NATO, whose membership largely overlaps with that of the EU.
The US will always have some degree of interest in European security,
and abandonment still seems unconvincing as a predictor for future EU
foreign policy actions, whether in the CFSP or ESDP. Instead, discus-
sions about institutional arrangements still dominate the agenda of EU
foreign policy and transatlantic cooperation, an argument I will reiterate
in detail in the conclusion to this volume.

63 Moreover, several of the EU’s new members (the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland)
are also new members of NATO and they are unlikely to allow EU ambitions to under-
mine those of NATO given their security concerns to the East. Poland’s strong pro-
American stance may upset cohesion within the EU, and in early 2003 it proposed a
new “Eastern (European) dimension” to EU foreign policy. How Poland’s “special re-
lationship” to the US, like that of the UK, will affect the future of the ESDP is an open
question.
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Conclusion: beyond the CFSP: institutions,
defense, and the European identity

The principal purposes to be answered by union are these: the common
defense of the members; the preservation of the public peace, as well as
against internal convulsions as external attacks; the regulation of com-
merce with other nations and between the states; the superintendence
of our intercourse, political and commercial, with foreign authorities.

Alexander Hamilton, 1787

Hamilton’s concise case for replacing the weak Articles of Confedera-
tion with a federal union of the American states helped inspire support
for ratification of the US Constitution. Over two hundred years later
his argument seems increasingly pertinent to the debate over European
integration. The links between European economic and political objec-
tives, both internal and external, are now extremely difficult to disen-
tangle, and EU foreign/security policy coordination represents a major
achievement for a regional economic organization. However, although a
union of some unique type, federal or otherwise, may ultimately result
from these efforts, I have instead framed this study in terms of cooper-
ation among independent, sovereign states. For European states remain
the ultimate locus of authority in developing the EU’s institutional fu-
ture, which has involved a variety of complex behaviors since the 1970s:
bargaining, information-sharing, leadership, the establishment of formal
organizations, the generation of norms, and delegation to technical spe-
cialists. The EU continues to strengthen its intergovernmental elements
during key episodes of institutional reform, and EU states still must ap-
prove, tacitly or explicitly, any major expansion of EU competencies, such
as the ESDP. I also have attempted to structure these factors – intergov-
ernmental, transgovernmental, and supranational – by examining more
general processes of institutionalization and their relationship to cooper-
ative outcomes. I have argued that there is a reciprocal relationship be-
tween institution-building and cooperation, and I have demonstrated this
relationship empirically by focusing on the two-way relationship between
specific processes of institutionalization and the types of cooperation encour-
aged by that institutionalization.

239
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Institutionalization and cooperation revisited

In the case of European foreign policy, these activities clearly have led to
a progressive expansion of both the institutional mechanisms and sub-
stantive outcomes of cooperation. There is no denying this linkage if one
simply examines the output of EU foreign policy since 1970. Indeed, the
EU’s conduct of its external political relations has matured considerably
since the uncertain days of the Luxembourg Report and its progeny, EPC.
Despite a deliberately modest beginning, EPC resulted in a gradual but
persistent expansion of the EU’s political relationships with third states
and with many other regional and international organizations. The tools
of EPC grew from the use of mere declarations and joint démarches to
the use of economic tools, peace plans, political dialogues, joint actions,
common strategies, and other measures. Links between EPC and the EC
also became more pronounced in terms of the problems faced and the
solutions proposed. These trends have continued with the institutional
development of the CFSP, and many recent policy outcomes have exhib-
ited a very high degree of cooperation as I defined it in Chapter 2: the
taking of proactive measures on common problems and the regular use
of EC resources to implement those measures. In this sense, the CFSP
clearly represents international cooperation in terms of regular, substantive
policy outcomes in addition to explicit aspirations or goals.1

I have also suggested a number of factors that make institutional change
more likely. Although material power can be a useful starting point in ex-
plaining the potential for state influence over institutional development
(which suggests a focus on France, Germany, and the UK), such ap-
parent power does not necessarily explain final outcomes. In this study,
three additional logics played key roles in explaining specific choices:
a functional logic, a logic of normative appropriateness, and a logic of
socialization. These general logics can be further related to two sets of
situational factors, exogenous and endogenous, that encourage specific
institutional changes. These elements of institutionalization are summa-
rized in Table 9.1.

Thus, exogenous factors have included changes in the socioeconomic
or political context in which institutions are embedded, enlargements,
crises, and changes in functionally related institutions. As we have
seen throughout this study, exogenous events such as enlargements and
periodic IGCs have acted as “institutional moments” during which EU
member states reconsidered the ends and means of their cooperation.

1 Only the latter are stressed in much of the literature on international regimes.
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Table 9.1 General logics and causes of institutionalization

Functional logic Appropriateness logic Socialization logic

Exogenous
causes

Major systemic changes
(end of the Cold War)
EU enlargements
Crises
Demands of non-members
Relations with, and
changes in, related
institutions (EC, WEU,
NATO)

Relations with, and
changes in, related
institutions (EC,
WEU, NATO)

Learning-by-doing
(involving links to
related institutions,
chiefly the EC)

Endogenous
causes

Bargaining
Problem-solving
Policy failures
Internal contradictions/gaps
New policy ideas/ successes

Internal contradictions/gaps
New policy ideas/ successes

Turnover
Imitation
Leadership
Learning-by-doing

Indeed, the tendency for the EU to use enlargement decisions as an ex-
cuse for institutional development is a defining characteristic of European
integration. Crises such as Afghanistan, the Falkland Islands War, the
Gulf War, and Yugoslavia have prompted similar institutional changes.
Pressures from outside actors (chiefly the US, but also other states, such
as those in the Arab world) played an indirect role here, particularly fol-
lowing the creation of the CFSP at Maastricht. The need to coordinate
CFSP/WEU responsibilities with those of NATO provided a convenient
excuse for the US to assert its preferences regarding the organization
of EU foreign policy. This occurred with US criticism over the EU’s
Troika arrangement, its desire to have the EU organize a contribution to
KEDO and to collective actions in the Balkans, and its questions over
the more general division of labor between the CFSP and a changing
NATO (Peterson 1998: 12–13). These changes in related institutions
generally represent the functional logic (i.e., which institution is best
equipped to perform a certain task), but they have also involved logics
of appropriateness (in terms of determining the “correct” normative or
even legal division of labor between related institutions) and even so-
cialization (in terms of the tendency for officials to rotate among similar
positions in these institutions). Additional research will be required to
tease out the specific cause–effect relationships among these exogenous
factors, particularly where institutions share functions, legal norms, and
official participants.
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Moreover, institutional change has also been profoundly influenced by
endogenous factors in the EPC/CFSP system itself, such as bargaining,
problem-solving, policy failures, learning-by-doing, imitation, turnover
of officials, and leadership. Although new EPC/CFSP rules generally
involve logics of functionality and appropriateness, the most common
such functional process in the literature – bargaining regarding the future
course of institutional change – played only a limited role in this analysis.
While EU states did bargain over the broad structure of the EC/EU (such
as linking EMU with progress on political union at Maastricht), such bar-
gains generally reflect practices or proposals that had already developed
within the system due to other, less formal processes. Institutional re-
forms based on new ideas or internal contradictions/gaps are especially
interesting, as they can be justified not only in terms of their potential
effectiveness (functional logic) but also in terms of their conformity with
the existing normative culture (appropriateness logic). In other words,
bargaining often can help explain the eventual codification of institutional
reforms by EU governments, but not their ultimate source or justification.
To explain these facets of institutional reform fully we need to consider
the creative ability – or social skill – of lower-level policy officials and EC
organizations to work out the practical details of normal policymaking in
the face of contradictions or omissions in the treaties. We also must pay
close attention to the evolving normative/legal culture within which those
activities take place. Thus, by allowing their social interactions to grow
beyond mere bargaining-based processes, EU states have created a more
stable, rule-based, innovative, and legitimate system of international co-
operation. Judging by the expansion of EU policies in this domain since
1970, this system seems far more dynamic than expected of a regional
intergovernmental organization.

Finally, I have shown that these institutional changes did not necessarily
take place in a haphazard fashion despite the numerous factors involved.
In general, EPC/CFSP participants organized their cooperation on the
basis of two fundamental principles, one functional (do not attempt to
codify working procedures until they have proved their necessity) and one
normative (always respect the EC’s own legal culture). Thus most changes
to the system can be understood in terms of a sequential process of in-
stitutional development. These stages involved the establishment of the
policy domain, the creation of a transgovernmental communications net-
work, the creation and codification of procedural and substantive norms
of behavior, the involvement of permanent organizations in the process,
and the creation of mechanisms of governance to oversee the new policy
domain of European foreign and security policy cooperation. These pro-
cesses also led to the gradual internalization (or “Europeanization”) of
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Table 9.2 Specific causes and components of EU foreign policy
institutionalization

Major causes Institutional component

Bargaining in the face of enlargement Establishment of the EPC policy
domain

Learning-by-doing, problem-solving Transgovernmental network

Imitation, learning-by-doing, turnover, crises, policy
failures, bargaining, internal contradictions/gaps,
links to other institutions (primarily for
legalization)

Norm-creation/codification/
legalization

Problem-solving, internal contradictions/gaps, new
policy ideas

Involvement of EC organizations

Enlargement, changes after the Cold War, links to
other institutions

Governance mechanisms

Imitation, learning-by-doing, problem-solving Penetration into the domestic
politics of EU states

EPC/CFSP procedures and policies in EU member states, although this
was not directly mandated by EU treaties. Still, to the extent that shared
understandings and procedures regarding EU foreign policy cooperation
prompted sympathetic institutional and political changes in EU mem-
ber states, the prospects for both cooperative outcomes and additional
institutional changes were improved.

Table 9.2 attempts to link major components of the institutionalization
of EU foreign policy cooperation with dominant factors that encouraged
such institutionalization. This treatment is only subjective, however, and
it must be emphasized that most factors were in operation at all stages.
Still, it is possible to suggest key factors for each part of the process, and
to list them in order of their probable influence based on the historical
record.

Although we cannot definitively weigh the importance of these causes
relative to each other since they often overlapped, we can make several
assessments about how they fit together. First, exogenous forces typi-
cally provide only an opportunity or excuse for debate over institutional
change, but they do not dictate the specific outcome. Second, endogenous
processes within EPC/CFSP (chiefly learning-by-doing, problem-solving,
imitation, and turnover) generally provide the range of possible options.
Third, specific choices are almost always incremental and progressive
(owing to their origins in terms of the aforementioned processes) rather
than revolutionary. New procedures usually must show some degree of
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correspondence with existing ones (assuming a catastrophic institutional
crisis has not occurred), especially in complex institutional domains.
Fourth, these incremental choices are almost always based primarily on
operational experiences and pragmatic concerns (involving the collective
evaluation of cooperative outcomes), and secondarily on ideological, le-
gal, or strategic debates within the EU (or within related institutions).
The CFSP under Maastricht is particularly representative of these find-
ings: even at a time of major structural change (the end of the Cold War)
where EPC seemed to have been overshadowed by outside forces, EU
states managed only to rationalize and codify existing EPC procedures,
and refused to include more robust, unequivocal provisions concerning
defense cooperation, majority voting in the CFSP, Commission respon-
sibilities, and ECJ involvement. Nor can current moves toward the ESDP
be considered merely as a delayed reaction to the end of the Cold War; as
we saw in Chapter 8, the EU’s difficulties in the Balkans, chiefly Kosovo,
ultimately led key players such as the UK to reconsider the idea of EU
military cooperation.

Fifth and finally, although this general process of institutionalization
encouraged more cooperation over time, specific institutional elements
may in fact complicate or undermine the process of policy coordination.
Such unintended consequences are especially likely in systems, such as
EPC/CFSP, that developed by virtue of multiple sources of institution-
alization rather than as a result of a single, coherent blueprint. In turn,
various participants in EU foreign policy themselves may respond to, or
defend, one logic of change over another, based on their own foreign pol-
icy traditions and the problem at hand. Some individuals (such as those
representing the UK) are motivated to find pragmatic solutions to rec-
ognized operational problems, while others (such as those representing
France) are driven by a grander vision of the EU’s (and thus France’s)
proper place in the world. And still others (such as Commission offi-
cials) are required to satisfy all different logics of institutional change: as
the chief policy initiators and administrators (functional logic), as legal
guardians of the EU’s large body of treaties and rules (appropriateness
logic), and as the primary locus of the EU’s institutional memory and
its operating and training procedures (socialization logic). Disentangling
and evaluating these motivations at various stages of institutional change
will require additional research at the domestic and even individual levels
of analysis.

Of course, institutional debates are partly a symptom of more fun-
damental problems: uncertainty about the need for an ESDP, a lack of
political will, divergent national interests, and honest disagreements over
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policy. But to the extent that these issues are in fact defined in terms of
institutions, and more importantly, to the extent that institutional ideas
and mechanisms increasingly condition these debates and conceptions
of interests, they deserve our attention. Moreover, EU states and EC
organizations are never content to let these problems lie still; since the
EU is a work in progress, there are constant pressures for reform and
improvisation. In fact, questions about institutional design have become
part of the regular political discourse at the EU and national levels about
Europe’s purpose, values, and identity. I will return to this question later
in the chapter; in the section that follows I will summarize more specific
findings of this research in terms of the five questions outlined in the
introduction to this study.

Five puzzles of European foreign policy

In the introduction to this volume, I argued that the evolution of Euro-
pean foreign policy cooperation has prompted five related sets of basic
questions in the growing literature on the subject. I also argued that an
institutional analysis of this cooperation would shed some light (though
to varying degrees) on each of these questions. In this section I attempt
to recap the major findings of this study in light of the five questions.

1 The existence, endurance and expansion of European
foreign policy

The most fundamental finding of this study concerns the ways by which
institutional development both preserved and encouraged cooperation in
foreign policy. As we have seen, the expansion of such cooperation cannot
be linked to changes in the external environment alone. Realists tend to
focus on crises and external threats as mechanisms to induce coopera-
tion, yet there is no consistent relationship between threats and common
action. In comparison with other crisis-prone regions of the world, such
as the Middle East or East Asia, where effective foreign/security policy
coordination is lacking, the EU’s efforts in this domain are puzzling for
realists, particularly since the EU’s security is provided by the most suc-
cessful alliance in history: NATO. Within the EU, some crises (such as
the Persian Gulf War) did not prompt a major collective response, and,
conversely, there have been other areas, such as Central America and
South Africa, where EU states acted on the basis of common principles
and understandings, not fears about external threats.
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These common understandings resulted from a constant, increasingly
institutionalized debate about foreign policy cooperation. At first, EU
states merely attempted to share information about their own foreign
policies. They only hoped that such policy coordination would prevent
unilateral external actions from interfering with EC business; the idea of
joint action was not seriously pursued. Later, EU states reached agree-
ments on positions or actions to be taken unilaterally but still in the service
of common interests. Only after these foundations were established – thus
creating an atmosphere of trust and predictability in foreign policy – did
EU states begin to engage regularly in collective action using EC re-
sources. Nearly all of these actions in turn were institutionalized on the
basis of precedents and problem-solving, not self-interested bargaining.
Communications, working groups, and the lending of officials to each
other also created an environment highly conducive to the establishment
of norms. As norms proved their practical usefulness to the officials in-
volved in the system, governments were more likely to upgrade the status
of those norms by codifying them as legal rules. Together, these processes
contributed to the stability and progressive development of European for-
eign policy.

A related point concerns the question of whether the CFSP is likely to
persist or instead will be rolled back because it is ultimately unworkable.
The experience of the EU in general, and of its external relations capaci-
ties in particular, suggests that reproduction and incremental adaptation
are more likely. EU foreign policy rests on the foundation of EPC and a
large body of Community provisions, so the logics of functionality and
appropriateness are now even more salient in the EU’s pursuit of co-
herent external relations as compared to EPC. New rules here must be
respectful of both the functional track record of EC/EPC rules and of
the legitimacy those rules have earned based on that track record. More-
over, new informal working methods and formal improvements (particu-
larly in terms of decision-making, funding, and external representation)
have helped EU states strike a balance between institutional stability
(to promote coherence) and flexibility (to allow a variety of responses
and participants). These new provisions also demonstrate the continu-
ing ability of EU actors to exploit institutional gaps and contradictions
with new mechanisms. In other words, these institutions are increasingly
self-sustaining among the EU elites who are most intimately involved
with them. As with the Maastricht Treaty, however, the real test will
come during implementation: when the EU first attempts to make oper-
ational its formidable goal of defense cooperation under the new doctrine
of “enhanced cooperation,” particularly after the next enlargement (see
below).
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2 EU foreign policy and the external world

Does the EU influence actors and events beyond its own territory? Be-
fore answering this question, I must once again stress several points made
in the introduction to this study. Above all, we must always keep in
mind that EPC was originally intended to help reinforce European eco-
nomic integration, not to solve complex international political problems.
Widespread acceptance of the idea that Europe should play an interna-
tional political role equal to that of its economic role came later. In addi-
tion, for much of its history EPC was devoted to helping European states
understand each other’s foreign policies (i.e., confidence-building), not
to the undertaking of common actions. Finally, it is misleading to argue
that the EU will never have a common foreign policy as long as it is not a
unitary state with centralized decision-making and its own army. As long
as the EU remains a collection of states, this comparison is entirely in-
appropriate. However, when compared to other regional groupings such
as the OAS and ASEAN, or even the Commonwealth of Independent
States, the EU exhibits a remarkable degree of cooperation in many areas
beyond economics, only one of which involves foreign policy.2 We should
also keep in mind that most states are not always able to coordinate all of
their external policies in all areas of the world effectively; thus, we should
not expect this of the EU.

Still, it is worth asking whether EU foreign policy has had an impact on
the external world. Indeed, for many observers this is the only question
worth exploring. Although this study has not been explicitly directed to-
ward this question since it involves policy performance rather than policy
coordination, there is evidence in the form of existing case studies, mem-
oirs, and other sources to show that non-EU states have been influenced
by EU foreign policies.3 Even during EPC’s early years, when foreign
policy cooperation was expressed only in the form of declarations and
démarches, non-EU states (particularly in the developing world) took
note of Europe’s attitude toward various global issues. Some developed
states, such as Japan and Norway, have been known to align themselves
with the EU on certain issues. And as EPC/CFSP developed its pol-
icy tools in the form of economic aid and sanctions, its influence has

2 Although the OAS was founded in 1948 (and its roots extend back to the International
Union of American Republics in 1890) it was not until 1991 that the OAS adopted Res-
olution 1080, which set up procedures to react to threats to democracy in the Western
hemisphere. It has been invoked only four times. ASEAN, founded in 1967, pledges
to promote regional peace and stability, yet its institutional mechanisms for doing so
involve mainly economic, social, technical, scientific, and administrative issues. Cooper-
ation within these fields is only sporadic at best.

3 For a very persuasive analysis of this question, see Ginsberg 2001.
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broadened. This has been demonstrated in crisis situations (such as the
Falklands War), long-range security issues (such as the CSCE process),
and in areas where the EU has attempted to institutionalize a long-range
policy into a dialogue (such as the Middle East, East/Central Europe,
South Africa, and Central America). South Africa especially demon-
strates the ability of the EU to sustain and expand its external policies
toward a single area, starting with the Code of Conduct for EC firms with
business in South Africa and ending with the post-apartheid transition.
The case of Central/Eastern Europe similarly illustrates how the EU can
remake other areas in its own image (Mayhew 2001), while EU–US rela-
tions deserve more attention to help determine the impact of European
norms on American foreign policy, particularly regarding common prob-
lems, past and present, such as the Soviet Union/Russia and the Middle
East (Risse-Kappen 1995b).

These cases aside, we should also appreciate that the EU’s external
relations are varied and complex, that there are dense links between po-
litical and economic aspects of these relations, and that the CFSP at
present constitutes only a small part of the EU’s external policies (Smith
1998). The mere hope of securing greater access to the EU market un-
doubtedly encourages non-member states to respect the political goals
of the EU, especially now that requirements for political conditionality
are a fundamental part of such agreements. But it is also true that the
CFSP represents an important, and much higher profile, expansion of
the EU’s external agenda. The CFSP is overtly political and specifically
oriented toward non-EU states, which significantly raises the stakes in-
volved (positive and negative) in the EU’s external relations. A single
CFSP declaration could do serious damage to the EU’s other policies if
it offended an important external actor. In this sense the CFSP can easily
affect EU economic goals in the same way that the lack of foreign policy
cooperation adversely affected Europe during crises such as the October
1973 war in the Middle East and its associated oil shocks. The CFSP is
also increasingly concerned with crisis management, and here it has the
potential to complement the EC’s usual long-term solutions to external
problems. As Hill notes (1998: 31–33), demands for favors from, and
special relationships with, the EU continue to increase among develop-
ing states, applicants for EU membership, and other actors interested
in general political dialogue (as with Central America, ASEAN, Japan,
and India). Thus, to the extent that the EU increasingly integrates CFSP
goals and actions with those of its first pillar, which is clearly taking place,
its political influence abroad has great potential. Whether this ambition
also requires an independent EU military capability will be discussed
below.
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3 EU foreign policy and European integration

I argued in Chapter 1 that linkages between institutions could act as a
powerful source of institutional change, particularly when those insti-
tutions share functional tasks or personnel. This observation is highly
applicable to the case of European foreign policy, where two separate
policy domains (the EC and EPC/CFSP) with their own procedures grew
closer together over a period of three decades. Although several EU states
hoped that EPC/CFSP would be self-contained, it most certainly did not
develop in a vacuum and has had to reconcile itself constantly with the
actors, policies, and procedures of the EC. In general, policies and proce-
dures in both domains became linked on the basis of clearer, even shared,
norms and rules. For the most part, this involved normative change on
the part of EU foreign policy; rules in this domain were less developed
than those of the EC, and EPC/CFSP officials increasingly looked to EC
rules and organizations for guidance. Today these domains are subsumed
under a broader institution, the European Union, and they are expected
to perform their activities in a coherent, coordinated manner to improve
the effectiveness of the EU’s external policies.

The growth of linkages between these two domains was as much an ac-
cident as a design. Some architects of EPC certainly hoped or expected
the economic and political dimensions of European integration would
grow closer together, but they had no idea what form the merger would
take, or if it would happen at all. At the time, it was difficult to conceive of
a clearly defined middle ground between intergovernmental and suprana-
tional/federal visions of policymaking. However, EPC/CFSP eventually
found this middle ground, using a combination of broad agenda-setting
at the intergovernmental level, transgovernmental communications, rules
concerning EC/EPC/CFSP interactions, and regular participation by the
Commission. Through a long process of trial-and-error, contradictions
and inconsistencies between the two domains were worked out during
normal business and later codified in the form of EPC reports and treaties.
Of course, it is also true that EPC had a “ready-made” legal culture (that
of the EC) to learn from, plus a set of EC officials who were able to
insert themselves into the policy process, often to the irritation of EU
member states. Other actors, such as the EP, play supporting roles in
EU foreign policy thanks to the EC’s increasing concern with demo-
cratic legitimacy, an important norm of its own. However, these were
relatively minor influences in the institutionalization of EPC/CFSP when
compared to the roles of communication and norms, and would not have
been permitted at all by EU member states without the culture of trust
that had been previously established. What really matters here is not the
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CFSP in isolation but its synergistic interaction (represented by inherent
functional overlaps but also by institutional mechanisms and socialization
processes) with other EU policy domains, internal and external. This ten-
dency for related institutions and policy domains to influence each other
through political, functional, and even normative spillover will only in-
crease with the EU’s growing complexity and scope. Now that the CFSP’s
relationship with the economic dimension of European integration (the
EC) is becoming more coherent, the next step is for the relationship be-
tween the CFSP and the defense dimension of European integration to
be substantially enhanced, assuming such a goal can be agreed within the
EU.

4 The mechanisms and resources of European foreign policy

The extent to which EU foreign policy, as an institution, began to draw
upon (and even imitate) the procedures of the EC is just one aspect of
a major focus of this study: the development of EPC/CFSP decision-
making mechanisms. Passive information-sharing on foreign policy was
not problematic, but cooperation involving formal obligations, financial
commitments, and eventually, EC resources, was another matter. Yet
EU states, through collective trial-and-error and the establishment of
pragmatic ground rules, gradually began to define their cooperation in
precisely these ways. In other words, changes in institutional procedures
changed diplomatic relations among EU states, which then encouraged
external expressions of cooperation in foreign policy. With so much un-
certainty surrounding the early years of EPC, norms not only helped to
make EU member state behaviors more predictable, they also laid the
foundations for a sense of common purpose. Over time, the most funda-
mental norms of EPC – problem-solving, domaines réservés, consultation,
confidentiality, and consensus – led to a far more goal-oriented and co-
herent policy process, even a system of governance, in the form of the
CFSP.

The close attention to norms in this analysis rejects realist assump-
tions about state interests and the centrality of material forms of power
in explaining state behavior. Norms are part of the liberal tradition in
international relations theory, which has increasingly focused on cogni-
tive factors such as ideas, beliefs, learning, lessons of history, knowledge,
and language. However, the “power” of such ideas also depends on some
consensus regarding their content, the standards for their application
in policymaking, and their linkages to existing policies and procedures.
In addition, theories of policy learning/ideas are often used to explain a
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single change or shift in policy (and usually economic or social policy)4 in
a state or two states, which limits its application in multilateral settings.
In short, an idea will have limited policy or behavioral consequences,
especially in groups of more than a few states, unless it is cast as a spe-
cific behavioral norm and thus institutionalized, or at least preserved as
a justification for policy or a standard of behavior. Thus, I have delib-
erately framed this study largely in terms of norms rather than ideas or
discourse, as it has been concerned with multilateral foreign and security
policy cooperation, with the persistence of learning or ideas over time in
different situations, and with the effects of these factors on state behavior,
expressed as collective foreign policies.

Still, even as a norm-governed policy process, the CFSP cannot yet
be considered in terms of communitarization or supranationalization, al-
though it is certainly less “garbage-can like” and more systematic and
bureaucratic (even too bureaucratic, in the view of some insiders) than
EPC. The CFSP can be understood in terms of some mechanisms of
governance as I outlined in Chapter 7, yet EU member governments still
exert a large degree of influence in the CFSP; the CFSP “executive” in
the form of the EU presidency, High Representative, or the Commission
is fairly weak; the EP and ECJ have severely limited roles relative to other
EU policy domains; and public opinion or lobbying rarely intrude on
CFSP deliberations in any significant way. Moreover, I have not argued
that EPC/CFSP has always been successful. It does have its limits, partic-
ularly in areas touching upon crisis management, security, and defense.
It would be naive to argue, for example, that a mere change in rules could
have enabled the EU to “solve” a situation as complex as the breakup of
Yugoslavia. However, although each individual institutional change may
not have unequivocally improved the prospects for cooperation, the sys-
tem as a whole has made it far easier for EU states to cooperate over the
past thirty years than if it had not existed. EU member states are also
finding it increasingly difficult to prevent the transfer of more CFSP au-
thority to EC institutions, and they all now agree that the system will be
unworkable, especially after the next enlargement, if they demand con-
sensus at every stage in the process. Thus the CFSP continues to endure
regular institutional reforms, both informal and formal, and this pattern
will likely continue with the ESDP (see below).

4 However, studies of security policy also reveal the importance of how an idea, strategy, or
new technology can become a norm. For example, the “cult of offensive” in World War I
could be considered a norm to the extent that it conditions thinking and behavior among
a set of actors (Snyder 1984; Van Evera 1984).
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5 EU foreign policy and domestic politics

Finally, this study has identified some key processes by which European
foreign policy penetrates into the domestic politics of EU member states,
thus encouraging cooperation. This argument may seem unusual, consid-
ering that EPC/CFSP does not usually command the attention of inter-
est groups, powerful businesses, or other domestic actors concerned with
European integration. However, a number of observers have pointed to
the importance of elite socialization in the development of EPC/CFSP,
and I have confirmed that argument throughout this study. The con-
stant, direct involvement of EU foreign ministers and their subordinates
in EPC/CFSP was vital for both institutional change (rule-making) and
cooperative outcomes. Moreover, I have shown that membership in EU
foreign policy has far more pervasive effects on EU states than one might
otherwise expect from the obligations set out in treaties. Although these
treaties never explicitly called for such changes, EU states found them-
selves creating entirely new administrative positions, expanding and reor-
ganizing their foreign ministries to cope with the EPC/CFSP workload,
and in some cases even reinterpreting their national constitutions in light
of EPC/CFSP norms.5

Finally, the growing amount of EPC/CFSP activity has clearly entered
the public’s consciousness in Europe. This has occurred even though
foreign policy is an area where it can be difficult for the Commission
to mobilize support among EU citizens for EPC/CFSP initiatives in the
same way it has for EC policies. Although it is still not as high profile
as other EC policy goals, such as monetary union, by 1995 a majority
of citizens in all EU states had agreed that foreign and security policy
cooperation is an acceptable and desirable goal of European integration.6

This broad base of support for the CFSP should act as a positive force
for both institutional reforms and specific cooperative outcomes.

These are no small achievements for a regional organization. And al-
though the CFSP is fairly unique as a system of cooperation, I have
attempted to explain its development in terms of institutional processes
which have been shown to work elsewhere. Information-sharing, trans-
governmental networks, norms, organizations, and governance struc-
tures are common features in world politics; the singular contribution

5 For a more comprehensive discussion of these tendencies, see Manners and Whitman
2000; Smith 2000.

6 Eichenberg 1997. Recent (2001–2002) Eurobarometer surveys indicate an average of
65 percent support for a common foreign policy and 73 percent support for a common
defense policy. This was despite a decline in general support for the EU, to an average of
48 percent.
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of European foreign policy cooperation was the way it gradually, but
persistently, linked these processes together in a fairly rational manner
while embedding them in the larger architecture of economic integra-
tion. And unlike NATO, whose consensual decision-making (and re-
source base) is clearly dominated by a single member state, the EU
has managed its achievement while still respecting, as far as possible,
the ideas and unique interests of even its smallest member states. The
EU’s information-sharing and confidence-building mechanisms alone
might be extremely useful for regions attempting to promote reconcil-
iation or peaceful integration, such as the Middle East or Southeast Asia.
Participants in EPC/CFSP certainly feel its mechanisms are applicable
elsewhere; as I showed in Chapter 6, a major goal of the EU (and the
Commission in particular) is to spread regional cooperation/integration
elsewhere by encouraging others to imitate its own methods.

Beyond institutions and cooperation: toward a
European identity?

Although we can appreciate the EU’s expanded foreign policy coopera-
tion today relative to the 1970s and relative to other regional organiza-
tions, we must also consider Europe’s new ambition to be a “global super-
power.” Policy effectiveness as well must be factored into the equation,
and the EU has been known to make questionable policy decisions (such
as the CAP and the stability and growth pact) despite the use of supra-
national Community procedures. In particular, if the EU truly intends to
intensify its cooperation in security/defense affairs to play a greater role
in world politics, its member states will have to delegate more respon-
sibilities to a common authority (the EU presidency, Commission, or
otherwise) and place more limits on the rule of consensus in this domain.
The CFSP/ESDP also needs better mechanisms and criteria to measure
policy effectiveness and compliance. Without these reforms, and despite
its high degree of civilian/economic cooperation, EU foreign policy may
amount to little more than “social work” in the eyes of the international
community. Enhanced cooperation may not be enough to provide a true
joint operational capability for issues with a crisis/security/defense di-
mension, especially after the next series of enlargements (although all
applicants have met the basic membership criteria for the CFSP).

Concerning the ESDP in particular, timid institutional reforms,
shrinking defense budgets, and uncertain political will, coupled with the
costs of enlargement and the presence of NATO, suggest that the ESDP
may be little more than a psychological insurance policy to back up the
Atlantic alliance. It will be a very expensive insurance policy, however,
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in terms of the financial commitments it requires, and in terms of the
backlash it provokes, if an EU-led military operation is viewed as a fail-
ure by the outside world and by the EU’s own citizens. Although the
Commission has taken steps to improve its civilian conflict prevention7

and crisis management procedures,8 the EU is still finding its way in
handling crises with a military or defense dimension, and the measures
outlined in the Göteborg European Council in June 2001 can not fully
address this problem.9 Most proposed changes are still too focused on
the margins – consultation, committees, statements of purpose, dialogue
with NATO10 – rather than on the root cause of the problem: the limits of
decision-making by consensus in an EU of twenty-five or more states, plus
its complex forms of external representation revolving around a rotating
EU presidency. Would the US, for example, be a superpower if each of its
fifty state governors ran the federal government for six months at a time?

EU states will also need to give serious attention to the key elements of a
defense pact: a mutual security guarantee, a truly unified command struc-
ture, force modernization, more defense spending, a nuclear weapons
policy, and possibly some form of associate membership for non-EU
states. Without these measures, the ESDP will appear impotent as a de-
terrent against attacks on the EU given the dominance of NATO in the
European theater. And unless the ESDP provides for more streamlined
decision-making coupled with more resources (especially air power and
surveillance), it is highly doubtful it could be used to compel other actors
to change their behavior in line with EU interests.

However, there is still another rationale for pursuing the CFSP in gen-
eral and the ESDP in particular: to promote a common European identity
for its own sake, rather than for any specific operational mission to de-
fend a common interest. If monetary union can serve this purpose, in
part, so too may the ESDP, which may become a powerful symbol of

7 See the European Commission 2001a.
8 As mandated by the Helsinki European Council (December 1999). The Commission’s

proposal for a regulation establishing a Rapid Reaction Mechanism (RRM) was adopted
by the General Affairs Council in February 2001. The RRM is intended to speed up
the use of civilian Community instruments (including policing) in crisis situations, and
allows for a number of policy tools to be combined in a single CFSP/ESDP joint action.
It also provided for a new RRM budget line, in the amount of 25 million euros for 2002.

9 In particular, the report of this summit notes that EU crisis management will be un-
dertaken only after a request by lead organizations like the UN or OSCE, and that EU
member states will take the ultimate decision to participate in such operations. In light of
this report, numerous consultation mechanisms (an EU Military Committee and Mili-
tary Staff, among others) were set up to facilitate more cooperation, yet the report says
nothing about enhancing decision-making capabilities or requiring EU states to provide
military assets to an EU-led force. See the EU Presidency 2001.

10 For example, see the EU Heads of State and Government 2002.
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European unity whose effects could reach far beyond EU treaties and
European Council reports. Symbols have consequences, even political
and economic costs, and can unite as well as divide people inside and
outside the EU. This may be especially true with symbols or policy goals
directed primarily toward, or in opposition to, non-EU member states,
such as the US. Indeed, like the creation of EPC in the 1970s, the EU’s
very act of developing the ESDP on paper has prompted various reassess-
ments of the transatlantic relationship since the idea was first proposed.

A full exploration of these dimensions of European foreign policy is be-
yond the scope of this chapter. However, some concluding observations
about the relationship between identity and institutionalized cooperation
are in order. Most generally, we need more systematic examinations of
policy and preference changes within individual EU member states. I have
argued only that participation in EPC/CFSP impacts on EU member
states in terms of elite socialization, bureaucratic changes, constitutional
interpretations, and public opinion. This should influence their general
propensity to cooperate in foreign/defense policy, but these factors can
vary greatly across EU states, specific policy actions, and time. An ex-
ploration of these variables could be enhanced by additional work on
how CFSP/ESDP as an institutionalized policy domain penetrates into
domestic political cultures, perhaps in terms of other indicators such as
political campaigns, party competition and platforms, domestic bureau-
cratic politics, interest groups, media attention, and so on. All of these
factors deserve more attention and comparative analysis, particularly if
one intends to demonstrate changes of preferences or identities among
EU states.

This type of comparative research may allow us to push this institution–
identity nexus even further, by moving from the relationship between
norms, domestic politics, and common policies to the construction of
common interests and identities, as theorists more sensitive to social
constructivism have suggested. These analysts are attempting to recast
Deutsch et al.’s (1957) vision of a “pluralistic security community” based
on shared values, sensitivity to each other’s needs, communication, pre-
dictable behavior, and international institutions. For example, Ruggie
refers to the EU in his argument about the distinction between “mod-
ern” and “post-modern” forms of territorial political organization. In his
terms (1993: 172), the EU might be the first “multi-perspectival polity”
to emerge in the (post)-modern era. In such a polity, the constitutive
processes whereby each EU member state “defines its own identity – and
identities are logically prior to preferences – increasingly endogenize the
existence” of all other EU states. Similarly, Wendt (1994: 386) argues that
“Identification is a continuum from negative to positive – from conceiving
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the other as anathema to the self conceiving the other as an extension of
the self. It also varies by issue and other.”11 Positive interests lead states to
think of others’ needs as extensions of their needs (such as in a collective
security system); negative interests lead to exploitation and manipulation
(as in the case of alliances, where states “cooperate” only in the face of
an outside threat). Hence social constructivism and neorealism should
be viewed as opposite ends of a single spectrum depending on the states
and issues involved: “As the degree of common fate increases, so does
the incentive to identify with others. As interdependence rises, in other
words, so will the potential for endogenous transformations of identity,
with consequences that go beyond those analyzed by rationalists” (Wendt
1994: 389–90). He further cites the unique example of the EU as a text-
book case of positive interests among a given set of states across several
issue-areas.12

However, this more nuanced conception of identity as a positive sum,
not zero sum, feature of modern states needs to supplemented by explain-
ing how identity is expressed as behavioral obligations and adjustments,
not just as ideas or discourse. What really matters here are the circum-
stances by which one identity takes precedence over another (even tem-
porarily), and how that process causes behavioral changes, rule-based or
otherwise, among group members. As Commission president Romano
Prodi put it in a speech to the EP in February 2001: “Do we realize that
our nation-states, taken individually, would find it far more difficult to
assert their existence and their identity on the world stage?”13 This state-
ment was linked to an appeal for a wide-ranging debate about the EU’s
fundamental purpose and the institutional reforms necessary to achieve
that purpose. It also recognizes that institutions both shape and reflect
collective identity, which can be manifested as cooperation, the chief fo-
cus of this study. The larger question is how the EU can defend its central
common principles, required of all member states, in light of its new doc-
trine of enhanced cooperation in policy domains (such as the ESDP and

11 Mercer (1995: 249–51) has also argued for a “third way” between positivist realism and
social constructivism, and he suggests the example of the EU as an area for research
into collective identity. A closely related “epistemic communities” school of thought
examines the role of transnational knowledge networks in shaping ideas and behavior;
see Müller and van Dassen 1997: 68–69.

12 Wendt (1999) also applies several concepts from more orthodox international relations
theories to support his argument: a common fate, interdependence, and the increasing
“dynamic density” of interactions owing to trade, capital, and technological flows help
create a system conducive to collective identity formation. However, as I have argued
throughout this volume, these factors by themselves will not necessarily lead to specific
cooperative outcomes.

13 Michael Mann, “Prodi Urges Fundamental Debate on the Future of EU,” Financial
Times, February 13, 2001.
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monetary union) that traditionally define national sovereignty, while both
expanding to the East and maintaining a single European institutional
space.

Unfortunately, there is little consensus on how to define and measure
identity in empirical terms, nor have many analysts applied these argu-
ments to the EU in any systematic way.14 As I have stressed in this volume,
European foreign policy as an institution is based on interdependence,
confidence-building, communication, common definitions of problems,
explicit behavioral standards, and the equality of its participants, all of
which may encourage a sense of common identity. To the extent that a
common identity is expressed by rules and common external policies,
the EU clearly possesses such an international political identity. And to
the extent that this body of actions is used as a point of reference in the
way EU states determine their values and make policies, their identity
has changed as well.

This is also a two-way process; as the EU takes an increasing number
of principled actions in world politics through the CFSP and other pol-
icy instruments, and as the outside world responds to those actions, the
CFSP helps provide a valuable social commodity for the EU: internal
unity. Here there is the possibility of a true constructivist or reflectivist
interpretation, by which a European identity is constructed over (or in
addition to) existing national identities and in response to outside actors.
National foreign policy rests on the idea of a shared identity among in-
dividuals, preserved and developed by collective historical experiences
and state institutions, but this has taken time in the EU given the lack
of a central authority powerful enough to assert its view of the common
interest over the strongly-entrenched national traditions of individual EU
member states. There is also no prominent external threat or actor to act
as a catalyst, and to the extent that EU governments cling to traditional
notions of national sovereignty, the EU’s global identity will take time to
develop. Instead, and for the moment, such a European foreign policy
identity will have to come from within the EU itself, whereby elite officials
attempt to “create a collective memory based on shared myths” (Smith
1992) in the manner of European state-building.

A common defense policy symbolizes this identity-building process,
but it also raises additional problems of governance. Although it has gen-
erally worked for EPC/CFSP, a decentralized, consensus-based, trans-
governmental approach to the ESDP may prove unworkable on a practical

14 For exceptions, see Wæver 1996; Whitman 1998; Checkel 2001. Another recent study
(Cederman 2000) focuses on the EU’s external identity but does not discuss foreign
policy in great detail, while Hemmer and Katzenstein (2002) examine the role of regional
identity in the creation of NATO.
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level. Fundamentally, EU states still seem to disagree on the key func-
tional role of the ESDP: as a support arm for NATO (the UK), as an in-
dependent EU force (France), or solely as a peacekeeping/humanitarian
force (Germany and Sweden). Moreover, some actor must ultimately
take on the risks of leadership and accountability, which is especially
problematic in foreign policy (not to mention defense policy) in light of
rotating EU presidencies, a weak Commission, different national values
and capabilities, and a foreign policy spokesperson with no real resources
or mandate. There is still a huge conceptual and operational gap between
“normal” CFSP activities and military-related actions, and it is possible
that only a major external crisis and/or a major change of policy in the
US (such as withdrawing from NATO) would lead the EU to transform
its weak ESDP plans into an effective independent military force. While
EU states may have a common interest and even shared identity in devel-
oping such a force, their political will to act still varies a great deal, their
decision-making methods are onerous, they are unwilling to delegate to
another institution, and they have not committed the necessary financial
resources to back up their common interests in the ESDP. And the ulti-
mate goal of using the ESDP to provide a formal security guarantee for
EU member states, including the role of nuclear weapons toward that
end, is still an open question.

Europe’s constitutional future and the CFSP/EDSP

As this volume goes to press, several recent events further demonstrate the
difficulties that remain in forging a common European defense policy: the
crisis in Macedonia, the war in Afghanistan following the September 11,
2001 terrorist attacks in the US, and the confrontation with Iraq over its
weapons of mass destruction. In all three cases, although the EU showed
some solidarity in approving a general position on the issue (occasionally
supported by civilian/economic measures),15 it soon became divided over
the need for a specific military response, if any. EU states also clashed over
whether the EU should be involved in organizing the response, and in all
three cases they chose national and/or NATO contributions instead of the
EU’s own RRF. On a more positive note, Macedonia at least showed the
effectiveness of close cooperation between George Robertson of NATO
and Javier Solana of the EU, with a supporting role for the OSCE (in
the form of civilian monitors protected by NATO). This division of

15 For example, the EU’s “Action Plan” of seventy-nine anti-terrorism policy initiatives (in-
cluding a blacklist of terrorist organizations and a European arrest warrant) was proposed
at the Ghent summit in October 2001 and agreed by the Laeken European Council in
December 2001. See the European Commission 2001b.
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labor – NATO threatens short-term punishment while the EU simulta-
neously offers long-term rewards – could be the future model, assuming
both institutions agree on the political priorities in such cases (i.e., sup-
porting fragmentation or unification) and on the same balance between
carrots and sticks. After September 11, NATO invoked Article 5 for the
first time in its history, which facilitated the use of some NATO assets, but
not its command structure, for the war in Afghanistan. These changes,
not to mention the way NATO countries served on missions to protect
US airspace, would have been nearly unthinkable without the terrorist
attacks against the US. On the negative side, however, some Europeans
resisted a reorientation of NATO toward anti-terrorism efforts in the im-
mediate aftermath of the attacks.16 The refusal in early 2003 of some
European NATO members (including France and Germany) to allow
the use of NATO assets for a US attack on Iraq also raises the specter of
a future US refusal to allow the ESDP use of those same assets.

These types of problems clearly reflect fundamental tensions among
EU states, some of whom also criticize the US for being insensitive
to human rights, disrespectful of the UN, and too unilateral in its ap-
proach to foreign/security policy.17 Even more problematic for the EU,
in December 2001 the Belgian EU presidency (in the person of Belgian
foreign minister Louis Michel) prematurely announced at the Laeken Eu-
ropean Council that the ESDP was “operational” and that the EU would
provide up to 4,000 troops for the peacekeeping force in Afghanistan.
This could have been the first deployment of the EU’s RRF, yet France,
Germany, and the UK (among others) quickly denied the announcement
and insisted that they would deploy troops on their own accord, not under

16 In fact, the US tried at the 1999 NATO summit in Washington to give NATO a counter-
terrorism role by broadening the definition of “attack” to include terrorism, sabotage, and
organized crime. The Europeans refused, which led to a compromise in the communiqué
(Article 24) issued after the summit: “Any armed attack on the territory of the allies,
from whatever direction, would be covered by Article 5 of the Washington (NATO)
Treaty”; and in addition that “alliance security interests can be affected by risks of
a wider nature, including terrorism, sabotage, and organized crime.” European allies
thought this might prevent NATO from assuming a true counter-terrorism role, but the
September 11 attacks effectively led NATO, in the interest of showing solidarity with the
US, to incorporate Article 24 into Article 5 with little debate over the legalities. But some
allies began questioning this fait accompli soon after it was decided. See Judy Dempsey,
“EU Doubts Grow over ‘Switch’ in NATO Role,” Financial Times, September 18, 2001;
Judy Dempsey, “NATO Help Likely to Go Beyond Bin Laden Attack,” Financial Times,
October 5, 2001.

17 These episodes also call into question the need for greater intelligence cooperation in
the EU, whether in the form of spy satellites or other means. Here the UK prefers to rely
on its special relationship with the US, while the French (among others) prefer a more
independent EU capability. The EU Council of Ministers established its own modest
intelligence unit in late 2001, but its resources are unquestionably surpassed by NATO
and the national services of EU member states.
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the institutional umbrella of the EU. The EU did, however, later decide
to take over NATO’s peacekeeping mission in Macedonia as one of its
first ESDP actions.18 If this operation proceeds as planned, there is no
reason the EU cannot apply its time-tested method of learning-by-doing
to the creation of new rules for military deployments in the ESDP.

Assuming the EU manages to overcome its deficiencies in political will,
decision-making, and resources, it must also contend with public oppo-
sition to the very idea of using military force in situations that do not
involve a direct military attack. Both the Kosovo and Afghanistan mili-
tary campaigns were marked by intense concerns about civilian casualties,
collateral damage, and other humanitarian issues. These concerns always
threaten to undermine political cohesion and military effectiveness, even
when one state, such as the US, assumes most of the risk. As difficult
as it is for the EU to undertake its own military operations, it will face
even more obstacles in sustaining public support and collective political
will once EU troops are committed and casualties begin to mount. Civil-
ian oversight of the armed forces during a military operation is always
a difficult and contentious task, and it is questionable whether the EU’s
institutional machinery, as presently structured, can handle these respon-
sibilities, even if delegated to do so by its member states. It is also unclear
how EU member states could inspire their citizens to risk their lives on
behalf of the ESDP.19 Finally, we must also consider the effectiveness of
Petersberg-task type deployments once the barriers of decision-making
and public opinion are surmounted. If the experience of the UN in places
like Srebrenica is any guide, these missions are still dangerous and can
be extremely costly, both politically and economically. The Dutch gov-
ernment learned this lesson when it resigned in April 2002 in response
to a report on the failure of Dutch UN peacekeepers to prevent the 1995
massacre of Muslims in Srebrenica. How will the EU be able to explain
to its 450 million citizens (post-enlargement) why it should absorb such
costs when other institutions (such as NATO or the UN) may be willing
to do so, and in light of so many other expensive, pressing tasks, such as
enlargement, unemployment, and competitiveness?

In light of these complications, and given the CFSP’s track record with
civilian/economic tools, it is worth asking a final question: whether the

18 As decided during the June 2002 Seville European Council, which also affirmed the
EU’s willingness, under the ESDP, to provide civilian police forces to Bosnia starting in
January 2003. Eighteen non-EU countries also agreed to participate in this operation.

19 On this point, France and Germany did propose an EU defense college at their 77th
summit in June 2001 to promote a culture of European security and defense. If imple-
mented, this could provide a military counterpart to the integrationist mindset embodied
in the Commission’s own bureaucratic and diplomatic corps.
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EU actually would be wiser to concentrate its efforts in areas where it
has demonstrable strengths: the EC, the CFSP, and (potentially) the
foreign/security components of JHA. The EU’s use of deadly force will
almost certainly undermine its “soft power” and its positive image as a
civilian actor in world politics, which may give it a rhetorical edge over the
US in the view of many other states (particularly in the developing world,
where the EU is the largest aid donor). Although the US–EU partnership
can be formidable, the EU may be more influential as a global actor by
celebrating its differences with the US and NATO rather than by attempt-
ing to imitate those actors. Unlike the US, which tends to disdain “state-
building,” the EU seems both willing and able to remake other troubled
states and regions in its own image. Even if it cannot yet help enforce peace
agreements or prevent conflicts through military means, the EU can still
be a powerful force for democratization, civil society, and long-term devel-
opment, which are as important to global stability as crisis management.
If the EU still decides to proceed with the ESDP in the absence of more
radical institutional changes in this domain (which could involve a federal
Europe), the only way to achieve cooperation in military affairs would be
to allow either a “concert” approach (whereby the ESDP is effectively led
by the EU’s most willing states) or an institutionalized two-speed Europe,
both of which could undermine the cohesion that the EU is supposed to
facilitate. Even with these changes, the ESDP is likely to be operational
only in situations where NATO (i.e., the US) clearly refuses to participate.
Finally, how all of this will take place while upholding the Commission’s
principles of “good governance” in the EU – openness, participation,
accountability, effectiveness, and coherence – remains to be seen.20

Thus, the EU faces yet another momentous decision. Its next enlarge-
ment will be the most ambitious ever, and will require an equal degree
of institutional reform to accommodate so many new member states. A
model of intergovernmental, transgovernmental, and supranational gov-
ernance based on an elite bureaucracy, secret European Council decision-
making, 80,000 pages of rules, and multiple policy networks may not be
effective enough to bridge the numerous potential foreign policy cleav-
ages after the next enlargement. The emergence of diffuse threats such
as terrorists, biological weapons, and organized crime also will put huge
stresses on the EU’s cumbersome arrangements for security coopera-
tion. Past experience in the EU, involving the deepening of functional,
organizational, and even social linkages between enlargement and po-
litical cooperation (in the form of EPC, CFSP/JHA, and ESDP), also

20 European Commission 2001c. For a more detailed examination of this question, see
Siedentop 2001.
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suggests that enlargement must be justified by more than narrow eco-
nomic considerations. How the EU rationalizes its purpose and growth
will be a fundamental question for the EU’s “Convention on the Future
of Europe” in 2003–2004. At a minimum, this convention hopes to con-
vert the EU’s current constitutional order from a patchwork of complex
EU/EC treaties into a single, coherent, simple document. At a maxi-
mum, it could produce a path-breaking new blueprint for Europe’s future
development.

At the time of writing (January 2003), however, one of the most widely
debated ideas inspired by the convention is a proposal involving a new
“EU president” (of the European Council, in addition to rotating EU
presidencies) chosen by EU heads of government to represent the EU
over a long term, such as five years. The Commission would retain its
own president who could be appointed by the EP rather than by mem-
ber states. France and Germany agreed to this “twin-presidency” plan at
a meeting in early 2003, and several other EU states (Denmark, Italy,
Spain, Sweden, and the UK) also endorsed the idea, as did conven-
tion chair Valery Giscard d’Estaing. Although the two presidency officials
could enjoy some measure of democratic legitimacy, it is difficult to see
how they would compete with the existing authority and resources of EU
member states,21 especially in security/defense affairs, where EU states
would still enjoy veto rights. If EU states block ESDP decisions or fail to
invest the EU president or Commission with the resources and respon-
sibility for the CFSP/ESDP, they will have succeeded only in merging
the chief virtue of the current CFSP High Representative – greater per-
manence and a higher profile – with the chief virtue of the current EU
presidency: as representative of the collective will of EU member states.
This also may involve combining the functions of the CFSP High Repre-
sentative and the Commissioner for External Relations into a single “EU
foreign secretary” Commissioner.

The Commission is likely to oppose the creation of a new European
Council president with strong foreign policy powers;22 this plan could
also be derailed if any smaller EU state refuses to sign on or if large EU
states insist that one of their own occupy the top position. Would France,
for example, really agree to be represented in global affairs over a five-
year term by someone from Greece or Estonia? How would the European
21 The Franco-German plan does propose that the EU foreign secretary would preside over

meetings of EU foreign ministers, and would be backed up by a European diplomatic
service working closely with those of EU member states.

22 The Commission does support merging the functions of the CFSP High Representa-
tive and the Commissioner for External Relations into a “Secretary of the European
Union,” a special new role for the vice-president of the Commission. See the European
Commission 2002 for its contribution to the convention.
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Council president coordinate his/her responsibilities with the rotating EU
presidency, the EU foreign secretary, the president of the Commission,
other external relations Commissioners, ad hoc EU special envoys, and
the top representatives of large EU states? What “authority” would these
officials have to enforce compliance, particularly in EU policy domains
where member states are free to opt in or opt out on a case-by-case
(ESDP) or permanent (Schengen) basis? And would the EU president
or foreign secretary have the legal authority/personality to negotiate and
conclude agreements on behalf of the EU?

Although it is an unprecedented exercise for the EU, the convention
is likely to find it extremely difficult to take final decisions on these mat-
ters. In fact, delegates to the convention overwhelmingly denounced the
Franco-German plan for a twin-presidency only a few days after it was
proposed. Ultimately, if any version of this general plan is agreed, the EU
will have taken the path of least resistance that we have seen throughout
the institutional history of EPC/CFSP summit-level agreements: a mod-
est compromise that raises as many institutional problems as it solves
by simultaneously altering the intergovernmental and supranational el-
ements of European integration without fully reconciling the two. This
in turn will require far more transgovernmental coordination – and new
rules – among lower-level participants, especially as the EU expands to
twenty-five member states.

And yet, even if the EU fails to agree on taking European integration
to the federal level, and even if it never fields an independent, operational
ESDP, we can still appreciate the unique accomplishment of foreign pol-
icy cooperation in a regional economic organization, the primary focus of
this volume. Despite the institutional and practical problems discussed in
this chapter, there is still no serious thought among EU states of returning,
as a normal practice, to their old self-interested, short-sighted, unilateral
approaches to foreign policy problems. Through complex processes of in-
stitutionalization, the EU has fundamentally changed the way its member
states define and pursue their interests. In the face of challenges to those
interests, EU member states still generally tend to respond by enhancing
their institutions, not by dismantling them, even in the sensitive domain
of security/defense policy. As this process continues, we would do well to
remember that the EU has surprised the world before with the strength
of its commitment to institutionalized integration, most recently with the
successful launch of a common currency and the decision on Eastern
enlargement. Perhaps it will do so again by creating a truly functional
and independent military force to support its well-developed Common
Foreign and Security Policy.
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